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jPREFACE.

THE following pages were hastily thrown together ixi
thel form of lectures, and delivered, during the past winter,
before the Lowell Institute of Boston. They were writ-
ten without the slightest intention of ever publishing them ;
but several offcers of militia, who heard them delivered,
or afterwards read them in manuscript, desire their publi.
cation, on the ground of their being useful to a class of
offcers now likely to be called into military service. It
is with this view alone that they are placed in the hands
of the printer. No pretension is made to originality in
any part of the work; the sole object having been to em
body, in a small compass, well established military princi-
ples, and to illustrate these by reference to the events
of past history, and the opinions and practice of the best
generals .

Small portions of two or three of the following chap.
tcrs have already appeared, in articles furnished by the
author to the New York and Democratic Reviews, and in
a "rReport on the Means of National Defence," published
by order of Congress.

H. W.V IL1
;MAY, 1846.





MfIITAIRY ART AND SCIENCE.

INTRODUCTION.

OUR distanace friom· the old world, and thne favorable cir-

cumstances in which we have been placed with respect
to the other nations of the new world, have made it so

easy for our government to adhere to a pacific policy, that,
in the sixty-two years that have elapsed since the9 ac-

knowledgment of our national independence, we have· en-
joyed more than fifty-eight of general peace; our Indian
borde~r wars have been too limited and local in their char-o

acter to seriouslyr affect the other parts of the coun~try, or
co' · sturb the general conditions of peace. This fortunate
stste of things has done much to diffuse knowledge, pro-
m~ote commerce, agriculture, and manufactures; in fine, to
increase the greatness of the nation and the happiness of
th~e individual. Under these circumstances our people

have grown up with habits and dispositions essentia~llyr
paciflc, and it, is to be hoped that these feelings may not,
soon be changed. But in all communities opinions some-
times run into extremnes; anrd there are not a few among

us who, dazzled by the beneficial results of a long peace,
have adopted the opiniion that war in any case is not onily
useless, but actually immoral; nay, more, that to engage
in war is wicked in the highest degree, and even brutislk.
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All modern ethical writers regard unjust war as not only
immoral, but as one of the greatest of crimes--murder one
a large scale. Such are all wars of mere ambition, en-
gaged in for the purpose of extending regal power ol
national. sovereignty; wars of plunder, carried on fromr
mercenary motives; wars of propagandism, undertakaen
for the unrighteous end of compelling men to adopt certain
religious or political opinions, whether from the alleged
motives of "introducing a more orthodox religion," or of
"(extending the area of freedom." Such wars are held F
just abhorrence by all moral and religious people: and
this is believed to be the settled conviction of the great
mass of our owvn citizens.

But in addition to that respectable denomination of
Christians who deny our right to use arms under any ci·
cumstances, there are many religious enthusiasts in otim.l
communions wxho, from causes already noticed, haye
adopted the same theory, and hold all wars, even those in
self-defence, as unlawful and immoral. This c 'inion has
been, within the last few years, pressed on the public with
great zeal and, eloquence, and many able pens have been
enlisted in its cause. One of the most popular, and by
some regarded one of the most able writers on moral
science, has adopted this· view as the only one consonanit
with the principles of Christian morality.

It has been deemed proper, in commencing a course of
lectures on war, to makie a few introductory remarks re-
specting this question of its justifiableness. W;Sejmnow of no
better way of doing this than to give on the one side the ob-
jections to war as laid down in Dr. W~ayland's Moral Ph-i-·
losophy, and on the other side the arg-uments by which
other ethical wvriters have justified a resort to war. We do not
select Dr. W~ayland's work for the purpose of criticizinlg so
distinguished an author; but because he is almost the onaly
writer on ethics who advocates these views, and because
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the main arguments against war are here given in brief
space, and in more moderate and temperate language than
that used by most of his followers. I shall give his argu-
ment.s in his own language.

" I. All wars are contrary to the revealed will of God."
It is said in reply, that if the Christian religion con-

demns all wars, no matter how just the cause, or how ne-
cessary for self-defence, we must expect to find in the
Bible some direct prohibition of war, or at least a prohibi-
tion fairly implied in other direct commandments. But
the Bible nowhere prohibits war: in the Old Testament
we find war and even conquest positively commanded, and
although war was rag-ing in the world int the time of Christ
and his apostles, still they said not a word of its unlawful-
ness and imnmorality. Moreover, the fathers of the church
amply acknowledge the right of war, and directly assert,
that when war is justly declared, the Christian may en-
gage in it either by strataigem or open force. If it be of
that h~ighly wicked and immoral character which some
have recently attributed to it, most assuredly it would be
condemned in th-e Bible in terms the most positive and
unequivoc~al.

Btut it has been said that the use of the sword is either
directly or typically forbidden to the Christian, by such~·
passages as " T'hou shalt not kill," (Dent. v. 17,)- "f say
unto you, that ye resist not evil: but whosoever shall
smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other also,"
(M~att. v. 39,) &c. If these passages are to- be taken as
literal commands, as fanatics and religious enthusiasts
would have us believe, not only is war unlawful, but also
all our penal statutes, the magistracy, and all the institu-
tions of the state for the defence of individual rights, the
protection of the inhnocent, and the punishment of- the
guilty. But if taken in conjunction with the whole Bible,
we must infer that they are hyperbolical expressions, used
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to impress strongly on our minds the general -principle of
love and forgiveness, and that, so far as possible. we over
comne evil with good. Can any sober-minded mnan sup-
pose, for a moment, that we are commanded to encon'~
rage the attacks of the wicked, by literally turning -the
left cheek when assaulted on the right, and thus in-~
duce the assailant to commit more wrongt Shall we in-
vite the thief and the robber to persevere in his. depreda.
tions, by literally giving him a cloak wvhen he takes our
coat; and the insolent and the oppressor to proceed in
his path of crime, by going two miles with him if he bid
us to go one 

Again, if the command, "'Thou shalt not kill," is to be
taken literally, it not only prohlibits us from engaging in
just war, and forbids the taking of human life by the
state, as a punishment for crime; it also forbids, says Dr.
Leiber, our taking the life of a~ny animal, and even ex-
tends to the vegetable kingdom,--for undoubtedly plants
have life, and are ·liablle to violent death--to be killed.
But Dr. Wayland concedes to individuals the right to
take vegetable and ai. ,mal life, and to society the right to
punish mulrder by death. This passage undoubtedly
means, thou shalt not unjustly kill,--thou shalt do no
murder; and so it is rendered in our prayer-books.- IT
cann-ot have reference to war, for on almost the next page
we find the Israelites commanded to go forth and smite.
the heathen iiations,---to cast them out of the land,--to
utterly destroy. thern,-teo show them no mercy, &c. If
these passages of the Bible are to be taken literally, there
is no book which contains so many contradictions; but if
taken in connection with the spirit of other passages, we
shall find that we are permitted to use force in preventing
or punishing crime, whether in ,nations or in individuals;
but that we should combine love with justice, and f~ree
our hearts frorm all evil motives.
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II. All wars are un~justifiable, because"L God commands
us to love every man, alien or citizen, Samaritan or Jew,
as ourselves; and the act neither of society nor of gov-
ernment can render it our duty to violate this command."

It is true that no act of society can make it our duty to
violate any command of God: but is the above command
to be taken literally, and as forbidding us to· engage in
just war? Is it, not rather intended to impress upon us,
in a forcible manner, that mutual love is a great virtue;
that we should hate no one, not even a stranger nor an
enemy, but should treat all with justice, mercy, and
loving-kindness? If the meaning attempted to be given
to this command in the above quotation be the trtie one, it
is antagonistical not only to just war, but to civil justice,
to patriotism, and to the social and domestic affections.

But are we bound to love all human beings alike; that
is, to the same degree ? Does the Bible, as a whole, in-
culcate such doctrine ? On the contrary, Christ himself
had his beloved disciple,--one whom he loved pre-emi-
nently, and above all the others; though he loved the
others none the less on that' account. W~e are bound to
love our parents, our brothers, our families first, and above
all other human beings; but we do not, for this reason,
love others any the less. A man is not only permitted to
seek first the comfort and happiness of his own family,
but if he neglect to do so, he is worse than an infidel.
W~e are bound to protect our families against the attacks
of others; and, if necessary for the defence of their
lives, we are permitted to take the life of the assailant;
nay more, we are bound to do so. But it does not follow
that we hate him whom we thus destroy. On the con-
tra~ry, we may feel compassion, and even love for him.
The magistrate sentences the murderer to suffer the pen..
alty of the law; and the sheriff carries the sentence into
execution by taking, in due? form, the life of the prisoner;
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nevertheless, both the magistrate and the sheriff may have
the kindest feelings towards him whom they thus deprive
of life.

So it is in the external affairs of the state. Next to
my kindred and my neighbors do I love my countrymen.
I love them more than I do foreigners, because my ia-
terests, my feelings, my -happiness, my ties of friendship
and affection, bind me to them more intimately than to the
foreigner. I sympathize with the oppressed Greekr, and
the enslaved African, and willingly contribute to their
relief, although their sufferings affect me very remotely;
but if my own countrymen become oppressed and en-
slaved, nearer and dearer interests are affe~cted, and pecu-
liar duties spring from the ties and affections which God
has formed. If my countrymen be oppressed, my neig~h-
bors and kindred will be made unhappy and suffering;
this I am bound to take all proper measures in my power
to prevent. If the assailant cannot be persuaded by ar-
gument to desist from his wickred intentions, I unite wvith
my fellow-citizens in forcibly resisting his aggressions.
In doing this I amn actuated by no feelings of hatred to-
wards the hostile forces; I have in my heart no malice,
no spirit of revenge; I have no desire to harm indi-
viduals, except so far as they are made the instruments
of oppression. But as instruments of evil, I am bound
to destroy their power to do harm. I do not shoot at my
military enemy from hatred or revenge; I fight against
him because the paramount interests of my country can-
not be secured without destroying the instrument by
which they are assailed. I am prohibited from exercising
any personal cruelty; and after the battle, or as soon as
thLe enemy is rendered harmless, he is to be treated with
kinldness, and to be taken care of equally with the wound 
ed friend. All conduct to the contrary is regarded by
civilized nations with .disapprobation.
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That war does not properly beget personal malignity
but that, on the contrary, the eff~ects of mutual kindness
and courtesy on the battle-field, frequently have a bene-
ficial influence in the political events of after years, may
be shown by innumerable examples in all history. Soult
and W~iellington were opposing generals in numerous bat-
tles; but when the former visited England in 1838, he
was received by WSlellington and the whole British nation
with the highest marks of respect; and the mutual warmth
of feeling between these two* distinguished men has con-
tributed much to the continuance of friendly relations be
tween the two nations. And a few years ago, when we
seemed brought, by our civil authorities, almost to the
brink of war by the northeastern boundary difficulties, the
pacific arrangements concluded, througoh the intervention
of General Scott, between the Governors of Ma~ine and
New Brunswick, were mainly due to ancient friendships
contracted by officers 9f the contending armies during our
last war with Great Britain.

III. " It is granted that it would be better for man in
general, if wars were abolished, and, all means, both of
offence and defence, abandoned. Now, this seems to me
to admit, that this is the law under which God has created
man. But this being admitted, the question seems to be
at an end; for God never places man under circumstances
in which it is either wise, or necessary, or innocent, to
violate his laws. Is it for the advantage of him who lives
among a community of thieves, to steal; or for on'e who
lives among a community of liars, to lie ?"

The fallacy of the above argument is so evident that it
is scarcely 'necessary to point out its logical defects.

My13 living among a community of thieves would not
justify· rne in stealing, and certainly it would be no reaso~n
why :should neglect the security of my property. My
Living among murderers would not instify me in commit
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tingf murder, and on the other hand it would be no reasoii
why I should not fight in the defence of my family, if the
arm of the law were unable to protect them. T'hat other
nations carry on unljust wars is no reason why we should
do likrewise, nor is it of itself any reason why we should
neglect the means of self-defence.

It may seem, to us short-sighted mortals, better that we
w~ere placed in a world where there were no wars, or
murders, or thefts; but God has seen fit to order it other-
wise.: Our duties and our relations to our fellow-men are,
made to suit the world as it is, and not such a world as
we would make for ourselves.

We live among thieves: we must therefore resort' to
force to protect our property--that is, to locks, and bars,
and bolts; we build walls thick and high between the
robber and our merchandise. And more: wTe enact laws
for his punishment, and employ civil officers to forcibly
seize the guilty and inflict that degree of punishment
necessary for the prevention of other thefts and robberies.

We live among murderers: if neither the law nor the
ordinary physical protections suffice for the defence of our
own lives and the lives of our innocent friends, we forci-
bly resist the murderer, even to his death, if need be.
M/oreover, to deter others from like crimes, we inflict the
punishment of death upon him who has already taken
life.

These relations of individuals and of society are laid
down by all ethical writers as in accordance with the
strictest rules of Christian morality. Even Dr. Wayland
considers it not only the right, but the duty of individuals
and of society to resort to these means, and to enact these
laws for self-protection. Let us extend the· same course
of reasonling to the relations of different societies.

We live among nations who frequently wage unjust
wars; who, disregarding the rights of others, ·oppress
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and rob, and even murder their citizens, in order to reach
Bc~ne unrighteous end. As individuals, we build fences
and walls for the protection of our grounds and our mer-
chandise;I so, as a nation, we build ships and forts to
protect our commerce, our harbors, and our cities. But
the walls of our houses and stores are useless, unless
made so strong and high that the robber cannot breakr
through or scale them without great e~ffort and personal
(langer; so our national ships and forts would be utterly
useless for protection, unless fully armed and equipped.

Further: as individuals and as societies we employ
civil officers for the protection of our property and lives,
and, when necessary, arm them with the physical means
of executing the laws, even though the employment of
these means should cost human life. The prevention and
punishment of crime causes much human suffering; nev-
ertheless the good of community requires that crime,
should be prevented and punished. So, as a nation, we
employ military officers to man our ships and forts, to pro-
tect our property and our persons, and to repel and punish
those who seek to robo us of our life, liberty, and pursuit
of happiness. N~ational aggressions are far more terrible
in their results than individual crime; so also the means
of prevention and punishment are far more stupendous,
and the employment of these means causes a far greater
amount of human suffering. This may be a good reason
for greater caution in resorting to such means, but assuredly
it is no argument against the moral right to use them.

IV.. Wiar is unjustifiable because unnecessary:
"1 st. The very fact that a nation relied solely upon the

justice of its measures, and, the benevolence of its con-
duct, would do more than any thing else to prevent the
occurrence of injury. The moral sentiment of every coin-
munity would rise in opposition to injury inflicted upou
thae just the kind, and the merc2iful,"
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The moral duty of nations in this respect is the sa~me
as that of individuals..· Active benevolence and forbear-
ance should be employed, so far as may be proper; bu~
there are points ait which forbearance ceases to be a vir-
tue. If we entirely forbear to punish the thief, the rob-
ber, and the murderer, think you that crime will be diinin-
ishe~d? Reason and experience prove the contrary.
Active benevolence and kiindness should always attend
just punishment, but they were never designed to prohibit
it. The laws of God's universe are founded on justice a~s
well as love. " The moral sentiment of every community
rises in opposition to injury inflicted upon the just, t-he
kind, and the merciful ;" but this fact does not entirely
prevent wicked men from robbing and murdering innocent
persons, and th~erefore wise and just laws requi~re that
criminals shall be punished, in order that those who are
dead to all moral restraints may be deterred from crimo
through fnar of punishment.

"2d. But suppose the [national] injury to be done. I
reply, The proper appeal for moral beings, upon moral
questions, is not to physical force, but to the consciences
of men. Let the wrong be set forth, but be set forth in
the spirit of love; and in this manner, if in any, will the
consciences of men be aroused to justice."

Argument, and " appeals to the consciences of men"
· ahould always be resorted to in preference to "physical
force ;" but when they fail to deter the wicked, force
must be employed. I may reason with the robber and
the murderer, to· persuade him to desist from his attempt
to rob my house, and murder my family; but if he refuse
to listen to moral appeals, I employ physical force,-I[
call in t~he strong arm of the law to' assist me; and if no
other mneans can be found to satvn innocent life that is as-
sailed, the life of the assailant must be sacrificed.

"If," says Puffendorf, "some one treads the laws of
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peace under his feet, forming projects which tend to myt
ruin, ire could not, without the higIhest degree of impu.
deuce, (impudentissime,) pretend that after this I should
consitler him as a sacred person, who ought not to be
touched; in other wYords, that I should betray myself, and.
abandon thle care of my own preservation, in order to
give way to the malice of a criminal, that he may act
with impuniiy and with full liberty. On t~he contrary,
since he shows himself unsociable towards me, and since
he has placed himself in a position which does not per-
mit me safely to practice towards him the duties of peace,
I have only to think of preventing the danger which
menaces me; so that if I cannot do thiis without hurting
him, he has to accuse himself only, since he has reduced
me to this necessity." Dc Jure Nat. et Gent., lib. ii., ch.

v. 1 . This same course of reasoning is also applied
to the duties of a nation towards its enemy in respect to

"(3d. But suppose this method fail. Why, then, let us
suffer the evil."

This principle, if applied to its full extent, wonld, we
believe, be subversive of all right, aend soon place all
power in the hands of the most evil and wicked men in
the community-. Reason with the nation that invades our
soil, and tramples under foot our rights and liberties, and
should it not desist, why, then, suffer the evil! Reason
with the murderer, and if he: do not desist, why, then,
suffer him to murdrer our wives and our children!i Reason
with the robber ·and the defatulter, and if they will not
listen, why, then, let them take our property! W e can-
not appeal to the courts, for if their decisions be not re-
spected, they employ force to compoel obedience. to tI. eir
mandates. But Dr. Way~land considers the law of be-
nevolence to forbid the use of force between men. lie
forgets this, it is true, in speaking of our duties towards
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our fellow-men of the same societyr, and even~ allows us to
punish the murderer with de~ath; but towards the for.
eigner he requires a greater forbearance and benevolence
than towards our neighbor; for if another nation send its
armies to oppress, and rob, and murder us' by the thou-
sand, we have no right to employ physical force either to
prevent or to punish them, though we may do so to pre-
vTent or punish a neighbor for an individual act of the
same character. The greater the scale of crime, then,
the less the necessity of resorting to physical force to
prrevent it!i

'"4th. But it may be askred, what is to prevent repeated
and continued aggression? I answer, first, not instrua-
nients of destruction, but the moral principle which God
has placed in the bosom of every man. I thinkr that obe-
dience to th~e law of God, on the part of the injured, is
the surest preventive against the repetition of injury. I
answer, secondly, suppose thnat acting in obedience to the
law of benevolence will not prevent the repetition of in-
jury, will acting on the principle of retaliation prevent
it?" Again; "'I believe aggression from a. foreign nation to
be the intimation from God that we are disobeying the
law of benevolence, and that this is his mode of teaching
nations their duty, in this respect, to each other. So that,
aggression seems to me in no manner to call fo~r retalia-
tion and injury, but rather to call for special krindness and
good-will."

This argument, if such it can be called, is equally ap-
p'licable to individual aggressions. WMe are bound to
regard them as intimations of our w~pit of benevolence,
and to reward the aggressors for the intimations!i Is it
true, that in this world the wicked only are oppressed,
andi that the good are always the prospered and happyy
Even suppose this true, and that I, as a sinful man, de·
serve God's anger, is this any reason why I should not
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resist the assassin, and seeki to bring him to punish-
ment? The whole of this argument of Dr. Wiayland
applies with niuch greater force to municipal courts than
to war.

V. L~et us suppose a nation to abandon all means
bothi of offence and of defence, to lay aside all power of
inflictinlg injury, and to rely for self-preservation solely
upon the justice of its own conduct, and the moral effect
which such a course of conduct would produce upon the
consciences of men. * *f * * ow would such a
nation be protected from external attack, and entire sub-
jugration? I answer, by adopting the law of benevolence,
a nation would render such an event in the highest de-
gree improbable. The causes of national war are, most
commonly, the love of plunder and the love of glory.
The first of these is rarely, if ever, sufficient to stimulate
men to the ferocity necessary to war, unless when assisted
by the second. And by adopting as the rule of our con-
duct the law of benevolence, all motive arising from the
second "cause is taken away. There is not a nation in
Europe that could be led on to war against a harmless,
just, forgiving, and defenceless people."

History teaches us that societies as well as individuals
have been attacked again and again notwithstanding that
they either would not or could not defend themselves.
Did Mr. W~hite, of Salem, escape his murderers any the
more for being harmless and defenceless ? Did the Qua-
kers escape being attacked and huLng by the ancient New
Englanders any the more because of their non-resisting
principles ? Have the Jews escaped persecutions throug~h-

out Christendom anly the more because of te ibcility
and non-resistance for somne centuries past? Poland was
c@omparatively harmless and defenceless when the three
gm~at European powers combined to attack and destroy
the entire nation, dividing between themselves the Poliskh
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territory,- and enslaving or driving into exile the Polish
people.

"(Oh, bloodiest picture in the bookr of time,
Sarmatia fell, unwept, without a crime i"

We need not multiply examples under this head; all history
is filled with them.

Let us to-morrow destroy our forts and ships of war,
disband our army and navy, and apply the lighted torch
to our military munitions and to our phybsical means of de-
fence of every description; let it be proclaimed to the
world that we will rely solely upon the consciences of
nations for justice, and that we have no longer either the
will or the ability to defend ourselves against aggression.
Think you that the African and Asiatic pirates would re-
fraina, any the more, from plundering our vessels trading to
China, because we had adopted " the law of benevolence ?"
Would England be any the more likely to compromise her
differences with us, or be any the more disposed to re-
frain from impre~ssing our seamen and from searching our
merchant-ships? Experience shows that an undefendted
state, known to suffer every thing, soon' becomes the prey
of all others, and history most abundantly proves the wis-
dom and justice of the words of Washington--"IF WE
DE5IRE TO 5ECURE PEACE, IT M~UST. BE KNOWN THAT WE

ARE AT ALL TIMCE5 READY FOR WAR."

But let us bring this case still nearer home. Let it be
known to-morrow that the people of Boston or New York
have adopted the strictly non-resisting principle, and that
hereafter they will rely solely on the consciences of men
for justice ; let it be proclaimed throughout the whole ex-
tent of' our Union, and throughout the world, that you have
destroyed your jails arid houses of correction, abolished
your police and executive law officers, that courts may
decide justice but will be allowed no force to compe~l ra.
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spect to their decisions, that you ·will no longer employ
walls, and bars, and iqecks, to secure your propertly and
the virtue and lives of your children; but that you will
trust solely for protection to "the law of active benevo-
lence." rrhilik you that the thieves, and robbers, and
murderers of Philadelphia, and Batltimore, and New Or-
leans, and the cities of, the old world, will, on this ac~-
count, refrain from molesting the peace of New Yorki and
Boston, and that the wicked and abandoned men now n
these cities, will be the more likely to turn from the evil
of their ways ?

Assuredly, if this "lawv of active benevolence," as D~r.
Wiayland denominates the rule of non-resistance, will
prevent nations from attacking the harmless and defence-
less, it will be still more likely to prevent individuals
from the like aggressions; for the moral sense is less
active in communities than where the responsibility is
individual and direct.

Throughout this argument Dr. W;ayland assumes that
all war's are wars of aggression, waged for " plunder" or
"glory," or through "hatred"' or "revenge," whereas
such is far from being true. He indeed sometimes speaks
of war as being generally of this character; at others he
speaks of it as being always undert-aken either from a
spirit of aggression or retaliation. Take either form of
his argument, and the veriest schoolboy would pronounce
it unsound: viz.,

All wars are undertaken either for aggression or ret~al-·
iation;

A grssion and retaliation are forbidden by God's laws;
--th ere fore ,

All wars are immoral and unjustifiable.
Or,
Wars are generally undertak~en either for agg~ression or

retaliation ;
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Ag~gression, and retaliation are forbidden by God's ]laws~
--therefore,

All wars are immoral and unjustifiable.
VI. " Let any man reflect upon the amount of pecuniary

expenditure, and the awful waste of human life, which the
wars of the last hundred years have occasioned, and then
we will ask him whether it be not evident, that the one-
hundredth part of this expense and suffering, if employed
in the honest effort to render mankind wiser and better,
would, long before this time, have banished wars from
the earth, and rendered the civilized world like the gar-
den of Eden? If this be true, it wJill followk that the cul-
tivation of a military spirit is injurious to a community,
inasmuch as it aggravates the source of the evil, the cor-
rupt passions of the human breast, by thle very manner in.
which it attempts to correct the evil itself."

Mluch has been said to show that war begets immo-
rality, and that the cultivation of the military spirit has a
corrupting influence on community. And members of the
clergy and of the bar have not unfrequently so far for-
gotten, if not truth and fact, at least the common cour-
tesies and charities of life, as to attribute to the~ military
profession an unequal share of immorality and crime.
We are declared not only parasites on the body politic,
but professed violaters of God's laws--men so degraded,
though! unconsciously, that "Lin the pursuit of justice we
renounce the hluman character and assume that of the
beasts ;" it is said that "Lmurder, robbery, rape, arson,
theft, if only plaited with the soldier's garb, go unwhipped
of justice.""* It has never been the habit of the military
to retort these charges upon the other professions. W~e
prefer to leave them unanswered. If demagogu~es on the
'stwnp," or in the legislative halls, or in their FourtI? 4f:

* Sumner's Oration.
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July addresses, can find no. fitter subjects "bto point. a
moral or adorn a tale," we must be content to bjear their
misrepresentations and abuse.

Unjust wars, as well as Unj6ust litigrationl, -are immoral
in their effects and also in their cause. But just wars
and just litigation are nost demoralizing. Suppose all
wars and all courts of justice to be abolishaed, and the
wbickedl nat~ions as; w-ell as inidividuals tob be su-fferedX tos
commit injur~ies without opposition and without p-unish-
ment; would not immorality and unrighlteouasness increase
rather than diminrish ? F~ew events rouse and elevate thne
patriotism anld public sp2irit of a nation so much as a just and
patriotic war. It raises the tone of public morality, and
destroys the sordid selfishness and degrading sutbmissive-
ness which so often result from a long-protracted peace.
Such was the Dutch war of independence against the
Spaniards; such the German war against the agg-ressions
of Louis XIV., and the French war against the coalition
of 1792. But~ without lookring abroad for illustration, we
find ample proof in our own history. Can it be said that
the wars of t~he Amlerican R8evolution and of 1812, wcere
demoralizing in their effects ? "W C~hence do Americans,"
says Dr. Lieber, "'habitually· take their best and purest
exampiles of all thatt is connected with patriotism, public
spirit, devotedness to common good, purity of motive and
action, if not fr~om thae daring band of their patriots of the
Re-volu~tion 1"

T he principal actors in thet military events of the Revo-·
lution and of 1812, held, while living, high political offi
ces in the state, and the moral tone which they derived
from these wars may be judged of by the character
stamped on their administration of the government. These
men have passed away, and their places have, for some
time, been filled by men who take their moral tone from the
relations of peace To the true believer in the efficacyf
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of nonz-resistance, and in the demoralizing influence of all
wars, how- striking- the contrast between these different
periods in our political history! H ow infinitely inferior
to the rulers in later times were those, whoP, in the blind-
ness of their infatuation, appealed to physical force, rather
than surrender their life, liberty, and pursuit of happiness!i
ILet us trace out this conatrast:

In the earlier ages of our republic, and under the rule
of those whose moral character had been corrupted by
war, party spirit ran higher and was less pure than at
later periods in our history. The object of the principal
leaders of the great political parties was then to render
the opinions of the opposite party odious : noxv, their only
object is to sustain their own opinions by argument.
Then, each party claimed to itself an exclusive love of
country, and stigmatized the other as aliens and the natu
ral enemies of the state: now, they both practise great
forbearance, love, and charity, towards political opponents.
Then, men obtained place through intrigue and corruption,
andi a uLniversal scramble for the loaves and fishes of of-
fice on the one side, and a universal political proscription
on the other, were regarded as the natural results of an
election: now, this disgusting strife for office has ceased;
men no longer seek place, but wait, like Cincinnatus, to
be called from the~ir ploughs; and none are proscribed for
opinion's sake. Then, in electing men to offce the most
important social and constitutional principles were forgot-
ten or violated: now, we have the august spectacle of a
nation choosing its rulers under the guidance of strict
moral principle. Then, the halls of congress were fre-
quent~ly filled with demagogues, atnd tiplers, and the small
men of community : now, ·the ablest and best of the coun-
tryr are always soug-ht for as representatives. Then, the
magna~tes of party were the mere timid, temporizing slaves
of expediency, looking, not to the jurstice, and wisdom of
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their measures, but to their probable popularity with then·
sneaking train of followers: now, they rely for respect
and support upon the judgment of the honest and enlig-ht-
ened. Then, the rank and file of party were mere politi-
cal1 hirelings, who sold their manhood for place, who
reviled and gl~orified, and shouted huzzas and whispered
calumnies, just as they were bidden; they could fawn
upon th~ose who dispensed political patronage with a
cringing servility that would shame the courtiers of ILouis
XIV., or the parasites and hirelings of W;alpole : now, alt
political partisans, deriving their moral tone from the piping
times of peace, are pure, disinterested patriots, who, like
the Roman farmer, take office with great reluctance, and
resign it again as soon as the state can spare their ser-
vices. Then, prize-fighters, and blacklegs, and gamblers,
havi~ng formed themselves into political clubs, were court-
ed by men high in authority, and rewarded for their dirty
and corrupting partisan services by offices of trust and
responsibility: now, no man clothed with authority would
dare to insult the moral sense of community by receiving
such characters in the national councils, or by bestowing
public offices upon these corrupt and -loathsome dregs of
society.

Such, the advocates of non resistance would persuade
us, are the legitimate results in this country of war on the
one hand and of a long-protracted peace on the other.
But there are men of less vivid imaginations, and, per-
hap~s, of visions less distorted~.by fanatical zeal, who fail
to perceive these results, and who even think thiey see
the reverse of all this. These men cannot perceive any
thing in the lives of Washington, Hamilton, and K~nox, to
sh~ow that they were the less virtuous because they had
borne arms in their country's service: they even fail to
perceive the injurious effects of the cultivation of a mili-
tary spirit on the military students of W~est Point, whose
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graduates, they thinkr, w~ill compare favorably in mora
character with the graduates of Yale and Calmbridge.
Nay, more, some evben go 8o far as to say that ouxr army,
as a body, is no less moral than the corresponding classes
in civil life; that our common soldiers are as seldom~
guilty of riots, thefts, robberies, and murders, as similarly
educated men engaged in other pursuits; that our military
officers are not inferior in moral char~acter to our civil-
officers, and that, as a class, they will compare favorably
with any ot'her class of professional men--with lawyers,
for example. In juastificatiion of these oypinions--which
may, perhap~s, be deemed singualarly erroneous--they dSay,
that in the many millions of public money expendedl during
the last for-ty years, by military officers, for the army, for
military defences, and for intemnal improvements, but a
single graduate of Wiest Point has proved a defaulter, even
to the smallest sum, and that it is exceedingly rare to see
an offcer of the armzy brought into court for violating the
laws.

But even suppose it true that armies necessarily diffuse
imlmorality through community, is it not equally true that
habitual submission to the injustice, plunder, and insult
of foreign conquerors wouild tend still. more to degrade
and demoralize any people ?

W;ith regard to "Lpecuniary expenditures" required in
military defence, many absurd as well as false u~tatementtp
have been put forth. WBith respect to our own country.,
the entire amounts expended, under the head of wxar de-
partment, whether for Indian pensions, for the purchase
of Indian lands, the construction of government roads, the
improvement of rivers and harbors, the building of bresak-
waters and sea-walls, for the preservation of property, the
surveying of public lands, &c., &c.; in fine, every ex-
pendituare made by offcers of the army, under the war
department, is put down as "expenses for military de.
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fence." Similar misstatements are made with respect to
foreign countries: for example, the new fortifications of
Paris are said to have already cost from fifty to seventyo
five millions of dollars, and as muach more is salid to be re~
quired to complete them. Indeed, we have seen the whole
estimated cost of those w~orks stated a~t two hundred and
for~ty millions of dollar's, or twelve hundred millions of
francs! iThe facts fire these: the works, when done,
will have cost about bre~nt3T-eight millions. WVe had thez
pleasure of examining them not long since, in company
with several of the engineer officers employed on the
wNorkis. They were then three-fourths *done, and had
cost about twenty millions. We xvere assured by these offi-·
cers that the fortifications proper would be completed for
somewhat less than the original estimate of twenty-eight
millions. HElad we time to enter into details, other examples
of exaggeration and misrepresentation could be given.

But it is not to be denied that wars and tbe means o"
military &efence have cost vast, amounts of money. So
also have litigation and the means deemed requisite for
maintaining· justice between individuals. It has been
estimated that we have in this country, at the present
time, thirty thousand lawyers, without including petti-
fogg~ers. Allowing each of these to _cost the country the
average sum of one thousand dollars, and we have the
~nnual cost to the country, for lawayers, thirty millions of.

d~ollars. Add to this the cost of legislative halls and legis 
lators for making lawvs; of court-houses, jails, police.
offices, judges of the different courts, marshals, sheriffs
justices of the peace, constables, clerks, witnesses, &rc.,
employed to apply and enforce the laws when made; the
personal loss of time of the different plaintiffs and defend-
anlts, the individual anxiety and suffering produced by
litigation; add all these tog~et~her, and I doubt not the re-
sult for a single year will somewhat astonish these modern
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economists. But if all the expenditures of this nature
that have been made for the last fifty years, in this indi-
vidual "war of hate," be added together, we have no doubt
a very fruitful text might be obtained for preaching a cru-
sade against law and lawyers!i But could any sane man
be found to say that, on account of the cost of maintaining
them, all laws and lawyers are useless and should be
abolished?~

If, therefore, these vast sums of money are deemed
necessary to secure justice betw~een individuatls of the
same nation, canl we expect that the means of international
justice can be maintained without expenditures commen-
surate with the object in view ? If we cannot rely exclu-
sively upon the "'law of active benevolence" for main-
taining justice between brothers of the same country, can
we hope that, in the present state of the world, strangers
and foreigners will be more ready to comply with its re-
quisitions 

The length of the preceding remarks admonishes us
to, greater brevity in the furth~er discussion of this subject.

It is objected to war, that men being rational beings,
should contend with one another by argument, and not by
force, as do the brutes.

To this it is answered, that force properly begins only
where argument ends. If he who has wronged me can-
not be persuaded to make restitution, I a~pply to the court,
-that is, to legral force,--to compel him to do me justice.
So nations ought to resort to military force only when all
othler nieans fail to prevent aggression and injury.

But war often fails to procure redress of grievances, or
to preveiit repeated and continued aggression.

So does a. resort to civil force; but such a resort is
none the less proper and just on that account.

But in war the innocent party is sometimes the sufferer,
while the guilty triumph.
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So it often is in civil life: God, for some wise purpose,
sometimes permits the wicked to triumph for a season.

But in aUl wars one party inu~t be in the wrong, and
frequently the war is unjust. on both sides.

So in suits at law, one party is necessarily wrong, and
frequently both resort to the civil tribunals in hopes of
attaining unrighteous ends.

But nations do not resort to tribunals, like individuals,
to settle their differences.

For the reason that it is believed a tribunal of this
character--a congress of nations, as it has been called,
--would be more productive of evil than of good. By
such an arrang~ement the old and powerful European
monarchies would acquire the authority to interfere in
the domestic affairs of the weaker powers. We see the
effects of establishing such a tribunal in the so-called
Holy Alliance, whose influence is regarded by the friends
of liberty as little less dangerous than the Holy Inqui-
sition. Moreover, such a tribunal would not prevent war,
for military force would still be resorted to to enforce its
decisions. For these and other reasons, it is deemed
better and safer to rely on the present system of Inter-
national Law. Under this system, and in this country, a
Tesort to the arbitrament of war is not the result of im-
pulse and passion,--a yielding to the more "bestial pro-
pensities" of our nature; it is a. deliberate and solemn
act of the legislative power,-of the repreSentar~ ld of
the national mind, convened as the high council of the
people. It is this power which must determine when all
just and honorable means have been resorted to to obtain
national justice, and when a resort to military force is
requisite and proper. If this decision be necessarily un-
christian and barbarous, such, also, should we expect
to be the character of other laws passed by thLe same
body, and under the samle circumstatnces. A dec~laratiom
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of war, in this country, is a law of the land, made by a
deliberative body, under the hig~h sanction of the consti-
tution. It is true that such a. law may be unljust and
wrong, but we can scarcely ag-ree that it will necessarily
be so. T'he distinction between war, as thus duly de-
clared, and "Linternational Lynch-law"' is too evident to
need comment.

But it is said that the benefits of war are more than
counterbalanced by the evils it entails, and that, " most
comimonly, the* very means by which we repel a des-
potism from abroad, only establishes over us a military
despotism at home."

Mluch has been sa~id and ·written about military des-
potism; ~but we think he who studies history thoroughly,
will not fail to prefer a military despotism to a des-
potism of mere politicians. The g~overnments of Alex-
ander and Charlemagne were infinitely preferable to
those of the petty civil tyrants who preceded and fol-
lowed them; and there is no one so blinded by prejudice
as to say that the reign of Napoleon was no bntter than
that of Robespierre, Danton, and the .other "lawyers"
who preceded him, or of the Bourbons, for whom h-e was
dethroned.

"Ciesar," says a disting~uished senator of our own
country, "was rightfully killed for conspiring against his
country; but it was not he that destroyed the liberties of
Rome. That worki was done by the profligate politicians
without him, and before his time; and his death did not
restore the republic. There were no more elections:
rotten politicians had destroyed them; and the nephew
of Ciesar, as heir to his uncle, succeeded to the empire
on the principle of hereditary succession.

"And here History appears in her grand and instruc-
tive character, as Philosophy teaching· by example: and

I us n~ot be senseless to lier warning voice. Superficial
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readers believe it was the military men '~ho destroyed
the Roman republic!i No such thing! It wsas the poli-
ticians who did it !---fa~ctious, corrupt, intriguing politi-
cians--destroying public virtue in thcir mad pursuit after
offce--destrorying their rivals by crime--deceiving and
debauching the people for votes--and bringing elections
into contempt by the frauds and violence with which they
were conducted. Fromi the trimne of the Gr·acchi there
wyere no elect~ions that could bear the name. Confederate
and rotten politicians bought and sold the consulship.
Intrigue and the dagger disposed of rivals. Fraud, vio-
lence, bribes, terror, and the plunder of the public trea-
sury commanded votes. The people had no choice; and*
long before the time of Ca~sar, nothing remained of re-
publican government but the name and the abuse. Read
Plutarch. In the 'Life of Cmesar,' and not three pages
before the crossing of the Rubicon, he paints the ruined
state of the elections,--shows that all elective government
was goner-that the hereditary form had become a neces-
sary relief from the contests of the corrupt,--and th~at in
choosing between Pompey and. Cmesar, many preferred
Pompey, not because they throug~ht him republican, but
because they thought he would makie the milder king.
Even arms were but a small part of Ciesar's reliance,
when he crossed the Rubicon. Gold, still more than the
sw:ord, was his dependence; and he sent forward the ac-
cumulated treasures of plundered Gaul, to be poured into
the laps of rotten politicians. There was no longer a
popular government; and in taking all power hfmself, he
only tookr advantage of the state of things which profli-
gate politicians had produced. In this he was culpable,
and paid the forfeit with his life. BIut in contemplating
his fadte, let uas never forget that the politicians had under-
minled and destroyed the republic, before he came to
seizet anad to ma~ster it?'~
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W~e could point to numerous instances, where the ben
efits of war have more than compensated for the evils
which attended it; benefits not only to the generations
who engaged in it, but also to their descendants for long
ages H-ad Rome adopted the non-resistance principle
when h~annibal was at her gates, we should now be in
the night ~of African ignorance and barbarism, instead of
enjroying the benefits of Roman learning and Roman civ-·
ilization. ~Had France adopted this principle when the
allied armies invaded her territories in 1792, her fadte had
followed, that of Poland.~ Had our ancestors adopted this
principle in 17716, what now had been, think you, the
character and condition of our country?

Dr. Lieber's remarks on this point are peculiarly just
and apposite. "(The continued efforts," says he, "'requi-
site for a nation to protect themselves against the ever-
repeated attacks of a predatory foe, may be infinitely
greater than the evils entailed by a single and energetic
war, which forever secures peace from that side. Nor
will it be denied, I suppose, that Niebuhr is right when
he observes, that the advantage to Rome of having con-
quered Sicily, as to power and national vigor, was unde-
niable. But even if it were not so, arte there no other
advantages to be secured? No human mind is vast
enough to comprehend in one glance, nor is any human
life long enough to follow out consecutively, all the im-
measurable blessings and the unspeakrable good whicl-
have resolved to mankind from the ever.'memforable vic-
tories of little Greece over thne rolling masses of servile
Asia, which were nigh sweeping over Europe like the
high tides of a swollen sea, carrying its choking sand
over all the germs of civilization, liberty, and taste, and
nearly all that is good and noble. Think what we should
havce been had Europe become an Asiatic province, and
the Eastern principles of power and stagnation should
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have become deeply infused into her popuilation, so that
no process ever after could have thrown* it out again!,
Has no advantage resulted from the Hebrews declining
any longer to be ground in the dust, and ultimately anni-
hilated, at least mentally so, by stifling servitude, and the
wars which followed their resolution? The NuTetherlands
war of independence has had a penetratting and decided
effect npon modern history, and, in the eye of all who
value the most substantial parts and elementary ideas of
modern and civil liberty, a highly advantageous one, both
directly and through Great Britain. Wiars have frequently
been, in the hands of Providence, the means of dissemi-
nating civilization, if carried on by a civilized people--as
in the case df Alexander, whose wars had a most decided
effect upon the intercourse of men and extension of civili-
zation-or of rousing anld reuniting people who had fallen
into lethargy, if attackred by less civilized and numerous
hordes. Frequently we. find in history that the rudier and
victorious tribe is made to recover as it were civilization,
already on the wane with' a refined nation. Paradoxical
as it may seem at first, glance, it is, nevertheless, amply
proved by history, that the closest contact and consequent
'exchange of thought and produce and enlargement of
kinowledge, between two otherwise severed nations, is
frequently produced by war. W/ar is a struggle, a, state
of suffering; but as such, at times, only that struggling
process without which--in proportion to the good to be
obtained, or, as would be a better expression for many
cases, to the good that is to be borne--no great and essen-
tial good falls ever to the share of man. Suffering, merely
as suffering, is not an evil. Our religion, philosophy,
every day's experience, prove it. N~o maternal rejoicing
brightens up a mother's eve without the anxiety of la-
bor."

One word more, and we must leave this subject. h8
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has been said by some that the duties of patriotism ar~e
less binding upon us than upon our ancestors; that, what·
ever may have been the prtactice in years that are past
the present generation can in no manner bear arms itt
their country's cause, such a course being not only dis·
honorable, but in the eye of th~e Christian, wsicked, and
even i~'farnzoms! It is believed, however, that such are
not the general opinions and sentiments of the religious
people of this country. Our forefathers lighted the fires
of Religion and Patriotism at the saml-e altar; it is be·.
lieved that th~eir descendants have not allowed eithaer to
be extinguished, but that both still burn, and will continue
to burn, with a purer and brighter flame. Our forefa~th~ers
wvere not the less mindful of their duty to their God, be·
cause they also faithfully served their country. If we are
called upon to excel them in workrs of charity, of benev·
lolence, and of Christiadn virtue, let it not be said of us
that we have forgotten the virtueicof patriotism,*

* For further discussion of this subject the reader is referred to
kieber's Political Ethics, Part HI., book vii. chap. 3; Paley's Moral and

Political Philosophy; Legare's Report of' June 13, 1838, in the House
of Representatives ; Maackintosh's History of the Revolution of 1688,
c~hap. x.; B ynkesrshockr; Vatel; ~uffendorf; Clausewiitz; and most'
other wcriters on international lawJ and the laws of war,

Dr. Wayland's view of the~ question is advocated with much zeal by
Dymond in his Inquiry inrto the Accordaucy of War Wiith- the PriarcV.
pbes of Christianity; Jay's Peace and War; Judd's Sermon on Peace~
a~nd War; Peabody's Address, &Lc.; Coue's Tract on What is the Usa
of the· Navy? Sumner's T~rue Granadeur of Niationas.
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Ch-APTIER II.

STRATEGY

WARn has been defined, "'A contest between nations atnd
states carried on by force." But this definition is by some
considered defecjive, inasmuch as it wouldd exclude all
civil wa-rs.

WVhen war is commenced by attacking a nation in peace,
it is called offensive, and whlen undiertakren to repel invasion,
or the attatcks of an enemy, it is called defensive. A war
may be essentially defensive even whiere we begin it, if
intended to prevent an attack or invasion which is under
preparation. Besides this general division of war, mili-
tary writers have- made numerous others, such as-

Wars of intervention, in which one state interferes in
favor of another. This intervention may either have re-
spect to the internal or to the external affairs of a nation.
The interference of Russia in the affairs of Poland, of
England in the government of India, Austria and the
allied powers in the affairs of France during the Revolu-
tion and under the empire, are examples under the first
hlead. The intervenltion of thae Elector Maurice of Sax-

ony against Charles Y., of K~ing Wiailliam against Louis
XIY., in 1688, of: Russia. anid France in the seven years'
war, of Russia again between France and Austria, in
1805, and between France and Prussia, in 1806, are ex-
amples under the second head M~ost liberal publicists
conlsider intervention i~n the internal affa~irs of nations as

indefensible; but the principile is supported by the advo-
cates of the old monarchies of Europe.

Wears of insurrection to gain or to regain liberty; as
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was the case with the Americans in 1776, and the modenls
Greeks in 1821.

Wars of indepen2denlce fr~om foreign dictation and controll
as the wars of Poland against Russia, of the Netherlahds
against Spain, of France against the several coalitions of
the allied powers, of th~e Spanish Peninsula against France
and of China and India against England. The American
war of 1812 par~took largely of this character, and somne
judicious historians have denominated it the war of Inde·
pendence, as distinguished from the war of the Revolution.

Wars of opinion, like those which the Vendeans have
sustained in support of the Bo rbons, and those France
has sustained against the allies, as also those of propa-
gaudism, waged against the smaller European states by
the republican hordes of the French Revolution. To this
class also belong·--

Reig-ious wars, like those of Islamism, of the crusade~s,
and of the Reformation.

Wars of conquest, like those of the Roma~ns in Gaul, of
the English in India, of the French in Egypt and Africa,
and of thne Russians in Circassia.

National wars, in which the great body of the people
of a state engage, like those of the Swiss against Austria
and the Dukre of Bur~gundy, of the Catalans in 11712Z, of
the Americans against England, of the Dutch against
Phillip II., and of the Poles anrd Circassians againlst
Ruassia .

Civil wars, where one portion of the state lights agrainst
the other, as the war of the Roses in England, of' the
league in France, of the Guelphs and Ghibelines in Italy,
and of the factions in Mexico and South America.'

It is not the present intention to enter into any discus-
sion of these different kinds of war, but rather to consider
the general subject, and to discuss such general principles
and rules as mnayT beatpplica~ble to all wars.
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WaV~r in its most extensive sense may be regarded both
as a science and an art. It is a science so far as it inves-
tigates general principles and institutes an analysis of
military operations; and an art when considered with re-
ference to the practical rules for conducting campaigns,
sieges, battles, &c. So is engineering a science so fat
as it investicrates the general principles of fortification,
and also artillery, in analyzing the principles of gunnery;
but both are arts when considered with reference to the
practical rules for the construction, attack, and defence
of forts, or for the use of cannon.

This distinction has not always been observed by wri-·
ters on this subject, and some have asserted that strategy
is the science, and tactics the art of war. This is evi-
dently mnistakiing the general distinction betw~een science,
which investigates principles, and art, which forms prac-
tical rules.

In popular language, however, it is usual to speak of
the military/ art when we refer to the general subject of
war, and of the military sciences when we wish to call.
attention more particularly to the scientific principles upon
whichl thle art is founded.. We shall here considier the
military art in this general sense, as including the entire
subject of war.

As thus defined, the military art mayr be divided into
four distinct branches, viz.: 1st. Strategy; f2d. Fortifica-
tion, or Eingineering; 3d. Logistics; 4th. Tactics. 8ev..
eral general treatises on this art add another branch,
called The Policy of War, or the relations of war with
the affairs of state.

Strategy is defined to be the art of directing masses on
decisive points, or the hostile movements of armies be;-
yond the range of each other's cannon. ~Engineering em-
braces all dispositions made to enable troops to resist a
superior force the longest time possible; arid also the
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means resorted to by the opposing army to overcome
these material obstacles. Logistics embraces the prac-
tical details of moving and supplying armies. Tactics is
the art of bringing troops into action, or of moving them
in the presence of an enemy, that is, within his view, and
within the reeach of his artillery. All these are most in-
timately connected. A fault in tactics may occasion theo
loss of strategic lines; the best combined manm~uvres on
the field of battle may lead to no decisive results, when
the position, or the direction of the operation is not strat-
egic; sometimes not, only battles, but entire campaigns,
are lost through neglect of the engineer's art, or faults in
his dispositions; again, armies would be of little use with-
eut the requisite means of locomotion and of subs~istence.

II. Strategy regards the theafre of war, rather than the
field of battle. lIt selects the important points in this
theatre, and the lines of communication by which they-
may be reached; it forms the plan and arranges -the gen-
eral operations of a campaign,; but it leaves it to the
engineers to overcome material obstacles and to erect
new ones; it leaves to logistics the means of supporting
armies and of moving them on the· chosen lines; and to
tactics, the particular dispositions for battle, when the ar-
mies have reached the destined points. .It is well to
keep in mind these distinctions, which may be rendered
still more obvious by a few illu~strations. The point
where several lines of communications either intersect
or meet, and the centre of an arc which is occupied by
the enemy, are strategic points; but tactics would Leject
a position equally accessible on all sides, especially with
its flanks exposed to attack. Sempronius at Trebbia and
Yarro at Cannae, so placed their armies that the Cartha-
genians attacked them, at the same time, in front, on the
Iflanks, and in rear;, the Roman consuls were defeated:
but thle central strategic position of Napoleon at Rivoli
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W9as eminently successful. At the battle of Austerli~tz the
allies had projected a strategic movement to their left, in
order to cut off Napoleon's right from Vienna.; Wieyrother
afterwards changed his plans, and executed a correspond-
ing tactical movement.. By the former there had been~
some chance of suecess, but the latter exposed him to
inevitatble destruction. The little fort of Kecnigsten,
from its advantageous position, was more useful to the
Frenchr, in 1813, than the vast works of Dresden. .The
little fort of Bard, with its handful of men, was near de-
feating the operations of Napoleon in 1800, by holding in
check his entire army; wh~ereas, on the other hand, the
ill-advised lines of Ticino, in 1706, caused an army of
78,000 French to be defeated by only 40,000 men under
Prince Eugene of Satvoy.

Wiar, as has already been said, may be either offensive
or defensive. If the attackiing army be directed against
an entire state, it becomes a wyar of invasipn. Ir only a
province, or a military position, or an army, be attacked,
it is simply regarded. as taking the initiative in offensive
movemt~: ts.

Offenszve war is ordinarily most advantageous in its
moral and polit~ical influence. It is w~aged on a foreign
soil, and therefore spares the country of: the attacking
force; it augments its own resources at the same time
that it diminishes those of the enemy; it adds to the
mnoral courage of its own army, while it disheartens its
opponents. A war of invasion may, however, have also
its disadvant~ages. Its lines of operation may become too
deepn, which is always hazardous in an enemy's country.
All the natural and artificial obstacles, such as moun'atins,
rivers, defiles, fortifications, &c., arie favorable for de-
fence, but difficult to be overcome by the invader, The
local authorities and inhabitants oppose, instead of fa-
cilitating his opera~tions; and if patriotism animate the
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defensive armly to fight for the independence of its threa~t
ened country, the war ma~y become long and bloody. Bnfl
if a political diversion be made in favor of the inv~ading
force, and its operations be attended with success, it
strikes the enemy at the heart, paralyzes all his military
energies, and deprives him of his military resources, thusl
promptly terminating the contest. Reg~arded simply as
the initiative of movements, the offensive is almost always
the preferable one, as it enables the general to choose his
lines for· moving and concentratiub his masses on the die-
cisive point.

The first and most important rule in offensive war is, to
keep your forces as much concentrated as possible. This
wrill not only prevent misfortune, but secure v~ictory,--
since, by its necessary operation, you possess the power
of throwing your whole force upon any exposed point of
your enemy's position.

To th~is g~eneral rule some writers have laid down the
following exceptions;-

1st. When the food and forage of the neighborhood in
which you act have been exhausted and destroyed, and
your magazines are, from any cause, unable to supply the
deficiency, one of two things must be done; either you
must go to places where these articles abound, or you
must draw fr~om them your supplies by detachments. The
former is rarely compatible with your plan, and neces-
sarily retards its execution; and hence the preference
which is generally given to the latter.

2d. When reinforcements are about to join you, and
this can only be effected by a march through a country
actually occupied by hostile corps, or liaLble to be so oc-
cupied, you must again waive the general rule, and risk
one party for the security of the other; or, (which may
be better,) makre such movements with your main body as
uhall accomplish your object.
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3d. W~hen you have complete evidence of the actua1,
or probable insurrection in your favor, of a town or prov·
ince of your enemy, or of a division of his army, you
must support this inclination by strong detachments, or by'
movements of your main body. Napoleon's operationls
in Italy, in 1796-7, furnish examples of what is here
meant .

4th. When, by dispatching a detachment, you may be
able to intercept a convoy, or reinforcement, coming to
the 'aid of your enemy.

These are apparent rather than real exceptions to the
rule of concentration. This rule does not require thrat
all the army should occupy the same position. Far fro~m it.
Concentration reqluires the main body: to be in immediate
and supporting reach: small detachments, for temporary
and important objects, like those mentioned, are perfectly
legitimate, and in accordance wvith correct principles.
N\apoleon's position in Spain will serve as an illustration
A hand, placed on the map of that country, will represent
the position of the invading forces. When opened, the
fingers will represent the several detachments, thrown
out on important strategic lines, and which could rea~dily
be drawn in, as in closing the hand, upon the principal
and central mass, preparatory to striking some important
blow.

"Ias wve have seen, it be the first great rule for an
army acting on the offensive principle, to keep its forces
concentrated, it is, no doubt, the second, to keep~ them fu2l4
employed. Is it your intention to seize a particular prov
ince of your enemy? to penetrate to his capital? or to
cut him off fr-om his supplies? W~hatever measure be
necessary to open your route to these objects mlust be
promptly taken; and if you mean to subsist yourself at
his exjense, your movements must be more rapid than
his. Give him time to breathe,-and above all, give him
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time to rest, and your project is blasted; his forages will
be completed, and his magazines filled and secured. Ths
roads of approach will be obstructed, bridges destroyed,
and strong points everywhere takien and defended. You
will, in fact, like Burg~oyne, in 1777, reduce yourself to
the necessity of bleeding at every step, without equiva
le~nt or use.

" Such cannot be the ~fate of a, commander who, know-
ing all the value of acting on th~e offensive, shaktes, by
the vigor and address of his first mov~ements, the moral
as well as physical force of his enemy,--who, selecting
his own time, and place, and mode of attackr, confound~s
his antagonist by enterprises equally hardy and unex-
pected,-and who at last leaves to him only th~e alterna~-
tive of resistance without hope, or of flying without re-
sJista~nce ."

The British army, in the war of the American Revo-
lution, must have been most wretchedly ignorant of these
leading maxims for conducting offensive war. Instead of
concentrating their forces on some decisive point, and
then destroying the main body of our armny by repeated
and well-directed blows, they scattered their f~orces over
an immense extent of country, and became too weakr to
act~with decision and ef~fect on any one point. On the
other hand, this policy enabled us to call out and disci-
pline our scattered and ill-provided forces.

The main object in defensive war is, to protect the
menaced territory, to retard the enemy's progress, to mul-
tiply obstacles in his' way, to guard the vital points of the
country, and--at the favorable moment, when the enemy
becomes enfeebled by detachments, losses, privations,
and fatigue-to assume the offensive, and drive him from
the counltry. This combination of the defensive and
offensive has many advantages. The enemy, being
forced to take the defensive in his turn, loses much of
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the mnoral superiority due to successful offensive opera-
tions. There are numerous instances of this kinrd of
war, "'the defensive-offensive,"' as it is sometimes called,
to be found in history. The last four campaigns of ~Fred-
erick the Great of Pru~ssia, are examples which may
serve as models. W ;ellington played a similar part in the
Slpanish peninsula.

To merely remain in a defensive attitude, yielding grad·-
ually to the advances of the enemy, without any effort to
regain such positions or provinces as may have fallen into
his power, or to inflict on him some fatal and decisive
blhow on the first favorable opportunity; such a system is
alwcays with~in th~e reach of ignorance, stupidity, and cow-
ardice; but such is far from being the true Fabian system
of defensive war.

" Instead of finding security only in flight; instead of
habhitually refusing to look the enemy in the face; instead
of leaving his march undisturbed; instead of abandoning,
without contest, points strong by nature or by art ;--instead
of all this, the true war of defence seeks every occasion
to meet the enemy, and loses none by which it canl annoy
or defeat him; it is a~lways awake; it is constantly ·in
motion, and never unprepared for either attack or defence.
When not employed in efforts of courage or address, it
incessantly yields itself to those of labor and science. In
its front it bruaks up roads or breaks down bridges ; while
it erects or repairs those in its rear: it forms atbbatis,
raises batteries, fortifies passes, or intrenches encamp-
ments; and to the system of deprivation adds all the ac-
tivity, stratagem, and boldness of la petite guerre. Divi-
ding itself into detachfienerts, it multiplies its own attacks
and the alarms of the enemy. Collecting itself at a single
point, it obstructs his progress for days, and sometimes
fo~ weeks together. Does it even abandon the a~venues
it is destined to defend? It is but for the purp~ose of
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shielding them more securely, b~y the attackr of his hospi-
tals, magazines, convoys, or reinforcements. In a word,
by adop~ting the maxim, that the enemy must be made to pay
fobr whatever -he gains, it disputes with him every inch of
ground, and if at last it yields to him a, victory, it is of'
that kind which calls forth only his sighs."

In discussing the subject of strategy, certain technical
termns are employed, such as theatre of war; theatre of
operations; base of operations, or the line from which
operations start; objective points, or points to which the
operations are directed; line of operations, or the line
along which an .army moves; hey points, or points which
it is important for the defensive army to secure; line of
defence, or the line which it is important to defend at all
hazards: and in general, strategic points, strategic lines,
strategic positions, c5c. As these terms are very generally
used in military bookrs, it may be well to make ourselves
thorouzghly acquainted with their import. After defining
th~ese terms and explaining their meaning and application,
it is deemed best to illustrate their use by reference to
well-kinown and strikiing historical examples.

The theatre of a war embraces not only the territory of
the two belligerent powers, but also that of their allies,
and of such secondary powers as, through fear or interest,
may be drawn into the contest. With maritime nations it
also emlbraces the seas, and sometimes crosses to another
continent. Some of the wars between France and Eng;-
land embraced the two hemispheres.

Thze theatre of operations, however, is of a more limited
character, and should not be confounded with the theatre
of war. In general, it includes orily the territory xvhich
an armly seekis, on the one hand, to defend, and on thle
othler, to invade. If two or more armies be direc~ted t~o-
wards the samne object, though by different lines, th~eir
combined operations are included in the same theatre
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bPut if each acts independently of: the others, arid seeks
distinct and separate objects, each must have its own in-
dependent theatre of operations.

A war between France and Austria may embrace all
Italy and Germany, but the theatre of operations may be
limnited to only a portion of these countries. Should the
Oregon question lead to hostilities between the United
States and England, the theatre of war would embrace
the greater part. of North America and the two oceans,
but the theatre of operations would pro~bably be limited to
.Canada and our 'northern frontier, with naval descents
uapon our maritime cities.

The first point to be attended to in a plan of military
operation is to select ~i good base. Many circumstances
influence this selection, such as mountains, rivers, roads,
forests, cities, fortifications, militatry d~p~ts, means of sub-
sistence, &c. If the frontier of a state contain strong
natural or artificial barriers, it may serve not only as a
g~ood base ftor offensive operations, but also as an excellent
line of defence against invasion. A single frontier line
may, however, be penetrated by the enemy, and in that
case a second or third base further in the interior becomes
indispensable for a good defence.

A French army carrying on militcary operations against
Germany would makie the Rhine its first base ; but if driven
from this it would form a second base on the Meuse or
Moselle, a third on the Seine, and a fourth on the Loire;
or, when driven from th~e first base, it would take others
perpendicular to the front of defence, either to thne rig-ht,
on B~Sfort and Besanqon, or to the left, on M~zi~reg and
Sedan. If acting offensively against Prussia and Russia,
the Rhine and the Main would form the first base the
Elbe and the Oder the second, the Vistula the th~ird, the
Nieman the fourth, and the Dwina and the Dnieper the
fifth.
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A Frenchl army operating against Spain would have thle
Pyrenees for its first base; the line of the Ebro for a
second, resting its wings on the gulf of Gascony and the
Miediterranean. If from thi~s position it advance its lefi,
possessing itself of the kingdom of V alencia, the line of the
Sierra d'Estellas becomes its third base of operations
against the centre of Spain.

A base may be parallel, obliqlie, or perpendicular to
our line of operations, or to the enemy's line of defence.
Some prefer one plan and some another; the best atuthori-
ties. however, think the oblique or perpe'ndicular more
advantageous than the parallel; but we are not often at
liberty to choose between these, for other considerations
usually determine the selection.

In 1806,~the French forces first mroved perpendicular
to thneir base on the Mllain, but afterwards effectedd a change
of front, and moved on a' line oblique or nearly parallel to
this base. They had pursued the same plan of operations
in the Sevren YEears' WCar. The Russians, in 1812, based
perpendicularly on the Oka andthe K~alouga, and extended
their flank march on W;iozma and K~rasnoi; in 1813, thle
allies, based perpendicularly on Bohemia, succeeded in
paralyzing Napoleon's army on thle ]Elbe,

An American army moving by Lakie Chaamplain, would
be based perpendicular on the great line of comnmunica-
tion between Boston and Buffalo; if moving from the New
Engolandi states on Quebec and Mo3~ntreal, the lijne of oper-
ations would be oblique; and if moving from the Niagara
frontier by Lakre Ontario and the St. Lawrence, the line
would be nearly parallel both to our base and to the ene-
my's line of defence-an operation, under the circum-
stances, exceedingly objectionable.

Any point in the theatre of operations which gives to
the possessor an advantage over his opponent, is regarded
18s str~ategic. Their geographical position and political
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and ~military character, give them a greater or less infin
ence in directing the campaign. These points are occu-
pied by the defensive army, and attackred by the offensive;
if on or near the base, they become the key points for the
former, and the objective points for the latter.* There are
also between these two a greater or less number of strate-
gic points, which have an important though inferior influ-
ence upon the result of the war.

The first object of the French in attac1king B3elgium, is
to gain possession of the Meuse, as this position would
give them a decided adva~ntag~e in any ulterior operations.
In attacking southern Germa~ny, the course of the Danube
offers a series of points which exe cise an important in-
fluence on the war. For northern Germany, Leipsic and
the country bordering on the Saale and the Elbe, are oJ-
jects often 'fiercely contested by the French and other bel-
ligerent powers. In a. war between this country and
Eng~land, M~ontreal and the points on the St. Lawrence
between Montreazl and Quebec, would become objects of
the highest importance, and their possession would prsb-
ably determine the result of the war.

The capital of a state, from its political importance
as well as its military influence, is almost always a deci-
sive strateg~ic point, and its capture is therefore frequently
the object of an entire campaign. The possession of
Genoa, Turin, Alexandria, Milan, &c., in 1796, both
froni their political and military importance, had a, decided
influaence upon the results of the war in these several
states. In the salme way Venice, Rome, and Naples, in
1797, Vienna, in the campaigns of 18135 and 1809, Berlin,

*C It may be well to remark tha-t a strategic point is not necessarily a
geometrical point; an entire province, or a considerable portion of a
geographical frontier, is, in military language, sometimes denominated
a point. In the same way, strategic lines, instead of being mathemati-
cal lines, are frequently many miles in width.
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in 1806, Madrid, in 1808, and Paris, in 1814 and 1815.
If Hannibal had captured the capital immediately after the
battle of Cann~e, he would thus have destroyed the Roman
power. The takiing of W;ashington, in 1814, had little or
no influence on the war, for the place was then of no im-
portance ini itself, and was a mere nominal capital. It,
however, greatly influenced our repntation abroad, and re-
quired many brilliant successes to wash the blot fromt our
national escutcheon.

Lines of defence in strategy are either permanent or
temporary. The great military frontiers of a, state, espe-
cially when streugthened by natural and artificial obsta-
cles, such. as chains of mountains, rivers, lines of for-
tresses, &c., are regarded as permanent lines ·of defence.
The Alpine range between France and Piedmont, with its
fertified passes; the Rhine, the Oder, and the Elbe, with
their strongly-fortified places; the Pyrenees, with Bay-
onne at one exrtremity and Perpignon at the other; the
triple range of fortresses on the Belgian frontier--are all
permanent lines of defence. The St. Lawrence river is
a permanent line of defence for Canada; and the line of
lake Champlain, the upper St. Lawrence, and the lakres,
for the United States.

Temporary lines of defence are such as are takten up
merely for the campaign. Napoleon's position in Saxony,
hi 1813; the line of the allies in Belgium, -in 1815; the
line of the Maine, in 1814, are examples of tempo~rary
lines of defence.

It will be seen from these remarks that lines of def~ence
are not necessarily bases of operation.

Strategic positions are such as are takien up during the
operations of a war, either by a, co~ps d'arnn~e or grand do-
tachm~ent, for the purpose of checking or observing an
opposing force; they are named thus to distinguish thiem
from tactical positions or fields of battle. The positions
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of N~apoleon at Rivoli, Verona, and Legnano, in 1796 and
1797, to watch the Adige; his positions on the Passarge,
in 1807, and in Saxony and Silesia, in front of his line of
defence, in 1813; and MC~assena's positions on thle Albis,
along the Lirmmat and the Aar, in 1799, are exatmples
under this head.

Befo~re proceeding further it may be well to illustrate
the strategic relations of lines and positions by the use oft
diagrams.

(Fig. 1.) The army at A covers the whole of the
ground in rear of the line DC perpendicular to the line
AB, the position of the enemy being at B.

(Fig. f2.) AJ being eqlual to BJ5, A will still cover ev-
ery thing in rear of DC.

(Fig. 3.) If the armly A is obliged to cover the point a,
the army B will cover all the space without the circle
whose radius is aB; and of course A continues to cover
th~e point a so long as it remains within this circle aB.

A line of o~perations embraces that portion of the theatre
of war which an army or corps d'arrn~e passes over in at-
taining its object; the front of operations is the front form-
ed by the army as it advances on this line.

WVhen an army acts as a single mass, without forming
independent corps, the line it follows is denominated a
sunpie line of op2erations.

If two or more corps act in an isolated manner, but
against thle same opposing force, they are said to follow
doub~le or mul~tiple lines.

The lines by which M/or~ean and Jourdan entered Ger-
many in 1796, w\-ere double lines; but Napoleon's advance
by Bamberg and Gera, in 1806, although moving in seven
distinlct corps d'arme'e, formed but a single line of opera-
ti ons .

I~nterior lines of operatwans are those followed by an
army w6hich operates between the enemy's lines in such
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a -way as to be able to concentrate his forces onr one of
these lines before the other can be brought to its assist-
ance. Foar example, N~apgoleon's line of operations i
1814, between th3e Maniae a~nd the Seine, wcahere he man-
ceuvred wvith~ so much2 skill and success against the im-

mnensely superior forces of the allies.
Exterior lines present the opposite results ; they are

those which an army will form in moving on the extremi-
ties of the opposing masses. For example, the lines of the
Mlaine and the Seine, followed by the army of Silesia andl
the grand Austro-Russian army, in the campaign of 1814·.
Burgoyne's line of opera-tions, in 1777, was double and
exterior.

Concentric lines are suzch as start from distant points, and
are directed towards the same object, either in the rear oi
in advance of their bases

If a mass leaves a single point and separates into sev-
eral distinct corps, t~aking· divergent directions, it is said
to pursue eccentric lines.

Lines are said to be deep, when the end to be attained
is very distant fr~om-the base.

The lines followed by a secondary or auxiliary force
are denominated secondary lines.

The lines pursued by the armly of the Sombre-e~-Mieuse
in 1796, and by Bag~ration in 1812, were secondary linles,
as the former were merely secondary to the army of the
Rhine, and the latter to that of Barclay.

Accidental lines are those which result from a change
in the primitive plan of campaign, 'which give a new direc-
tion to the operations. These are of rare occurrence,
but they sometimes lead to important results.

Thle direction given to a line of operations depends not
only on the geographical situation of the country, but also
on thle positions occupied by the enemy. The g'eneral
j~an of campaign is frequently determined on previous to
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beg~inning operations, but the choice of lines and positions
must ordinarily rqsult from the ulterior events of the war,
and be made by the general as these events occur.

As a general rule, a line of ope7rations should he directed
upon the centre, or one of the extremities of the enemy's line
of defence ; unless our forces be infinitely superior in num-
ber, it would be absurd to act against the front and ex-
tremities at the same time.

If the configuration of the theatre of operations be fa-
vorable to a movement against the extremity of the ene-
my's line of defence, this direction may be best calculated
to lead to important results. (Fig. 4.)

In 1800 the army of the Rhine wvas directed against
the extreme left of the line of the Blackr Forest; the army
of reserve was directed. by the St. Bernard and Miilan on
the extreme right and rear of Melas's line of defence : both
operations were most eminently successful. (Fig. 5.)

It may be well to remark that it is not enough merely
to gain the extremity and rear of the enemy, for in that
case it may be possible for him to throw himself ·on our
commlunications and place us in the very dilemma, in
which we had hoped to involve him. To avoid this dan-
ger it is necessary to give such a direction to the line of
operations that our army shall preserve its communica-
t~ions and be able to reach its base.

Thus, if Napoleon, in 1800, after crossing the Alps,
had marched by Turin on Alexazndria and received battle
at Marengo, without having first secured Lomnbardy and
the left of the Po, his own line of retreat would have
b~een completely cut off by M~elas ; whereas, by the direc-
tion which he gave to his line of operations he had, in
case of reverse, every means for reaching either the Var
or thle Valois. (Fig. 6.) Again, in 1806, if he had march-
ed directly from Gera to Leipsic, he would have been cut
off from his base on the Rhine; whereas, by turning from
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Gera towards Wieimar, he not only cut off the Prussians
fromn the Elbe, but at the satme time secured to himself
the roads of Saalfield, Schleitz, and H-off, thus rendering
perfectly safe his communications in his rear. (Fig. 7.)

W~e have said thrat the configuration of the ground and
the position of the hostile forces may sometimes render it
advisable to direct our line of operations against the ex-
tremity of the enemy's line of defence; but, as a general
rule, a central direction will lead to more important re-
sults. This severs the enemy's means of resistance, and
enables the assailant to strike, with the mass of his force,
upon the dissevered and partially paralyzed members of
the hostile body. (Fig. 8.)

Such a plan of operations enarbled Napoleon, in the
Italian camlpaigns of 1796 and 1797, to pierce and destroy,
with a small force, the large and successive armies which
Austria, sent against him. In 1805 his operations were
both interior and central· in 1808 they were most em-
inently central: in 1809, by the central operations in th~e
vicinity of Ratisbonne, he defeated the largre and almost
victorious army of the Archdukre Charles: in 1814, from
his central position between the Maine and Seine, with
only seventy thousand men ag~ainst a force of more than
two hundred thousand, he gained numerous victories, and
barely failed of complete success. Again, in 1815, with
an army of only one hundred and twenty thousand men
against an allied force of two hundred and twenty thou-
sand, by his central advance on Charleroi and Ligny, he
gasined a most decided advantage over the enemy--an ad-
vantage lost by the eccentric movement of Grouchy: and
even in 1813, his central position at Dresden would have
secured him most decisive advantages, had not the faults
of his lieutenants lost these advantages in the disasters of
K(ulm and the Kntzbnch.

For the same frontier it is objectionable to form more
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than one army; grand detachments and corps of observa-
tion may frequently be used with advantage, but double or
multiple linies of operation are far less favorable than one
simple line. It may however sometimes occur thlat the
position of the enemy's forces will be such as to make
this operation the preferable one. In that case, interior
lines should always be adopted, unless we have a vast
superiority in number. Double exterior lines, \vith corps
several days' march asunder, must be fatal, if the enemy,
whether acting on single or double interior lines, take~ ad-
vantage of his position to concentrate his masses succes-
sively against our isolated forces. The Roman armies
under the consuls Flaminius and Servihius opposed Elan-
nibal on exterior lines, the one by Florence and Arrezzio,
and the other by M~odena and Ariminum. Hannibal turned
the position of Flaminius and attackred the Roman armies
separately, gaining a, complete and decisive victory. Such
also was the character of the operations of the French- in
1795, under Pichegru and Jourdan; they met with a
bloody and decisive defeat. Again in 1796, the French
armies under Jourdan and Moreau, pursued exterior lines;
the Archduke Charles, from his interior position, succeed-
ed in defeating both the opposing generals, and forcing
them to retreat. If the two armies united had pursued a
single line, the republican flag had been carried in tri-
umph to Vienna.

Con7verging lines of operation are preferable, under
most circumstances, to diverging lines. Care should be
takien, however, that the point of meeting be such that it
may not be takren as a strategic position by the enemy,
and our own forces be destroyed in detail, before they
can effect a junction. In 1797 the main body of the
Austrians, under Alviuzi, advanced against Napoleon, on
three separate lines, intending to concentrate at Rivoli,
and then attack the French in mass; but Napoleon took~
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his strategic position at Rivoli, and overthrew the en~
emy's corps as they successively appeared. In the same
way thle Archdukie Charles took an interior position, be-
tweeii M~i.oreau and Jourdan, in 179'3, and prevented them
from concentrating their forces on a single point. W~~iurm-
ser andi Quasdanowich attempted to concentrate their
forces on the Mlincio, by moving on the opposite shores
of Lake Garda.; but Napoleon took an interior position
and destroyed them. In 1815 Blucher and WVellington,
from their interior position, prevented the junction of
Napoleon and Grouchy. 

Diverg~ing lines may be employed with advantage
against an enemy immediately after a successful battle
or strategic mnarueuvre; for by tijis means we separa~e
the enemy's forces, and disperse them; and if orccatsion
should require it, may again concentrate our forces by
converging lines. Such was the manceuvre of Fredericki
the ' Great, in 1757, which, produced the -battles of Ros-
bach and Leuthen; such also was the manxnuvre of Na-
poleon at Donawert in 1805, at Jena in 1806, and at Ratt-
isbon in 1809.

Interior lines of operations, when properly conducted,
have almost invariably led to success: indeed every in-
stance of failure may be clearly traced to great unskriif1 r1-
ness in their execution, or to other extraneous circum-
stances of the campaign. There may, however, be cases
where it will be preferable to direct our forces on the
enemy's. flankr; the geographical character of the theatre
of war, the position of other collateral forces, &c., ren-
dering such a direction necessary. ' But as a general
rule, interior and central lines, for an army of moderate
'orces, will lead to decisive results.

Napoleon's Italian campaigns in 1796 and 1797, the
campaign of the Archduke Charles in 1796, Napoleon's
campaigns .of 1805 and 180·9 against Austria, and of
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1806 and 1807 against Prussia and Russia, of 1808 in
Spain, his man~uvres in 1814, between the battle of Bri-
enne and t'nat of Paris, and his operations previous to the
oattle of )Aigny in 1815, are all brilliant examples unlder
this head.

To change the line of operations, in thre middle of a
campaign, and follow accidental lines, is always a delicate
affadir, and can only be resorted to by a general of great
skill, and with disciplined troops. In such a case it may
be attended with important results. It was one of Na-
poleon's maxims, that "(a line of operations, when once
chosen, should never be abandoned." This maxim, how-
ever, must sometimes be disregarded by an army of un-
disciplined troops, in order to avoid entire destruction;
but the total abandomnent of a line of operations is al-
ways attended with great loss, and should be regarded as
a mere choice of evils. A regular army can .always
avoid this result, by changing the direction of its line;
thus frequently gaining superior advantages inl the new
theatre of action. If the plan of this change be the re-
sult of a good -coup d'ceil, and it be skiilfully executed, the
rear of the operating army will be secure from the en-
emzy; and moreover, he will be left in doubt respecting
its weak points. But such is the un'certainty of this
manemvre, that it is very rarely taken by the best troops,
un'less actually forced upon therm. If the army be of in-
congruous materials, generally a change of direction will
be less advantageous tha~n to entirely abandon the line,
and save as many: as possible of the troops for some nexv
plan of operations. (Maxim 20.) If, however, the undis-
ciplined army be sustained by fortifications, it can take
up the accidental line of operations in the same manner,
and with the same procbability of success, as is done by a
regular force.

W16e hlave examples of accidental lines in the operations
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of the king of Prussia, after the battle of Hohenkirchen3,
and of W~iashington, in N~ew-Jersey, after the action of
Princ eton. This is one of the finest in military hristoryr.
Nazpoleon bad projected a change in his line of opera-
tions, in case he lost the battle of Alusterlitz; but victoryr
rendered its execution unnecessary. A.gain in 1814 he
had planned an entire change of operations; but the
want of co-operation of the forces under Mo~tier and
Marmont forced him to abandon a plan which, if properly
execuated, had probably defeated the allies. Jomini pro-
flounced it one of the most brilliant of his military career.

Having explained the principal terms used in strategy,
let us trace out the successive operations of war in their
uxsual strategic relations.

W/e will suppose war to be declared, and thre army to be
just entering upon a campaign. The political and military
authorities of the state determine upon the nature of the
war, and select the theatre of its enterprises. The chief
selects certain points, on or near the borders of the seat
of war, where his troops are to be assembled, and his
materiel collected. These points, together, form his base
of operations. He now selects some point, within the
theatre of the war, as the first object of his enterprises,
-and chooses the line of operations most advantageous for
reaching this objective point. The temporary positions
taken on this line become strategic positions, and the line
in his rear, a line of defence. When he arrives in the
vicinity of his first object, and the enemy begins to oppose
his enterprises, he must force this enemy to retreat, eitber
by an at~tack or by manoeuvres. For this purpose he
temporarily adopts certain lines of mamceuvre, which may
deviate fr~om his general line of operations. The ulterior
events of the campaign may possibly c~ause him to make
;hese new, or accidental lines, his lines of operations.
T'he approach of hostile forces may cause him to detach
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secondary corps on secondary lines; or to divid2e his
army, and pursue double or multiple lines. The primi-
tive object may also be relinquished, and neay ones pro-
posed, with new lines and, new plans of operations. As
he advances far from his primitive base, he forms new
depots and lines of magazines. He may encounter nat,-
uaral and artificial Qbstacles. To cross large rivers in the
face of an enemy is a hazardous operation; and he re-
quires all thle art of the engineer in constructing bridges,
and securing a safe passage for his armyr. If a fortified
place is to be takien, he will detach a siege corps, and
either continue his march with the main army, or take a
strategic position to cover this siege. T'hus Napoleon,
in 1796, with an army of only 50,000 combatants, could
not venture to penetrate into Austria, with Mautnta and
its garrison of 25,000 men in. his rear, and an Aust~riana
force of 4·0,000 before him. But in 1806 the gre at supe-
riority of his army enabled him to detach forces to be'-
siege the principal fortresses of Silesia, and still to con-
tinue his operations with his principal forces. The chief
of the army may meet the enemy under circumstances
such as to induce or compel him to give battle. If he
should be victorious, the enemy must be pursued and
harassed to the uttermost. `If he~should be defceated, he
must form the best plan, and provide the best means of
retreat. If possible, lie must take shelter in some line
of fortifications, and prepare to resume the offensive.
Lines of intrenchment and temporaryT workis may some-
times serve him as a sufficient protection. Finally, when
the unfavorable season compels him to suspend his oper-
ations, he will go into winter cantonments, and prepare
for a new campaign.

Such are the ordinary operations of war: its relations
to strategy must be evident, even to th~e most superficiabl -

reader.
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Not unfreqyuently the results of a campaign depend more
upon the strategic operations of an *army, than upon its
vrictories gained in actual combat. Tactics, or movements
within the range of the enemy's cannon, is theref'ore sub-
ordinate to the choice o~f positionts: if the field of battle be
properly chosen, success will be decisive, and the loss
of the battle not disastrous; whereas, if selected without
reference to the principles of the science, the victory, if
gained, might be barren, and defeat, if suffered, totally
fatal: thus demonstratting the truth of Napoleon's maxim,
that success is oftener due to the genius of the general,
and to the nature of the theatre of war, than to the number
and bravery of the soldiers. (M~axim 17, 18,)

Wi~e havae a, striking illustration of this in the Frenchr
army of the D~anube, which, from the left wing of General
KIra~y, marched rapidly through Switzerland to the right
extremity of the Austrian line, " and by tijis movement
alone conquered all the country between the Rhine and
Danube wvithout pulling a trigger."

Again, in 1805, the army of Mack was completely para·
lyze~d, and the main body forced to surrender, at Ulm,
without a, single important battle. In 1806, the Prussians
were essentially defeated even before the battle of Jena,
T`he operations about Ileilesboerg, in 1807, the advance
upon Madrid, in 1808, the manaeuvres about Rtatisbon, in
1809, the operations of the French in 1814, and the first
part of the campaign of 1815, against vastly superior
numbers, are all familiar proofs of the truth of the maxim.

Strategy may therefore be regarded as the most impor·
taut, though least understood, of all the branclhes of the
military art.*

* Strategy may be learhed from didactic work~s or from general milib
tary histories. There are very few good elementary works on this
bran~ch of the military art The general treatises of the Archdukre
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Charles, and of Gener~al Wagner, in German, (the former has heen
translated into French,) are considaered as the hest. The·1 discussions

of Jomini on this suhject in his great work on the military art, are ex-
ceedingly valuahie; also the writings of Rocquancourt, Jacquinot de
Presle, and G~ay de Vernon. The last of these has heen translated
into English, hut the translation is exceedingly inaccurate. The
military histories of Lloyd, Tesaplehoff, Jomini, the Archduke Charles,
Grimoarda, Gravert, Souchet, St. Cyr, Beauvais, Laverne, Stutter-
.heim, Wag~ner, Kansler, Gourgaud and Montholon, Fey, Mlathien
Dumas, Sdgur, Pelet, Koch; Clausewitz, and Thiers, may he read
with great advantage. Naapier'sJ History of the Peninsular War is the
only English Histbry that is of any value as a military work: it is a

most excellent hook. Alison's great History of Europe is utterly
worthless to the military man; the author is ignorant of the first prin-
ciples of the military art, and nearly every page is- filled with the
grossest hlunders.

We suhjoin the titles of a few of the hest works that treat of strategy,
either directly or in connection with military history.

Princip7es de la Str·at~gie, 4½., par le Prince Charles, traduit' de

l'Allemand, 3 vols. in Svo. This is a work of great merit. The tech-
nical terms, however, are very loosely employed.

Pr~ics de l'Ar·t de la Gucerre, par le Baron Jomini. His chapter
on strategy emhodies the principles of this hranch of the art.

Grundsd~tze der Strategie, Von W~aagner.
Ceutrs Elimentaire d'Ar·t et d'Histeire Mlilitaire, par Rocquan-

court. This work contains much valnahle informationh connected with

the history of the a~rt of war; hut it is far too diffuse and ill-arranged
for an elementary hook.

Cour~s d'Ar·t et d'Histoire! M~ilitairse, par Jacquinot de Presle. This

work is especially designed for cavalry officers, and the other hranches
of military service are hut very hriefly discussed.

I)e Vernon's Treatise on the Science of W~ar and Fortification con-

taitis much valuahie information; hut, as an elementary hook, it has
the same ohjections as that of Rocquancourt.

Hlistory of the Seven Y~ears' Waar, hy Lloyd and Templehoff. The
mnilitary writings of Lloyd and Templehoff are valnahle as connected
with the history of strategy ; hut many of the principles laid down hy
these writers are now regarded as erroneous.

Mismoires de Napolton. T'he Memoirs of Napoleon, as dictated hy
eimself to Gourgaud and Montholon, have heen translated into Eng-~
iish. It is hardly necessary to remark that they contain all the .gesi
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eral principles of military art and science. No military man s~ ould
fail to study them thoroughly. The matter is so condensed, and iriipor-

tault principles are embodied in so few words, that they are not easily
umderstood by the ordinary reader, and probably will never be popular
with the multitude.

EZssai ge'neral de Tactique, par Guibert. A workr very popular in
'ts day, but now far less valuabale than the writings already mentioned.

Ausftihrlich~e Beschreib~ung der rSchlacht des Pirmasens, von
Gravert. Regarded by military men as a valuable historical fragmlent.

Me'noires sur les Camapagnes en Espagne. Souchet.
M~moires de Gouvion St. Cyr.
Statistique de la Guerre, par Reveroni St. Cyr.

Premiire Ca~mpagnes de Ut Revolution, par Grimoard.,
Victoires et Conqu~tes. Beauvais.
Campagnes de Suwarrow. Laverue.
Histoire de la Guerre de la Pe'ninsule. Foy.
Pr·ecis des Eve'nemen~ts Mlilitaires. Mathien D~umas.

HWistoire de Nap~olton et de la Gracnde Arnuke n 1812. S~gur~
Mi9moires sur la G~uerre de 1809. Pelet.o
La Catmpatgne de 1814. Koch.
Vei Kriege--Die Freldziigge, s~c. C~lausewitz.
La ;Re'olution., le Consulat et 1' Empire. Thiers.
M~moires sur la Guerre de 1812--sur la Campagne die Vrice roj

en ~Italie, en 1813 et 1814; Histoire de Ia Guerre en Allemacgne en
1814; Histoire des Campagnes de 1814 et 1815, en France. Vaua~
doncourt.

.Essai sur l'Art Militaire, s~c. Carion--Nisas.
Histoire de l'Ex~tptdition en R~ussie en 1812~. Chambray.
War in Spain, Portugal, and the South of Fra~nce. John Jones.
Peninsular War. Napier.
NZ1otices of the War of 1812. Armstrong
All the above are works of merit; but noue are more valuable to

the military man than the, military histories of Jominai aend Kh~trlder,

with their splendid diagrams and maps.
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CHAP TERh III.

FORTIFICATIONS.

Fortificatzons, or engineering, may be considered with
reference to the defence of states and the grand operation
of armies; or with reference to the details of the con-
struction, and attack, and defence of forts, arid the influa-
ence of field-works on the tactical manceuvres of armies.
It is proposed to speak here only of its general character,
as a branch of the military art, without entering into anyt
professional discussion of details.

The connection of fortification and strategy may be con-
sidered under two distinct heads: 1st, the choice of sites
for constructing fortresses for defence; 2d, their influence
in offensive operations, and the determination of the ques-
tion whether they can be passed with safety, or whether
the attacking force wvill be under the necessity of be-
sieging them.

The centre and exstremities of a base o~f operations should
alwfays be secured either by natural or artificial obstacles.
This base is generally chosen so that fortifications will
be necessary for strengthening only a part of the line.
But if a frontier, like the side of France towards Belgium,
be destitute of natural obstacles, the artificial mleans oi
defence must be proportionally increased. Great care
should be taken that permanent fortifications be made
only on such places as may favor military operations. If
otherwise, the troops detached from the active a~rmy for
garrisoning them, will only tend to wealien this force
without any corresponding advantages. In this way, for-
tifications may become actually injiurious to defence. A
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nlumber of the European fortresses which were built be-
fore the subject of strategy was properly understood, are
now regarded as utterly useless, from their ill-advised po-
sitions .

W/hether a f~ortress may be safely passed with merely
blockadiiig or observing it, depends very much upon the
nature of the war, and the numbers and positiopL of the
defensive army. The allies, in 1814, invading Fratnce
with a million of soldiers, assisted by the political diver-
sion of factions and IBourbonists within the kingdomn, and
treason in t~Ae frontier fortresses, and even in the ranks
of Napoleon's army, could conduct their military opera~
tions on a very different plan from that which would be
adopted by either Austria, Prussia, Russia, England, Sp~ain,
Portugal, Hlolland, Italy, and the German powers, if singly
·waging war with the French. Napoleon sometimes de-
talched a corps to observe a fortress which threatened his
line of operations or of manceuvre; at others, hc delayed
his advance till the place could be reduced.

"An army," says Jominai, "may sometimes penetrate
between places on an open frontier, to attack the enemy's
forces in the field, takiing care at thre same time to observe
these places; but no invading army can cross a great
river, like the Danube, the Rhine, or the Elbe, without
reducing at least one of the fortresses on that river, so as
to secure a line of retreat; but being in possession of such
a place, it can continue the offensive, while its materiel de
sieg~e successively reduces* thle other places."

In case the main army is oblig~ed to remain and cover
the besieging corps, it should take some central position,
where it can command all the avenues of approach, and
fall with vigor on the enemy, should he attempt to raise
fhe siege. Napoleon's operations before Mantua, in 17936,
offer the finest model for imitation.

The old system of intrenched camps and lines of con-
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traivallatfion is unsuited to the spirit of modern warfai~e.
In ancient times, and more particularly in the middle
ages, too much importance was attached to tactical posP~
tion~s, and not enough to strateg-ic points and lines. This
gay e to fortifications a character that never properly be~
longed to them. From the middle ages down to thle pe·~
n~od of the Frenchm Revolution, wars were carried on
mainly by the system of positions--one party confining
their operations to the security of certain important places,
while the other directed their whole attention to the siege
and capture of these places. But Carnot and N~apoleona
changed this system, at the same time with the system
of tactics, or rather, returned from it to t~he old a~nd true!
system of strategic operations. Some men, looking merelyt
at the fact that a change was made, but with~ut examining
the character of that change, have rushed headlong to the
conclusion that fortified places are now utterly useless in
war, military success depending entirely upon a good sys~
tem of marches.

On this subject, General Jomini_ the great military his~
-torian of the wars of the French Revolution, remarks that
"'we should depend entirelynpon neither organized masses,
nor upon material obstacles, whether natural or artificial.
To follow exclusively either of these systems would be
equally- absurd. The true science of war consists in
choosing a just medium between the two extremes. The
wars of Napoleon demonstrated the great truth, that diso
tance can protect no country from invasion, but that a
state, to be secure, must have a, good system of fortresses,
and a good system of military reserves and military insti-
tutions ."

In all military operations time is of vast importance.
If a single division of an army can be retarded for a few
hours only, it not unfrequently decides the fate of the
campaign. H~ad the approacha of Bluchrer been, delayed
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for a few hLours, Napoleon must have oeen victoriouls at~
the battle of W/aterloo. An equilibrium can seldom be
sustained for more thlan six or seven hours between
forces oan the field of battle; but in this instance, t~he
state of th~e ground rendered the movements so slow as
to prolong the battle for about twelve hours; thus ena-
bling the allies to effect a concentration in time to save
Wellington .

Mlany. of Napoleon's brilliant victories resulted from
merely bringing troops to bear suddenly upon some de-
cisive point. Rivoli in 1796-7, Miarengo in 1800, Ulmr
in 1805, Jena in 1806, Ratisbon in 1809, Brienne in
1814, and Ligny in 1815, are familiar examples. But this
concentration of forces, even with a reg~ular army, cannot
be calculated on by th~e general with any degree of ce -

tainty, unless his communications are perfectly secure.
And this difficulty is very much increased where the
troops are new and undisciplined. W~hen a country like
ours is invaded, large numbers of such troops must sud-
dienly be called into the field. N\;ot kinowing; the designs
of the invaders, much time w~ill be lost in marches and
countermarches; and if there be no safe places of resort
the operations must be indecisive and insecure.

-To a defensive army fortifications are valuable as
points of repose, upon which the troops, if beaten, may
fall back, and shelter their sick and wounded, collect
their scattered forces, repair their materials, and draw
together a new supply of stores and provisions; and as
rallying points, where new troops may be assembled with
safety, and the army, in a, few days, be prepared to again
meet the enemy in the open field. Wvithout these de-
fences, undisciplined and inexperienced atrmies, when
once routed, can seldom be rallied again, except with
great losses. But wben supported by forts, they can so-
lect their opportunity· for fighting, and offer or refimso
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battle according to the probability of success; and, halv-
ing a safe place of retreat, they are far less influenced by
fear in the actual conflict.

The enemy, on the otbher hand, being compelled either
to besiege or observe these works, his army will be sep-
arated from its magazines, its strength and eflciency
diminished by detachments, and his whole force exposed
to the horrors of partisan warfare. It has therefore been
estimated by the best military writers, that an army sup-
ported by a judicious system of fortifications, can repel a
land force six times as large as itself.

Every government should prepare, in time of peace, its
most prominent and durable means of defence. B3y se-
curing in a permanent manner its important points, it will
enable a small force to retain possession of these places
against a greatly superior army, for a considerable length
of time. This serves the same purpose as a battle g-ain-
ed; for, in the beginning of a war of invasionl, the
economy of time is of the utmost importanice ~to the de-
fensive party, enabling it to organize and prepare the
great military resources of the state.

In all mountainous frontiers, or sides of states border-
ing on large rivers, or chains of lakes, there will neces-
sarily be but few points by which an invader can pene-
trate into the interior of the country. Let us suppose
that, for a, frontier of moderate extent, there· are jlive
passes, or avenues through which the enemy may ap-
proach the interior. To effectuatlly defend these ap-
proaches against the invading army will require, for each,
an army of ten thousand men. Not being able to decide
positively on the plans of the enemy, all these ~communi-
cations must be defended at the same time. This re-
quires a defending army of fifty thousand men. L~et us
now suppose each of these passes to be fortified in such
a way, that one .thousand men will be able to hold thes
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enemy in check, and' force him to resort to. the operations
of a siege; or, at least, to retaid his advance till an
active army can be organized in the interior, and pre-
pared to nmeet him in the field. We here see that five
thousand men, by means of fortifidations, can accomplish
the same defensive object as fifty thousand men'without
these artificial means of security.

But let us enter a little more into the detai~ls of frontier
defences, and examine the character of the several sys-
tems which have been successively proposed or adopted.
Frontiers are divided into four distinct classes, according
as the state may be open on one or more sides, or bound-
ed by mountains, large rivers and lakes, or by the sea.

An open frontier is the most difficult of defence; and
while there exists a, perfect uniformity among military
men upon the vast importance of fortifying such a fron-
tier, there is an equal diversity of opinion respecting the
best manner of arranging thiese workis. We shall here
mention three general systems of arranging forts- for the
defence of an open country, eac1h of which has been ad-
vocated at different times, and afterwvards received vari-
ous modifications and additions. rrhese three systems
comprise the main' features of all others worthy of much
consideration. They are:-

1st. The system of continuous lines, proposed by Mont-
alembert.

2d. A system of three lines of detached works, strongly
recommended by D'Arqon and others.

3d. A system proposed by Vauban, and advocated by
Rogniat, consisting of lines of very strong workis, placed
at considerable distances from each other and covering
large in~trenzched camps.

The first of these systems was proposed in 1790, and
for a time attracted considerable notice in France, but
tras long since been discarded, as being utterly incompat-
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ible with the principles of the military art. A writer,
however, of some pretensions in this country, recom-
mends its adoption for the defence of Baltimore and the
shores of the Chesapeake. The same author would disj-
pense entirely with our present system of fortifications
on the sea-coast, and substitute in their place wooden
Mlartello towers!i This would be very much like build-
ing 120 gun ships at Pittsburg and Memphis, for the de-
fence of the Ohio and the Mississippi rivers, and sending
out duck-boats to meet the enemy on the Atlantic!i

Th the second systemn, the workis on the extreme fron-
tier are to be placed about thirty or forty miles apart, and
those of the second and third lines respectively thirty or
forty miles in rear of the first and second lines, and op-
posite the intervals.

"In the third system, first recommended by Vauban and
more recently by Rogniat, the works are· to be arranged in
the sairne manner as in that of D'Arqon, but the distance be-
tween them is to be from seventy to one hundred miles, and
each fort arranged for covering a large intrenched camp.

Either of these last two systems is well suited to the
defence of an open frontier. The former is applied to
the side of France towards Belgium, and the latter, with
certain modifications, to the defence of W/estern Ger-
many. The first line of fortifications on the northern
frontier of France consists of Dunkirk, Lille, Ylalen-
ciennes, Condd, Quesnaoy, Rocroi, Charlemont, M/Izii~res,
and Sedan; the second line, of Calais, Andres, St. Omer,
B~thune, Arras, Douai, Chambrai, Landrecies, and Ayes-
nes; the third line, of Boulogne, M~ontrenil, Hesdin, Abbe-
ville, Amniens, B~apaume, Peronne, Ham, and Laon.

For mountainous frontiers it is deemed necessary to
secure all the important passes with small redoubts or
wlilitary works, and to defend with strong forts the grand
interior strategic points on which these communicationls
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are directed. For a frontier of moderate extent theore
may be some six or eight gorges in the mountains by
rwh-ich an army might penetrate; but it will always be
found that these roads concentrate on two or three points
in the great valleys below. Take, for example, the fron-
tier of France towards Switzerland and Italy. The passes
of the mountains are secured by the little works of Fort
L'Ecluse, Fort Pierre-ch~tel, Fort Barraux, Brian~on,
Mont Dauphin, Colmars, Entrevaux, and Antibes; while
Besan~on, Grenoble, and Tonilon, form a second line,;
and Lyons a grand central d~p~t.

W~here a great river or chain of lakes forms the boun-
dary of a state, the system of defence will be much the
same as that of an open land frontier, the works of the
first line being made to secure the great bridges or ferries
by which the enemy might effect a passage; those of the
second line, to cover the passes of the highlands that
generally approach more or less near the great water-
course; and those of the third line, far enough in rear to
protect the great internal communications of the country.
Let us take, for example, the side of France bordcring on
th~e Rhine. Wissembourg and Lanterbourg, Fort ILouis,
Iliaguenan, Strasbourg, Schelstadt, Neuf-Brisach, and flu-
neguen, cover the several passages of the river; while
Bitche, Phalsbourg, and B~fort form a, second line ; Thion-
ville, Metz, and Toul, a third i~ne; and Verdun a grand
central d~pjt.

The following are the principal objects proposed to be
accomplished by fortifications on a sea-coast.

1st. To close all important harbors to an enemy, and
secure them to the navy of the country.

2d. To prevent the enemy from forming an establishz-
ment on our shores, from wbich, by his naval superiority,
he might destroy our commerce and keep the whole f~ron-
tiier in. continual alarm.
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3d. To cover our great cities against a maritime attack~
and bombardment.

4th. To cover our ship-yards and great naval d~p~ts.
5th. To prevent, as much as possible, the great a~v&

nues of interior navigation from being blockasded by naval
means at their entrance into the ocean.

6th. To give to our navy facilities for protecting our
coast trade from the enemy's ships of war, and our inter-
nal communications, which lie near the coast, from mari-
time descents.

Let us notice how France has attei pted to accomplish
this object. rfhe Mediterranean frontier has Fort Quarr~,
Fort St. M~argu~rite, St. Tropez, Brigan~on, the forts of
Point M\3an, of l'Ertissac, and of Langoustier, Toulon, St.
Nicholas, Castle of If, Marseilles, Tour de Bone, Aigues-
Montes, Fort St. Louis, Fort Brescou, Narbonne, Ch~-
tean de Salces, Perpignan, Collioure, Fort St. Elme, and
Port XVendre. Toulon is the great naval d~pat for this
frontier, and Mai~rseilles the great commercial port. Both
are well secured by strong fortifications. The Atlantic
frontier has Bayonne; the forts of Royan, Grave, M~edoc,
Patd, &c., on the Gironde; Rochefort, with the forts of
Chapus, Lapin, Aix, Oleron, &c., to cover' the roadstead;
La Rochelle, with the forts of the Isle of R6; Sables,
with the forts of St. N~icholas, and Des Mo~ulines, Isle
Dien, Belle Isle, Fort du Pilier, Mi~indin, Ville Martin;
Q~uiberon, with Fort Penthiiwre ; L'Orient, with its harbor
defences; Fort Cigogne; Brest, with its hartor defences;
St. Malo, with. Forts Cdzembre, La Canch~e, L'Anse du
Verger, and Des Rimains; Cherbourg, with its defensive
forts and batteries; Havre, Dieppe, Boulogne, Calais, atnd
Dunkirk. Cherbourg, Brest, and Rochefort, are great
naval dip~ts; and Uavre, Nantes, and Bordeaux, the
principal commercial ports. M~any of the works above
enumerated are small in extent and antiquated in their
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construction, and some of them quite old and dilapidated
nevertheless, they have heretofore been fou-nd sufficient,
for the defence of~ the naval d~p~ts and commercial sea-
poirts of France against the superior naval forces of her
naeighlbor.

Omitting for the present all discussion of seacoast de-
fences, let us examine more particularly the character
and influence of fortifications on land frontiers.

All military writers agree that fortifications have here-
tofore exerted a great, and frequently a decisive, influence
on the operations of a war. Those of F'rance are fre-
quently referred to as proofs of this influence. But, while
all are disp~osed to allowv that these work~s contributed
much in former times to the defence of states, yet some
have said that modern improvements in the mode of at-
tack have rendered forts far less valuable than formerly.

Such, however, is not the case. Improvements in the
mode of attackr have not kept pace with the facilities of;
locomotion; and, although fortifications do not now usually
sustain a siege of as many days as in former times, still,
as compared with the relative lengths of campaigns in
ancient and modern wars, the proportioalza length of siegeus
is now even greater than formerly. W;hen the same is
accomplished in a campaign of seven weekrs as was for-
merly done in a Wyar of seven years, it is not necessary
that fortified places should hold out a very longs time. A
place that can sustain a, siege of a month is now deemed
sufficiently strong for ordinary campaigns; ,for by the end
of that time the defensive army will either be destroyed,
or be able to comae to its succor. In either case a long~er
defence would not be required.

A reference to the most important sieges 6f the last
century or two will show that forts are, on an average,
capable of sustaining a siege for more than that leng~th of
lImo.,
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'Lille, in 17"08, held the allies in checks for a whole
year; and again, in 1792, compelled the Austrians to
raise the siege after an unsuccessful attack of fifteen day-s.

Antwerp, in 1585, sustained a siege of fourteen months
against greatly superior forces; in 1814 Carnot defended
the citadel of this place for four months, and until an ar-
mistice had been concluded between the contending par-
ties; in 1832, it sustained, with a garrison of only 4,500
men a~nd 145 pieces of ordnance, a siege of twyenty-five
days, against a force of 55,000 men and 223 cannon.

Namur, near the end of the seventeenth century, suas-
tamned a siege of ten weeks.

Ismad', in 1790, sustained a siege of more than two
months against the Ruassians.

Maestricht, in 1793, sustained a siege of nearly two
weeks; and again, in 1794, sustained a blockade and
siege of nearly two months.

M'agdeburg, in the thirty years' war, resisted the army
·of~ Wiallenstein for seven months; and in 1813-14, al-
though garrisoned by only 4,000 men, it for a long time
resisted the overwhelming forces of the allies.

Dantzic, at the same time, sustained a siege against
superior forces for more than nine months.

Land~au, in 1793, sustained a siege of nine months.
Valenciennes and Matyence, in 1793, each sustained a

siege of about three months.
Charleroi, Fort Vaubian, and L'Ecluse, in 1794, eachf

sustained a siege of about thirty days.
Quesnoy, in 1794, sustained a siege of about three

wteeks .
Rosas, in 1795, sustained a siege of some seventy days.
Malntua, iii 1796-7, protected from invasion, for eight

months, the Ty~rol and the heart of the Austrian moIi-
archy.

Kehl atnd Huninguen, in 1796, sheltered Mvoreau for
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three mnonth~s against all the efforts of the Archduk.~
Charles.

St. Jean d'Acre, in 1799, sustained a siege of sixty
days of open trench.

hUm, in 1800, held Morean in check for more than a
month`.

Genoa3 in 1800, sustained a blockade of sixty and a
siege of forty days.

Saratgossa in 1808 sustained a close siege of near two
months; and in 1809 it was again besieged for two
rmonths .

Rosas in 1808 sustained a siege of thirty days.
Gerona in 1809 sustained a siege and blockade of

sevew months, nearly four of them being of open trench.
Mecjuinenza (a very small work) in 1810 sustained a

siege of more than two weeks.
Astorga in 1810 sustained a siege of thirty days;

twenty-four being of open trench.
Lerida in 1810 sustained a siege of thirty days, two

weeks being of open trench.
Ciudad Rodrigo in 1810 sustained a siege of two

mronths .
Almeida in 1810 sustained a siege of more than a

monthf.
Tortosa in 1810 sustained a. siege of six months.
Tarragona in 1811 sustained a siege of nearly two

months .
Badajos in 1811 sustained a siege of more than forty

dayis open trench.
Lerida, in 1811 sustained a siege of two weeks open

tre-nch.
Sag-intum in 1811 sustained a siege of a month.
VS alan~cia ia 1811-12 sustained a siege of two months~
CiitJ XA I~origo in 1812 sustained a blockrade of sevo

ral moiuhs\, and a close siege of two w~eeks.
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fladajos in 1812Z sustained twenty-one days of open
trenches.

Burgos. in 1812 sustained thirty-three days of opena
trenches.

St. Sebastian in 1813 sustained a, siege and blockade
of nearly three months, with fifty-nine days of open
tr~enches.

Pampeluna in 1813 sustained a siege of more than
four months.

M~ouzona in 1813-14 also sustained a siege of more
than four mobnths.

This list might be increased with numerous other ex-
amples, to show that even poorly fortified towns are
capable of defending themselves, oan an average, for more
than a month. These examnples, be it remembered, are
nearly all taken from a period of history since any mate-
rial improvements have been made in the art of attack.
Since the time of Vaeuban the improvements in attack
have not kept pace with the increased means of defence.
Mloreover, these examples are takren from the sieges of
towns defended mainly by old and antiquated works, and
entirely incapable of offering the same resistance as de-
tached fortifications, with all the modern improvements.

The val~ue of fortifications, as land defences, is suf-
ficiently proved by showing their general capability of
resisting an invader, even for a limited period; thus af-
`fording us time and opportunity to provide other means
of security. But it must not be inferred that forts be-
sieged en r~gle will necessarily fall after so many days.
Such is far from being the case. The besieged have
usually great advantages over the besiegers; and unless
the latter are vastly superior in number, or the work is of
a very inferior char~acter, or the garrison is destitute of
thle reqluisite means and energy to resist an attack, they
will n'ot be taken.
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M'~zikres was not taken in 1520; nor M/arseilles jil

1524; nor Peronne in 1536; nor Landrecies in 1543;
nor Metz in 1552; nor Mntlnaubana in 1621; nor ]Lerida
in 1647; nor Maestrich~t in 167"6; nor Vienna in 1529,
e.nd again in 16i83; nor Turina in 1706; nor Condd in
1744; nor Lille in 1792; nor Landau in 1793; nor Ulrn
in 1800; nor Saragossa in 1808; nor Burgos in 1812.
This list might be extended almost indefinitely with the
name~s of places that could be reduced neither by force
nor by starvation.

But, as has already been noticed, some have asserted
th~at fortificaltions have become of little comparative un-
portance, under the new system of warfare introduced
during the wars of the French Revolution. On this sub-
ject let us consult the opinions of the best military judges
of the present century.

Napoleon say~s of fortifications,"L they are an excellent
means of retarding, fettering, enfeebling, and disquieting
a conqluering foe."

"The possession of strategic points," says the Arch-
duke Charles, "'is decisive in military operations; and
the most effcacious means should, therefore, be employed
to defend points whose preservation is the country's salfe-
guard. This object is accomplished by fortificatiovns, in-
asmuch as they canl resist, for a, given time, with a small
numuber of troops, every effort of a much largei force;
fortifications should, therefore, be regarded as the bsasis·
of a good system of defence." "(It .should be a maxim
of state policy in every country, to fortify, in time of
peace, all such. points, and to arrange them with great
care, so that they can be defended by a small number of
troops. For the enemy, knowing the difficulty of getting
possession of these works, will look twice before he in-
volves himself in a war." "EIstablishments wvhich can
secure strategic advantages are not the workis of a uto-.
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ment; they require time and labor. H-e who has the
direction of the military forces of a state, should, in time
of peace, prepare for war." " The proper application or
neglect of these principles will decide the safety or the
ruin of the state." "Fortifications arrest the enemy in
the pursuit of his object, and direct his mot~ements on
less important points ;--he must either force these for-
tified lines, or else hazard enterprises upon lines which
offer only disadvantages. In fine, a country secured by
a system of defences truly strategic, has no cause to fear
either the invasion or the yoke of the enemy; for he can
advance to the interior of the country only through great
trouble and ruinous efforts. Of course, lines of fortifica-
tions thus arranged cannot shelter a state against all re-
verses; but these reverses will not, in this case, be
attended by total ruin; for they cannot take from the
state the means nor the time for collecting new forces;
nor can they ever reduce it to the cruel alternative of
submission or destruction."

"~Fortifications,"~ saySs Jomini, "fulfi~l two objects of
capital importance,--lst~. The protection of the frontiers;
and 2d. Assisting the operations of the army in the field."
" Every part of the frontiers of a state should be secured
by one or two great places of refuge, secondary places,
and even small posts for fac~ilitating the active operations
of the armies. Cities girt with walls and slight ditches
may often be of great utility in the interior of a country,
as places of deposite, where stores, magazines, hospitals,
&c., may be sheltered from the incursions of the enemy's
light troops. These works are more especially valuable
where such stores, in order not to weaken the regulai
army by detachments, are intrusted' to the care of raw
and militia ·forces." It is not supposed that any system
of fortifications can hermetically close a. fr~ontier; "'but,
although they of themselves can rarely present an abso-
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lute obstacle to the advance of the hostile army, yet it is
indisputable that they straiten its movements, change thle
direction of its marches, and force it into detachments;
while, on the contrary, they afford all the opposite advan..
tages to the defensive army·; they protect its marches,
favor its debouch~es, cover its magazines, its flanks, and
its movements, and finally furnish it with a place of
ref'ug~e in time of need."

These opinions were uttered, be it remembered, long
since the period at which modern military quacks date the
downfall of fortifications as inland defences, by men, too,
who were not engineers, and consequently had no profes-
sional predilectiqns in falvor of fortifications. The Arch-
duke Charles, as a general, knew no rival but Napoleon,
and General Jomini is universally regarded as the first
military historian of the age. The truth of their remarks
on fortifications is most fully confirmed by the military
histories of Germany and France.

For a long period previous to thle Thirty Yrears' War, its
strong castles and fortified cities secured the German em-
pire from attacks ·from- abroad, except on its extensive
frontier, which was freqiuently assailed, but no enemy was
able to penetrate to the interior till a want of union among
its own princes opened its strongholds to the Swedish
conqueror; nor then, did the cautious Gustavus Adolphus
venture far into its territories till he had obtained posses-
sion of all the military works that might endanger his re-
treat.

Again, in the Seven Years' WarB, when the French neg-
lected to secure tbeir foothold in Germany, by placing in
a state of defence the fortifica~tions- that fell into their
poxver, the first defeat rendered their ground untenable,
and threw them from the Elbe back upon the Rhine and
the Ma~cyne. They afterwards took the precaution to for-
Lify their positions, and to secure their magazines under
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shelter of strong places, and, conseqluently, were enabled
to maintain themselves in the hostile country till the end
of the war, notwithstanding the ineffciency of their gen-
erals, the great reverses they sustained in the field, the
skill and perseveratnce of the enemy they were contending·
with, and the weakr and va~cillat~ing character of the cabi-
net that directed them.

But this system of defence was not so caref~ully' itr
tamned in the latter part of the eighteenth century, for at
th~e beginning of the French Revolution, says Jomini,
" Germany had too few forti-fications; they were generally
of a poor character, and improperly located." France, on
the contrary, was well fortified: and although without
armies, and torn in pieces by domestic factions, (we here
use the language of the Archdukre,) "'she sustained her-
self against all Europe; and this was because her g~overn-
inent, since the reign of Louis XIII1., had continzually la-
bored to put her frontiers into a defensive condition ag-reeably
to the prin~ciples of strategy ; starting from such a system
for a basis, she subdued every country on the continent
that was not thus fortifie~d; and this reason alone will ex-
plain how her generals sometimeg succeeded in destroy-
aung an army, and even an entire state, merely by a strate-
gic success."

This may be illustrated by reference to particular cam-·
paigns. In 1792, when the Duke of Brunswickr invaded
Frhnce, she had no armies competent to her defence.
Their numbers upon paper were somewhat formidable, it
is true, but the license of the Revolution haad so loosened
the bonds of discipline as to effect an almost complete
disorgatnizattion. "'It seemed, at this period," says the
historian, "'as. if the operations of the French generals
were dependent upon the absence of their enemies: the
moment they appeared, the operations were precipitately
abandonedb." But France had on her eastern fro~,tier a
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triple line of good fortresses, although her~ miserable sol~
diery were incapable of properly defending them. The
several workis of the first and second lines fell, one after
another, before the slow operations of a Prussian siege,
and the Duke of B~runswick was already advancing upon
the third, when Dumourier, with only twven~ty-five thousand
men, threw himself into this line, and by a well-conducted
war of positions, placing his raw and unsteady forces be-
hind unassailable intrenchments, succeeded in repelling a
disciplined army nearly four times as numerous as h~s
own. Had no other obstacle than the French troops been
interposed between Paris and the Prussians, all agree that
France must have fallen.

In the campaign of 1;793, the French army in Flanders
were beaten in almost every eng~agement, and their forces
reduced to less than one half the number of the allies.
The French general turned traitor to his country, and the
National Guards deserted their colors and returned to
France. The only hope of the Republicans, at this crisis,
w~as Vauban's line of Flemish fortresses. These alone
saved France. The strongholds of Lille, Coud6, Valen-
ciennes, Quesnoy, Landrecies, &c., held the Austrians in
checkr till the Vrench could raise new forces and reorganize
their arms. "The important breathing-time which the
sieges of these fortresses," says an English historian,
"afforded to the French, and the immense advantage
which they derived from the new levies which they re-
ceived, and fresh organization which they acquired during
that important period, is a signal proof of the vital. impor-
tance of fortresses in contributing to national defence.
Napoleon has not hesitated to atscribe to the three months.
thus gained the salvation of France. It is to be constantly
recollected that the Republican armies were then totally
unabcle to keep the field; that behind the frontier fortresses
liere was neither a defensive position, nor a corps to re-
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inforce theni; and thast if driven from their vicinity, the
capital was taken and the war concluded."

In the following year, 1794, when France had comr-
pleted her vast armaments, and, in her turn, had become
the invading power, the enemy hald no fortified towns to
check the progress of the R2epublican armies; which,
based on strong works of defence, in a few weeks over-
ran Flanders, and drove the allies beyond the Rhine.

In thze campaign of 1796, when the army of Morean
had been forced into a precipitate retreat by the admira-
ble strategic operations of the Archdukre Charles, the
French forces owed their safety to the fortifications on
the Rhine. These works arrested the enemy's pursuit
and obliged him to resort to the tedious operations of
sieges; and the reduction of the French advanced posts
alone, K(ehl and Huningue n, poorly as they were defended;
employed, all the resources of the Austrian army~, and the
skill of their engineers, from early in October till late in
February. K~ehl was at first assaulted by a force four
times as numerous as the garrison; if the enemy had
succeeded, he would have cut off M~orean's retreat, and
destroyed his army. Fortunately the .place was strong
enough to resist all assaults; and M~oreau, basing himself
on the fortresses of Alsace, his right covered by H~unin-
guen, NeufI-Brisach, and B~fort, and his left by the iron
barrier of the Netherlands, effectually checked the waves
o~f Austrian success.

Let us now turn to the campaigns of NFaaposleon. In his
first campaign in Italy, 1796, the g~eneral was directed
'"to seize the forts of Savona, compel the senate to furnish
hnim with pecuniary supplies, and to surrender~ the keys of
G~avi, a fortress perched on the rocky height cdnmmandingr
the pass of the Bocchetta." Settings out from Savona, he
crossedt- the mountains at a weak point between the Alps
and theB Apennines, and s~ucceededt in piercing the enemy's
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line of defence. The king of Salrdinia, jealous of Au~s4
trian influence, had refused to permit the Ahustrian armyr
to garrison his line of fortifications. N\apoleon, profiting
by his victorious attitude, the mutual jealousy of iAustria
a~nd Sazrdinia, and the intrigues of his diplomatists, soon
gasined possession of these important works. "' These
Sardin~ian fortresses,"' he wrote to the Directory, "(at once
put the Repub~licans in possession of~ th~e keys of th~e Penin-
sucla." Basing himself on Coni, Mondovi, Ceva, Gavi,
and Alessandria, with Tortosa as his ddp~t of magazines,
he aldvanced against Lomba~rdy. Now basing himself on.
the Adda and Po, with the fortress of Pizzighettone as the
dfipbt of his magazines, he advanced upon the line of the
Adige. Pechiera became his next ddpjt, and he now hald·
four fortr-esses in echelon between him and his first ddp3t
of mag~azines; and, after the fall of Maantuat, basing him-
self on the Po, he advanced against the States of the
Church, making Ferrara, and then Ancona, his places o~
ddpbt.

From the solid basis of the fortresses of Piedmont and
Lomba dy,' "he was· enabled to turn his undivided atten-
tion to the destruction of the Austrians, and thus commence,
with some security, that great career of conque~st which
he already meditated in the imperial dominions." In this
campaign of 1797, after sec ring his base, he fortified
Palma-Nuolva, Osapo, &c., repaired the old fortifications
of Klagenfurth, and, as he advanced, established, to use
his own words, " a good point d'appui at every five or six
maarches."

Afte 1 yards, whaen the Austrians had nearly w~resited
Italy from the weak grasp of Napoleon's successors, the
French savedl their army in the fo tress of Genoa and be 
hlind the line of the Var, which had buen fortified with
care in 1794-5. Numerous attempts were made to force
this line, the advanced post of Fort Montan~ban being sev-
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gta1 times assaulted by numerous forces. But the Aus·
trian columns recoiled from its murderous fire of grape
and muasketry, which swept off great numbers at every"
dlischarge. Again the assault was renewed with a vast
superiority of nuambers, and again "~the brave men who
headed the column almost perished at the foot of the im·
trenclim~ent; and, after sustaining a heavy loss, they were
compellej to abandon the enterprise.

Wihile the forices on the Var thus stayed. the wavaes of
Austrian success, Mlassena, in the foritifications of Genoa,
sustained a blockade of sixty, and a siege of forty days,
against an army five times as large as his own; and
when forced to yield to the stern demands of famine, he
almost dictated to the enemy the terms of the treaty.
ThLese two defences held in checkr the e"lite of the Aus~
trian forces, while the French reserve crossed the Alps,
seized the important points of the country, and cut off
the Austrian line of retreat. "bBut even after the victory·
of Mareng-o," says Nlapoleon, "I did not consider the
whole of Italy reconq~uered, until all the for~tified places
between me and the MCincio should be occupied by my
troops. I gave Maelas permission to return to Mdantua, on
condition of his surrendering all these fortresses,"

He now directed Cha~sseloucp de LatL~at and his en·
gineers to repair and remodel the fortifications of Verona,
]Legnano, ]Pechiera, Mlaunta, the line of the Adda, Milan 4
Allessandria," Roco d'Aufo, Genoa, and several smaller
wvorks; thus forming a quadruple line of defence against
Austrian aggression in Italy. These works were of great
service to the French in 1805, enabling Massena with
fift~y thousand men to hold in check the Ahrchduke Charles
with more than ninety thousand, while Napoleon's grand

* Mlore than twenty millions of money were appropriated for thin
place alonael
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army, starting from the solid base of the Rhine, traversed
Germany and seized upon the capital of Austria.

The neglect of the Prussians to place their country in
a state of milita~ry defence, previous to declaring war
against Napoleon in 1806, had a, most disastrous influ-~
ence upon the campaign. N~apoleon, on the other hand,
occupied and secured all the important military positions
which he had captured in the preceding campaign. "'The
Prussians," said he, "made no preparations for putting
into a statte of defence the fortifications on their first line,
not even th~ose within a few marches of our catntonments.
Wrhile I was piling up bastion upon bastion at Kehl, Cas-
sel, and W/esel, they did not plant a. single palisade at
Magdeburg, nor put in battery a, single cannon at Span-
dan~L." The works on the three great lines of the Oder,
the Elbe, and the Wjeser, had they been properly re-
paired, gatrrisoned, and defended, were suffcient to have
held in check the French, even after the great victory of
Jena, till the newly-organized forces, acting in concert
with the Russian army, could re-establish th~e Prussian
monarchy in its ancient greatness. Profiting by the
neglect of the Prussians, Napoleon selzed upon the great
defensive works of the country, which, to his great joy,
were readily surrendered into his hands by the old and
inefficienmt generals who commanded theni; and French
garrisons were almost immpediately established in the for-
tresses of Stettin, Custrin, Glogau, Magdeburg, Spandan.
Hameln, Nienbourg, &c. " Spandau," said he in the
19th Bulletin, "'is an inestimable acquisition. In our
hands it could sustain two months of operations. But
such was the general confusion, that the Prussiaus had
not even armed its batteries."' The possession of these
fortifications inclined the scale at Eylau. All the histo-
rians of the war notice their influence on the campaigns
ef Fr~edland and Tilsit.
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These Prussian fortresses were retained by Napoleon
at the treaty of Tilsit. The campaign of 1809 proved
the wisdom of. this policy, as they effectually prevented
Prussia, from' joining Austria in rekindling the' flames of

~war. And again in 1813, these workis might have pro-
duced a decided influence on the campaigu, had not the
political perfidy of Austria, and the treason of the Frenchl
generals, prevented N~apoleon from profitingf by the ad-
vantages of his position.

The influence of the fortifications of Spain upon the
Peninsular campaigns has often been alluded to by his-
torians. Those works which had been given up to Na-
poleon previous to the opening of hostilities, contributed
very much to the success of his arms; while those which
had been retained by Spain and her allies contributed in
an equal degree to fetter, and embarrass his operations.
Some of these, like Sarag-ossa, Tarragona, Gerona, Tor-
tosa, &c. &zc., wcith their broken wvalls and defective ar-
maments, krept the enemy in checkr for months; and, by
compelling the French to resort to the tedious operations
of sieges, did mnch to weaken the French power in the
Peninsulat.

The influence of the f'ortifications of the French fr-on-
tiers in furnishing a secure basis for the successful oper-
ations of Napoleon into the enemy's territory, has abl
ready been noticed. If these fortresses of France, after
the disasters of 1812 and '13, failed to save the nation,
the cause mus~t be sought for in the peculiar features of
the invasion itself, rather than~ any lack of military infin-
ence in the French defences. As has been already re-
marked, a million of disciplined men, under consummate
leaders, were here assailing a single state, impoverished
byt the fatal war in Russia,--torn in pieces by political
factions,--deserted by its sworn allies,--its ~fortresses
basely betrayed into the enemy's hands, and its military
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power paralyzed by the treason of g~enerals with their
entire armies. Its only hope was in the fortresses which
hkad remained faithful; and Napoleon said at St. Helena7
that if he had collected together thre garrisons of these
few fortresses and retired to the Phi~ne, h2e could have'
crushed the allies even afterm thEei entrance into Pari~s.
But political conside-ations prevented the operation.

Again in 1815, NaTpoleon, even after ti e defeat of ~Wa-
terloo, possessed lines of defenmce su~fficientely strong to
resist all~ attempts at invasion. But again the want of
c6-operation on the part of the government at Paris, and
the treason of his own gene als, ferce~d his se~cond abdlica-
tion. If he had retained the command of the army, and
the nation Ehad seconde~d his· ejffo~rts, the allies would never
have reached Paris. ~But the new~ government presented
the disgaraceful spectacle of opening the way for the ene-
mies of their country. . "6France,") said Napoleon, "Lwill
etemnaily reproach the ministry with having forced ler
whole people to pass nuder the Caudiine-ferks, by order-
ing the disbanding of an army that had for twenty-five
years been its country's glory, and by giving up~ to o r as~
tonished en~emies outr still i z~uincible: fortresses."

History fully supporfts Napole~on's opinion of the greaa
danger of penetrating far into a hostile country to attackr
the capital, even when that capital is without fortifications.
The fedtal eff~ects of such an advsance, without properly se-
curing the means of retreat, is exemplified by his own
campaign of 1812, in Hussia. if, after the fall of Smo-
lensk, he had fortified that place and Yitepsk, which by
their position c'osed the narrow passage comprised be
tween the Dnieper and the Dwina, he might in all proba~
bility, on the following spring, have been able to seize
upon M/os~cow and St. Petersburg. But leaving the hos-
tile army of Tschkokoff in his rear, he pushed on to Mos-
cow, and when the conftlagration of that city cut off his
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hopes of winter quarters-there, and the premature rigor
of the season destroyed the horses of his artillery and
provision-tratins, retreat became impossible, and the awvful
fate of his immense arimy was closed by scenes of horrorf
to wfhich there is scarcely a parallel in history. rrhis
point might be still fuarther illustrated by the Russian cam-
paign of Charles XII., in 1708-9, the fatal advance of the
French army on Lisbon, in the Peninsular war, and other
examples of the same character.

Even single works sometimes effect the object of lines
of fortifications, and frustrate the operations of an entire
~army. Thus, Lille suspended for a whole year the oper·
ationas of Prince Eugrene and Marlborough; the siege of
Laudtrecies gave Villars an opportunity of changing the
fortunes of the war; Paviat, in 1525, lost France her
mnonarch, the flower of her nobility, and her Italian cona
quests; M~etz, *n 1552, arrested the entire power oi
Charles V., and saved France from destruction; Prague1
in 1757, brought the greatest watrrio~rof his age to thle
brink of ruin; St. Jean d'Acre, in 17991 stopped the suc·
cessful career of N~bapoleona; Burgos·, in 1812, saved the
beaten army of Portugal, ~nabled them to collect thei~
scattered forces, and re-gain the ascendancy; Strasburg
has often been the bulwark of the French against Ger-
manaty, -saving France from invasion, and perhaps subjuga-~
tion.

In nea ly the language of Napoleon, (MiCemoirs, vol. IX.,)
If Vienna, had been fortified in 1805, the battle of Uhiea
wojuld not have decide·d the fate of the wax. Again, in
1809, if this capital had been fortified, it wo kld have en-·
nbled the Archduke Charles, after the disaster of Eckimuhl,
by a forceda retreat on the left of the Danube, to form a
junction with the forces of General Hiller and the Arch·
duk~e John.

If Berlina had been fortified in 1806, the army routed at
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Jena would have rallied there and been joined by the
Russians. If Madrid had been strongly fortified in 1808,
th~e French army, after the victories of Espinosa, Tudelat,
Burgos, and Sommo-Sierra, would not have malrched to-
wards that capital, leaving in rear of Salamanrca and Val-
ladolid, both the English army of General Moore and the
Spanish army of Romanat. If Moscow had been fortifiedb
in 1812, its conflagration would have been avoided, for,
with strong defensive works, and the army of K~utuso~f
elncamped on its rampa ts, its capture would have been
impossible.

Had not Constantinople been well fortified, the empire
of Constantine must have terminated in the year 700,
whereas the standard of the Prophet was not planted
there until 1440. This capital was therefore indebted to
its walls for eight hundred years of existence. Duringr
this period it was besieged fifty-three times, but only one
of these sieges was successful. The French and Vene-
tians took it, but not without a very severe contest.

Paris has often owed its safety to its walls. In 885
the Normans besieged it for two years without effect. .In
1358 the Dauphin besieged it in vain. In 1359 Edward,
king of England, encamnped at Montrouge, devastated the
country to its walls, but recoiled from before it, and re-
tired to Chartres. In 1429 it repulsed th~e attack of
Charles VII. In 1464 the Count of Charlerois surrounded
the city, but was unsuccessful in his attacks. In 1472 it
repulsed the army of the Duke of Boum~gone, wvho had al-
ready ravaged its precincts. In 1536, when attacked by
Charles V., it again owed its safety to its walls. In 1588
and 1589 it repulsed the armies of H-enry III. and Henry
IV. In 1636 and several succeeding years the inhabitants
of Paris owed their safety to its walls. If this capital
had been strongly fortified in 1814 and 1815, the allied
armies would not have dared to attempt its investment.
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But it is deemed unnecessary to further specify exam-
pies; the whole history of modern warfare is one con-
tinued proof of the importance of fortifications as a
means of national defence, and as an auxiliazry in offen-
sive military operations. Our illustrations have been
mostly drawn from European wars, but our own brief
history, as will be shown hereafter, is not without its
proofs.

The use and importance of field-fortifications, intrench-
ed camps, &c., as well as the class of military work~s
called coast-defences, will be discussed hereafter.*

*k The use of fortifications in the defence of states is discussed by
Ternay, Vanban, Cormontaig~ne, Napoleon, the Archtdnkeo Charles,
Jomini, Fallot, nnd, incidentally, by most of the military historians of
the wars of the French Revointion. Thle names of s~nch standard
works as give the detailed arrangements of fortifications will be rmen-
tioned hereafter
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CH% A PTER IV ~.
LOC-ISTICS,

III. W~E haie defined logistics to be that branch of the,
mnilitary art which embraces all the practical details of
moving and supplying armiies, The term is derived from~
the title of a French general officer, (majaor-gikngral des
log~is,), who was formerly charged with directing the
marches, encampments, and ]lodging of the troops. It
has been still further extended by recent military writers,
and manyi of them now regrard logistics as a distinct and
important bjranch of the art.

WeVF shall here consider logistics as including the mili-
tary duties ordinarily attributed to the pay, subsistence,
clothing, medical, hospital, and transportation departrt
ments; in fine, of all the civil and civico-military corps
of the army. W~e shall theref~ore discuss under thi~ head,
the preparation of all the necessary materials for fitting
ont troops for a carmpaign and for putting them in motion;
the regulating of marches, convoys, the means of trans-
port for provisions, hospitals, munitions, and supplies of
all kiinds; the preparation and p otection of magazines;
·the laying out of camps and cantonments; in fine, every
thing connected with preparing, moving, and guarding the
imp~edimenta of an army.

The offcers connected with thais branch .of service
must consult with the enginee~rs in every thing relating
to the defence of their ddpdts, magazines, camps, canton-
ments, commu~nications, and the passage of. rivers, and ine
all that relates to their connection with the attack and
defence of places: but in all that relates to straltegy a ad
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tactics they must recei-ve instructions directly from the
chief of the, staff of the army, who will have the general
direction of every thing connected with logistics. Before
commencing the operations of the campaign, or beginning
the Qxecution of the plans decided upon at head-qluarters,
this offcer sh~ould satisfy himself respecting the condition
of Ehe various materials belonging to the different depart;-
mnents of the army ;-th~e horses and horse equipments,
carriages, caissons, pontona and artillery eqjuipages, siege
equipages, moveable hogpitals, engineer and artillery uten-
sils, clothing, and munitions of all kinds; he must supply·
whatever may be wanting, and provide means for the
transporta~tion of every thing.

Smbsistence.--The art of subsisting troops during active
operations in as hostile country, is one of the most diffi-
cult subjects connected with war; and it is a question
well worthy of study, both for the statesman and the war-~F
rior, how Dariuas and Xerxes, Philip and Alexander, in
ancient times--and the G~reek emperors and the barba-
rians-andi, later still, the crusaders of the middle ages,
contrived to support the immense masses of men which
they led to war.

Caesar has said that war should be made to support
war; and some modern generals have acted upon this
principle to the extreme of supporting their armies en-
tirely at the expense of the country passed over. Others
have adopte~d either in part or entirely the principle of
regular magazines.

Louis XIV. and Frederick II. foughat mostly on their
own frontiers, and followed the system of regular d~pjts
and supplies. But the revolutionary armies of France
made war without magazines, subsisting, sometimes on
the inhabitants, sometimes by requisitions levied on the
country passed over, and at others by pillage and maraud-
inag. Napoleon found little difficulty in supporting a~n
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army of a hundred or a hundred and tw-enty thousand men
in Italy, Suabia, and on the rich borders of the Rhine and
thne Danube; but in Spain, Poland, and Russia, the sub-
ject of subsistence became one of extreme embarrass-
ment.

All d6'p6ts of provisions and other supplies for an army
are denominated mzag~azines; these are divided into prmn-
cipa"l, seconzdary, and provisional. The first are usually on
the base of operations; the second, on the line of operat-
tions; and the last in the immediate vicinity of the troops,
and contain supplies for a few days only.

The system of magrazines is objected to by some, bje-
cause it fetters the movements of an army, and makies its
military operations subordinate to the means of supply.
M~oreover, as the movements of an army must be so ar-
ranged. as to cover these magazines, their establishment
at given points reveals to the enemy our plan of cam-
paign.

On the other'hand, -the system of requisitions, either for
inunediate supplies or for secondary magazines, gives far
greater velocity and impetuosity to an active army; and.
if it be so regulated as to repress pillage, and be levied
with uniformity· and moderation, it may be` relied on with
sa~fety in well-cul~tivated countries; but in more barren
and less populous districts, an army without magazines,
especially in case of a prolonged stay or a forced retreat,
will be exposed to great suffering and loss, if not to total
destruction.

Before commencing a. campaign the general should
make himself atcquainted with all the resources of the
country to be passed over--determine the alnount of sup-
plies wvhich it may be necessary to take with him, and
the amount that can be obtained by requisitions; these
requlisit~ions being levied in a uniform and legal manner,
and through the existing local authorities.
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hi great wars of invasion it is sometimes impracticable,
at least for a time, to provide for the immense forces
placed on foot, by any regular system of magazines or of
ordinary requisitions: in such cases their subsistence is
entirely intrusted to the troops themselves, who levy con-
tributions wherever they pass. The inevitable conse-
qruences of this system are universal pillage and a total
relatxation of discipline; the loss of private property and
the violation of individual rights, are followed by the
massacre of all straggling parties, and the ordinary peace-
ful and non-combatant inhabitants are converted into bit-
ter and implacable enemies.

In this connection the war in the Spanish peninsula is
well worthy of study. At the beginning of this war N ~as
poleon had to choose between methodical. operations, v\ith
provisions carried in the train of his army, or PurcE-ased
of the inhabitants and regularly paid for; and irregulnar
warfare, with forced requisitio ns-war Vifxlg made .to sup-
port war. The question was thoroughly discussed.

On the one hand, by sacrificing three or four millions
of francs from the French treasury, he would have been
able to support his troops' withoult requisitions, would have
maintained good order and discipline in his armies, and
by the distribution of this money among a, people poor
and interested, he would have made many partisans. He
could then have offered them, with a firm and just hand,
the olive or the sword. B3ut then the drafts upon the
French treasury, had the war been a protracted one,
would have been enormous for the support of an army of
200,000 men in Spain. M/3oreover, the hostile and insur-
rectionary state of the local authorities rendered regular
and legal requisitions almost impossible; and the want
of navigable rivers, good roads, and suitable transport,
rendered problematical the possibility of moving a suffi-
cient quantity of stores in an insurrectionary country.
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Besides, no great detachments could have been made to
regulate the administration of the provinces, or to pursue
the insurgent corps into the fastnesses of the mountains.
In fine, -by this system, he would have effected a military
occupation of Spain without its subjugation.

On the other hand, by marching· rapidly against all or-
ganized masses, living from day to day upon the local re-
sources of the country, as he had done in Italy, sparing
his reserves for the occupation and pacification of the
conquered provinces; this mode promised more promp)t
and decisive results than the other. Napoleon, th~erefore,
determined to adopt it for his active masses, employing
the system of magazines and regular reqiuisitions so far as
practicable. In favorable parts of the country, Soult and
Sou'chet, with smaller armies, succeeded in obtaining in
this way regular supplies for a, considerable length of
time, but the others lived mainly by forced requisitions
levied as necessity· reqluired.i This sometimes gave place
to great excesses, but these were principally the faults
of subordinate officers who tolerated them, rather than
of Napoleon, who punished such breaches of discipline,
when they were known to him, with great severity. He
afterwards declared that, "had he succeeded he would
have indemnified the great mass of the Spanish people for
their losses, by the sale of the hoarded wealth of the
clergy, which would have rendered the church less pow-
erful, and caused a, more just division of property; thus
the evil of the war would have been forgotten in the
happy triumph of public and private interest over the in-
terest of an ambitious and exclusive clergy."

The following maxims on subsistence have the sanction
of the best military writers 

1st. Regular magazines should be formed, so far as
]practicable, for the supplies of an army; the levying of
requisitions being resorted to only where the nature of
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thle war, and the reqjuisite rapidity of marches, render
these absolutely necessary to success.

2d. D~pjas should be formed in places strengthened by
nature or art, defended by small corps, or garrisons, and
situated in positions least liable to attack.

3d. All great diipLts should be placed on navigable
rivers, canals, railways, or practical roads, communicating
w~ith, the line of operationls, so that they may be transported
with ease and rapidity, as the army advances on this line.

4th. An army should never be without a supply for ten
or fifteen days, otherwise the best chances of war may
be lost, and the army exposed to great inconveniences.
Templehoff says that the great Frederick, in the cam-
paign of 1757, always carried in the Prussian provision-
train bread for six, and flour for nine days, and was there-
fore never at a loss for means to subsist his forces, in
undertaking any sudden and decisive operation. The
Roman soldier usually carried with him provisions for fif-
teen days. Napoleon says, " Experience has proved tha
an army ought to carry with it a month's provisions, ten
days' food beings carried by the men and baggage-horses
and a supply for twenty days by the train of wagons; so
that at least four hundred and eighty wagons would be
required for an army of forty thousand men; two hundred
and forty being regularly organized, and two hundred and
forty being obtained by reqluisition. For this purpose
there would be a battalion of three companies for the mili-
tary stores of each division, each company having its estab-
lishment for forty wagons, twenty being furnished by the
commissariat, and twenty obtained by requisition. rjjisj

gives for each division one hundred and twenty wagons,
and for each army, four hundred and eighty. Each bat-
talion for a provision-train should have two hundred and
ten, men."

5tht. An army, while actually in motion, can find -tem.
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porary resources, unless in a sterile country, or one al.
ready ravaged by war, or at the season of the year when
the old crops are nearly exhausted and the new ones not
ready for harvest; but, even supposing the army may in
thiis way be partially or wholly supplied, while in motion,
it nevertheless frequently happens that it may remain for
some days in position, (as the French at Austerlitz and
Ulm;) a supply of hard bread for some ten days will
therefore be important to subsist the army till a regular
commissariat canl be established.

6th. " Supplies of bread and biscuit," says Napoleon,
"Lare no more essential to modern armies thatn to the Ro-
mans; flour, rice, and pulse, may be substituted in marches
without the troops suffering any harm. It is an error to
suppose that the generals of antiquity did not pay great
attenltion to their magazines; it may be seen in Camsar's
Commentaries, how much he was occupied with this care
in his several campaigns. The ancients knew how to
avoid being slaves to any system of supplies, or to beings
obliged to depend on the purveyors; but all the great
calptains well understood the art of subsistence."

Forage is a military term applied to food of any kind for
horses or cattle,--as grass, hay, corn, oats, &c.; and also
to the operation of collecting such food. Forage is of two
kinds, green and dry; the former being collected directly
from the meadows and harvest-fields, and the latter from
the barns and g~ranaries of the farmers, or the storehouses
of the dealers.

The animals connected with an army may bse subsisted by
regular magazines, by forced requisitions, or by authorized
forag~in6.x As has already ~been remarked, it is not always
politic, or even possible, to provide regular magazines for the
entire supplies of an army during the active operations of a

* This term is sometimes, though improperly, applied to the opra.~
~ion of forcibly collecting food for the troops.
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campaign. On account of the great expense and difficulty of
transporting forage, the general of an army is more~ fre-
quently under the necessity of resorting to requisitions, or
forced contributions as they are called, and to foraging~,
for the subsistence Qf his animatls, than to provide food for~
his men. Nor are requisitions and foragings for this ob-'
ject so objectionable as in the other case, being far less
likely to produce general want and distress amnong· the
non-combatant inhabitants.

The commanding offcer of troops should always use his
best endeavors to obtain his forage by purchase of the in-
habitants, or by requisitions on the local authorities; and
even where these means are impracticable, the foraging
parties should be strictly directed to make their levies
with uniformity andi due moderation. Accurate accounts
should be kept of the kinds and qjuantities of all produce
and other property taken, so that it may be regularly dis-
tributed and accounted for. Under no circumstances
should individuals be permitted to appropriate to them:
selves more than their pro rata allowance, Foraging par-
ties may sometimes attain their object in a peaceful man-
ner, by representing to the inhabitants the nature of their
instructions and the necessity of obtaining immediate sup-
plies. Even where no recompense is. proposed, it may
be well to offer certificates to the effect that such arti-
cles have been taken for the use of the army. These
certificates, even when of no value in themselves, fr~e-
quently tend to appease excited passions and allay insuar-
rections. In defensive war, carried on in one's own coun-
try, it is often nece'ssary to seize upon private property and
appropriate it to the public service: in all such cases the
certificates of the foraging officers become proofs of indi-
vidual claims against the government.

No foraging party should ever be sent out till after the
country has been properly reconnoitred. A good milit~ary~
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escort and vanguard should always accompany and pre-
-cede the forag-ers, for protection against the enemy's light
cavalry and an insurgent militia. Trustworthy troops must
be placed in the vrillag~es and hanmlets of the country to 1)0
foraged, in order to prevent the foragers from engaging in
irregular and unauthorized pillage. Officers of the staff
and administrative corps are sent wSith the party to see to
the proper execution of the orders, and to report any irre~g-
uilarities on the part of the troops. In case any corps en-
gage in unauthorized pillage, due restitution should be
made to the inhabitants, and the expense of such restitu-
tion deducted from the pay and allowances of the corps
by whom such excess is committed. A few examples of
this kind of justice will soon restore discipline to the ar-
my, and pacify the inhabitants of the coulitry occupied.

Experience is the best guide in estimating the aemount
of hay or grain that may be takien from a given field: the
produce of an acre is, of course, very different for different
soils and climates. In distributing· the burdens to the sev-
eral pack-horses and wagons employed in conveying th~e
forage to the army, it is important for thre foraging dfllcers
to know the relative weight and bulk of each article.

Ordinary pressed hay in this country will average
about .. . 12 lbs. per cubic foot.

Wh~leat .. . weighs . .60 lbs. per bushel.
Rye . . .. " .. 56
Maize or Indian corn" . 56 "LI

Barley .. 2 . " . 50 (

Oats .... " .. 35 " t

MCleal, flour, and ground feed of all kinds, are purchased
by the pound.

As it would be exceedingly dangerous to send forward
the regular train of the army for the conveyance of forage
collected by these foraging parties, the country wagons
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and pack-horses are usually pressed into service for this
purpose.

Troops of horse are sometimes sent into the vicinity of
meadows and grain-fields for temporary subsistence: in
such cases the horses and cattle may be farmed in the
neighborhood, and the grass and grain issued in regular ra-
tiorns, immediately as taken from the field; but in no case
should the animals be turned out to pasture.

In a country like ours, where large bodies of new and
irregular forces are to be suddenly called into the field inm
case; of war, it is important to establish very rigid rules in
relation to forage and subsistence; otherwise the opera-
tions of such troops must be attended with great waste of
public and private property, the want of means of subsist-
ence, the consequent pillage of the inhabitants, andl a
general relaxation of discipline. Regular troops are far
tess liable to such excesses than inexperienced and un-
disciplined forces.

Marches.--Marche s are of two kinds : 1 st. Route marche~s,
-- 2d. Marches within reach of the enemy. The former be-
ong to the domain of strategy; the latter to· that of tactics ;
both, however, are connected with logistics in every thing
that concerns the means of their execution.

~Wh~en an army is moving on a, line of operations, it
should be in as many columns as the facility of subsist-
ence, celerity of movement, the nature of the roads, &c.,
may require. Large columns cannot move Wvith the same
rapidity as smaller ones, nor can they be so readily sub-
sisted. But when an army is within striking distance of
the enemy, concentration becomes more important than
celerity, and the forces must be kept in mass, or at least
within supporting distances of each other. W~e find only
two instances in th~e Seven Ylears' V/~ar, in which. Fred~erick
attempted attacks by several columns at considerable dis-
taances from each other; and in both these instances (at
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Torgau and at; Namiest, against Laudon, during thne siege
of Olmutz) he was unsuccessful. His usual mode was to
bring his colurmn 3 near together as he, approached the
enemy, and to form his troops into line at the moment of
attack. Such w as Ihis order of- march at Prague, Kollin,
Rosbach, Leuthen, Zornsdorf, and, KEunersdorf. 'Tlhe
following is one of Frederick's orders respecting marches,
(October f2d, 1760.)

"ThP'~e army will, as usual, march in three columns by
lines. T~he first column will consist of the first line; the
second, of the second line; and the third, of the rese~rve.
The wagons, and hospital wagons, of regiments, will fob~
low their corps. The batteries of heavy calibre will fol-
low the infantry brigades to which they are assigned. On
passing woods, the regimenbts of cavalry will march be-
tween two infantry corps..

"LEach column will have a vanguard of one light battal-
ion and ten squadrons of hussars or dragoons. They will
be preceded by three wagons carrying plank-bridg~es.
The rear-guard is charged with taking up these bridges
after the army has defiled over them.

"The parks will be divided among .the columns, to
avoid the embarrassment resulting from a great many
wagons being together in a body.

"If any thing should happen to th-e second and third
columns, the king wvill be instantly apprized of it ; he. will
be found at the head of the first column. Should any
thing occur to the rear-guard, the same will be instantly
commu~nicated to LCieutenant-general Zeithen, w\rho will be
with the rear-guard of the first column.

"T'he officers will take care that thie soldiiers muarch
with equal step, and that they do not stray to the right or
left, and thus uselessly fatigue themselves and k~zse their
di stlances.

'When orders are given to form- the line, tha 'vagoana
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will file out of the columns to the left, and will march to
be parked," &c.

The position of the bagg~age, when near the enemy,
will depend on the nature of the march. If the march be
to the front, it xviii be in rear of the column; if the march
be by the flank, and the enemy be on the outer flank, the
bag~gage will be on the inner one, most remote from danger;
if the march be in retreat, the bagg~age will be in advance
of the army. In either case it should be strongly guarded.

It was in direct violation of this rule that General Hull,
in the campaign of 1812, on reaching. the Miami of the
Lake, (Matumee,) embarked his baggasge, stores, sick, con-
valescent, and "Leven the instructions of his government;
and the returns of his army," on board the Cuyahoga
packet, and dispatched them for Detroit, while the army,
with the same destination, resumed its march by land.
The result of thus sending his baggage, stores, official
papers,. &c., without a guard, and on the Iflank nearest thle
enemy, was just what might have been anticipated :-in
attempting to pass the British post of Maiden the whole
·detachment was attacked and capt-ured,~ " by a subaltern
and six men, in a small and open boat."

To prevent a surprise, detachments of light troops should
be always thrown out in front, on the flanks, and in rear
of the~ column, denominated from their position, Adlvanced-
Guard, Flankers, and Rear-Guard. These scan the coun-
try which is to be passed over by the column, watch the
enemy's motions, and give notice of his approach in time
to allow the main force to choose a suitable field of battle,
and to pass from the order of march to t~hat of combat.
The strength and composition of these detachments de-
p~nd upon the nature of the ground, and the character
and position of the enemy. In case of an attack they
retire slowly, and on joining the main body, take their
assigned position in the line of battle.
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In an open country the order of march presents but
little difficulty; but in a broken country, arid especially in
the vicinity of the enemy, a march cannot be conducted
with too many precautions. Before engaging in a defile
it should be thoroughly examined, and sufficient detach-
ments sent out to cover the main body from attackr while
effecting the passage. A neglect of these precautions has
sometimes led to the most terrible disasters.

In mzilitary operations very much depends upon the
rapidity of marches. The Roman infantry, in Scipio's
campaigns in Africa, frequently marched a distance of
twenty miles in five hours, each soldier carrying from fifty
to eighty pounds of baggage. Septimiuas Severus, Gibbon
states, marched from Vienna to Rome, a. distance of eight
hundred miles, in forty days. C~sar marched from Rome
to the Sierra-MoI~rena, in Spain, a distance of four hundred
and fifty leagues, in twenty-three days!i

Naapoleo~n excelled all modern generals in the celerity
of his movements. Others have made for a single day
as extraordinary marches as the French, but for general
activity during a campaign they have no rivals in mod~ern
history. iA few examples of the rapidity of their move-
ments may not be without interest.

In 1797 a, part of Nacpoleon's army left Verona after
having fought the battle of St. M~ichaels, on the 13th of
January, then marched all night upon Rivoli, fought in
the mountains on the 14th, returned to MIantua on the
15th, and defeated the army of Provera on the morn~ing of
the l6th,--thus, in less than four days, haling marched
near fifty leagues, fought three battles, and captured more
than twenty thousand prisoners! W ell might he write to
the DirectoryT that his soldiers had surpassed the, much
vaunted rapidity of Ciesar's legions.

In the campaign of 1800, Matcdonald, wishing to pro-
vent the escape of Loudon, in a single dlay marched forty
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miles, crossing rivers, and climbing mountains and gla-
ciers.

In 1805 the grand French army broke up their camp at
Boulogne, in the early patrt of September, and in two
w~eeks reached their allotted posts on the Rhine, avcragl
ing daily fr~om twenty-five to thirty miles.

During the same campaign the French infantry, pursu-
ing the Archduke Ferdlinand in his retreat from Ulm,
marched thirty miles a day in dreadful weather, and over
roads almost impassable for artillery.

Again, in the campaign of 1806, the French infantry
pursued the Prussians at the rate of from twenty-five to
thirty miles per day.

In 1808 the advanced posts of N\apoleon's army pursued
Sir John Moore's army at the rate of twenty-five miles a
day, in the midst of winter. Napoleon transported an
army of fifty thousand men from Madrid to Astorga with
nearly the same rapidity, marching through deep snows,
across high mountains, and rivers' swollen by the winter
rains. The activity, perseverance, and endurance of his
troops, during these ten days' march, are scarcely equalled
in history.

In 1812, the activity of the French forces under Clan-
sel was truly extraordinary. After almost unheard-of
efforts at the battle of Salamanca, he retreated forty miles
in a little more than twelve hours!i

In 1814, Napoleon's army marched at the rate of ten
leagues a day, besides figh~ting a battle every twenty-four
hours. Wishing to form a junction with other troops, for
the succor of Paris, he marched his army the distance of
seventy-five miles in thirty-six hours; the cavalry march-
ing night and day, and the infatntry travelling en po0ste.

On his return fro~m Elba, in 1815, his guards marched
fifty miles the first day after landing; reached Grenoble
through -a rough and mountainous country, a distance of
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two hundred miles, in six days, and reached Paris, a dis.
tance of six hundred miles, in less than twenty days!i

The marches of the allied powers, during the wars of
the French Revolution, were much less rapid than those
of the armies of Napoleon. Nevertheless, for a single
day the Eng~lish and Spaniards have made some of the
mrost extraordinary marches on record.

In 1809, on the day of the battle of Talavera, General
Crawford, fearing that W~ellington was hard pressed, made
a forced march with three thousand men the distt~nce of
sixty-two miles in twenty-six hours!i

The Spanish regiment of Romana, in their march from
Jutland to Spain, marched the extraordinary distance of
fifty miles in twenty-one hours.

Cavalry, for a single day, will march a greater distance
than infantry; but for a, campaiga of several mouths the
infantry will march over the most ground. In the Russian
campaign of Napoleon, his cavalry failed to kieep pace
with the infatntry in his forced march on M~oskwa. But
in the short campaigns of 1805 and 1806, the cavalry of
MCurat displayed the most wonderful activity, and effected
more extraordinary results than any mounted troops of
modern ages.

The English cavalry, however, have made one or two
short marches with a rapidity truly extraordinary.

In 1803 Wellington's cavalry in India marched the dis-
Lance of sixty miles in thirty-~two hours.

But the march of the English cavalry under Lord Lakre,
before the battle of Furruckabad, is, if we can trust the
English accounts, still more extraordinary than any thing
recorded of the Rornans or the F'rench--it is said that he
marched seventy miles in twe~nty-four hours!!!

As a general rule, troops marching· for many days in
succession will move at the rate of from fifteen to twenlty
miles per day. In forced marches, or in pursuit of a fly·
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ing enemy, they will average from twenty to twventy-five
miles per day. And for only two or three days in succes-
sion, with ft~vorabie roads, thirty miles per day may be
calculated on. Mlarches beyond this are unusual, and,
when they do occur; are the result of extraordinary; cir-
cumstances .

Convoy.-A convoy consists of provisions, military mu-
nitions, &c., s~ent from one point to another, under the
charge of a detachment of troops, called an escort. W/hen
regular d~p3ts and magazines are established, with proper
relations to the line of operations, convoys requiring par-
ticular escorts are seldom necessary, because the position
of the army will cover the space over which the magazines
are to be moved. But in the immediate vicinity of the en-
emy, or in a country whose inhabitants are host~ile or in-
surrectionary, precautions of this kind should always be
resorted to.

The size and composition of th~e escort must depend
upon the nature of the country and the imminence of the
danger. The ground to be passed over should be previ-
ously reconnoitred, and the line of march be taken up only
after the most satisfactory reports When once put in mo-
tion, the convoy should be thoroughly hemmed in by flanki-
ers, to give warning to the escort of the approach of the
enemy. Small parties of cavalry are detached on all sides,
but particularly in advance. The main body of the escort
is concentrated on the most exposed point of the convoy,
while the other sides are guarded by subdivisions. In
case of an attacki by a large party, the baggage wagons
may be formed into a kind of defensive field-work, which,
with one or two pieces of light artillery, canl in this way
resist a pretty strong effort to destroy or carry away the
coenvoy.

As a general rule, it is better to supply the w~ants of an
army by small successive convoys than by periodical and
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larg~e ones. Even should some of the former be captu~red,
their loss would not be materially felt; but a large period-
ical convoy offers so great a temptation to the enterprise
of the enemy, and is so difficult to escort, that he will yen-
tnre much to destroy it, and its loss m~y frustrate our plans
of a siege or of an important military operation. If the
Prussian army, when besieging Ollmutz, had observed this
rule, the capture of a convoy would not have forced them
o0 ralse the siege and to retreat.

N~apoleon estimates that an ar~my of 100,000 men in po-
sition will require the daily arrival of from four to five hun-·
dred wagon loads of provisioans.

T~he difficulty of moving provisions, baggage, &c., in a
retreat, is always very great, and the very best generals
have frequently failed on this point. Indeed, the best con-
certed measures will sometimes fail, amid the confusion
and. disorder consequaent upon a retreat with an able and
active enemy in pursuit. In such a case, thne loss of the
provision-trains in a sterile or unfriendly country may lead
.to the most terrible disasters. Wae w6ill alluade to two ex-
amples of this kind: the retreat of the English from Spain
in 1809, and that of the French from Russia in 1812.

Wjhen Sir Johan Moore saw thaat a retreat hadl become
necessary to save his army from entire destruction, he di-
rected- all the baggage and stores to be taken to the rear,
and every possible arrangement to be made for their pres-
ervatiosn and for the regular supplies of the army. l~nt the
want of discipline in his troops, and more especially the
want of a proper engineer organization to prepare the re-
quisite means for facilitating his own marches, and impe-
ding the enemy's pursuit, prevented his plans from being
fullly carried into execution. Much suffering and great
losses were consequently inflicted upon his troops ; a larg~e
portion of his baggage and military stores was captured,
and even the treasure of his army, amounting to somes



200,000 dollars, was abandoned th~rough the ignorance and
carelessness of the escorting officer.

In Ndapoleon's march into Russia, his plans had been so
admirably combined, that from M/entz to MV~oscows not a sin·
gle estafette or convoy, it is said, was carried off in this
campaign; nor was there a day passed without his re·
ceiving intelligence from Ftance. W~lhen the retreat was
begun, (after the burn'ing of Moscow,) he had six lines
of magazines in his rear; the 1Ist, at Smolensk, ten dalys'
Imarch from Maoscow; those of the f2d line at Minski anda
Wiilna, eight marches from Smolensk; those of the 3d line at
Kowno, G-rodno, and Bialystoks; those of the 4th line at
Elbing, Marienwerder, Thorn, Plodl, MCodlin, and Wa~rtr
saw; those of the 5th line at Dantzic, Bamrberg, and Po·
sen; those of the 6th line at -Stettin, Custrin, and Glogan,
WIhen the army left M/oscow it carried with it provisions
sufficient for twenty days, and an abundance of ammuni·
rtion, each piece of artillery being supplied with three
hundred and fifty rounds ; but; the premature cold weather
destroyed thirty thousand horses in less than three days,
thus leaving the trains without th~e means of transportation
or suitable escorts for their protection: the hosrrible suf~
ferings of the returning army now surpassed all descrip·
tion .

The officer selected to escort convoys should be a mana
of great prudence, activity, and energy, for frequently very
much depends upon th~e safe and timely arrival of the pro·
visions and military stores which he may; have in charge.

Castrametatio n -C astra~met ationa is, j tri ctIy sp eaking,
th~e art of laying out and disposing to advantage the sev-
eral pairts of the camp of an army, The term is some4
times more extenasively used to include all the means for
lodging and sheltering the soldiers during a campaign;, and
all the arrangements for cooking, &c., either in the field
or in winter quarters. A camp, whether composed of tents
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or barracks, or merely places assig~ned for bivouacki~ng,
must be divided and arranged in such a way that the sev-
eral divisions shall be disposed a's they are intended to be
drawn up in order of battle ; so that, on any sudden alarm,
the troops can pass from it promptly, and form their line
of battle without confusion. Suitable places must also be
assigned for cooking, for baggage, and for provisions, mil-
itary stores, and ammunitions.

The extent of the color front of a camnp depends much
-~n the character of the ground and the means of defence,
but as a general rule, it should never exceed the position
which thae army would occupy in the line of battle. The
different arms shouzld be encamped in the same order as
that of battle; this order of course depending on the na-
ture of the battle-ground, A corps d'arme'e is composed
of battalions of infa~ntry, squadrons of cavalry, batteries of
artillery, and companies of engineer troops, and the art of
encampments consists in arranging each of these ele-
ments so as to satisfy the prescribed cenditions.

The choice of ground' for a camp must be governed,
1st, by the general rules respecting military positions,
anId, Qdl, by other rules peculiar to themselves, for they
may be variously arranged in a manner more or less suait-
abole on the same position.

That the ground be suitable for defence, is the first and
highest consideration.

It should also be commodious and dry: moist ground in
the vicinity of swamps and stagnant waters, would endan-
ger the health of the army: for the same reason it should
not be subject to overflow or to become marshy by heavy
rains, and the melting of snow.

T'he proximity of good roads, canals,- or navigable
streams, is important for furnishing the soldiers with all
the necessaries of life.

The proximity of woods is also desirable for furnishing
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ifrewood, materials for buts, for repairs 6f military equip-
ments, for works of defence, &c.

Good water within a convenient distance, is als oanesx-
s~ential element in the choice of ground for a camp; with-
out this the soldiers' health is soon undermined. The
proximityT of running streams~ is also important for the pur-
poses of washing and bathing, and for carrying off the
filth of the camp.

The camp should not be so placed as to be enfiladed or
commanded by any point within long cannon range; if
bordering on a river or smaller· stream, there should be
space enough between them to form in order of battle;
the communications in rear should offer the mneans of r1e-
trpeating in case of necessity, but should not afford facilities
to the enemy to make his attack on that side.

If the camp is to be occupied for a considerable length
of time, as for cantonments or win~terp-quarters, the greater
must be the care in selecting its position and in the ar-
rangement for the health and comfort of the soldiers. In
the latter case, (of wint~er-quarters,) the engineer's art
should always be called in play to form intrenchments,
lines of abattis, inundations, &~c., to render the position
as difficult of access to the enemy as possible.

A bivouac is the niost simple kind of camp. lit consists
merely of lines of fires, and huts for the officers and sol-
diers. These huts may be made of straw, of wood ob-
tatined from the forest, or by dismantling houses and other
buildings in the vicinity of the camp, and stripping them
of their timbers, doors, floors, &c. Troops may be kept
in bsivouac for a few days, when in the vicinity of the en-
emy, but' the exposure of the soldier in ordinary bivouacs,
especially in the rainy seasons or in a rigorous climate,
is exceedingly destructive of human life, and moreover
.eadls to much distress to the inhabitants of the country
occupied, in the destruction of their dwellings and thle
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most common necessaries of life. If the position is e
be occupied for any length of time, the huts should be ar-
ranged like tents, according to a regular system, and made
comfortable for the troops. Such should always be the
system adopted in camps of practice or manoeruvre, in can1-
tonments, winter-quarters, or in intrenched positions.

WVe have adopted in our service the system of encamp·
lug in tents, These may do very well under the ordinary
circumrstanes; but in the active operations of a campaign
they are exceedingly objectionable, as g~reatly encumber-
ing the baggage-urains. It wo ld seem preferable to re-
sort to bivouacs for the temporary camp of a single night,
and to construct a regular system of huts wvhere a, position
is to be occupied for any length of time. This may be
regarded. as a general rule, but in certain countries and
climates, the tent becomes almost indispensable.

Napoleon's views on this subject are certainly interest-
ing, if not decisive of the question:' "Tents," says he,
"are not wholesome. It is better for "the soldier to bi-
vouac, because he can sleep with his feet towards thoa
fire; he may shelter himself from the wind with a few
boards or a little strawr. The ground upon which he lies:
will be rapidly dried in the vicinity of the fire. Tents
are necessary for the superior officers, who have occasiorn
to read and consult maps, and who ought to be ordered
never to sleep in aLhouse--a fatal abuse, which has given
rise to so many disasters. All the European nations have
so far followed the example of the French as to discard
their tents; and if they be still used in camps of mere pa-
rade, it is because they are economical, sparing woods,
thatched roofs, and villages. The shade of a tree, ag-ainst
the heat of the sun, and any sorry shelter whatever, against
the rain, are preferable to tents. The carriage of the
tents for each battalion would load five horses, who would
be much better employed in carryingS provisions. Tent~s
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aret a subject of observation-for the enemi~es' spies and
officers of the staff: they give them ar~ insight into your
numbers, and the position that you occupy; and this in-
convenience occurs every day, and every instant in the
day. A.n army ranged in tw~bo or three lines of bivouac is
only to be perceived at a distance by th~e smoke, which
the enemy may mistakre for the vapor of the atmosphere.
It is impossible to count the nuLmber of fires; it is easy,
however, to count the number of tents, and to trace out
Lhe position that they occupy."

The guarding of camps is a very important matter, and
requires much attention.

T~he camp-guard consists of one or two rows of sentP~
nels placed around the camp, anrd relieved at regular in--
tervals. Th~e number of rows of sentinels, and the disj
tance between each man, will depend upon the character
of the ground and the degree of danger apprehended.

Detachments of infantry and cavalry, denominated pic-
quets, are also thrown out in front and on the flanks, which,
in connection with the camp-guards, serve to keep good
order and discipline in and around the camp, to prevent
desertions, intercept reconnoitering parties, and to give
timely notice of the enepmy's approach.

Still larger detachments, denominated grandl-guard~s, are
posted in the surrounding villages, farm-houses, or small
f~ield-works, which they occupy as outposts., and from which
Ithey can watch the movements of the enemy, and prevent
any attempts to surprise the camp. The-y detach patrols,
videttes, and sentries, to furnish timely notice of danlger,
They should never be so far from the camp as to be be.·
yond succor in case of sudden attack. Outposts, when
too far advanced, are sometimes destroyed without being;
ab~le to give notice of the enemy's approach.

In encamping troops in winter-quarters, it is sometimes
nlecessa~ry to scattter th7em over a, consideratble extent of
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ground, in ordcv to facilitate their subsistence. In such
a case, th~e arrang-ement of guards requires th~e utmost
carle. A chain of advainced posts should be placed several
miles' distance from the line of camp ; these posts should
be supported by other and larger detachments in their
rear, and concentrated on fewer points; and the whole
country around sl~ould be continually reconnoitered by
patrols of cavalry.

The manner in which N\apoleon quartered and wYintered
his army on the Passarge, in 1806-7, furnishes a useful
lesson to military men, both in the matters of encampment
and subsistence. An immense army of men were here
quart~ered and subsisted, in a most rigorous climate, with
a not over fertile soil, in the midst of hostile nations, and
in the yeny face of a, most powerful enemy.

A Roman army~ invariably encamped in the same order,
its troops being always drawn up in the same battle array.
A Roman staff-officer who marked out an encampment,
performed nothing more than a mechanical operation ; he
had no occasion for much genius or experience. The
form of the camps was a square. In later times, they
~sometimes, in imitation of the Greekrs, made them circular,
or adapted them to the ground. The camp was always
surrounded with a ditch and rampart, and divided into two
parts by a broad street, and into subdivisions by cross-
streets and alleys. Each tent was calculated to hold ten
privates and a petty officer.

In the middle ages, the form of the camp did not differ
very essentially from that of the Romaus, the variation
conlsisting principally in the interior arrangements, these
arrairgements being made to correspond to the existing
mode of forming a, line of battle. The details of this sys-
tem may be found in' the military work of Matchiavelli.

The art of fixing a camp in modern times is the same
as~ taking up a line of battle on the same position. Of
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course all the projectile machines must be in play and
favorably placed. The position must neither be com-
manded, out-fronted, nor surrounded; but on the contrary
ought, as far as possible, to command and out-front the
enemy's position. But even in the same position there
are numerous modes of arranging an encampment, or of
forming a line of battle, and to select the best of theso
modes requires great experience, coup~ dce~il, and genius.
In relation to this point Napoleon makes the following
remarks r-
*" Ought an army to be confined to one single encamp-

ment, or ought it to form as many as it has corps or di-
visions? At. what distance ought the vanguard and the
flankers to be encamped? W ihat frontage and what depth
ought to be given to the camp ? WVhere should the caval-
ry, the artillery, and the carriages be distributed? Should
the army be ranged in battle array, in several lines ? and
if it should, what space should there be between those
lines?2 Should the cavalry be in reserve behind the in-
fantry, or should it be placed upon the wings? A s every
piece has suffcient ammunition for keeping up its fire
twenty-four hours, should all the artillery be brought into
action at the beginning of the bng~agement, or should half
of it be kept in reserveI

" The solution of these questions depends on the follow-
ing circumstances :-lst. On the number of troops, and
the numbers of infantry, artillery, and cavalry, of which
the army is composed. 2d. On the relation subsisting
between the tw·o armies. 3d. On the quality- of the troops.
4t;h. On the end in view. 5th. On the nature of the field.
And 6th. On the position occupied by the enemy, and on
the character of the general who commands them. N~oth-
ing absolute either can or ought to be prescribed on this
head. In modern warfare there is no natur~al order of
battle.
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" The du~ty to be performed by the commander· of ~az
army is more difficualt in modern armies, than it was ine
those of the ancients. It is also certain that his influence
is more effircacious in deciding battles. In the ancient
armies the general-in-chief, at a distance of eighty or a
hundred toises from the enemy, was in no danger; and
y~et he was conveniently placed, so as to have an oppor·
t nity of directing to advantage all the movements of his
forces. In modern armies, a general-~in-chief, though re~
mnoved four or five hundred toises, finds himaself in. the
miidst of the fire of the enemy's batteries, and is veryi
much exrposedt; and still he is so distant that several
movements of the enemy escape him. In every engagsge~.
mtlent he is occasionally obliged to approach within reach
of small-arms. The effect of modern arms is much in~
fluenced by the situation in which they are placed. AI
battery of guans, with a great range and a commanding
position that takes the enemy obliquely, may be decisive
of a victory. M~odern fields of battle are much more ex·
tended than those of the ancients, wahence it becomes
necessary to study operations on a large scale. A much
greater degree of experience and military genius is re-
quisite for the direction of a modern nrfmy than was ne-
cessary for an. ancient one."

Figure 9 represents a camp (on Ifavora~ble ground) of a
grand-division of an army, composed of two brigades or
twelve battalions of infantry, twelve squadrons of cavalry,
five batteries of artillery, and three companies of engi-
n~eers .

Figure 10 represents the details of a camp of a, bat~
talion of infa~ntry composed of eight companies.

Figure 11 is the camp of a squadron of cavalryT.
Figure 12 is the camp of two batteries of foot artllleryo

gr two companies of foot engineers.
Figure 13 is the camp of two batteries of mounted arsn
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tillery, or two companies of mounted sappers and pon~
toniers.

OTn uandu'lating or brokren ground thre arrangement andk
order of the general camp, as well as the details* of the
encampment of each arm, wouald admit of much variation.*

* There are mauy valuable remarks on the various subjects com-
prised under the head of logistics, in the works of Jornaini, G~rimoard,
Thiebault, Boutourlin, Guibert, Laroche Amyon, Bousmard, Ternlay,
VTauchelle, Odier, Audoulo, Bardin, Chemevrieres, Daznan, Ballyet,
SDremaulx, Dulpre d'Aulnay, M2orin, and in the published regulabtions
aad orders of the English army.
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C HAgP T ER VT.

TACTICS.

IV. TACTrc.-TCS.- have defined tactics to be the art
of bringing t~roops into action, or of moving them in the
presence of the enemy ;--that is, within his view, and
within the reach of his artillery. This branch of the
military art has usually been divided into two parts: 1st;.
Grand Tactics, or the tactics of battles ; and 2d. Elemen-
tary Tactics, or~tactics of instructiorl.*Y

A battle is a general action between armies. If only a,
small portion of the forces are engaged it is usually de-
nominated a combat, an affair, an action, a skirmisls, &c~,
according to the character of the conflict. The art of
combining and conducting battles of all descriptions has
been designated by the name of Grand Tactics.

]Battles may be arranged into three classes; 1st. Dc-

*"' It does not come within the view of this wvorkr to say any thing of

the merely mechanical part of the art ; he cause it must be taken for
granted, that every man who accepts the command of an army
knows at least the alphabet of his trade. If he does not, (unless his
enemy be as ignorant as himself,) defeat and infamy await him.
Without understanding perfectly what are called the evolutions, how
is it possible that a general canl give to his own army that order of
battle which shahl be most provident and skilful in each particular
case in whichh he may be placed ? Hdow know which of these evolu-
tions the enemy employs against him? and, of course, how decide on
a c~nuter-snovement which may be necessary to secure victory or
avoid defeat? The manl who shall take the command of an army
without perfectly understanding this elementary branlch, is no less
presumptuous than he who should pretend to teach Greek without
knowing even his letters. If we have such generals, let them, for
their own sakes, if not for their co~untry's, put themselves immaediately
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J~~aIl buttles, or those given in a chosen position by an
armny waiting tL~s attack of the enemy. 2d. Offensive
battle3, or tholse mnade by an army which attacks the en-
emy in! positionu. 3di. The mixed or unforeseen battles,
given by two arni~eP meeting while on the march.

I. Wlhen an army awvaits the attackr, it takres its posi-
tion and forms its line of battle according to the nature of
th~e ground and the supposed character and strength of
the enemy's forces. Such is usuall~y the case when an
army wishes to cover a siege, protect a capital, guard
ddpjts of provisions and military stores, or some import-
ant strategic point. The general relations *of positions
with strategy and engineering have already been consid-
ered; we will now discuss merely their relations to bat-
tles.

The first condition to be satisfied by a tactical position
is, that its debouches shall be more favorable for falling
on the enemy when he has approached to the desired
point, than those which the enemy can have for attacking
our line of battle. 2d. The artillery should have its full
effect upon all the avennes of approach. 3d. We should
have good ground for manweuvring our own troops un-
seen, if possible, by the enemy. 4th. W~e should have a
full view of the enemy's manm~uvres as he advances toa
the attack.. 5th. W;e should have the flank-s of our line

well protected~ by natural or artificial obstacles. 6th. W~e
should have some means of effecting a retreat without
exposing our army to destruction.

It is viery seldom that all these conditions can be satis-
fied at the same time; and sometimes the very means of
satisfying one, may be in direct violation of another. A
river, a forest, or a mountain, which secures a flankr of a
line of battle, may become an obstacle to a retreat, should
the defensive forces be thrown backr upon that wing.

A~gain, the position may be difficult of attack in front or
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on the wings, and at the s~ame time unfavorable for re-~
treat. Such was Welling-ton's position at Waterloo. Trhe
park of Hougomont, the hamlet of Haye Sa~inte, and the
marshy rivulet of Papelotte, were serious obustacles against
the attackiing force; buat the marshy forest of Soignies in
rear, with but a single road, cut off all hope of retreat.

II. According to the strategic relations of the contend-
ing forces in a campaign, will it be determined whether
we are to await the enemy, or to seek him out and attack
him wherever he may be found. W~e may sometimes be
obliged to make the attack at all hazards, for the purpose
of preventing the junction of two corps, or to cut off
forces that may be separated from the main body by a.
river, &~c. As a general rule the attacking force has a
mioral superiorityr over the defensive, but this advantage
is frequent~ly more than counterbalanced by other condi-
tions.

The main thing in an offensive battle is to seize upon
the decisive point of the field. This point is determined
by the configuration of the ground, the position of the
contending forces, the strategic object of the battle; or,
by a, combination of these. For example, when one wing
of th~e enemy rests on a height that commands the re-
malinder of his line, this would seem the decisive point to
be attacked, for its occupation would secure the greatest
advantages; but this point may be so very difficult of ac-
cess, or be so related to the strategic object as to render
its attack out of the question. Thus it was at the battle
of Bautzen: the left of the allies rested on the mountains
of Bohemia, which were difficult of attack, but fatvoratble
for defence; moreover, their only line of retreat was on
the right, which thns became the point of attack for the
French, although the topographical and tactical key of the
1field was on thae left.

HII. It frequently happens in modern warfare that bat'.
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ties result from the meetinlg of armies in motion, both
parties acting on the offensive. Indeed, an army that is
occulpying a defensive position may, on the approach of
the, enemy, advatnce to meet him while on the march.
Battles of this kind may pa~rtakie of the mixed character
of offensive and defensive actions, or they may be of the
nature of a surprise to both armies. To this class belong
the battles of Rosbach, Eylau, Lutzen, Luzzara, Abens-
berg, &c.

Surprises were much more common in ancient than in
modern times, for the noise of musketry and the roar of
artillery, belonging to the posts or wings assailed, will
prevent any general surprise of an army. M/oreover, the
division into separate masses, or corps d'armge, will ne-
cessarily confine~ the surprise to a part, at most, of the
forces employed. Nevertheless, in the change given to
military terms, a surprise may now mean only an unex-
pected combination of manmeuvres for an attack, rather
than an actual falling upon troops unguarded or asleep.
In this sense Mareng-o, Lutzen, Eylau, &2c. are numbered
with surprises. Benningsen's attack on Murat at Zaran-
tin in 1812 was a true surprise, resulting from the gross
negligence and carelessness of the king of Naples.

An order- of battle is the particular disposition given to
the troops for a, determined manoeuvre on the field of bat-
tle. A line of battle is the general namxe applied to troops
drawn up in their usual order of exercise, without any
determined manceuvre; it may ·apply to defensive posi-
tions, or to offensive operations, where no definitive object
has been decided on. M~ilitary writers lay down twelve
orders of battle, viz.: 1st. The simple parallel order;
2d. The parallel order with a crotchet; 3d. The parallel
order reinforced on one or both wings; 4th. The parallel
order reinforced on the centre; 5th. The simple obliqyue
order; 6th. The oblique order reinforced on the assailing
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wing; 7thn. The perpendicular order on one or both wings;
8th. The concave order; 9th. Tfhe convex order; 10Oth.
Th~e order by echelon on one or both wings; 11th. Trhe
order by echelon on the centre; 12th. The combined or-
ders of attacki on the centre and one wing at the same
time .

(Figure 14.)* The simple parallel order is the worst pos-
sible disposition for a battle, for the two parties here fight
wvith eqlual chances, and the combat must continue till ac-
cident, superior numbers, or mere physical strength de-
cides the day; skrill canl have little or no influence in
such a contest.

(Figure 1 5.) The parallel order with a crotchet on
the flankr, is sometimes used in a defensive position, and
also in the offensive with the crotchet thrown forward.

Malplaquet, Nordlingen, Prague, and Kolin, are examples
of this order. WVellinigton, at Waterloo, formed the paral-
lel order~with the retired crotchet on the right flank.

(Figure ].6.) A line of battle parallel to the enemy's,
if strongly reinforced on one point, is according to cor-
rect principles, and may in certain cases secure the vic-
tory; but it has many inconveniences. The wea.k part
of the line being too near the enemy, may, notwithstand-
ing its efforts to the contrary, become engaged, and run
the risk of a defeat, and thereby counterbalance the ad-
vantages gained by the strong point. Moreover, the rein-
forced part of the line will not be able to profit by its
success by takiing the enemy's lin~e in flank and rear,
without endangering its con~nectio~n with thle rest of the
linae.

*~ In the plans, B is the army in poscition, and A the attack~ing force

arranged according to the differentt orders of battle. To simplify the
drawings, a single line represents the position of an army, whereas, la

practice, troops are nsnally dr~awn up in three lines. Each figure ro-
v~rpseats a grand division of twelve battalions.
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(Figure 17) represents the parallel order reinforced on
the centre. The same remarkis are applicable to this as to
the preceding.

These two orders were frequently used by the ancients;t
as at the battle, of Zama, for example; and sometimes by
modern generals. Turenne employed one of them at ~Ens~
heim.

(Figure 18) is the simple oblique order.
(Figure 19) is the oblique order, with the attackiing wing

reinforced. This last is better suited for an inferior army
in attacking a superior, for it enables it to carry the' mass
of its force on a single point of the. enemy's line, while the
weak wing is not only out of reach of immediate attack,
but also holds the remainder of the enemy's line, in ebeck
by acting as a reserve ready to be concentrated on the fa-
vorable point as occasion may require.

The most· distinguished examples under this order are
the battles of Leuctra and Mantinea, under the celebrated
Epaminondals; Leuthen, under Frederick; the 1Pyramids,
M~arengo, and Jena, under Napoleon.

(Figure 20.) Anl army may be perpendicular upon a fannk
at the beginning of a battle, as was the army of Frederick
at Rosba-ch, and the Russian army at Kunersdorff; but
this order must soon change to the oblique. An attack
upon both wings can only be made when the attacking
force is vastly superior. At Eylau, Napoleon made a per-
pendicular attack on one wing at the same time that he
sought to pierce th~e enemy's centre.

(Figure 21.) The concave order may be used with ad
vantage in certain cases, and in particular localities. Han-
nibal employed it at the battle of Canine, the English at
Crecy and Algincourt, and the Austrians at Essling, in
1809.

(Figure f22.) The convex order is sometimes formed to
cover a defile, to attack a concave line, or to oppose au
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attack before or after the passage of a river. The Rosg
mans formed this order at the battle of Cosilinum; the
French at Ramilies in 1706, at Fleurus in 1794, at Ess-·
lung in 1809, and at the second and third days of Leipsic
in 1813, and at Brienne in 1814.

(Figure 23.) The order by echelon on one wing may be
frequentlyy employed with advantage ; but if the e~chelon be
made on both wings, there is the same objection to its use as
to the perpendicular order on both wings. At Dresden, Na-
poleon attackred both wings at the same time; this is the
only instance in khis whole history of a similar attack, and
this was owing to peculiar circumstances in the ground
and in the position of his troops.

(Fig-ure 24.) The echelon order on the t~entre alone may
be employed wYith success against an army formed in a
thin or too extended line of battle, for it would be pretty
certain to penetrate and break the line.

The echelon order possesses in general very great ad-
vantages. The several corps composing the army may
mane~uvre separately, and consequently with greater ease.
~Each echelon covers the flanki of ·that which. precedes it;
and all may be combined towards a single object, and ex-
tended with the necessary enisemnble. At the battle of the
Pyramids, N~apoleon formed the oblique order in echelon
by squares. Portions of his forces were arranged in eche-
Ion in some of his other battles.

(Figure 25.) The combined order in columns on the
centre and one extremity at the same time, is better suited
than either of the preceding for attacking a strong contig-
uous line. Napoleon employed this order at Wagram,
Ligny, Bautzen, ]Borodino, and Waterloo.

It is impossible to layT down, as *a general rule, which
of these orders of battle should be employed, or that either
should be exclusively followed throughout the whole bat-
tle. The question must be decided by the genleral him
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self on th~e ground, where all the circumstances may be
duly weighed. An order well. suited to one position might
be the worst possible in an~other. Tactics is in this re-
spect the very reverse of strategy--the latter being subject
to mlore rigid and invariable rules.

But whatever the plan adopted by- the attacking force,
it should seeki to dislodge the enemy, eith~er by piercing
or turning his line.e If it can conceal its real intentions,
and deceive him respecting the true point of at-tack, suac-
cess will be more certain and decisive. A turning ma
noeuvre may frequently be employed with advantage at the
same time with the main attack on the line. The opera-
tions of Davoust at W~agram, and Richepanse at Hohen-
linden, are good examples under this head. The ma-
acuvre is, how~ever, a diffi~cult one, and unless executed
with skrill, may lead to disasters like the turning manieuvres
of the Austrialns at Rivoli and A8usterlitz, and of the Frenchi
under Jourdan at Stackach, and under Mtarmont at Sala-
manca.

W7e will now discuss the particular manner of arranging
he troops on the line of battle, or the manner of employ-

ing each arm, without entering, however, much into the
detailed tactics of formation and instruction.

~We shall begin with infalntry, as the most important arm
on the battle-field.

There are four different ways of forming infantry for
battle: 1st, as tirailleurs, or light troops ; 2d, in deployed
lines; 3d, in lines of battalions, ployed on the central di-
vision of each battalion, or formed in squares; 4th, in deep
masses.

Thesee di~ff-erent modes of formation are reduced to four

separate systems 1 st, the thin formation of two deployed
'lines; 2d, a line of battalions in columns of attack on the
centre, or in squares by battalions ; 3d, a, combination of
these two, or the first line deployed, and the second in
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columns of attacka; and 4ith, the deep formation of hea~vy
columns of several battalions. T'he tirailleurs are mkerely
accessories to the main forces, and are employred to fill
up intervals, to protect the march of the columns, to an-
xoy the enemy, and to manmxuvre on the flanks.

1st. Formerly the line of battle for infantry was very: gen-·
erally that of two depldgyed lines of troops, as shown in Fig.
26. But reason and experience have demonstrated that
infantryr in this thin or light order can only move veryt
slowly; that in attempting rapid movements it breaks andl
exhibits great and dangerous undulations, and would be
easily pierced through by troops of' a deeper order. Hence
it is that the light formation is only proper when the in·-
fantry is to make use of its fire, and to remain almost sta-
tionary.

f2d. If the for~mation of a line of battalions in columns

of attackr be employed, the, depth and mobility will depend
upon the org~anization or habitual formation of this armn.

In our ser-vice a battalion is supposed to be composed
of ten companies, each formed in three ranks. The two
~flank cornpanies are designed for tirailleurs. This would
give a column of four divisions, and consequently twelve
files deep; and as only two of these files could employ
their fire, there would be much too large a pof~tion of non-
combatants exposed to the enemy's artillery. In practice,
however, we employ the two-rank formation, which, if the
flanki companies be detached, would give a. column of at-
tack eight files in depth3, which is not objectionable. If`
however, the flank companies should be present; inr the
battalion, the depth of the column would still be ten files.

In the French service, each battalion is composed of
four divisions, formed in either two or three ranlks. The
two-rank formation is the one habitually employed. If all
the companies be present, and the formation in three ranks,
thae depth of column will be twelve files; if in two ranks
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the depth will be eight files. If the flank companies be
detached, the depth of column will be, for three ranks nine
files,. and for two ranks six files. (Figs. 27 and 28.)

In the Russian service each. battalion: has four divisions

of three ranks each. But the third rank is employed as
tirailleurs, which gives a depth of column of eight files.
The employment of the third rank for tirailleurs is deemed
objectionable on account of the diffi~culty of rallying them
on the column. For this reason, the best authorities pre-
fer detaching an entire division of~two companies.

The formation of squares is exceedingly effective in an
open country, and against ane enemny who i's superior in
cavalry. Formerly very large squares were employed,
but they are now formed either by regiment or by battal~
ion. The former are deemed best for the defensive, and
the latter for offensive movements. rfhe manner of ar-

ranging these is shown in Figure 29.
3d. The mixed system, or the combination of the two

preceding, has sometimes heen employed with success.
Napoleodn used this formation at Tag-liamento, and the
Russians at Eylau. Each regiment was composed of
three battalions, the first being deployed in line, and the
other two formed in columns of attack by division in rear
of the two ' extremities, as shown in Fig. 30. It may in
some cases be better to place the second and ~third bat-
talions in line with the first, and on the two extremities of
this battalion, in order to prolong the line of fire. The
centre of the line of each regiment would be less strong,
however, than when the two battalions by column are
placed in r~ear of the other which is deployed. This
mixed system of formation has many advocates, and in
certain situations may be employed with great advantage.

4th. The deep order of heavy columns of several bat-
talions is objectionable as* an habitual formation for battle,
inzasmuch as it exposes large masses of men to. the ravages
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of artillery, and diminishes the mobility and impu~lsion of
an attackr without adding greatly to its force. Macdonald
led a column of this kind at the battle of Wa~igram with
complete success, although he experienced enormous
losses. But Ney's heavy columns of attack at Wiaterloo
failed of success, and suffered terribly from the concentric
fire of the enemy's batteries.

W~henever deep columns are employed, Jomini recom-
mends that the grand-division of twelve battalions should
have one battalion on each flank, (Fig. 31,) marching by
files, in order to protect its flanks from the enemy's at-
tacks. WVithout this defence a 'column of twelve bat-
talions deep becomes an inert mass, greatly exposed to be
thrown into disorder or broken, as was the column of Fon-
tenoy, and the M'acedonian phalanx by Paulus Emillus
A grand-division is sometimes arranged in two columns
by brigade, as is represented in Figure 32. These are less
heavy than a single column of grand-division by battalion,
but are subject to nearly the same objections.

All offensive operations on the field of battle require
mzobility, solidity, and impulsion ; while, on the other hand,
all defensive operations should combine solid~ity with the
greatest possible amzount of fire.

Troops in motion can make but little use of their fire-
arms, whatever may be their formation. If in very large
masses, they move slower and are more exposed; but the
moral effect of these large moveable columns is such, that
they frequently carry positions without ever employing
their fire. The French columns usually succeeded against
the Austrian and Prussian infantry, but the English in-
fantry could not so easily be driven from their ground;
hey also employed their tire to greater advantage, as was
8hown at Talavera, Busaco, Fu~ente do Honore, Albuera
and Wsaterloo. The smaller columns and the mixed for-
maetion were always most successful against such troops.
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.From these remarkrs we must conclude--ist, That the
very thin as well as the very deep formation is objec-
tionable under ordinary circumstances, and can seldom be
employed with sa~fety.

2d. Trhat the attatckT by battalions in columns by division
is the best for carrying a position; the column should,
however, be diminished in depth as much as possible, in
order both to increase its own fire and to diminish its ex-
posure to the fire of the enemy; moreover, it should be
well covered by tirailleurs and supported by cavalry.

3d. That the mixed formation of the first line deployed
and the second in columns of battalion by division is the
best for def~ence.

4th. That either of the last two may be employed in
the off'ensive or defensive, according to the nature of the
ground, the character of the general, and the character
and position of the troops. Squ~ares are always good
against cavalry.

Troops should be habituated to all these formations, and
accustomed to pass rapidly from one to another in the
daytime or at night. None, however, but disciplined
troops can do this: hence the great superiority of regulars
on the field of battle, where skrilful mancnuvres frequently
effect more than the most undaunted courage.

The arm next in importance on the battle-field is cav-
alry. The principal merit of this arm consists in its velo-
city and mobility. Cavalry has little solidity, and cannot
of itself dbfefnd any position against infantry; but in con-
nection with the other arms, it is indispensable for beg~in-
ning a battle, for completing a victory, and for reaping
its full advantage by pursuing and destroying the beaten
foe.

There are four different modes of forming cavalry, the
samte as for infantry: 1st, in deployed lines; f2d, a line of
regiments in column of attack on thze centre; 3d, the
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mixed formation; and 4th, the deep formation of several
columns.

1st. The thin formation was deemed objectionable for
infantry, on account of its liability to be penetrated by
cavalry. The same objection does not hold so forcibly
with respect to this latter arm; but full lines are deemed
less advantageous than lines deployed checker-wise or in
echelon. In either case the distance between the lines
should be, suafficient to prevent the second line from com-
ing in contact with the first, in case the latter receives a
slight checkr. This distance need not be so great in lines
deployed check~er-wise, as when they are full, or in ech-
elon.

2d. The second system of formation, that is, a line of
columns of attackr on the central division for infantry, is
by battalion, but for cava~lry, by regiment. If the regiment
is composed of eight sq~uadrons, the column will contain
four lines, two squadrons forming a. division; but if com-
posed of only six squadrons, the column will contain only
three lines, and consequently will be six files in depth.
In either case the distance between the lines should be
that of a demi-sqluadron, when the troops are draxvn up in
battle array; but when charging, the divisions may close
to a less d~istance.

3d. In forming a, grand division of two brigades, by the
third or mixed system, two regiments may be deployed
in the first line, and three formed in columns of attack in
rear of the flan~ks. and centre, as is shown in Fig. 33, the
sixth being held in reserve. This formation is deemed a
good one.

4th. The fourth system, of deep columns of cavalry, is
entirely unsuited for the charge, and this formation can
only be employed for troops drawn up in reserve.

The flankis of line's or columns of cavalry are always
mun~ch exposed, and sqyuadrons should therefore be formed
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in echelon on the righ~t and left, and a little in rear of the
main body, in order to protect the flank~s from the attacks
of the enemy's horse. Irregulatr cavalry is usually· em-
ployedl for this purpose.

In the formaation of a grand division in line of battle,
care should be taken not to give too great an extent to the
command of thze generals of brigade. If tlie formation be
int two lines, neither brigade should form an entire line,
but each should form a wing of the division, two regiments
of the same brigade being placed in rear of each other.
This rule is an important one, and should never be ne-
glected.

It may a'lso be laid down as a maxim, in the ·form~ation
of cavalry on the battle-field, that the first line after the
charge, eyen if most successful, may require reforming in
rear of the second line, and that this last should be pre-
pared to act in the front line after the first onset. Trhe
success of the battle frequently depends upon the charge
of the final reserve ocf cavalry on the flanks of lines already
engaged.

It is on account of this frequent mame~uvring of the catv-
alry on the battle-field, its reforming for repeated charges,
that great bodies deployed in full lines are principally ob-
jected to. They cannot be handled with the facility and
rapidity of columns of regiments by divisions. The at-
t~ack of Nansonty's cavalry, formed in this way, on the
Prussian cavalry, deployed in advance of Chatean-Thierry,
in 1814, is a good proof of this.

Cavalry may be brought to a charge-list, in columns;
2d, in line; and 3d, in route, or at random, (d la d~ban-
dade.) These may also be varied by charging either at a
trot or a gallop. All these modes have been employed
w~ith success. In a regular charge in line the lance offers
great advantages; in the m~lde the sabre is the best weap-
on; henc~e some military writers have proposed arming
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the front rank~ with lances, and the second with sabres.
The pistol and the carabine are useless in the charge, but
may' sometimes be employed with advantage against con-
voys, outposts, and lig~ht cavalry; to fire thle carabine with
any effct, the troop must be at a halt. In all charges in
line, espetcially against cavalry, the fast trot is deemed
preferable toe the gallop, on account of the difliculty of
keeping up the alignment when the speed is increased.
Lances are utterly useless in a miI~e, and in employing
troops armed in th~is way, it is ·of the greatest importance
to keep them in order and in line. In charging with the
sabre against artillery the gallop may sometimes be em-
ployed, for velocity here may be more important than force.

We will now consider the formation and use of artillery
on the field of battle. It may be laid dovn as a fu~nda,-
mental principle, that th~e fire of artillery should be di-
Irected on that part of the enemy's line wvhichn we design
to pierce; for this fire will not only weaken this point,
but will also aid the attack of the cavalry and infantry
when the principal efforts are directed towards the in-
tended point.

In the defenlce,the atrtillery is usually distributed through-
out the whole line, on ground favorable for its fire; but
the reserve should be so placed that it; can easily be
brought to bear on the point where the enemy will be
most likely to direct his principal attack.

ArtilleryT placed on a plain, or with ground slightly in-
clined in front,, and using the point-blank or ricochet fire,
is the most effective; very high points are unfavorable
If possible, the concentric fire should be employed against
thle enemy's columns of attack. The position of the Eng~-
lish artillery on the field of W~laterloo, and the use of the
concentric fire, furnishes one of the best examples for the
Ilisposition of this arm to be found in moderm military
history
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Tfhe proper use of artillery on the battle-field is against
the enemy's infantry and cavalry, consequenatly only a
small part of it should be employed to respond to the fire
of the enremy's batteries; not more than one third at most
can be spared for this object.

If possible, batteries should be established so as to take
the enemy's line in flank, either by an oblique or enfilading
fire. A direct fiire against columns of attatck, with a few
light pieces thrown out to take it in flank at the same time,
will always be advantageous. A direct and flanki fire was
employed with success by K~leist against the column of
Ney at the battle of Bautzen; the French marshal was
forced to change his direction.

Batteries should always be well secured on the flankrs,
and constantly sustained by infantry or cavalry. If at-
tackred by cavalry, the artillery should keep up its fire as
long as possible, first with ball, and then with grape when
the enemy arrives within a suitable distance. The same
rule will apply to attackrs of infantry,, except that the fire
of solid shot at a great distance is much less effective than
against mounted troops.

The engineer troops are employed on the field of battle
principally by detachments, acting as auxiliaries to the
other arms. Each regiment of infantry should have a de-
tachment of sappers armed with axes to act as pioneers,
for the removal of obstacles that may impede its advance.
These sappers are of the utmost importance, for without
them an entire column might be checked and thrown into
confusion by impediments which a few sapperss with their
axes would remove in a very short time. Detachments of
engineer troops must also act in concert with the cavalry
and artillery for the same purpose as above. In establish-
ing the batteries of artillery, in opening roads for their ma-
nwpuvres, and in arranging material obstacles for their dle-
fence, the axes, pickas, and shovels of the sappers are of
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infinite value. Field-works, bridges, and bridge-defences,
fr~equently have a decisive influence upon the result of a
battle, but as these are usually arranged previous to the atc-
tion, they will be discussed in another place. In the at-
tacki and defence of these field-workis, thne engineer troops
play a distinguished part. Thre consideration of this part
of the subject, though perhraps properly belonging toe
the tactics of battttles, will also be postponed to another
occasion.

Weo will now discuss the employment of the combined
arms on thbe field of battle.

Before the French Revolution, all the infantry, formed
by regiments and brigades, was united in a sing~le body
and drawn up in two lines. The cavalry was placed on
the two flanks, and the artillery distributed adong the en-
tire line. In moving by wings, they formed four columns,
two of cavalry and two of infda~ntry : in moving by a, flanks,
they formed only two very long columns; the cavalry~,
however, sometimes formed a third and separate column
in flank movements, but this disposition. was rarely made.

The French Revolution introduced the system of grand
divisions composed of the four arms combined; each di-
vision moved separately and independently of the other.
In the wars of the Empire, Napoleon united two or more
of these divisions into a corps d'armke, which formed a
wing, the centre, or reserve of his grand army. In addition
to these divisions and corps d'arme'e, he had large re~erves
of cavalry and artillery, w-hicha were emlployed as distinct
and separate arms.

If the forces be sufficiently numerous to fight by corps
d'arm~e, each corps should have its own reserve, inde-
pendent of the general reserve of the army. Agatin, if the
forces be so small as to act by grand divisions only, each
division should then have its separate reserve.

An army, whether composed of separate corps or of
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grand divisions, usually forms, on the field of battle, a cen-
tre, two wings, and a reserve. Each corps or division
acts by itself, with its infantry, cavalry, artillery, and en-
gineer troops. The reserve of cavalry may be formed in
rear of the centre or one of the winb5* In small forces
of fifty or sixty thousand men, the cavalry may act with
advantage on the wings, in the manner of the ancients.
If the reserve of this arm be large enough to form three
separate bodies, it may itself very properly be formed into
a centre and wings. If it be formed into two columns
only, they may be placed in rear of the openings between
the centre and the wings of the main force. The reserve
of artillery is employed either to reinforce the centre or
a wing, and in the de~fensive is frequaently distributed
throughout the whole line of battle. In offensive opera-
tions, it may be well to concentrate as much fire as possi-
ble on the intended point of a~ttack. The mounted artil-
lery either acts in concert with the cavalry, or is used to
reinforce that arm; the light-foot acts with the infantry,
and the batteries of heavy calibre are distributed along
the line, ort concentrated on some important point where
their· fire may be most effectual. They reach the enemy's
forces at a distance, and alrrest the impulsion of hIsj- attack.,
They may also be employed to draw the fire of his artil-
lery; but their movements are too slow and difficult for a
reserve.

Th-l-e ordler of succession in wyhich thae different arms
aire engaged in a battle, depends upon the nature of the
ground and other accidental circumstances, and canlnot be
determined by any fixed rules. The following, however,
is most frequently employed, and in ordinary cases may
be deemed good.

The attack is first opened by a cannonade; light troops
are sent forward to annoy the enemy, and, if possible, to
pick off his artillerists. The main body thaen -advances in
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two lines: the first displays itself in line as it afrives
nearly within the range of grape-shot; the second line re-
mains in: columns of attack formed of battalions by division,
at a distance from the first sufficient to be beyond the
reach of the~ enemyr's musketry, but near enough to sup-
port the first line, or to cover it, if driven back. The
artillery, in the mean time, concentrates its fire on somne
weak point to open a way for the reserve, which rushes
into the opening and takes the enemy in flank and rear.
The cavalry charges at the opportune moment on the
flank of the enemy's columns or penetrates an opening in
his line, and cutting to pieces his ~staggered troops, forces
them into retreat, and completes the victory. During this
time the whole line of the enemy should be kept occupied7
so as to prevent fresh troops fr~om being concentrated on
the threatened point.

The following maxims on battles may be studied with
advantage :-.-1st. General battles are not to be fought but
under the occurrence of one of the following circum-
stances: wihen you are, from any cause, decidedly supe-
rior to the enemy; when he is on the point of receiving
reinforcements, which will materially effect your relative
strengths. ·when, ·if not beaten or checked, he will deprive
you of supplies· or reinforcements, necessary to the con-
tinuance or success of your operations; and, generally,
when the advantage of winning the battle will be greater
than the daisadvantage of losing it.

2d. Whatever may be your reason for riskiing a general
battle, you ought to regard as indispen~able preliminaries,
-a thorough knowledge of the ground on which you are~ to
act; an ample supply of am~lmunition; the moia perfect
order in your fire-arms; hospital d~pats regularly estab-
lished, with surgeons, nuLrses, dressings, &c., sufficient
for the accommodation of the wounded;· points of ren-
dezvous established and known to the commanders of
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corp~s; and an entire possession of the pdsses inr your
own rea~r.

3d. The battle being fought and won, the victory must
be followed up with as muchl alacrity and vigor, as though
nothing had b-een g~ained,--a maxim very dif~ficult of ob-
servance, (from the momentary disobedience which p~er-
vades all troops flushed with conquest,) but with which
an able general will never dispense. No one knew better
the use of this maxim than Narpoleon, and no one was a
more strict and habitual observer of it.

4·th. The battle beings foug~ht and lost, it; is your first
duty to do away the moral effect of defeat,--the want of
that self-respect and self-confidence, which are its imme-
diate followers, and which, so long as they last., are the
most powerful auxiliaries of your enemy. It is scarcely
necessary to remark that, to effect this obj~ject,--to re-
inspire a beaten army with hope, and to reassure it of
vicmory,--we must not turn our backs on an enemy, without
sometimes presenting to him our front also ;--we must not
confide our safety to mere flight, but adopt such measures
as shall convince him that though wounded and overpow-
ered, we are neither disabled nor dismayed; and that we
still possess enough both of strength and spirit to pnn~iA
his faults, should he commit any. Do you operate in a
covered or mountainous country ?---avail yourself of its
ridges and woods; for by doing so you will best evade
the pressure of his cavalry. Ha~rve you defiles or villages
to pass ?--seize the heads of these, defend them obsti-
anately, and make a show of fighting another battle. In a
word, let no error of your enemy, nor anly favorable inci-
dent of the ground, escape your notice or your use. It is
by these means that your enemy is checked, and your
troops inspirited; and it was by these that Frederick
balanced his surprise? at Hohenkirchen, and the defeat of'
Ihis plans before Olmutz. The movement of our own
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Washington, after losing· the battle of Brandywine, was
of this character. He hastily recrossed the SchuylkilL
with the professed intention of seeking· the enemy and
renewing the combat, which was apparently prevented
only by a heavy and incessant fall of rain. A rumor was
noxv raised that the enemy, while refusing his left wing,
was rapidly advancing npon his right, to intercept our
passage of the river, and thus gain possession of Phil-
adelphia. This report justified a retreat, which drew
from the General repeated assurances, that in quitting his
present position and giving to his march a retrog-rade di-
rection, it was not his object to avoid, but to follow and.
to fight the enemy. This movement, though no battle
ensued, had the effect of restoring the confidence as well
of the people as of the army. *

* There are innumerable work~s in almost every language on ele-
mentary tactics; very few persons, however, care to read any thing
further than the manuals used in our own service. Our system of
infatntry, cavalry, and artillery tactics is generally taken from the
French; and also the course of engineer instruction, so far as matured,
for sappers, minlers, and pontooniers, is based on the French manuals
for the varied duties of this arm.

On Grand Tactics, or Tactics of Battles, the military and historical
writings of Gener~al Jomini abound in most valuable instructionls. Na-
poleon's memoirs, and the writings of Roc~qoancourt, H~oyer, D~eckrer,
Okrouneff, Rogniat, Jocquinot-de-Presle, Guibert, D~uhesme, Gas-
sendi, Warnery, Baron Bohan, Lindneau, M~aiser~oy, Miller, and T'er-
knay, vare considered as being among the best autchorities.
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CH~QAP T ER VI %.

MbILITARY POLITY AND THE MaEANS OF NA~'IONAL I3EYENCfl.

Milita~ry P~lity.-Iln deciding upon a resoprt to arms,
statesmen are guided by certain general rules which have
been tacitly adopted in the intercourse of nations so also
both statesmen and generals are bound by rules similarly
adopted for the conduct of hostile forces xvhile actually
engaged in military operations.

In all differences between nations, each state has a right
to decide for itself upon the nature of its means of redress
for in~juries received. Previous to declaring open and
public war, it may resort to some other forcible means of
rfedress, short of actual war. These arpe:-

1st. Laying an embargo upon the property of the of~
fen~ding nation.

2d. Taking forcible possession of the territory or prop-
erty in dispute.

3d. Resorting to some direct measure of retal~aiionl.
4th. Miaking reprisals upon the persons and things of

the offending nation.
It is not the present purpose to discuss these several

means of redress, nor even to enter into any exsamlinatior
of the rights and laws of public war, whe~n actually de-
clared; it is intended to consider here merely such mili-
tary combinations as are resorted to by the state in prep-
aratiodn for defence, or in carrying on the actual operations
of a ~var.

In commencing hostilieies against any other power, we
'nust evidently take into consideration all the political and
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physical circumstances of the people with whom we are
to contend: we must regard their general character fbr
courage and love of country; their attachment to they'
government and political institutions; the character of their
rulers and their generals ; the numbers, organization, and
discipline of their armies ; and particularly the relations
between the civil and mnilitazry authorities in the state, for
if the latter be made entirely subordinate, wve may very
safely calculate on erroneous combinations. WiTe must
also regard their passive means of resistance, such as
their system of ·fortifications, their military materials and
munitions, thleir~ statistic s of agriculture, commerce, and
Imanufa~ctures, and especially the geographical position and
physical features of their country. N~o government can
neglect, with impunity, these considerations in its prepar-
ations for wvar, or in its manner of conducting military
operations.

Napoleon's system of carrying on war against the weak,
effeminatte, and disorganized Italians required many modi.
fications when directed against the great military power
of Russia. Moreover, the comnbinations of Eylau and
Friedland were inapplicable to the contest with the mad-
dened guerrillas of M/inos, animated by the combined
pa~sicne of hatred, patriotism, and religious enthusiasm.

Military power may be regarded eithner as absolulte or
relative: the absolute force of a, state depending on the
number of its inhabitants and the extent of its revenues;
the rela~tive force, on its geographical and political posi-
tion, the character of its people, and the nature of its
ogovernment. It~s military preparations should evidently
be In proportion to its resources. WTealth constitutes both
the ap~prehension and thle incentive to invasion. Wvhere
two oPI more states hatve equal means of war, witl, incena-
tives xI3ry uneqlual, an equilibrium ca~nnot exist.; for dan-
$er and temptation are no longer opposed to each other.
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The preparation of states may, therefore, be equal with-
out being equivalent, and the smaller of the two may be
most liable to be drawn into a war without the means oif
tsustaining it;.

The numerical relation between the entire population
of a state, and the armed forces which it can matintain,
must evidently vary with the wealth and pursuits of the
people. Adam Smith~ thinks that a country purely agri-
cultural may, at certain seasons, furnish for war one-fifth,
or even in case of necessityr one-fourth, of its entire popu-
lation. iA commercial or manufacturing country would be
unable to furnish any thing likre so numerous a military
force. On this account small agricultural states are some-
times able to brings into the field muchl larger armies than
their more powerfu~l neighbors. During the Seven Years'
War, Frederick supported an army equal to one-twentieth
of the entire Prussian population, and at the close of this
memorable contest one-sixth of the males capable of bear-
ing arms h~ad actually perished on the field of battle.

But the number of troops that may be brought into the
field in times of great emergency is, of course, much
greater than can be supported during a longs war, or as a
part of a permanent military establishment. Mont~esquien
estimates that modern nations are capable of supporting,
without endang-ering' their power, a permanent military
force of about one-hundredth part of their population.
This ratio differs but little from that of the present mili-
tary establishments of the great European powers.

Great Britain, with a population of about twenty-five
millions, and a general budget of $250,000,000, supports
a military and naval force of about 150,000 effective and
100,000 non-effiective men, 250,000 in all, at an annual
expense of from seventy to eig~hty millions of dollalrs.

Russia, with a population of about seventy millions,
supports an active army of 632,000 maen, with, ane im-a
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mense reserve, at an expense of about $65,000,000, out
of a general bndget of $90,000,000; that is, the expense
of her military establishment is to her whole budget as 7
to 10.

Austria, with; a population of thirty-five millions, has an
orgauized peace establishment of 370,000, (about 250,000
in active service,) and a reserve of 260,000, at an ex-
pense of $36,000,000, out of a, general budget of
$100,000,000.

Prussia, with a population of abouat fifteen millions, has
from 100,000 to 120,000 men in arms, with a reserve of
200,000, at an annual expense of more than $18,000,000,
out of a general budget of about $38,000,000.

France, with a population .of near thirty-five millions,
supports a permanent establishment of about 350,000
men, at an expense of seventy or eighty millions of dol-
lars, out of a, total budget of $280,000,000. France has
long supported a permanent military force of from one-
hundredth to one hundred-and-tenth of hcr population, at
an expense of from one-fourth to one-fifth of her whole
budget. The following table, copied from the " Specta-
teur Militaire," shows the state of the army at six differ-
ent periods between 1788 and 1842. It omits, of course,
the extraordinary levies of the wars of the ]Revolution
and of the Em~pire.
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Trable.

I I ~~~Budget. Army.

Dates. i opulatson. --I ---- I Remarks.
OStt. Of the Ar- Pea-tce WCCar

my. Esjta:b. E~ts1b.

ILivren. Livres. Mlen. Men.
1788 24,000,000 500,000,000 100,000,000 180,000 360,000

Frnlncn. Fran cs.
1814 28,000,000 800,000,000 180,000,000 255,000 340,000 )~Ordlinance'184

1823 31,000,000 9000,000,000 200,000,000 280,000 390,000 Miniseprt ffW

1830 32,000,000 11,000,000,000 220,000,000 312,000 500,000 MiniseI~r of '

1840 34,000,000 11,170,000,0001 242,000,000 312,,000 1- 1 B~udget of

3842 35,000,000 1 ,200,000,000 285,000,000 370,000 520,000 Expmaensest42
of 1842.s

From these data we see that the groat European powers
at the present day maintain, in time of peace, military es-
tablishments equal to about one-hundredth part of their
entire population.

T'he geographical position of a country also g-reatly in-
fluenlces the degree and character of its military prepar-
ation. It may be bordered on one or more sides by
mountains aind other obstacles calculated to diminish thte
probability of invasion; or the whole frontier may be wide
open to art attack: the interior may be of such a. nature as
to furnish security to its own army, and yet be fatal to the
enemy should he, occupy it; or it may furnish him advan-
tages far superior to his own country. It may be an island
in t~he sea, and consequently exposed only to maritime de-
scents--events of rare occurrence in modern times.

Again, a nation may be placed between others who are
interested in its security, their mutual jealousy preventing
the molestation of the weaker neighbor. On the other
hand, its political institutions may be such as to compel
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thle others to unite in attackring it in order to secure them-~
selves. The republics of Switzerland could remain un-
molested in the midst of powerful monarchies; but revolu-
tionary France brought upon herself the armies of all
Europe.

Climate has also some influence upon military chanrac-
ter, but this influence is far less than that of education and
discipline. NIorthern nations are said to be naturally more
phlegmatic and sluggish than those of warmer climates;
and yet the armies of Gustavus Adolphus, Charles XII.,
and Suwarrow, have shown themselves suffciently active
and impetuous, wrhile the Greeks, Romans, and Spaniards,
in the times of their glory, were patient, -disciplined, and
indefatigable, notw~ithstanding the reputed fickleness of
ardent temperaments.

For any nation to postpone tthe making of military prep-
arations till such time as they are actually required in
defence, is to waste the public money, and endanger the
public safety. The closing of an avenue of approach, the
security of a single road or river, or even the strategic
movement of a small body of troops, often eff~Iects, in the
beginning, what afterwards cannot be, accomplishedr by
large fortifications, and the most formidable armies. Had
a small army in 1812, with a well-fortified dc~pjt c~n Lake
Champlain, penetrated into Canada, and cut oil' all rein-
forcements and supplies by way of Quebec, th~at country
would inevitably have fallen into our possession. In the
winter of 1806-7, Napoleon crossed the Vistula, and ad-
vanced even to the walls of Ktjnigsberg, with the Aus-
trians in his rear, and the whole power of Russia before
him. If Austria had pushed forward one hundred thou-·
sand men fr~om Bohemia, on thie Oder, she would, in ~ll
probability, says the best of military judges, Jomini, have
struck a fatal blow to the operations of Napoleon, anid his
o~my must have been exceedingly fortunate even to regain
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the Rhine. But Austria preferred remainingr neutral till
she could increase her army to four huiidred thousand men.
She then took t~he offensive, and was beaten; whereas,
with one hundred thousand men brought into action at the
favorable moment, she might, most probably, heave decided
the fate of Europe.

"6Defensive war," sayis Naapoleon, " does not preclude
attack, any more than offensive war is exclusive of de-
fence," for frequently the best way to counteract the ene-
my's operations, and prevent his conquests, is, at the very
outset of the war, to invade and cripple him. But this
can never be attempted with raw troops, ill supplied with
the munitions ofr war, and unsupported by fortifications.
Such invasions must necessarily fail. Experience in the
wars of the French revolution has demonstrated this; and
even our own short history is not without its proof. In
1812, the conquest of Canada was determined on some
time before the declaration of war ; an undisciplined army,
without preparation or apparent plan, was actually put in
motion, eighlteen days previous to this declaration, for the
Canadian peninsula. With a disciplined army of the same
numbers, with an efficient and skilful leader, directed
against the vital point of the British possessions at a time
when the whole military force of the provinces did not
exceed three thousand men, how different had been thre
result 

While, therefore, the permanent defences of a nation
must be subordinate to its resources, position, and charac-
ter, they can in no case be dispensed with. No matter
how extensive or important the temporary means that
may be developed as necessity requires, there must be
some force kept in a constant state of efficiency, in order
to impart life and stability to the system. The one can
never properly replace the other; for while the former
con~stitutes the basis, the latter must form the main body~
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of the military edifice, which, by its strength and durahili
ty, will offer shelter and protection to the nation; or. ii
the architecture and materials be defective, crush and de·

'stroy it in its fall.
The permanent means of military defence employed by

modern nations, are--
1st. An army; 2d. A navy; 3d. Fortifications.
The first two of these could hardly be catlled permanent,

if we were to regard their personnel; but lookring upon
them as institutions or org-anizattions, they present all the
characteristics of durability. Trhey are sometimes subs-
jected to very great and radical changes ; by the hot-house
nursing of designing ambition* or rash legislation, they
may become overgrown and dangerous, or the storms of
popular delusion may overthrow and apparently sweep
them away. But they will immediately spring np again
in. some form or other, so deeply are they rooted in the
organization of political institutions.

Its army and navy should always be kept within the
limits of a nation's wants ; but pity for the country which
reduces them in number or support so as to degrade their
character or endanger their organization. "A s g~overn-
ment," says one of the best historians of the age, "'which
neglects its army, under whatever pretext, is a govern-
ment culpable in the eyes of posterity, for it is. preparing
humiliations for its fla~g and its country, instead of laying
the foundation for its glory."

One of our own distinguished cabinet ministers remarks~
that the history. of our relations with the Indian tribes from
the beginning to the present hour, is one 'continued proof
of the necessity of maintaining an efficient military force
in time of peace, and that the treatment we received for a
long series of years from European powers, was a most
humiliating illustration of the folly of attempting to die.
pense with· these mreans of defence.
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" Twice,"~ say-s he, "we were compelled to maintain,
by open war, our quaarrel with the principal aggressors.
After many years of forbearance and negotiation, our
claims in other cases were at length amicably settled;
but in one of the most noted of these cases, it was not
w~ithout much delay and imminent hazard of war thalt the
execution of the treaty was finally enforced. N~o one ac-
qualinted with these portions of our history, can hesitate
to ascribe mnch of the wvantonness and duration of the
wrongs we endured, to a knowledge on the part of our
assailants of the scantiness and inefficiency of ·oulr military
and naval f'orce.

" If," said Mir. Calhounm, " disregarding the sound dic-
tates of reason and experience, we, in peace, neglect our
military establishmecnt, we must, with a powerful and skil-
ful enemy, be exposed to the most distressing calamities."

These remarks were made in opposition to the reduc-
·tion of our military establishment, in' 1821, below the
standard of thirteen thousand. Nevertheless, the force
was reduced to about sixr or seven thousand; and we were
soon made to feel the consequences. It is stated, in a re-
port of high authority, that if there had been two regi-
mXents available near St. Louis, in 1832, the war w~ithP
Black HIawk would have been easily avoided; and that it
cannot be doubted that the scenes of devastation and sav-
age warfare which overspread the Floridas for nearly
seven years would also have been avoided, and some
thirty millions have been saved the country, if two regi-
ments had been available at the beginning of that. con-
fiicL.*

*i Wte may now add to these remarkrs, that if our government had

occupied the country between the Nueces and the Rio Grande with a
wvell-organized army of twelve thousand men, war with Mlexico might
have, been avoided; hut to push forward upon Matamoras a smnall
force of only two thousand, in the very face of a~larg~e Mexican aslny
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W~e must, in this country, if we heed either the dictates
of reason or exrperience, maintain in time of peace a skele-
ton military and naval force, capable of being greatly ex-
panded, in the event of dang~er, by the addition of new
troops.

Miuch energy and enterprise will always be imparted to
an army or nav by the addition of new florces. The
strength thus acquired is sometimes in even a far greater
iatio than the increase of numbers. But it must be re-
memb~ered that th~ese new elements aire, of themselves, far
inferior to the old ones in discipline, steady courage, and
perseverance. Nldo general. can rely on the accuracy of
their movements in the operations of a ca~mpaign, and
they are exceedingly apt to fail him at the critical moment
on the field of battle. T'he same holds true with respect
to sailors inexperienced in the discipline and duties of a
man-of-war. There is this difference, however: an army
usually obtains it&' recruits from men totally unacquainted
with military life, while a, navy, in case of sudden in-
crease, is mainly supplied fr-om the merchant marine with
professional sailors, who, though unacquainted with the
use of artillery, &c., on s·hip-board, are familiar with all
the other duties of sea life, and not unused to discipline.
Mloreover, raw seamen and marines, from being under the
immediate eye of their officers in time of action, and with-
ont the possibility of escape, fight much better than troops
of the same character on land. I~f years are requisite to
makre a good sailor, surely an equal length of time is
necessary to perfect the soldier; and no less skill, pracn
tice, and professional study are reqluired for the proper
direction of armies than for the management of fleets.

was holding out to them the strongest inducements to attack us. Thle
temporary economny of a few thousands in redncing our military estab-
lishment to a mer~e ha~ndful of men, again results in a necessary ex-
penditure of many millions of dollars and a large saci~ifice of human life.
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But~, somlie have said that even these skeletons of mili-
tary and naval forces are enti-rely superfluous, and thzat a
brave and patriotic people will make as good a defence
against invasion as the most disciplined and experienced.
Such viewrs are frequently urged in the h-alls of congress,
and some have even attempted to confirm them by haistori-
cal examples.

There are inastan~ces, it is true, where disorganized and
frantic masses, animated by patriotic enthusiasm, have
gained the most brilliant victories. Here, however, ex-
traordinary4 circumstances su~pplied the place of order, and
produced an equilibrium between forces that ot~herwise
would have been very unequal; but in almost every in-
stance of this krind, the loss of the undisciplined army has
been unnecessarily great, human life being substituted for
skill and order. But victory, even with such a, dratwback,
cannot often attend the banners of newly raised and disor-
derly forces. If the captain and crew of a steamship knew
nothing of navigation, and had never been at sea, and the!
Cugineer was totally unacqluainted with his profession,
could we expect the ship to cross the Atlantic in safety,
and reach her destined port? W;ould xy~e trust our lives
and the honor of our country to their care ? WVould we
not say to them, "LFirst makre yourselves acquainted with
the principles of your profession, the use of the compass,
and the me~ans of determuining whether you direct your
course upon a ledge of rock~s or into a safe harbor ?" W~ar
is not, as so me seem to suppose, a mere game of chance.
Its principles constitute one of the most intricate of mod-
ern sciences; and the general who understanads the art of
rightly applying its rules, and possesses the means of car-
rying· out its ]precepts, may be morally certain of success.

History furnishes abundant proofs of the impolicy of re-
lying upon undisciplined forces in the open field. Almost
elvery page of Napier's classic History of the Peninsulars
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W~Tar contains strik~ing· examples of the ·useless waste of
human life and property by the Spanish militia; while,
with one qluarter as i any regu~lars, at a, small fr~actional
part of the actual expense, the French might have been
expelled at the outset, or have bcen driven, at any time
afterwards, from thJ~e Peninsu~la.

At the begrinning of the F;rench Revolution the regular
armly was abolished, and the citizengsoldiery, who were
establishedi on the 14th of July, 1789, relied on exclusively
for the nat~ional defence. "L But these thr~ee maillions of
national guards," says Jomini, " though good supporters of
the decrees of the assembly, were nevertheless useless f'or
reinforcing the army beyond the frontiers, and utterly in-
capable of defendin~g their own firesides." Yet no one carn
qluest~ion their undividual bravery and patriotism ; for, when
reorganized, diisciplined, and properly directed, they put
to flfight the best troops in Europe. At the first outbreak
of this revolution, the privileged classes of other countries,
up~holding cr'um1bin~g institutions and rotten dynasties,
rushed forth. against thec maddened hordes of French de-
mocracy. Trhe popular power, springing upward by its
own elasticity wihen the weight of political oppression was
removed, soon became too wxild atnd eckless to establish
itself on any sure basis, or even t~o providte for its own pro-
tection. If the at'tacks of the enervatedl enemies of Franlce
were weak, so a~lso were her ow·n effor*ts ~feeble to resist
these attacks. The republican armies repelled the ill-
planned and ill-conducted invasion by the: Duke ofS Bruns-
wick; but it was by the substitution of human life fo~rprep-
aration, system, and skill; enthusiasm supplied the place
of discipline ; robbery produced military stores;; and the
dead bodies of her citizens formed 6p3auiements against the
enlemyg. Yet this was but the strength of weakness ; the
aimless struggle of a broken and disjointed government;
mnd the new revolutionary power was fa~st sinking away
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before the combined opposition of Europe,when the great
genius of Napoleon, with a strong arm and ironl rule, seiz-
ing upon the scattered fragments, and binding them to-
gether into one consolidated mass, made France victorious,
and seated himlself on the throne of empire.

No people in the world ever exhibited a more general
and enthusiastid patriotism than the Americans during the
war of our own Revolution. And yet our army received,
even at that time, but little support from irregular and
militia forces in the open field. W/ashing~ton's opinions
on this subject furnish so striking· a. contrast to the con-
gressional speeches of modern political demagogaues, who,
with boastful swaggers, would fain persuade us that we
require no organization or discipline to meet the veteran
troops of Europe in the open field, and who would hurry
us, without preparation, into war with the strongest ·mili-
tary powers .of the worl&--so strikiing is the cont~ast be-
tween th-e assertions of these men and the let~ters and re-
ports of Wiashington, that it maty be well for the cool and
dispassionate lover of truth to occasionally refresh his
memory by reference to. the writings of W;ashington.
The following brief extracts are from his letters to the
President of Congress, December, 1776:

"'The saving in the article of clothing, provisions, and
a thousand other things, by having nothing to do with the
militia, unless in cases of extraordinary exigency, and
such as could not be expected in the common course of
events, would amply support a large army, which, well
ofilcered, would be daily improving·, instead of continuing
a destructive, expensive, and disorderly mob. In my
opinion, if any dependence is placed on the militia another
year, Congress will be deceived. When danger is a little
removed fr~om them they will not turn out at all. WiVhenl
it comes homle to them, the well-affected, instead of flying
to arms to defend themselves, are busily employed in re-
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moving· their families and effects; whi~e the disaffected
are concerting measuress to make their submission, and
spread terror and dismay all around, to induen others to
followv their example. Daily experience and abunidant
proofs warrant this information. Short enlistments, and a
mistaken dependence upon our militia, have been the ori-
gin of all our misfortunes, and the great accumulation of
our debt. T'he militia come in, you cannot tell hoxv; go,
you cannot tell when; and act, you cannot tell where;
consume your provisions, exhaust your stores, and leave
you at last, at a critical moment."

Tdhese rermarkis of Wtashington will not be found too se-
vrere if we remember the~condulct of our militia in the open
field at Princeton, Savannah River, Camden, Guilford
Court-House, &c., in the war of the Revolution; the
·great cost of the war of 1.812 as compared with its milita-
ry results; the refusal of the New Eng~land militia to
march beyond. the lines of their own states, and of the
New-York militia to cross the NTiagara and secure a vic-
tory already won ; or the disgraceful flight of the Southern
militia from the field of Bladensburg.

Bput there is another side to this picture. If our militia
have frequently failed to maintain their ground whien drawn
up1 in thie open fieldl, we can point wit~h-pride to their brave and
successful defence of Charleston, Mlobile, N~ew Orleans,
Port MV'Henry, Stonington, Niagara, Platttsburg, in proof
of what may be accomplished by militia in connection with
fortifications.

These examples from our history must fully demonstrate
the great value of a militia when properly employed as a do-
fence against invasion, and ought, to silence the supers of
those wrho would abolish this arm of defence as utterly use-
ess. In the open field militia cannot in general be man~u·

vrredto advantage ; whereas, in the defence of fortified places
tfieir superior intelligence and activitly not unfrequently ron-
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der them even more valuable than regulars. And in reading
the severe strictures of Washington, Greene, Mlorgan, and
others, upon our militia, it must be remembered that they
were at that time entirely destitute of important works of
defence; and the experience of all other nations, as well
as our own, has abundantly shown that a, newly-raised
force cannot cope, in the open Jield, with one subordinate
and disciplined. H~ere science must determine the contest.
Habits of strict obedience, and of simultaneous and united
action, are indispensable to carry out what the higher
principles of the military profession require. New and
undisciplined forces are often confounded at the evolutions,
and strategic and tactical combinations of a regular army,
and lose all confidence in thaeir leaders and in themselves.
But, when placed behiud a, breastwork, they even over-
rate their security. They can then coolly looki upon the
approaching columns, and, unmoved by glittering armor
and bristling bayonets, will exert all their skrill in the use
of their weapons. The superior accuracy of aim which
thie American has obtained by practice from his early
youth, has enabled our militia to gain, under the: protection
of military workis, victories as brilliant as the most veteran
troops. The moral courage necessary to await an at~tackr
behind a parapet, is at least equal to that exerted in the
open field, where movements generally determine the vic-
tory. To watch the approach of an enemy, to see him
move up and dis~play his massive columns, his long array
of military equipments, his fascines and scaling-ladders,
his instruments of aftack, and the professional skill with
which he wields them, to hear the thunder of his batteries,
spreading death all around, and to repel, hand to hand,
those tremendous assaults, which stand out in all their
horrible relief upon the canvass of modern warfare, re-
qu~ires a heart at least as brave as the professional war
nior exhibits in the pitched battle.
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B3u. we nmzst not forget that to call this force into the
open field,--to take the mechanic from his shop, the mler·
chant from his counter, the farmer from his plough,--will
necessarily be attended with an immense sacrifice of
hiuman life. The lives lost on the battle-field are not the
oniy ones; militia, being unaccustomed to exposure, antd
unable to supply their own wants with certainty and regua-
larity, contract diseases which occasion in every carn-
paign a most frigh~tful mortality.

There is also a vast difference in the cost of support-
ing regulars and militia, forces. The cost of a, regular
army of twenty thousand men for a campaign of sixt
months, in this country, has been estimated, from data in
the War-office, at a hundred and fifty dollars per man;
while the cost of a militia force, under the same circum-
stances, n~i~king allowance for the difference in the ex-
penses from sickness, waste of camp-furniture, eqluip-
ments, &c., will be two hundred and fifty dollars per
man. But in short campaigns, and in irregular warfare,
like the expedition against B3lack Hawk and his Indians
.in the Northwest. and during the hostilities in Florida,
"the expenses of the militia,"' says Mr. Secretary Spen-
cer, in a report to congress in 31842, " invariably exceed
those of regulars by at least three huzndred per cent." It is
further stated that "~fifty-fi~ve thousan~d militia were called
into service during the Blaack Hawk and Florida wars,
and that thirty millions of dollars have been expended in
these confZlicts !" When it is rememnbered that during these
border wars our whole regular arny did not exceed
twcelve or thirteen thousand men, it will not be difficult to
perceive why our military establishment was so enor-
mously expensive. Large sums were paid to sedentary
militia, who nrever rendered the slightest service. Again,
iluring· our late war with Great Britain, of less than three
years' duration, twoO hundred and eigzhty thousand mzuskets
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wEere lost,--the average cost of which is stated at twelve
dollars,-rnaking an aggregate loss, in muskets alone, of
thiree mi~litons and three hulndr·ed andc si cty thousand dollars,
during a service of about two years and a half ';--result-
ing inailuly from that neglect and waste of public property
whlich almost invar-iably attends the movements of newly-
raised and inexperienced5 forces. Facts like these should
awakren us to the necessity of reorganizing and disci-
plining our militia. General Knox, when' Secret~ary of
Wazr, General Harrison while in the senate, and Mr.
Poinsett in 1841, each furnished plans for effecting this
purpose, but, the whole subject has been passed by with
neglect.

Perm~anent; fiortifications differ in many of th-eir features
from ei~ther~ of the two preceding elements of national
defence. T~hey are passive in their nature, yet possess
all the conservative properties of an army or navy, and
through these two contribute largely to the active opera-
tions of a. camlpaign. WTihen once constrncted they re-
quire but very little expenhditure for their support. In time
of peace they~ withdraw no valuable citizens from the
useful occupations of life. OPf themselves they can never
exert an influe~nce corrupting to public morals, or datng~er-
ous to public liberty; but as the means of preserviorg
peace, and as obstacles to an invader, their influence and
power are immense. Wi~hile contributing to the economi-
cal support of a, peace establishment, by furnishing drill-
gr'ounds, parades, quarters, &c.; and to its ef~ficiency still
more, by affording facilities both to the regulars and nil-
li-tia for that species of artillery practice so necessary in
the defence of water f~rontiers; they also serve as safe
d~p~ts of arms and the immense quantity of materials and
military munitions so indispensable in modern warfare.
Thlese munitions usually require mnuch time, skill, and
expe~nse in their construction, and it is of vast import.
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ance that they should be preserved with th~e utmo~
care.

Maritime~ arsenals and dft~gts of naval and mnilitary
stores on the sea-coast are more particularly exposed to
capture and de~struction. H-~ere an enemy can approach
bay stealth, striking some sudden and fatal blow before
any eff~ectulal resistance can be organized. But in addi-
tio~n to the security afforded by harbor for-tifications to
public prope ty of the highest military value, they also
serve to protect the merchant shlipping, and the vast
amount of private wealth which a commercial people al-
ways collect at these points. They furnish safe retreats,
and the means of repair for public vessels injured in bat-
tle, or by storms, and to merchantmen a refuge from the
dangers of sea, or the thrpeats of hostile fleets. M~oreover,
they greatly facilitate our naval attacks upon the enemy's
shipping; and if he attempt a descent, their well-directed
fire will repel his squadrons fromm our harbors, and force
his troops to land at some distant and unfavorable position.

The th ee means of permanent defence which have
been mentioned, are, of course, intended to accomplish
the same general object; but each has its distinct and
proper sphere of action, and neither can be regarded as
antagonistical to the others. Any undue in~crease of one,
at the expense of the other two, must necessarily be fol-
lowed by a, corresponding diminution of national strength.
WTe must not infer, however, that all must be maintained
upon the same footing. The position of the country and
the character of the people must determine thlis.

England, from her insular position and the extent of
her commerce, must maintain a large navy; a large armly
is also necessary for the defence of her own coasts and
the protection of her colonial possessions. Tier men-of-
war secure a safe passage for her merchant-vessels, anld
transport her troops in safety througfh all seas, and. thuas
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c~·htribute much to the acquisition and security of colonial
territory. The military forces of the British empire
amount to about one hundred and fifty th~ousand men, and
the naval forces to about seven hundred vessels of war,'
carrying in all some fifteen thousand guns and forty thoua·
sa~nd men. France htas less commerce, and but few colo-
nial possessions. She has a great extent of seacoast, but
her fortifications secure it from maritime descents; her
only accessible points are on the land frontiers. Her
army and navly, therefore, constitute her principal means
of defence. Her army numbers some three hundred and
fifty thousand men, and her navy about three hundred and
fifty vessels,* cfarrying about nine thousand guns and thirty
thousandi men. Russiat, Austria, Prussisa, Swe~den, and
other continental powers, have but little commerce to be
protected, while their extensive friontiers are greatly ex~a
posed to land attacks: their fortificattionrs a d armies,
therefore, constitute their principal means of defences
But for the protection of their own seas frosm the inroads
of their powerful maritime neighbor, Russia, and Austria
support naval establishments of a limited extent. R~ussia
has, in all, some one hundred and eighty vessels of war,
and Austria not qurite half thaat number.*

The United States possess no colonies;~ b~ut they have
a seacoast of more than three thouasand miles, with numer-
ous bays, estuaries, and navigable rivers, which expose
our most populous cities to maritime attacks. The nqrthab
emn land frontier is tw~o thouxsand ma~iles in extent, and in
the west our territory borders upon the ]British and M~exi
can possessions for many thousand miiles more. WdGithin1
these limits thzere are numerous tribes of Indians, w7ho re~-
quire the watchful care of armed forces to keep them at
peace among themselves as well as with us. Our authaor-

* These numbers include eli vessels of wars whether in comlmission,
buailding, sr in ordinaarv,
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ized military establishment amounts to 7,5i90 menr andl
our naval establishment consists of seventy-seven vessels
of all classes, carrying 2,345 guns, and 8,724 men.*
T4his is certainly a very small military and naval force for
the defence of so extended and populous a, coulntry, espe-
cially one whose political institutions and rapidlyr-increas-~
Ing power expose it to the distrust and jealousy of most
other nations.

The fortifications for the defence of our sea-coast and
land front~iers will be discussed herealfter.f-

Since these pages were put in the hands of the printer, the abovo
numbers have been nearly ~doubled, this increase having been made
with special reference to the present war with Mexico.

t Jomini's work on the Military Art contains many valuable re-
markrs on this subject of Military Polity: also the writings of Clause-
witz, Dupin, L~loyd, Chambray, Tranchant de Laverne, and Rud-
torfer. Several of these questions are also discussed in Rocqluancourt,
Carion·Nisas, De Vernon, and other writers on military history. The
several European Ananaires Militaires, or Army Registers, and the
French and German military periodicals, contain much valuable mat·
ter connected with military statistics.
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SEA-COAST DEFENCES.

T~HE principal attacks which we have had to sustain,
either as colonies or states, from civilized foes, have come
from Canada. As colonies xve were continually encoun-
terinr difficulties and dang~ers from the French posses-
sions. In the war of th-e Revolution, it being one of na-
tional emancipation, the military operations were more
general throug-hout the several states; but in the xvar of
1812 the attacks wJere confined to the northern frontier
andi a few exposed. points along the coast. In these two
contests with Great Britain, Boston, Nexv Yorkr, Philadel-
phia, Baltimore, WTashington, Charleston, Savannah, Mo-
bile, and New Orleans, being within reach of the British
naval power, and offeringf the dazzling attraction of ricAf
booty, have each been subjected to powerful assaults.

Similar attacks will undoubtedly be made~ in any future
war with England. An attempt at perma~nent lodgmeut
would. be based either on Canada or a servile insurrection
in the southern states. The former project, in a military
point of view, offers the greatest advantages, but most
probably the latter would also be resorted to for effecting
a, diversion, if nothing more. But for inflicting upon us a,
sudden and severe injury by the destruction of large
amounts of public and private property, our seaport towns
offer inducements not likely to be disregarded. This
mode of warfare, barbarous though It be, will certainly at-
tend a Conflict with any great maritime power. How
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can we best prepare in time of peace to repel thesea
atttacks?'

Immediatelyr after the war of 1812& a joint commission.
of our most distinguished military and naval officers was
formed, to devise a sys em of defensive wnorkis, tobe: erect~
ed in time of peace for the security of the most important
and the most exposed points on our sea-coast. It may be
well here to point out, in very general terms, the positions
and character of these wrorks, mentioning Qnly such as
have been completed, or are now in course of construction,
and such as are inten~ded to be built as soofl as Congress
shall grant the requisite funds. ThPere are other works
projected for some future period, but as they do not belong
tO the class required for immediate use, they. wlll not be
referredl to.

MAI~NE.

Beginning at the northeastern exmtremity of our coast,
we have, for Eastport and WjBiscasset, projected works
estimated to carry about fifty guns. Nothing has ye~
been done to these wosrks.

Next Portland, with works cartrying abo t forty or fifty
guns, and Fort-Pensobscot and batteries, carrying about
one hundred and fifty guns. These are only partly built.

LsEWt HlAMVPSHC3IRE.

Defences of Portsmouth and the vicinity, about two.
hundred guns. Trhese worklTs are also only partly built.

MiBAss cHU sETTs .

Projected works east of Boston, carrying about sixty
guns. These aree not yet commenced.

Works for defence of Boston Harbor carry about five
hundred guns. These are nearly three-quarters completed.
Those of New Bedford harbor carry· fifty guns : not yet beguns.
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RHODE ISL~AND.

Newporit harbor,-workls carry about five huandred guns,
nearly comrpleted.

CONCNEC3TICIJT.

Naew Lonzdon harbor, New H-3aveni, and the Connecticut
river. The first of thaese nearly ~compaleted; the two latter
not yet begun.

NE /J YOR.

The wiorks projected for the defence of Nlewvs Yorkl har-
bor are estimated to carry about one thousand guns. These
wYorks are not yet one-half constructed.

PENNSYLVANIA .

The works p~rojected for the defence of the De'laware
?Bay and Philadelphia will carryT abodt one hndlrcred ands
fift~y guns. Trhey are not one-quaarter built.

iXARYLAND AND VIRGINIA.

Baltirmore and Abnnapolis--these w66or~ks will carryt some`
twco hundred and fifty guns. The works for the Chesa~
]peake Bay will carry about six hundred guns; and those
for the Potdmnac river about eightyT guns. These are more
than one-half completed.

NO0RTH3 CAROIN~A.

The works- at Beaufort and Smithville carry about one
huindred and fifty guns. They are essenrtially c~omplete~d.

SOUTJH CAROLINJA.

The workis fore the defence of Charleston carry~ somea
%two hunzrdred guns. T'hey are one-half conastruncted.
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GEORGIA.

The defences of Savannah carry about two hundred guns
and are nearly three-quarters finished.

FLORIDA.

The works projected for the defcnce of St. Augustine,
Key West, Tortugas, and Pensacola will carry some eight
or nine hundred ouns. Those at St. Augustine anid Pen-
sacola are essenitially completed, but those at Key West
and Tortugas are barely begun.

ALABAMA.

TPhe wor~ks for the defence of M~iobile xviii carry about one
hundred and sixty guns. These are nearly constructed.

LOUISIANA.

T1he workls ~for the dlefence of New Or-leans will catrry
some two hundred and fifty or three hundred guns; they
are nearly completed.

The wvorks north of the Chesapeakie cost about three
thousand dollars per g~un; thlose south of that~ point about
six thousand dollars per gun. Trhis difference in cost is
dlue in part to the character of the soil on which thle forti-
ficationis are built, and in part to the high prices paid in
the south for materials and workmanaship.

having pointed out th~e character and condition of our
system of sea-coast defences, let us briefly examine how
far these works may be relied on as a means of security
against a maritime dlescent.

To come to a proper conclusion on this subject, let us
first examine the three or four great maritime descents at~
Lenpted by the English during the wars of the French Rev-
olution; a period at which the great naval superiority of
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England over other nations, gave her the title of mnistress
of the seas. Let us notice what have been the results of
the several attempts made by this power at maritime inva-
sions, and the means by which such attackis have been*
repelled.

In 1795, a maritime expedition was fitted out against
Q~uiberon, at an expense of eight millions of dollars.
This port of the French coast had then a naval defence
of near thirty sail, carrying about sixteen hundred guns.
Lord Bridport attacked it with fourteen sail of the line,
five frigates, and some smaller vessels, about fifteen hun-·
dred gunls in all, captured a portion of the fleet, and forced
the remainder to take shelter under the guns of the forti:
fications of L'Orient. The French. naval defence being
destroyed, the British now entered Quiberon without op-
position. This bay is said by Brenton, in his British
Naval H~istory, to be "Cthe finest on the coast of France,
or perhaps in the world, for landing ant army." Besides
these natural advantages in favor of the Engishi, the in-
habitants of the surrounding country were in open insur-
rection, ready to receive the invaders with 'open arms. A
body of ten thousand troops were landed, and clothing,
arms, &c., furnished to as many more royalist troops ; but
the combined forces failed in their attack upon St. Barbe,
and General Hoche, from his intrenchments, with seven
thousand men, held in check a body of eighteen thousand,
penned up, without defences, in the narrow peninsula.
Reinforced by a new debarkation, the allies again at-
tempted to advance, but were soon defeated, and ultimate-
ly almost entirely destroyed.

In 1799, the English and Russians made a descent up-
on Holland with fourteen ships of the line and ten frig-l
ates, carrying about eleven hundred guns and a great num-
be~r of transports, with an army of thirty-six thousand men.
The Dutch naval defences consisted of eight ships of the
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line, three fifty-four gun ships, eight forty-eight gun stiipcs
and eight smaller frigates, carrying in all about twelve huna
dred guns; buat this force contributed little or nothing to
the defence, and was soon forced to hoist the hostile flag.
Vhe defensive army was at first only twelve thousand, but
the Republicans afterwards increased it to twenty-two
thousand, and finally to twenty-eight thousand men. But
notwithstanding this immense naval and military superior·
ity, and the co-operation of the Oraznge party in assisting
the landing of their troops, the allies failed to get posses·
sion of a, single strong place; and after a, loss of six thou·
sand men, were compelled to capitulate. '"Such," says
Alison, '"was the disastrous issue of the greatest expedP·
lion which had yet sailed from the British harbors during
the wa~r~~."

In 1801, Naelson, with three ships of the line, two frig·
aites, and thirty-five smaller vessels, made a desperate aP·
tackr upon the harbor of Boulogne, but was repulsed with
severe lossir

Passing over some unimportant at~tackrs, we come to the
descent upon the Scheldt, or as it is commonly called, the
W~alcheren expedition, in 1809. This expedition, though
ar failure, has often been referred to as proving the expe-
diency of mar~itime descents. TShe following is a brief
narrative of this expedition:-

N'apoleon had projected vast fortifications, dock-yards~
and naval arsenals at Flushing and Antwerp for the pro.·
rtection of a maritime force in the Scheldt. But no soonet
was the execution of this project begun, than the English
fitted out an expedition to seize upon the defences of the
Scheldt, and capture or destroy the naval force. Flush-
ing, at the mouth of the river, was but ill-secured, and
Antwerp, some sixty or seventy miles further up the river,
was entirely defenceless; the rampart was unarmed with
cannaon, dilapidated, anad tottering, and its garrison consisted
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of onlty about two hundred invalids and recruits. Napo·
leon's regular army was employed on the Danube and inm
the Peninsula. The British attacking force consisted of
thnirty-sevren shiips of the line, twenty-three fr-igates, t~hirty-·
three sloops of war, twenty-eight gun, mortar, and bomb
vessels, thirty-six smaller vessels, eighty-two gun-boats, in-
numerable transports, with over ·forty thousahid troops, and
an immense artillery t amn; makling in all, say5s the English
historian, "'an hundred thousand combatants." A landing

ra~ts made upon the island of Walchaeren, and siege laid to
Flushing, which place was not reduced till eighteen days
after the landing; the at tack; upon the water was made by~
seven or eight ships of the line, and a large flotilla of bomb
vessels, but produced no eff~ect. The channel at thne mouth
of the river was toos broad to be defended by the works of
Flushing, and the main portion of the fleet passed out of"
reach. of the guns, and ascehnded the Scheldt part way up
to Antwerp. But in the mean time, the fortifications of
that place had been repaired, and, after a fruitless opera~
tion of a whole moanth in the river,· th-e English we~re
gradually forced to retreat to Wt~alcheren, and finlally to
evacuate their entire conqyest.

The cost of the expedition was immense, both in ~treas~
ure and in life. It was certainly very poorly managed.
But we cannot help noticing the superior value of fortifi-
cations as a defence against such descents. They did
much to retard the operations of the enemy till a defensive
army could be raised. The wyorks of Flushaing were never
intended to close up the Scheldt, and of course could not
intercept the passage of shipping; but they were not re-
duced by the Eng-lish naval force, as has sometimes been
alleged. Col. Mi3[tchel, of the English service, says that
the fleet " kept up so tremendous a, fire upon the batteries,
that the French officers who had been present at Auster-
Iitz and Jenaa declared that the cananonade in tkhese battles
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had been a mere jeu d'enfans in comparison. Yget whazt
was the effect produced on the defences of the place by
thlis fire, so formidable, to judge by the sound alone?
The writer can answer the question xvith some accuracy,
for he went along the entire sea-line the very day after
the capitulation, and found no part of the parapet injulred
so as to be of the slightest consequence, and only one sol-
itary gun dismountedi, evidentily by the~ burtLing of asel
and xvhich could not, of course, have been throwvn fr~om the

line of battle ships, but must have been thrown from the
land batter~ies."~~

But it rmay be said that alth~ough~ great naval descents
on a hostile coast are almost always unsuccessful, never-
theless a direct naval attacki upon a single2 fortified posi-
tion will be attended with more favorable results; and

that our seaport towns, however fortified, will b~e exposed
to bombardment and destruction by the enemy's fleets.
In other words, that in a, direct contest between ships and
forts the former will have at least an equal chance of
success.

Let us suppose a, fair trial of this relative strength.
The fort is to be properly constructed and in good repair;
its guns in a position to be used witha eff~ect; its garrison
skilful and efficient; its commander capable and brave.
The ship is of the very best character, ~and in perfect
order; the crew disciplined and courageous; its com-
mander skilful and adroit; the wind, and tide, and sea--
all as could be desired.ti The numbers of thne garrison
and crew are to be no more than requisite, with no urine-
cessary exposure of human life to swell the lists of the
slain. The issue of this contest, unless attended wvith

*E Thle batteries constructed in the siege of this place were armed
with fifty-two heavy gunls and mortars.

1 These con~ditions for a battery are easily satisfied, but for the ship,
ir partly dependent on the elements, and seldom to be wholly attaiue4
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extra~ordinary and easily distinguishable circumstances,
woul~d be a fair test of their relative strength.

WhTiat result should we anticipate fr~om the nature of the
contending forces? The ship, under the circumstances
we have supposed, can choose her point of attack, select-
ing the one she may deem the most vulnerable; but she
he~rself is everywhere vulnerable; her men and guns are
mruch concentrated, and consequently much exposed.
But in the fort the guns and men are more distributed, a
fort with an interior area of several acres not having a
garrison as large as the crew of' a sevent~y-four-gun ship.
All parts of the vessel are liable to inljury; while the fort
offers but a small mark,--the opening of the embrasures,
a small part of the carriage, and now and then a head or
arm raised above the parapet,--the ratio of exposed sur-
faces being not less than twenty to one. In the vessel the
guns are fired from an oscillating· deck, and the balls go
at random; in the fott the guns are fired from an immoave-
able platform, and the balls reach their object with uner-
ring aim. There is always more or less motion in the
water, so that the ship's guns, though accurately pointed
at one moment, at the next will be thrown entirely away
from the object, even when the motion is too slight to be
otherwise noticed; whereas in the battery the guns will
be fired just as they are pointed; and the motion of the
vessel will merely vary to the extent of a few inches the
spot in which the shot is received. In the fort the men
and guns are behind impenetrable walls of stone and
earth; in the vessel they are behind frail .bulwarks,
whose splinters are equally destructive with the ~shoc.
The fort is incombustible; while the ship mayT readily
be set on fire by incendiary projectiles. The ship has
many points exposed that may be called vital points. By
losing her rudde'r, or portions of her rigging, or of her
spars, she may become unmanagea~ble, and unable to use
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her strength; she may receive shots under water, and be
liable to sink; she may receive hot shot~, and be set on
fire: these damages are in addition to those of having her
guns dismounted and her people killed by shots that pierce
her sides and scatter splinters from her timbers ; while
the risks of the battery ar~e confined to thnose mentioned
above--namely, the risk that the gun, the carriage, or thle
men may be stracka.

The opinions of military writers, and the facts of his-
tory, fu~lly accord with these deductions of theory. Some
few individuals mistaking, or misstating, the facts of a. few
recent trials, assert that modern improvements in the naval
service have so far outstripped the progress in the art of
land defcence, that a floating force is now abundantly able
to cope, upon equal terms, with a land battery. Ignorant
and superficial persons, hearing merely that certain forts
hatd recently yielded to a naval force, and takiing no trou-
ble to learn the real facts of the case, have paraded them
before the public as proofs positive of a new era in mili-
tary science. This conclusion, however groundless and
absurd, has received credit merely from its novelty. Let
us examine the several trials of strength which have taken
place between ships and forts within the last fifty years,
and see what have been the results.

In 1792 a considerable French sqluadron attacked Ca-
gliari, whose fortificationis were at that time so dilapidated
and weak, as scarcely to deserve the name of defences.
Nevertheless, the Frenach fleet, after a bombardment. of
three days, was most signally defeated and obliged to
r~etirQ.

In 1794 twvo British ships, "the Fortitude of seventy-
four, and the Juno frigate of thirty-two guns," attackecd a
small town in the bay of Mclartello, CorsicaL, which was
armed with one gun in barbette, and a, garrison of thirty
men. Ahfter a bombarhdment; of twNo and a half haours, thaese
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ships were forced to haul off with considerabtle damage
and loss of life. The little tower had received no injury,
and its garrison were unharmed. H-ere were one hucndr·ed
and sire guns afloat against one on shore; and yet the latter
was successfulX.

In 17979 Nelson attackied the little inefficient batteries
of Santa Crux, in Teneriffe, with eig-ht vessels carryingr
~four hunldred g-uns. B~ut notwithsia~nding his g~reat supe-
riority in nnmbers, skrill, and bravery, he was repelled
with the loss of two hundred and fifty men, while the garr-
rison received little or no damage. A single ball from
the land battery, strikaing the side of one of his vessels,
instantly sunk her with near a hundred seamen and ma-
arines 

In 1798, a French flotilla, of fifty-two brigs and gunboats,
manned with near seven thousand men, attacked a little
English redoubt on the island of M~arcou, which was arm-
ed with two thirty-two-pounders, two six-pounders, four
four-pounders, and two carronades, and garrisoned with
two hundred and fifty men. Notwithstanding this great
disparity of numbers, the little redoubt sunk seven of the
enemy's brigs and gunboats, captured another, and forced
the remainder to retreat with great loss; while the garri-
son haid but one man killed and three wc~ounded.

In 1801, thne French, with thnree frigates and six tho~u-
sand men, attacked the poorly-constructed works of Porto
Ferrairo, whose defensive force was a motley garrison of
fifteen hundred Corsicans, Tuscans, and Eng-lish. Here
the attacking force was four tirmes as great as that of the
garrison; nevertheless they were unsuccessftl after severul
bombardments and a siege of five months.

In July of the same year, 1801, Adtmiral Saumares,
with an English fleet of six ships of the line and two
smaller vessels, carrying in all five hundred and two guns,
attacke I the Spanish and French defences of Algesiras.
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Supposing· the floating forces of the contending partries to
be equal, gun for gun, (which is certainly a very fair es-
timate for the attacking force, considcring· the circulm-
stanlces of the case,) we have a French land-battery of
only twelve guns opposed by an English floating force of
one hundred and ninety-six guns. N~otwithstanding this.
inequality of nearly seventeen to one, the little battery
compelled the superior~ naval force to retreat with great
loss.

Shortly after this, the French and Spanish fleets at-
tacked the same Eng~lish squadron with a force of nearly
three to one, but met with a most signal defeat; whereas
'with a. land-battery of only one to sevenzteenz, the same
party h-ad bseen victorious. WIha~t proof can be more de-
cisive of thu superiority of guns on shore over those
afloat!

In 1803 the English garrison of Diamond Rock, near
Port Royal Bay, with only one hundred men and some fif-
teen guns, repelled a French squadron of two seventy-
four-gun ships, a frig~ate, and a brigr, assisted by a land
attack of two hundred troops. There was not a single
man krilled or wounded in the redoubt, while the French
lost fifty men!i The place was afterwards reduced by
faminze.

In 1806 a French battery on Cape Licosa, of puly two
guns a~nd a, garrison of twenty-five men, resisted the at-
tacks of a British eighty-gun ship and two frigates. The
carriage of one of the land-guns failed on the second
shot, so that, in fact, only one of them was available dur-
ing the action. H~ere was a single piece of ordnannce and
a garr~ison of twoenty-five men, opposed to a naval force of
over one hulndred and fifty g~uns and about th~irteesn hundred
mzen. And what effects were produced by this strange
combat? The attacking force lost thirty-seven, men killed
a.nd wounded, the eighty-gun ship was much disabled
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while the fort and garrison escaped entirely uznharmred!
Wjgha~t could not be effected by force was afterwards ob-
talined by negotiation.

In 1808 a. French land-battery of only threce guns, near
Fort Trrinida~d, drove off an English seventy-four-gun
shf~ip, and a, bomnb-vessel.

In 1813 Leghorn, whose defences were of a very me-
dk~cre character, and whose garrison at that time was ex-
ceedingly wceakr, was attacked by an English squadron of
six ships, carrying over three hundred guns, and a land
force of one. thousand troops. Thre whole attempt was a
perfect ~failure.

"In 1814, when the English~ advanced against Ant-
werp," says Colonel Miitchell, an English historian, " Fort
Fredericki, a small work of only two guns, was establish-
ed in a bend. of the Polder Dyke, ·at some distance below
Lillo. T he armament was a long eig~hteen-pounder and
a five and a half inch howitzer. From this post the
French determined to dislodge the English, and an eighty-
gun ship dropped down with the tide and anchored near
the Flanders shore, about six hundred yards from the
British battery. By'her position she was secured from
the fire of the eighteen-pounder, and exposed to that of
the h~owitzer only. As soon as every thing was made
tight her broadside was opened; and if noise and smzoke
were alone sufficient to ensure success in war, as so
many- of the moderns seem to thinkr, the result of this
strange contest would not have been long doubtful, for the
thunder of the French artillery actually made the earth
to shake again; but though the earth shook, the single
British howitzer was neither dismounted nor silenced;
and though the artillerymen could not, perfdctly exposed
as they were, stand to their gun while the iron hail was
strikinlg thick and fast around, yet no sooner did the en-
cmyg's fire slacken for a moment than they sprang to their
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post, ready to return at least one shot for eighty. rrhjs
extraordinary combat lasted fr-om seven o'cloc~k in thel
morning till near twelye at noon, when the French ship,
having had forty-one men killed and wounded, her com-
mander being in the list of the latter, and havihg besides
sustained serious damage in her hull and rigging, return-
ed to Antwerp without effecting any thing whatever. The
howvitzer was not dismounted, the fort was not injured,--
there being in fact nothing to injure,--and the British had
only one man krilled and two wounded."

It is unnecessary to further specify examples fr~om the
wars of the French Revolution; the whole history of
these wars is one continued proof of the superiority of
fortifications as a maritime fronatier defence. TBhe sea-
coast of Fr~ance is almost witehin stone's throw* of the
principal British naval dd~pdts; herew~e~re large towns and
harbors, filled with the rich commerce of the world, of~fer-
ing the dazzling attractioii of rich booty. T'he French
navy was at this time utterly incompetent to their defence ;
while England supported a maritime force at an annual
exrpense of near ninety millions of dollars. Her largest
fleets were continually cruising within sight of these sea-
ports, and not unfr~equently attempting to cut out their
shipping. "CAt, thnis period," says one of her naval histori-
ans, " the navcal force of Britain, so multipliedand so ex-
pert from long practice, had acquired an intimate kinow-
ledge of their (the French) harbors, their bays and creeks;
her officers knnew the depth of water, and the resistance
likely to be met with in every situation." On the other
hand, these harbors and towns were frequently stripped of
their garrisons by the necessities of distant wars, being
left wvith no other defence than their fortifications andl
militia. And yet, notwithstandiing all this, they escaped

* Only eighteen and a half miles across the Channel at theo narrow.
es~t place.
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anharmed during the entire contest. ThEey were freqluent-
ly attacked, and in some instances the most desperate ef-
forts were made to effect a permanent lodgment; but in
no case was the snccess at all commensurate wcith the ex-
pense of life and treasure sacrificed, and no permanent
hold waas mnade on eithzer the@ maritime frontiers of F;rance
or her allies. Tdlhis certainly was owing to no inferiority
of skill and bravery on the part of the British navy, as the
battles of Aborukir and T~rafatlgar, and the almost total an-
nihilationa of the Frenchz marine, have but too plainly pro-
ven. Wtbhy then did these places escape 1 WiTe know of
no other reason, than that they were frrtified; and that the
French knewr howY to defend theirT fortifications.. The
British maritime expeditions to Quiberon, Hollandi, Bou-
logne, the S cheldit, Constantinople, Buenos Ayres, &c.,
suffcienatly prove the ill-success, and the waste of~life and
treasure with which they must alwayis be attended. But
wxhen her naval power was applied, to the destruction of
teh enemy's marine, and in transporting her land forces to
solid bases of operations on the soil of her allies, in ]Por-
tugal and Belgium, the fall of Napoleon crowned the glory
of their achievements.

L~et us now examine the several British nava~l atta~cks
on our own forts, in thne wars of thle Revoslution and of 1812.

In 1776 Sir Peter Parker; waith a British fleet of nine
vessels, car ying about two hundred and seventy* guns,
attackedi Fort Maoultrie, in Charleston .harbor, which was
then armed with only txventy-six guns, and garris oned by
only three hunndred and seventy-five regulars and a f~ew
militia. In this contest the British were entirely defeated,
and lost, in killed and wounded, two hundred and five, men,
while their whole two hundred and seventy guns killed
and wounded only thirty'two men in the fort. Of this

F Thes~e vessels r·ated two hundred and fifty-four guns, bat thle nuin-
~r actually carried is stated to have been two hundred and seventy.
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trial of strength, which was certainly a fair one, Cooper,
in his Naval H-istory, says:6 "It goes fully to prove the
important military position that ships cannot withstand
forts, when the latter are properly armed, constructedt, and
garrisoned. General Ml'oultrie says only thirty rounds
fr~om the battery were fired, and was of opinion thazt the~
want of powder alone prevented the A~mericans fr~om deo
stroyinag the men-of-war."

In 18141 a British fleet of four vessel's, carrying ninety-
two g~uns, atttackred Fort Boyer, a small redoubt, locatFd
oan a point of land commanding the passage from the G nif
*into the bay of Miobile. This redoubt was garrisoned by
only one hundred and twenty comnbatants, officers in-
cluded; and its armament wazs but twenty small pieces of
cannon, some@ of which were almost entirely useless, and
most of Lehem poorly mounted " in batteries hastily thrown
up, and leaving the gunners uncovered from the kinee up-
ward," while the enemy's land force, acting in concert
with the ships, consisted of twenty artillerists with a bat-
tery of two guns, and seven hundred and thirty marines,
Indians, and negroes. His ships carried five hundred and
ninety men in all. This immense disparity of numbers
and strength did not allow to the British military and na-
val commanders the slighltest apprehension "that four
British ships, carryring ninety-two guns, and a land force
somewhat exceeding seven hundred combatants, could
fail in reducing a small wvorkr mounting only twenty short
carnronades, and defended by a littkle more than a hundired
men, unprovided alike with furnaces for heating shot, or
casemaents to cover themselves fr~om rockets and shells."
Naevertheless, the enemy was completely repulsed ; one of
his largest ships was entirely destroyed, and 85 men were
krilled and wounded on board the other; while our loss
was only eight or nine. Here a naval force of Jivue to one
was repelled by the land-battery.
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Again, in 1814, a barbette battery of one four·-poundei
and two eight~een-pounder guns at Stonington, repelled a
British fleet of one hundred andd thirty-four guns. During
the engagepment the Americans exhaus~ted t-heir ammuni-?~

tioii, and spiked their eig~hteen-pouanders, and only one of
them was afterwards used. Two of the enemy's ships,
carrying one hundred and twelve guns, were engaged du-
ring the whole time of attack, and during much of this
time bombarded the town from a position beyond reach of
the land-battery. They were entirely too far off for the
four-pounder gun to be of. any use. Supposing the two
eighteen-pounders to have been employed during tbe whole
action, and also all the guns of the fleet, one eighteen-
pounder on land must have been miore than equivalent to
si ty-sevenz guns afloat, for the ships were so much injured
as to render it; necessary for them to withdraw. The
British loss was twenty killed, and more th~an fifty wound-
ed. Ours was only two krilled and six wounded.*

The fleet sent to the attack of Baltimnore, in 1814, con-
sisted of forty sail, the largest of which were ships of the
line, carrying an army of over six thousand combatants.
The troops were landed at North Point, while sixteen of
the bomb-vessels and fr~igates approached within reach of
Fort Mdllenry, and commenced a bombardment which
lasted twenty-five hours. During this attack, the enemy
threw " fifteen hundred shells, four hundred of which ex-
ploded within the walls of the fort,, but without making
any impression on either the strength of the work or the
garrison," and the B~ritish were compelled to retire with
m2uch~ loss.

In 1815, a squadron of British ships, stationed off th~ie
mouths of the M~ississippi, for the purpose of a blockade
ascended the river as high as Fort St. Philip, which is a

* Perkiins says- two killed and six wonuded. Holmles says siz
woaunded, but makres doc mention of anly killed.
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small work capable of an armament of only twenty guns
in all. A heavy fire of shot and, shells was continued with
but few and short pauses for· nine days and niights, but
makings no impression either on the fort or garrison, they
retreated to their former position at the mouth of the river.

There is but a single instance in the war of 1812, where
the enemy's vessels succeeded in reducing a fort; and
this has sometimes been alluded to, by persons ignorant of
the real facts of the case, as a proof against the ability of
our fortifications to resist naval attackis. Even if it were
a case of decided failure, would this siingle exceptioni be
su~fficient to overthrow the weight of evidence on the other
side ? Wie allude to the reduction of the so-called Fort
Wiashington .by the British fleet that ascended. the Poto-
mac in 1814, to assist in the disgraceful and barbarous
operation of burning the capitol and, destroying the archives
of the nation. Fort Washingtoni was a very small and
inefficient work, incorrectly planned by an incompetent
French engineer ; only a small part of the fort was then
built, and it has not yet been completed. The portion
constructed was never, until very rdcenitly, properly pre-
pared for receiving its armament, and at the time of attack
could not possibly have h~eld out a lonig time. But no de-
fence whatever was made. Capt. Gordon, with a squad-
ron of eight sail, carrying one hundred and seventy-three
guns, under orders " to ascend the river as high as Fort
WVashington, and. try upon it the experiment of a bombard·
rnent," approached that fort, and, upon firing a single shell,
which did no injury to either the fort or the garrison, the
latter deserted the works, and rapidly retreated. 'Fhe
commandinig officer was immediately dismissed for his
cowardice. An English naval officer, who was one of the
expedition, in speakring of the retreat of the garrison, says:
'' We were at loss to account for such an extraordinary
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step. The position was good~ and the capture would have
cost us at least fifty men, and mlore, had it been properly
defended; besides, an unfa~vorable wind and many othe~r
chances were in their favor," &c. The fleet ascended
the river to Alexandria, but learning soon afterwards that
batteries were preparing at W~hite House and I~ndian Head
to cut off its retreat, it retired, in much haste, but not
without injury.

Some have also pretended to find in modiern European
history a few examples contradictory of the relative pow-
er which we have here assigned to ships and forts.
Overlookiing the numerous and well-atuthenticated exam·
ples, where forts of small dimensions aznd of small arma-
ment have repelled larg-e fleets, they would draw their
conclusions fromz. the four or five instances where fleets
have gained (ats was at first supposed) a somewrhat doubt-
ful victory over forts. But a caref~ul anad critical examin-
ation of the facLts in these cases, will show that even these
are no exceptions to the general rule of the superiority of
guns ashore over gnus afloat.

The only instances where it has ever been pretended
by writers of any note, that ships h~ave g~ained advan-
tage, are those of the attack on Copenhagen in 1801 ; the
passage of the Dardanelles, in 1807; the attack on Al-
g~iers, in 1816; the attack on San Juan d'Ulloa, in 1838;
and the attack on St. Jean d'~Acre, in 1840.

Let us exramine these examples a little in detail:-
Copenhageu.--The British fleet sent to attacki Coapen-

hagenl, in 1801, consisted of fifty-two sail, eighteen of
them being line-of-battle ships, four frig~ates, &c. They
sailed from Yarmouth roads on the 12th of M~arch, passed
the Sound on the 30th, and attacked and defeated the
Danish line on the 2d of' April.

The Sound between Cronenberg and the Swedish coast
is about two and a half miles wide, (vide Fig. 34.) The
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batteries of Cronenberg and Elsinore were lined with one
hundred pieces of cannon and mortars; but the Swedfish
battery had been much neglected, and then mounted only
six guns. Nevertheless, the British admiral, to avoid the·
damage his squadron would have to sustain in the passage
of this wide channel, defended by a force scarcely supe-
rior to a single one of his ships, preferred to attempt the
difficult passag~e of the Belt; but after a few of his light;
vessels, acting as scouts, had run on rockrs, he returned to
the Sound.

He then tried to negotiate a peaceful passage, th~reaten-
ing, however, a, declaration of war if his vessels should
be fired upon. It must be remembered that at this time
England was at peace with both Denmark and Sweden,
and that no just cause of war existed. Hence, the ad-
miral inferred that the commanders of these batteries
would be loath f'o involve their countries in a war with so
formidable a power as England, by commencing hostili-
ties, when only a free passage was askied. The Danish
commander replied, that he should not permit a fleet to
pass his post, whose object and destination were unknown
to him. H-e fired upon them, as he was bound to do by
long-existing commercial regulations, and not as an act of
hostility against the English. The Swedes, on the con-
trary, remained neutral, and allowed the British vessels to
lie near by for several days without firing upon them.
Seeing this friendly disposition of the Swedes, the fleet
neared their coast, and passed out of the reach of the
Danish batteries, which opened a fire of balls and shells;
but all of them fell more than two hundred yards short
of the fleet, which esca~ped without the loss of a. single

rfhe Swedes excused their treachery by the plea, that
it would have been impossible to construct batteries at
hlast season, and that, even had it been possible, Denmark
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would not have consented to thleir doing so, for fear th-at
Swce~den wtould renewv her old claimn to one half of the rich
dutie~s levied by Denmar-k on all ships passingr the strait.
TFhere may have been some grounds for the last excuse;
but the true reason for their conduct was the fear of get-
ting involved in a war with England. Napoleon says
that, even at that season, a few days would have been
sufi~cient for placing a hundred guns in battery, and that
Swedena had much more time than wads requisite. And
with a hundred guns on each side of the channel, served
with skill and energy, the fleet must necessarily have sus-
tainled so much damage as to render it unfit to attack
Copenhagen.

On this passage, we r·emark:-
1st. The whole number of guns and mortars in the forts

of the Sound amounted to only one hundred and six, while
the fleet carried over seventeen hundred guns; and yet,
with this immense superiority of more than sixzteen to one,
the British adiuirpal preferred the dangerous passage of the
Belt to encountering the fire of these land-batteries.

2d. By negotiations, and threatening the veng~eance of
Englatnd, he persuaded the small Swedish battery to re-
main silent and allow tbg fleet to pass near that shore, out
of reach of Cronenberg and Elsinore.

3d. It is the opinion of Napoleon and the best English
writers, that if the Swedish battery had bseen ~put in ordler,
and acted in concert with the Danish works, they might
have so damaged the fleet as to render it incapable of any
serious attemnpt on Copenhagen.

Wte now proceed to consider the circumstances attend-
ing· the attack arid defence of Copenhagen itself. The
only side of the town exposed to the attack of heavy ship-
paing is the northern, where there lies a shoal extending
out a considerable distance, leaving only a very narrow
approach to the heart of the city, (Fig. 35 ) On thbe most
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advanced part of this shoal are the Crown-batteries, car
rfying in all eighty-eight guns.*- The entrance into the
Baltic between Copenhagen and S;althnorn, is divided into
two chdannels by a, banki, called the M/iddle C -ound, whichr
is si-tuated directly opposite Copenhagen. To defend the
entrance on the left of the Crown -batteries, they placed
neai the month of the channel four ships of the line, one
frigate, and two sloops, carrying in all three hundred and
fifty-eight guns. To secu e the pert ard city from bom-
bardment from the K~ing's Channel, (that between the
Midiidle Ground and ·town,) a line of floating defences were
moored near the edgee of the shaoal, and manned prin ci-
pallly by volunteers. This line consisted of old hu~lls of
vessels, block-ships, prames, rafts, &c., carrying in all six
hundred and twenty-eight guns--a force strong; enough to
prevent th~e approach of bomb-vessels and -gunboats, (the
purpose f~or which it was intended,) but utterly incapable
of contending with first-rate ships of war; but these the
D~anes thought would be deterred froma approaching by the
difficulties of nzavigation. These difficulties were cer-
tainl~y very great; and Nl~elson said, beforehand, that "'the
wirnd which might carry him in would most probably not
bring out a crippled ship." Hald the D-anes supposed it
possible for Nelson to approach with his large vessels,
the linn of floating defences w~ould h~ave been formed
nearer Copenhagen, the right supported by batteries raised
on the isle of Aiuack. "CIn that case," says Narpoleon,
"'it is probsable that NSelson waould have failed in his
attack; for it would have been impossible for him to pass
between the line and shore thnus lined with cannon." ABs
it was, the line was too extended for strength, and its right
too far advanced to receive assistance from the battery of

*Y Some writers say only sixty-eight or seventy; but the English
Writers generally say eighty-eight. A few, (apparently to inacrencr
the~ brilliancy of the victory,) make this number still greaterr.
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Amack. A part of the fleet remained as a reserve, under
Admiral Parkrer, while the others, under Nelson, ad~vanced
to the K~ing's Channel. This attacking force consisted
of' eight ships of the line and thirty-six smaller vesscls,
earrying in all eleven hundred guns, (without including;
those in the six gun-brigsa, whose armament is not given,)
One of the seventy-four-gunn ships could not be brought
into action, and two others grounded; but, Lord Nl·elson
says, "although not in the situation assigned them, yet
they were so placed as to be of great service." This
force was concentrated upon a part of the Danish line of
floating defences, the whole of which was not only infe·
nl~or to it by three hundred and eighty-two guns, but so
situated as to be beyond the reach of succor, and without
a chance of escape. rfhe result was w~hat might have
been expected. Every vessel of the right and centre of
this outer Danish line was taken or destroyed, except one
or two small ones, which cut and -ru~n under protection of-
the fortifications. The left of the line, being supported
by the Crowcn-battery, remained uanbrokena. A divisiol
of frigates, in hopes of prov~iding an adequate substitute
f~or the ships intendled to attack the batteries, ventured to
engage them, but "Lit suffered considerable loss, and, i~n
spite of all its efforts, was obliged to relinqluisha this enter·
prise, and sheer off,'"

The Danish vessels lying in thne entrance of the chan·
nel which leads to the city, were not attacked, and took
no material part in the contest. They are- to be reckroned
in the defence on the same grounds that the British ships
of the reserve should be included in the attacking force.
Nor was ·any use made of the guns on shore, for the ene·
mny did not advance far enough to be within their range.

The Crown-battery was behind the Danish line, and
tmainly masked by it. A part only of its guns could be
us~ed in support of the left of this line, and in repellinlg the
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direct attacks of the frigates, which it did most effectual~lyg
B3ut wve now come to. a new feature in this battle. As
the Danis~h line of floating defences fell into the hands of
the English, the range of the Crown-battery enlarged, and
its power: was felt. Nelson saw the danger to which his
fleet was exposed, and, being at last convinced of the
p~rudence of the admiral's signal for retreat, "Lmade up his
mind to weigh anchor and retire from the engagement,"
To retreat, however, from his present position, was ex-·
ceedhingly difficult and dangerous. He therefore deter·
mined to endeavor to e~ffect an armistice, and dispatched
th~e following letter to the prince-reg~ent:

"Lord Nelson has directions to spare Denmarki when
no longer resistino- but if the flrings is continued on the
part of Denmark, Lord Nelson must be obliged to set on
fire all th~e floating batteries he has taken, xvithout the
paower to save the brave Danes wvho have def~ended them."

This produced an armistice, and hostilities had hardly
ceased, when three of the English ships, including that
in which Nelson himself was, struck upon the bank.
" They were in the jaws of destruction, and would never
have escaped if the batteries had continued their fire.
They therefore owed their safety to this armlistice." A
·convention was soon signed, by which every thing was
left in stata quo, and the fleet of Admiral Parker allowed
to proceed into the B3altic. Edward Baines, the able
English historian of the wars of the French Revolution,
in speaking of Ndelson's request for an armistice, says:
"6This letter, which exhibited a happy union of policy and
courage, was written at a moment when L~ord Nelson per~
ceived that, in consequence of the unfavorable state of the
wind, the admiral was not likely to get up to aid the enter-
prise; that the principal batteries of the enemy, and the
ships at the mouth of the harbor, were yet untouched; that
· rwo of his own division had grounded, and others were
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likecly to share the same fate." Campbell says thecse b~at.
tories and ships "wLere still unconqurered. Two of his [Nel-
son's] own vessels were grounded and exposed to a heavy
fire; others, if the battle continued, might be exposed to
a similar fate, while he found it would be scarcely prac-
ticable to bring off the prizes under the fire of th~e bat-
tocries."

With respect to the for~tificateions of the town, a chlroni-
cler of the times says they were of no service while the
action lasted. "'They began to fire when the enemy took
possession of the abandoned ships, but it was at the same
time the parley appeared." The Danish. commander,
speaking of the general contest between thze two lines,
says : "LThe Crown-battery did not come aL all into action."
An Englishn writer says distinctly: " The works (fortifi-
cations) of Copenhagen were absolutely untouched at the
close of the action." Colonel Mitchel, the English his-
torian, says : " Lord Nelson never fired a, shot at the town
or fortifications of Copenhagen; he destroyed a line of
block-ships, prames, and floating batteries that defended
the sea approach to the town; and the Crown Prince,
seeing his capi~tal exposed, was willing to finish by armi-
stice a war, the object of which was neither very popular
nor well understood. Wthat the result of the action be-
tween Copenhagen and the British fleet might ultimately
have been, is· therefore altogether uncertain. TH'E BOM-
BARDMENT OF~ COPENHAGEN BY NELSON, as it is generally
styled, is therefore, like most other oracular phrases of the
day, a mere combination of words, without the slightest
meaning."

The British lost in killed and wounded nine hundred
and forty-three men; and the loss of the Danes, accord-·
ing to their own account, which is confirmed by the French,
w~as but very little higher. The Eng~lish, however, say it
amounted to sixteen or eighteen hundred; but let the loss
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be whal it may, it was almost exclusively confined to thti
floating defences, and can in no way determine the relao
tive accuracy of aim of the guns ashore and guns afloat.

Thbe facts and testimony we have adduced, prove incon~
testably--

1st. 'That of thie fleet of flfty--wo sail and seventeen
hu~ndred guns sen~t by the Englisha to the attack upon Co-
penhnagen, two ships carrying one hundred and forty-eig~ht
guns were grounded or wrecked; seven ships of the line,
and thlirty-six smaller vessels, carrying over one thousand
guns, were actually brourght into the action; while the re:-
mainder were held as a reserve to act upon the first fa~
vor~1able opportunity.

2d. That the Danish line of floating d fences, con-b
sisting mostly of hulls, sloops, rafts, &zc., carried only six
hundred and twenty-eight ·guns of all descriptions; that
the fixed batteries sutpportinhg this line did not carry ove-s
eighty or ninety gun~s at mos~t; and that bbth these land.
and floating batteries vere mostly manned and the guns
served by volucnteer~sl

3d. That the fixed batteries in the system of defence
were eithzer so completely masked, or so; far distant, as to
be useless during the contest between the fleet and float-
ing force.

4th. That the few guns of these batteries which were
.render~ed available by the positio~n of the floating de-
fences, repelled, with little or no loss to themselves, and
some injury to the enemy, a vastly superior force of fri.~
gates which attacked them.

5th. That the line of floating defences was conquered
and. mostly destroyed, while the fixed batteries were uninb~

lured.
6th. That, the forteifica~tions of the city and of Amaclt

'Tlanld were not attacked, and had no part in the contest.
7tht. That, as soon tBs the Crown-batteries were un.re
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mfasked arndl began to act, Nelson prepared to retreat, but,
on account of the difficulty of doing so, be opened a par
ley, threatening, with a cruelty unworthy of the most bar-i
barons ages, that, unless thle batteries ceased their kfire upol
hais ships, he wo~uld burn all th7e floating· defences wLith thua
Danishi prisonaers in his prossession; and that this armist: cc
was concluded just in time to save his own ships from
dfe struction.

8th. That,- co asequvently, the battle of Copenhagen cann
not be regarded as a contest between ships and forts, or a
triumph of ships over forts: that, so far as the guins on
shore were engaged, they showed a vast superiority over
those afloat--a superiority known anad confessed by the
English themsellves.

Conestantinzople .-Th're channel of the Dardanelles is
ab~out twvelve leagues long, three miles wide at its en·
trance, and about thdree-quarters of a mile at its narrowest
point·. Its principal defences are the outer and inner cas·
tles of Europe and Asia, and the castles of Sestos and
Abydos9. Conrstantinople stands about One hundred miles
firom its entrance into the Sea of Marmrora, and at nearly
the opposite extremity of this sea. The defences of the
channel had been allowed to go to decay; but few guns
wblere mounted, and the forts were but partially garrisoned.
In Constantinople not a gun was moulnted, and no prepaLr·
ations for defence w~ere made; indeed, previous to the
appiroach of thle fleet, the Turks had not determined
whether to 51 e with the English or the French, and ev~en
then the French ambassador haad the greatest difficulty in
persuading them to resist the demands of Duc~iforth.

The British fleet consisted of six sail of the line, two;
frig~ates, two sloops, and several bomb-vessels, carryirlg
eight hundred and eighteen guns, (besides those in thle
bomb-ships.) Admiral Duckforth sailed through the Dar·
dandisles on the 19th of Febru;ary, 1807, with, little or no
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opposition. T'his being a Turkiish festival day, the soi
diers of the scanty garrison were enjoying. the festivities
of the occasion, and none were left to serve the few guns
of the forts which had been prepared for defence. But
while the admiral was waiting on the Sea of Marmora for
the result of negotiations, or for a favorable wind to make
the attack upon Constantinople, the fortifications of this
ci~ty were put in order, and the Turks actively employed,
under French engineers and artillery officers, in repair-
ing the defences of the Straits. Camnpbell, in his N\aval
Hdistory, says :-" Admiral Duckforth now fully perceix ed
the critical situation in which he was placed. He might,
indeed, succeed, should the weather becomre favorable, in
bombarding Constantinople ; bust unless the bombardmnent
should prove completely . successf~ul in forcing the Turkcs to
pacific termns, the injury he might do to the city would not
compoensaete for the dacmage which his fleet mucst necessarily
sustain. With this damzaged and crippledc fleet, he must re-
vass the Dardlanelies, now rendered infinitely stronger than
they were when he came through them."

Under th~ese circumstances the admniral Adetermined to
retreat; and on the 3d of April escaped through the Dar-
danelles, steering midway of the channel, with a favora-
ble and strong current. "LThis escape, however," says
]Baines, "wnts only from destruction, but by no means
from serious loss and injury. * * In what in-
stance in the xvhole course of our naval warfare, have
ships received equal damage in so short a time as in this
extraordinary enterprise ?"* In detailing the extent, of this
damnage, we will take the ships in the order they descend-
ed. The first had hrer wheel carried away, and her hull
much damaged, but escaped with the loss of only three
men. A stone shot penetrated the second, between the
poop and quarter deck, badly injured the mizzen-mast, car-
noed away the, wheel, and did otherserious ~damage, krilling
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and wtounding twenty men. Two shot struck ther third, car~
rying away her shrouds and injuring her masts; loss in
killed and wounded, thirty. The fourth had her mainmaslt
de!stroyed, with a loss of sixteen. The fifth had a large shots
six feet eight inches in circumference, enter her lower
dckl; loss fifty-five. The sixth, not injured. The seventh, a
good dealdamaged, with a loss of seventeen. The eighth
had no loss. The ninth was so much injured that, " had
there been a necessity for hauling the wind on the oppol
site tack, she mnust have gone down :" her loss was eight.
The tenth lost twelve. The eleventh was much injured,
with a loss of eight-making a total loss in repassing the
Dardanelles, of one hundred and sixty-seven; and in the
wMhole expedition two hundred and eighty-one, exclusive
of two hundred and fifty men who perished in the burning
of the Aja~x.

Such was the effect produced on the British f-leet, saib~
ing with a favorable xvind and strong current past the half-
armed and half-manned forts of the Dardanelles. Duck-·
forth himself says, that "had he remained before Constan-
tinople much longer--till the forts h~ad been completely put
in order--no return would have been open to him, and the
unavoidable sacrifice of the squadron must have been the:
consequence." Scarcely had the fleet cleared the Straits,
before it (the fleet) was reinforced with eight sail of the
line ; but, even with this vast increase of strength, the
English did not venture to renew the contest. They had
eff~ected a most fortunate escape. General Jomini says
that if the defence had been conducted by a more enter-
prising, and experienced people, the expedition would
have cost the English their whole sqluadron.

Great as was the damage done to the fleet, the forts them
selves were uninjured. The English say their own fire did
no exe~cution, the shot in all probability not even striking
heir objects--" the rapid change of position, occasioned



by a fair wind and current, preventing the certair,9y of~
aim." The state of the batteries when the fleet first pass·
ed, is thus descrribed in James's Naval Hlistory: " Some
of them were dilapidated, and others but partially mount·
ed and poorly manned." And Alison says: " They had
been allowed to fall into disrepair. The castles of Europe
and Asia, inde'd, stood in frowning majesty, to assert the
iominion of the Crescent at the na~rrocwest part of the pas·
sage, but their ramparts were antiquated, their guns in
;part dismounted, and such- as renmained, though of enor·
mons calibre, little calculated to answer the rapidit~y and
precision of an Eng~lishl broadside."

Mluch has been said because the fot~tifications of the Dat-
danelles did not hermetically seal that channel, (an object
they were never expected to accomplish, even had they
been well armed and well served;) but it is fo gotten, or
entirely overlooked, that twelve Trurkishi line-of-battle-
~hips, two of thzem thr~ee-deckcers, waithi nine frigactes, were woith
their sails bient and in app2arenzt readiness, filled with troops~,
and lying~ w(ithin the line offorti~JCations; and yet this naval
force effcted little or nothing agrainst the invaders. It is
scarce'ly ever; mentioned, being regarded of little conse-
quence as a means of defence ; and yet the number of its
guns and the expense of its construction and support, could
hardly have fallen short of the incomplete and h~alf-armed
fo~rts, some of which were! as ancient as the r ign of Amurath!i

Alg~iers.-The follow~ing narrative of the attack on Al-
giers, in 1816, is drawn from the reports of ti e English
and Dutch admitals, and other offcial and authentic Eug·
lish papers.

The attack was mrade by the combinedl fleets, consist·
ing of five sail of the line, eighteen or twenty frigates and
smaller vessels, besides five bomb-vessels and several.
tocket-boats,~ carrying in all about one thonsand guns.
lie armamnent of some of the smraller vessels is not givena,
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btsu the guns of those whose armaments are known, amount
to over nine hundred. The harbor and defences of Al-
g-iers had been previously surveyed by Captain W~ardle,
royal navy, under Lordl ]EiYmouth's direction; and the
number of the combined fleet was arranged according to
the information given in this survey-just so many ships,
and no more, being taken, as could be employed to ad-
vantage against the city, with~out being needlessly ex-
posed. Moreover, the men and ofi'fcers had been selected
and exercised with reference to this particular attack.

From tbe survey of Captain W~arde, and the accosmpa-
nying map, it appears that the armament of all, the fo~rtili-
cations of Algiers and the vicinity, counting the water
fronts and the parts that could flank the shore, -was only
two hundred and eighlty-four guns of various sizes and
dese iptions, including· mortars. 'But not near all of these
could act upon the fleet as it lay. Other English accounts
state the numnber of guns actually opposed to the fleet at
from two hundred and twenty to two hundred and thirty.
Some of these were in small and distant batteries, whereas
nearly all the fleet Was concentrated on the mole~head
works. (Fig. 36.) Supposing only one broadside of the
ship3s to have been engaged, the ratio of the forces, as ex-
pressedi by the number of guns, must have been about as
5 to 2. This is a favorable supposition for the ships; for
wve know that seve al of them, from th~eir position and a
change of anchorage, brought both broadsides to bear;
moreover, at no one time could all the guns of the water
fronts of the batteries bear on the attackiing ships. The
Algerine shipping in the harbor was considerable, includ-
ing several vessels of war, but no use was made of them
in defence, and nearly all were burnt. The attackiiig
ships commanded some of tite batteries, and almost imme-
diately dismounted their guns. The walls of" the case-
mated works were so thin as to be very soon battered
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down. Most of the Algerine guns were badly mounted,
and many ot theni were useless after the first fire. They
had no furnaces for heating shot, and, as '"they loaded
their g~uns with loose powder, put in with a ladle," they
could not possibly have used hot shot, even had they con-
structed furnaces. Thle ships approached the forts, and
many of them anchored in their intended position, without
a shot being fired from the batteries. The actlon com-
menced at a quarter before three, and did not entirely
cease till half-past eleven. The ships then tooki advan-
tag~e of the land breeze, and, by warping and towing off,
were able to get under sail and come to anchor beyond
reach of the land-batteries. Neg~otiations were again
oapened, and the IDey surrendered the Christian slave~s and
yieldedi to the terms of the treaty.

D~uring the contest, the fleet " fired nearly one hundred
and eighteen tons of' powder, and fifty thousand shot,
(weighing more than five hundred tons of iron,) besides
nine hundred and six~ty thirteen and ten-inch shells,
(thrown bI the bomb-vessels,) and the shells and rockrets
fr~om the flotilla."' The vessels were considerably crip-
pled, and threir loss in killed and wounded amounted to
eig~ht hundred and eighty-three. The land batteries were
much injured, and a large part of their guns dismounted.
Their loss is not known; thle English confess they could
obtain no account of it, but suppose it to· have been very
great. This seems more than probable:; for, besides those
actually employed in the defence, large nkumbers of people
crowded into the forts to witness the contest. So g~reat
was this curiosity, that, when the action commenced, the
parapets were covered with the multitude gazing at the
manoumvres of the ships. To avoid so unn'ecessary anld
indiscriminate a, slaughter, Lord Exmouth (showing·~ a
humanity that does him great credit) motioned with his
biand to the ignorant wretches to retire to some place of
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safety. This loss of life in the bat~teries, the burning of
the buildings within the town and about the mole, the en-
tire destruction of their fleet and merchant vessels an-
chored within the mole and in the harbor, had a depress-
ing effect upon the inhabitants, anld probably did more than
the injuries received by the batteries in securing an honor-
able conclusion to the treaty. We know very well that
these batteries,, though much injured, were net silenced
when Lord Exmouth took advantage of the land breeze
and sailed beyond their reach. The ships retired--ist,
because they had become much injured, and their ammuni-
nition nearly exhausted; 2d, in order to escape. from a
position so hazardous in case of a storm; and 3d, to get
beyond the reach. of the Algerine batteries. Lord Ex-
mouth himself gives these as his reasons for the retreat,
and says, " the land wind saved me many a gallant fellow."
And Vice-admiral Von de Capellan, in his report of the
battle, gives the same opinion : " in this retreatt," says he,
" which, from wantof wind and the damage sufrfered in the
rigging, was very slow, the ships had still to suffer -much
from the new-op~ened and redoubled fire of the enemny's bat-
teries; at last, the land breeze springing up," &c. An
English officer, who took part in this affatir, says: "LIt
was well f'or us that the land wind came off, or we should
never have got out; and God knows what would have
been our fate, had we remained all night."
-T~he motives of the retreat cannot, therefore, be doubt;-

ed. Had the Arabs set themselves zealously at work,
during the night, to prepare for a. newv contest, by re-
mounnting their guns, and placing others behind the ruins
of those batteries which had fallen,-in other words, ha4
the works now been placed in hands as skilful and expe-
rienced as the English, the contest would have been far
from ended. But (to use the words of the Board of D~e-
fence) Lord Exmouth relied on the effects produced on
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the people by his dreadful cannonade; and the result
proves that he was right. His anxiety to clear the ves-
sels from th~e co~test shows that there was a nower still

unconquered, which he thought it better to leave to be
restrained by the suffering population of the city, than to
keep in a state of exaspera~tion and activity by his pres-
ence. What was this power but an ubnsubsdued energy ine
the batteries.?!

The true solution of the question is, then, not so much
thle amount of injury done on the one side or the other--
particularly as there was on one side a, city to suffer as
wMell as the batteries--as the relati~ve efficiency of the
parties when the battle closed. All political agitation and.
popular clamor aside, what would have been the result
hatd the fight been continued, or even had Lord Exmoutha
renewed it nex;t mornino? These are questions that can
be answered only on conjecture; but the manner the, bat-
tle ended certainly leaves room for many doubts whether,
had the subsequent demands of Lord Exmouth -bee~n re-
jected, he had it in his power to enforce them by his
ships; whether, indeed, if he had renewed the fight, he
would not have been signally defeated. On the whole,
we do not think thlat th~is battle, although it stands pre-
eminent as an exacmple of na-val success over batteries,
presents an argument to shake the confidence which for-
tifications, well situated, well planned, and well foug~ht,
deserve, as th~e defences of a seaboard.

Wo~ cannot help regarding these conclusions as just,
when we reflect upon all the circumstances of the case.
The high character, skill, and bravery of the attackting
~'orce; their immense superiority in number of guns, with
no surplus human life to be exposed; the antiqluated and
ill-managed workis of defence, the entire want of skill of
th~e Ailgerine artillerists, and the neglect of the ordinary
mreans of preparation; the severe execution which these
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ill-served guns did upon the enemy's ships,--an execultion
far more dreadful than that effected by the French or
Dutch fleets in their best-contested naval battles with ths
ships of the same foe,--from these facts, we must thinki that
those who are so ready to draw from this case conclusions
unfatvoratble to the use of land-batteries as a means of de-
fence against shipping, know but little of the nature of
the contest.

An English historian of some note, in speakiing of this
attack, says :--" It -is but little. to the purpose, unless to
prove what may be accomplished by fleets against towns
exactly so circumstanced, placed, and g~overned. Algi;ers
is situated on an amphitheatre of hills, sloping down to-
wards the sea, and presenting therefore the fairest mark
to the fire of hostile s~lips. .But where is the capital ex-
actly so situated that we are ever likely to attack?1 And
as to the destruction of a few second-rate towns, even
when practicable, it is a meani, unworthy species of wcar-
fare, by which nothiing was ever gained. The severe loss
sustained before Algiers must also be taken into account,
because it was inflicted by mere Alg~erine artillery, and
was much inferior to what may be expected from a con-
test maintained against batteries manned with soldiers in-
structed by officers of skill and science, not only inl work-
ing the guns, but in the endless duty of detaiE. necessary
for keeping the whole of an artillery material in a proper
state of formidable efficiency.'~

San. Juan d' Ulloa.--The following facts, relative to the
attack on San Juan d'Ulloa by the French, in 1838, ards
drawn principally from the report of a F'rench engineer
officer who was one of the expedition.

T'he French fleet consisted of four ships, carrying one,
hundred and eightyi~eight guns, two armed steamboats,
and txvo bomb-kietches with four large mortars. The
whole number of guns, of whatever description, found in
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the fort was one hundred and eighty-seven; a, large por.
tion of these, however, were for land defence. (Fig. 37.)

When the French vessels were towed into the position
selected for the attack,' "it was lucky for us," says the
French offIicer in his report, "' that the MIexicans did not dis-
turb t~his operation, which lasted nearly txvo hours, and that
they permitted us to commence the fire." "W ~e were exposed
to the fire of one twventy-four-pounder, five sixteen-pounders,
seven twelve-pounders, one eight-pounder, and five eig~h.
te~en-pounder carronadles--ix all nineteenL pieces only."' If
the~se be conlverted into equivalent twenty-four-pounders , in
proportion to the weight of the balls, the whole nineteen
guns will be less tban twelve twenzty-fouzr poucnders. This
estimate is much too great, for it, allows three eight-
pounders to be equal to o~ne txventy-four-pounlder, and
each of the eighteen-poundier carronades to be three
quarters the power of a long twenty-four-pounder ; where-
as, at the distance at which the parties were engaged, these
small pieces were nearly harmless. Two of the powder
magazines, from not being bomb-proof, were blown up
during the engagement, by which three of the nineteen
guns on the water front of the castle were dismounted;
thus reducing the land force to an equivalent of~ ten twenrty-
four-pounders. The other sixteen guns were still effect-
ive when abandoned by the Mlexicans. The' cannonade
and bombardment continued about six hours, eight thou-
sand two hundred and fifty shot and shells being fired at
the fort by the French. The principal injury received by
the workr was from the ex~plosion of the powder mag~a-
zine. But very few guns were dismounted by the fire of
the French ships, and only three of these on the wnter
front. The details of the condition of the ships and fort
are given in the report of the French ofiicer,* but it is
unnecessary to repeat them here.

* Vide also Horuse Doac. No. 206j, twenty-sixth Congress, first session
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In general terms, it appears from the above-mentinaed
report, that the numb er of guns actually brought into actiotn by
the floating Xforce, (counting only one broadside of the ship,)
amounted to ninzety-four guns, besides four heavy seax-mor-
tar~s; thlat the whole number so employed in the fort was
only nzineteen, inclucding thce smallest calibres; that these gunls
w~ere generally so small and inefficient, that their balls
would not enter the sides of the ordinary attacking friga~tes ;
the principal injury sustained by the castle was produced
by the explosion of powder magazines injudiciously placed
and improperly secured; that the castle, though built of
poor materials, was but slightly injured by the French fire
that the M~exicans proved themselves ignorant of the ordi
nary means of defence, and abandoned their works when
only a few of their guns had been dismounted; that not-
waithstanding all the circumstances in favor of the French,
their killed and wounded, in proportion to the guns acting
against them, w-as upwards of four· timzes as great as the
loss of the English at the battle of Trafalgar!i

St. Jean d'Acre.--The narratives of the day contained
most exag~gerated accounts of the English attack on St.
Jean d'Acre; now, however, the principal facts connected
with this atta~ck are fully authenticated. For the amount
of the fleet we quote from the British official papers, and
for that of the fort, fr~om the pamphlet of L~ientanatnt-col-
onel M~atuszewiez. These statements are mainly con-
firmed by the narratives, more recently published, of sev-
eral English and French eye-witnesses.

The fortifications were built of poor materials, antiqua-
ted in their plans, and much decayed. Their entire arma-
ment amounted to only two hundred guns, some of which
were merely field-pieces. 'The water fronts were ar 1ed
with one hundred cannon and sixteen mortars, those of the
smaller calibre included. (Fig. 38.) W~hen approached by
thle British fleet, the workis were undergoing repairs, and,
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say;s Commodore Napier, "we e fast, getting ihlto a state
of preparatipa ag~ainst attack."

The British fleet consisted of eight ships of the line,
carrying six hundred and forty-six guns; six frigates, car-
rying two hundred and thirty-six guns ; four steamers,
carrying eighteen guns ; and two or three other vessels,
whiose force is not given. '"Only a few guns," says Na-
pier, " defended the approach from the northward,"' and.
most of the ships came in fr~om that direction. The west-
ern front was armed with about forty cannon; bout opposed
t~o this were six ships and two steamers, carrying about
five hundred guns. Their fire was tremendous during the
engagement;, boutr no breach was made in the w~alls. T4he
south front was armed in part by heavy artillery. and
in part by field-pieces. This front was attacked bsy six
ships anld two steamers, carrying over two hundred guns.
The eastern front was armed only with light artillery;
against this was concentrated the remainder of the fleet,
carrying about two hundred and forty guns. The guns of
the works were so poorly mounted, that but few could be
used at all ; and these, on account of the construction of
the fort, could not reach the ships, though anchored close
by the walls. " Only five of their gulls," says Napier,
"'placed in a flanking battery, were well served, and never
mnissed; but they were pointed too high, and damaged our
spars and rigg~ing only." The stone was of so poor a
quality, says the narrative of Colonel M/latuszexv ez, that
tche walls fired upon presented on the ext~erior a shattered
appearance, but they were nowhere seriously injured. In
the words of Naiapier, " they wcere not breachedl, and a deter-
?nined Elenemy might have remained secure unzder the b~reast-
w~orh~s, or in thie numer~ous easemates, woithout msffering mulch
loss."' The accidental ~explbsion? of a, magazint, within the
fort, contiinin4 sik thoud~and cabk~of pbowder~laidl in ruins
a space ~of sixty thlous~ud square yatds,· opened a larg-e
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Dareach in the walls of the fortifications, partially destroyiedl
the prisons, and killed and wounded a thousand men of
the garrison. This frightful disaster, says the French ac-
count, hastened the triumph of the fleet. The prisoners
and malefa~ctors, thus released from confinement, rushed
upon the garrison at the same time with the mountaineers,
who had besieged the place on the land side. The use-
lessness of the artillery, the breaches of the fort, the at-
tacks of the English, all combined to force the retreat of
the garrison, " in the midst of scenes of blood and a~tro-
cious murders."

We will close this account with the following extract
of a speech of the Dukle of Wrellington, in the House of
Lords, Feb. 4, 1841: "HIe hiad had," be said, "a little
experience in services of this nature; and he: thought it
his duty to warn their lordships, on this occasion, that they
must not always expect that ships, however well command-
ed, or however gallant their seamen might be, were capable
of commonly engaging successfully with stone walls. He
had no recollection, in all his experience, except the recent
instance on the coast of Syria, of any-fort being taken by
ships, excepting two or three years ago, when the fort of
San Juan d'Ulloa was captured by the French fleet. This
was, he thought, the single instance that he recollected,
though he believed that something of the sort had occur-
red at the siege of Havana, in 1763. The present
achievement he considered one of the greatest of modern
times. This was his opinion, and he gave the highest
credit to those who had performed such a service. It was,
altogether, a most skilful proceeding. He was greatly sur-
prised at the small number of mren that was lost on board

th le;ado h happ d, he4~~ve~y
that it wa becau e te oes Is ere pre/d _ithi ones.
third of th ordia di ~ai"ihe. ~I'1~ gun of he fo~ress were
intendedi t e j a~reat~rdstan~e c~ nld the con

17/
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sequence was, that the shot went over the ships that we~re
anchored at one-third the usual distance. By that men ns,.
they sustained not more than one-tenth of the loss which
they would otherwise have experienced. Not less than
five hundred pieces of ordnance were directed against the
walls, and the precision wi-th which the fire was kept up,
the position of the vessels, and, lastly, the blowing up of
the large magazine--all aided in achieving this great vic-·
tory in so short a' time. H-3e had thought it right to say
thus much, because he wished to warn the public against
supposing that such deeds as this could be effected every
day. He would repeat t~hat this was' a singular instance,
in the achievement of whichh undoubtedly great skill was
mnanifested, but. w~hich was also connected with peculiar
circumstances,'which they could not hope always to oc-
cur. It must not therefore be expected, as a matter of
course, that all snch attempts must necessarily succeed."'

Having completed our examination of the ability of land
batteries to cope, gun for gun, with a naval force, let us
consider, for a few moments, the objection which is somne-
times made to the use of fortifications fo~r the defence of
the sea-coast, viz.: that our m~aritime cities and arsen~als can

be better and mor·e economi'cally secured by a h~ome sqmadron.

We have already alluded to the impossibility of substi-
tuting one means of defence for another. 'rhe efficiency
of the bayonet can in no way enable us to dispense with
artillery, nor the value of engineer troops in the passage
of rivers, and the attack and defence of forts, render cav-
alry the less necessary in other operations of a campaign.
To the navy alone must we look for the 'defence of our
shipping upon the high seas;; but it cannot replace fiortifi-
sations in the protection of our harbors, bays, rivers, ar-
senals, and commercial towns.

Let us take a case in point. For the defence of N\;ew
York city, it is deemed highly important that the East
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River should be closed to the approach of a hostile fleet at
least fifteen or twenty miles: from the city·, so that an army
landed there would have to cross the WCestchester creek,
the Bronx, Harlem river, and the defiles of Harlem heig-hts
--obstacles of great importance in a judicious defence.
Throg's Neck is the position selected for this purpose;
cannon placed there not only command the channel, hut,
from the'w~indtngs of the river,. sweep it for a great dis-
tance above anid below. No other position, even in the
channel itseWf possesses equal advantages. Hence, if we
had only naval m1eans of defence, it would be best, were
such a thing possihle, to place the floating defences them-
selves on this point. Leaving entirely out of considera-
tion the question of relative power, position alone would
give the superior efficiency to the fort. But there are
other considerations no less important than that of position.
Fort Schuyler can be garrisoned and defended in part by
the same militia force which will be employ~d to prevent
the march of the enemy's army on the city. On the other
hand, the crews of the floating defences must be seamen ;
they will consequently he of less value in the subsequent
land operations. Moreover, forts, situated as this is, can
be so planned as to bring to hear upon any part of the
chnnnel a greater number of guns than can be presented
by any hostile squadron against the corresponding portion
of the fort. This result can be obtained with little diffi-
culty in narrow channels, as is done in most of the other
works for the defence of New York, the works for Boston,
Newport, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Charleston, Savannah,
New Orleans, &c., and an approximation to it is not in
compatible with the defence of the broader estuaries, like
the Chesapeake.

B~ut we will suppose that there are no such points of
land, in the inlets to our harbors, and that we rely for de
fence upon a naval force exclusively. L~et us leave out of
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consideration the, security of all our other harbors and our
commerce on the high seas, and also the importance of
h~ving at command the means of attacking the enemy's
coast, in the absence of his fleet. WVe take the single
case of the attack being made on Nlew Yorki harbor, and
that our whole fleet is assemibled f~iere. Now, if this
fleet be equal in number to the enemy·, the chances of suc-
cess may be regarded as ~equal; if infnerior, the. chances
are against us--for an attacking force would probably be
of picked men and of the best materials. But here the
consequences of victory are very unequal: the enemy can
lose his squadron only, while we put in peril both our
squadron and the objects it is intended to defend. If we
suppose our own naval force superior to that of the enemy,
the defence of this harbor would in all respects be coml-
plete, pro~vided this force never left the harbor. But, then,
all the commerce of the country upon the ocean must be
left to its fate; and no attempt can be made to react of-
fensively upon the foe, unless we can control the chances
of finding the enemy's fleets within his ports, and the still
more uncertain chance of keeping him there ; the escape
of a single vessel being sufficient to cause the loss of our
'harbor."'

These remarks are based upon the supposition that we
have but the single harbor of New Yorki; whereas Port-
land, Ports-mouth, Boston, Newport, the Delaware, the
Chesapeake, Charleston, Savannah, Pensacola, Mobile,
New Orleans, and numerous other places, are equally
open to attack, and therefore must be equally defended,
for we know not to which the enemy will direct his as-
saultst If he come to one of these in the absence of our
fleet, his object is attained without resistance; or, if his
wvhole force be concentrated upon one but feebly defended,
wve involve both fleet and harbor in inevitable ruin. Could
our fleet be so arranged as to meet these enterprises?~
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"A4s it cannot be denied that the enemy can select the
point of a~tack out of the whole extent of coast, where is
the prescience that can indicate the spot ? Ahnd if it can-
not be foretold, how is that ubiqluity to be imparted that
ahall always place our fleet in the path of the advancing
foe ? Suppose we attempt to cover the~coast by cruising
in front of it, shall we sweep its whole length--a distance
scarcely less than that which the enemy must traverse in
passing from his coast to ours ? Must the Gulf of Me2xico
be swept, as well as the Atlantic; or shall we give up the
Gulf to the enemy ? Shall we cover the southern cities,
or give them up also ? W~te must unqluestionably do one
of two things--either relinquish a g eat extent of coast,
confining our cruisers to a small portion only, or include
so much that the chances of intercepting an enemy would
seem to be out of the question."

" On the practicability of covering a small extent of
coast by cruising in front of it--or, in other words, the
possibility of anticipating an enemy's operations, discov-
ering the object of movements of which we get no glimpse
and -hear no tidings, and seeing the impress of his foot-
steps on the surface of the ocean-it may be well to con-
sult experience."

The naval power of Spain under Philip II. was almost
unlimited. W~ith the treasures of India and America at
his command, the fitting out of a fleet of one hundred and.
fifty or two hundred sail, to invad& another country, was
no very gigantic operation. Nevertheless, this naval force
wyas of but little avail as a coast defence. Its effciency
for this purpose was well tested in 1596. England and
Holland attacked Cadiz with a combined fleet of one hun-
dred and seventy shi~ps, which entered the Bay of Cadiz
without, on its approach to their coast, being once seen by
the Spanish navy. This same squadron, on its return to
England, passed along a great portion of the Spanish coast
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without ever meeting with the slightest opposition from
the innumerable Spanish floating defences.

In 1744, a French fleet of twenty ships, and a land
force of twenty-two thousand men, sailed from Brest to
the Eng~lish coast, without meeting with any opposition
from the superior British fleet which had been sent out,
under Sir John Norris, on purpose to intercept theml.
The landing of the troops was prevented by a, storm, which
drove the fleet back up~on the coast of France to seek
shelter.

In 1755, a French fleet of twenty-five sail of the line,
and many smaller vessels, sailed from Brest for America.
Nine of these soon afterwards returned to France, and
the others proceeded to the g~ulf, of St. LJawrence. An
English fleet of seventeen ~sail of the line and some frig-
ates had been sent out to intercept them; but the two
fleets passed each other in a thick fog, and all the French
vessels except two reached Quebec in safety.

In 1759, a French fleet, blockaded in the port ~of Dun-
kirkr by a British force under Comnmodore Bogs, seizihg
upon a favorable opportunity, escaped from the enemy,
attacked the coast of Scotland, made a descent upon Car-
rickifergus, and cruised about till February, 1760, without
meeting a, single British vessel, although sixty-one ships
of the line were then stationed upon the coasts of Eng-
land and France, and several of these were actually in
pursuit.

In 1796, when the French attempted to throw the army
of Hoche into Ireland, the most strenuous efforts were
made by the British navy to intercept the French fleet in
its passage. The Channel fleet, of near thirty sail of the
line, under Lord Bridport, was stationed at Spit~iead;
Sir Roger Curtis, with a smaller force, was cruising to
the westward; Vice-admiral Colpoys was stationed off
Biest, with thirteen sail of the line; and Sir Edwatrd
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Pellew (afterwards Lord Exmo1uth) watched the hrarbor,
with a small squadron of frigates. Notwithstanding this
triple floating bulwark, as it was called-one fleet on the
enemy's coast, a second in the Downs, and a third close on
their own shores--the French fleet of forty-four vessels,
carrying a laud force of twenty-five thousand men, reached
Banltry Bayi in safety!I This fleet was eight days on the
passage, and three more in landing the troops; and most
of the vess~els might have returned to Brest in safety, had,
it not been for disasters by storms, for only onze of their
whole number was intercepted by the vast naval force
whilch England h-ad assembled for that express object.
'"The result of this expedition," says Alison, "was preg-
aan( with important instructions to the rulers of both coun-
tries. To the F'rench, as demonstrating the extraordinary
risks which attend a. maritime expedition, in comparison
with a land campaign; the small number of forces which
can be embarked on board even a great fleet; and the
unforeseen disasters which frcequently, on that element,
defeat the best concerted enterprises. To the English,
as showing that the emzpire of the seas does not always afford
security against invasion; that, in the face of superior
maritime forces, her possession~s were for sixteen days at
the mercy Qf the enemy; and that neither the skill of her
sailors nor the valor of her armies, but the fury of the
elements, saved them from danger in the most vulnerable
part of their dominions. Wyhile these considerations aire
fitted to abate the confidence in invasion, they are calcu-
lated, at the same time, to weaken an overweening confi-
dence in naval superiority, and to demonstrate tha~t the
only base upcon which certain reliance can be plaIced, evenL by
an insular power, is a1 well-discip~lined army and the patri-
otism of its own subjects."

S~ubsequent. events still further demonstrated the trutlh
of these remarks. In the following year, a French squad-
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ron of two frigates and two sloops, passed the B3ritish
fleets with perfect impunity, destroyed the shipping in the
port of Jifracombe, anld safely land~ed their troops on the
coast of Wiales. Again, in 1798, the immense British
naval force failed to prevent the landing of General 1-un-i-
bert's army in the bay of Killala; and, in the latter part
of the same year, a French squadron of nine vessels and
three thousand men escaped Sir J. B. Wbarren's squadron,
and safely reached the coast of Ireland. As a further
illustration, we quote from the report of the Board of Na-
tional Defence in 1839.

The Toulon ~fleet, in 1798, consisting of abont twenty
sail of the line and txventy smaller vessels of war, and
numerous transports, making in all, three hundred sail
and forty thousand troops, slipped out of port and sailed
to Malta. "It was followed by Nelson, who, thinkring
correctly that they were bound for Egypt, shaped his
course direct for Alexandria. The French, steering to-
w~ards Candiat, took the more circuitous passage; so that
Nelson arrived at Alexandria, before them, and, not finding
them there, returned, by way of Caramania and Candia,
to Sicily, missing his adversary in both passages. Sail-
ing again for Alexandria, he fonnd the French fleet at
anchor in Aboukir bay, and, attacking them there, achieved
the memorable victory of the Nile. When we consider
the narrowness of the sea; the numerous vessels in the
French fleet; the actual crossing of the two fleets on a
certain night; and that Nelson, notwithstanding, could
see nothing of the enemy himself, and hear nothing
of them from merchant vessels, we may judge of the
probability of waylayinag our adversary on the broad
Atlanti c.

" The escape of another Toulon fleet in 1805; the long
search for them in the Mediterranean by the same able
offiacer; the pursuit in the W~est Indies; their evasiona oft
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himn among the islands; the return to 'Europe; his vain
efforts subsequently, along the coast of Portugal, in the
bay of Biscay, and off the English channel; and the
meeting at last at Trafalgar, brought about ondy because
the combined fleets, trusting to the superiority that the
accession of several reinforcements had given, were w·il-
hung to try the issue of a batttle--these are instances, of the
many that might be cited, to show how small is the proba·
bility of encounltering upon the ocean an enemy who de·
sires to avoid a, meeting, and how little the most u1nti·
ring zeal, the most restless activity, the most exalted pro-
fessional skill and judgment, can do to lessen the adverse
chances. For more than a yeari Nlelson most closely
watched his enemy, who seems to have got out of port as
soon as he was prepared to do so, and without attracting
the notice of any of the blockading squadron. Wi~hen out,
Nelson, perfectly in the dark as to the course Villeneuve-
had taken, sought for him in vain on the coast of Egypt,
Scattered by tempests, the French fleet again took refuge
in rpoulon; whence it again put toa sea, when refitted and
ready, joining the Spanish fleet at Cadiz.

" On th~e courage, skill, vigilance, and judgment, acceded
on all hands to belong in a pre-eminent degree to the na-
vail profession in this country, this syrstem of defence re-
lies to accomplish, against a string of chances, objects of
importance so great that not a doubt or misg~iving as to the
result is admissible. It demands of the navy to do per-
fbectly, and wMithoult fatil, that which, to do at all, seems
impossible. The navy is reqluired to know the secret
purposes of the enemy, in spite of distance, and the brok~en
intercourse of a state of war, even before these purposes
are known to the leader who is to execute them; nay,
mnore, before the purpose itself is formed. On an element
where man is but the sport of storms, the navy is required
to lie in wait for $hae foe at the exact spot and moment, in
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spite of weather and seasons; to see him in spite of fogs
and darkness.

" Finally, after all the devices and reliances of the sys-
tem are- satisfactorily accomplished, and all the difficulties
subdued, it submits to the issue of a single battle, on eq-tal
terms, the fate of the war, having no hope or reserve beyond.

'"The proper duty of ouzr navy is, not coast or river de-
fence; it has a more glorious sphere-that of the offensive,
In our last war, instead of lying in harbor, and contenting
themselves with kieeping a few more of the enemf~s ves-
sels in watch over th~em than their owvn number-instead.
of leaving the enemy's commrerce ia undisturbed enjoy-
ment of the sea, and our comrmerce without countenance
or aid, they scattered themselves over the wide surface of
the ocean, penetrated to the most remote seas, everywhere
acting with the most brilliant success against the enemy's
navigation. And we believe, moreover, that in the amount
of the enemy's property thus destroyed, of American prop-
erty protected or recovered, and in the number of hostile
ships krept in pursuit of our scattered vessels, ships evaded
if superior, and beaten if equal-they rendered benefits a
thousand-fold greater, to say noth~ing of the glory they ac-
quired for the nation, and the character they imparted to it,
than any that would have resulted from a, state of passive-

*ness within the harbors. Confident that this is the true
policy as regards the employment of the~ navy proper, we
doubt not that it will in the future be acted on, as it has
been in the past; and that the results, as regards both
honor and advantage, will be expanded commensurately
w~ith its own enlargement. In order, however, that the
navy ~may always assume and maintain that active and en-
ergetic depoartment, in offensive operations, which is at the
same time so consistent with its functions, and so conso-
nant with its spirit, we have shown that it must not be oc·
cupied with mere coast defence."
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A few remarks on the relative cost of ships and forts,
and the economy of their support, and we will close this
discussion. Wte do~'iot regard this question, however, as
a matter of any great importance, for it can seldom be de-
cisive in the choice of these two means of defence. Nso
matter what their relative cost may be, the one cannot often
be substituted for the other. There are some fewc cases,
however, where th~is might be takien into consideration,
and would be decisive. Let us endeavor to illustrate our
meaning. For the defence of New York city, the N~ar-
rows and East River muxst be secured by forts ; ships can-
not, in this case, be substituted. But let us suppose that
the oucter harbor of New Yorkr furnishes no favorable place
for the debarkation of troops, or that the place of debarka-
tion is so far distant that the troops cannot reach thle city
before the defensive forces 'ca~n be prepared to repel them.
IThis outer harbor would be of great importance to the en-
emy as a shelter from storms, and as a place of debarkia-
tion or of rendezvous preparatory to a forcible passage of
the Narrows; while to us its possession would not be ab-
solutely essential, though very important. Strong fortifi-
cations on Sanady Hook, and one of the shoals, might prob-
ably be so constructed as to furnish a, pretty sure barrier
to the entrance of this outer harbor ; on the other hand, a
naval force stationed within the inner harbor, and acting
under the protection of forts at th~e Narrows, might also
furnish a good, though; perhaps less certain protection for
th~is outer roadstead. Here, then, we might well consider
the question of relative cost and economy of support of the
proposed fortifications, and of a home squadron large
enougb to effect the same object, and to be kept continu-
ally at hiome for that special purpose. If we were to allow
it to go to sea for the protection of our commerce. its char-
acter and efficiency as a harbor defence would be lost.
We canl therefore regard it only as a local force-fixed
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within the limits of the defence of this particular pIae~ia
and our estimates must be made accordirlgly.

The average durability of ships of war in the British
navy, has been variously stated at seven anhd eig~ht years
in time of war, and from ten to twelve and fourteen years
in time of peace. M~r. Perring, in his '"Brief Inquiry,"s
publishedt in 1812, estimates the average durability at
about eight years. His calculations se~em based upon
authentic information. A distinguished English writer
hras more recently arrived at the same result, from esti.t
mates based upon th~e returns of the Board of Admiralty
during the period of the wrars of the French RevJolution.
Thbe data in our own possession are less complete; the
appropriations for building and repairing having been so
expended as to render it impossible to draw any accurate
line of distinction. But, in the returns now before us,
there are generally separate and distinct amounts of the
timbers used for these two purposes; and consequently,
so far as this (the main item of expense) is concerned,
we may form pretty accurate comparisons.

According to Edge, (pp. 20, 21 ,) the average cost of
timber, for hulls, masts, and yards, in building an English
742 gun ship, is £61,382. Let us nowa compare this cost of
timber for buildingi, with that of the same item for rep3airs,
for the following· fifteen ships, between 1800 and 1820,
The list would have been still further enlarged, but the
returns for oth-er ships during some portion of the abov@T~
period are imperesct;
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No of When
Name of Ship. b~ns bua Repaired from Cost.

Vfleneance,........ . 14 - 1800 to 1807 £84,720
Ildelonso .,,,,..i .. 74 - 1 1807 to 1808 835,19.
Sc~ip~io,...i.....i... 74 - 1 807 to 1809 60,7835
Tlremendous ... ii,.. 74 - 1807 to 1810 135,397
Elephant ..... ,.... 74 - 1808 to 1811 67,007
S'pencer. 74 1800 1809 to 1813 124,186
Romnulus ... ,,......,74 - 1 810 to 1812 73,141
Albion .7.......... 4 1802 1810 to 1813 102,295
L)ooleguai ..... ,... 74 - 1 1812 to 1815 101,307
lmi'~lac~able)···...... 74 - 1813 to 1815 59,865
Illui.trious ........... 74 1803 1813 to 1810 74,184
I~orthum~berland. .. ,...174 - 1814 to 1815 59,705
KIent .... ,.. .. 74 - 1814 to 1818 88,357
Sultan ............. 74 1807 1816 to 1818 61,518
Sterling CahStle · · i.7.... 44 1816 to 1818 65,280

This table, although incompletee, gives for the abhove
fifteen ships, during a period of less than twenty years9
the cost of timber alonse used in their repair, an average
of about $400,000 each. More timber than this w~as
used, in all probability, upon the same vessels, and paid
for out of the funds appropriated " for such as may be or.
dered in course of the year to be repaired." 'But the
amount specifically appropriated fobr timber for these fif-
teen ships, would, in every twelve or fifteen years, equal
the entire first cost of the same items. If we add to this
amount, the cost of labor required in the application of
timber to the operations of repair, and take into consider-,
ation the expense of other materials and labor, and the
decayed condition of many of the ships at the end of this
period, we should not be surprised to find the whole sum
exp~ended under these heads to equal the first cost, even
within the minimum estimate of seven years. The whole
cost of timber used for hulls, masts, and yards, in build-
ing between 1800 and 1820, was £118,727,551; in repairs
and "ordinary wear and tear," £17,449,780; makting ·an
annual average of $4,560,158 for building timber, and
$4,273,371 for that used in repairs. A large portion of
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the 'vessels built were intended to replace others wvhich
had been lost, or were so decayed as to be brokens up.

But it may be well to add hore, the actual supplies
voted for the sea-service, and for wear and tear, and the
extraordinary dxpenses in building and repairing of ships
from 1800 to 1815.

For the weari Ext. Expenses For entire sea-
Year. and tesr of for boilding, service.

Slips, repairing, &c.

1800 £E4,350,000 £ ;772,140 £ d13,619,079
1801 ,5850,000 933,900 16,577,037
1802 3,6841,000 773,500 11,833,571
1803 3,1211,000 901,140 10,211,378
18041 3,900,000 918,520 12,350,606
1805 4,680,000 1,553,690 15,035,030
18~06 4,680,0(10 1,980,830 18,884,341
1807 5,070,000 2,134,903 17,400,337
1808 5,070,000 2,351,18·8 18,087,544
1809 3,295,500 2,296,030 19,578,467
1810 3,295,500 1,841,107 18,975,120
1811 3,675,750 2,046,200 19,8t22,000
1812 3,675,75,0 1,696,621 19,305,759
1813 3,549,1)00 2,822,031 20,096,709
1814 3,268,000 2,088,274 19:312,070
1815 2,386,500 2,116,710 39,032,700

It appears from this table that the appropriations for the
service, during the first fifteen years of the present cen-
tury, amounted to a little less than ninety millions of dol-
lars per annum; and for the wear and tear of ships, and
"Lthe extraordinary expenses in building and ·repairing
ships, &c.," the annual appropriations amounted to near
thirty miionls.

Our own naval re-turns are also so imperfect that it is
impossible to form any very accurate estimate of the rel-
attive cost of construction and repairs of our men-of-war.
The following table, compiled from a report of the Secre-
tary of the Navy, in 1841, (Senate Doc. No. 223, 26th
Congress,) will afford data for an approximate calcula'l
tiof l·
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Total Cost of Cost of lie-
No. of hiiilding, W77hen pairs, excin-Name of Ship. Gn.exclusive of or- sive of ordl- Itepaired

armnament, pletedt. nance, eee
stores, &c. &c. &~c. &~c.

Delaware,.. 74 $543,368 00 1820 $354,132 56 1827 and 1838
IN. Carolina,. 74 431,852 00 1825 317,62L8 92 1824 and 1836
Constitution,. 44 30%-718 841 1797 266,878 34 1833 and 18(39
United slates,. 44 299,336 56 1797 571,972 77 1821 and 1841
IBrandyrtvine,. 44 ~v2939,2183 12 1825 a377,66 5 95 1826 andt 1838
Potomac,... 44 "231,013 02 1822 '82.597 03 1829 and 18~35

Concor,.....20 115,325 80 1828 72,796 22 1832 and1840
Falmouth, 20 943tl93 27 1827 130,015 43 1828 and 1837
John Adams, 20 110,670 69 1829 1193,641 93 1834 and 1837
]Boston,.... 20 91,973 19 1825 189,264 37 1826 and 18411
St. Louis,... 20 102,461 95 1828 135,458 75 1834 andi 1839
Vincenlnes,., 20 111,512 79 1826 178,094 81 1830 and 1838
Vandalia.20 90,9377 88 18128 59,181 34 1832, and 1834
Lexinlgton,.. 20?z 114,6i22 35 1826 83,386 52 1827 and 1837
Warren 20? 9 9,410 01 18126 152,596 03 1830 and 1838

Faifild....20 100,490 35 1826 65,918 26 18(31 and 1837
Natcises,t.... 20?' 106,232 19 1827 12,9,969 80 1829 and 1836
Boxer.10 30,697 88 1831 28,780 48 1834 and 1840
Enterprise,.. 10 27,9)38 63 1831 20,716 59 1834 assd 1840
Gramplus . 10 23,627 42 1821 96,086 36 1825 and 184·0
Dolph~in. 10 38,522 62 1836 15,013 35 18393 and 1840
Shark . 10 23,627 42 1821 93,395 84 1824 and 1839

It appears from the above table, that the Cost of cona-
structing ships of the line is about $6,600 per gun; of
frigates, $6,500 per gun; of smaller vessels of war, a
little less than $5,000 per gun: makting an average Cost,
of vessels of war to be more than six thousand dollars per
gun. And the expense of repairs for these~ vessels is
more th~an seven per cent, per annum on their first cost.

We have as yet had but little experience in the use of
war-steamers. The Fulton, four guns, built in 1838-'39,
cost three hundred arnd thirty-three thousand seven hun-
dred and seventy dollars and seventy-seven cents; the
Mississippi and Missouri, ten, guns each, built in 1841,
cost about six hundred thousand dollars a piece; makting
an average cost for war-steamers of over sixty thiousand
dollars per gun. The cost of repairs of steam ships will
he much greater than those for vessels of war; but we

* Returns incomplete. ft Brokren up in 18410
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h~ave not yet had sufficient experience to determine thoQ
exact amount. It has been estimated, however, by com~
petent judges, that when kept, the expense of repairs
wrill at least equal twelve per cent. of the first cost. Th'Ee
expense of keeping them in commission is enormously
great. " Their engines," says the Secretary of the Navy,
in his annual report in 1842," consume so much fuel as
to add enormously to their expenses;~ and the neces~·t~
that tlhey should return to port, after short intervals of
:ime, for fresh supplies, renders it impossible to send
theml on any distant service. They cannot be relied on
as cruisers, and are altogether too expensive for service
in time of peace. I have therefore determined to take
them out of commaission, and substitu~-te for them other and
less expensive vessels."

The average cost of permanent fortifications is but
little m~ore than th~ree thousand dollars per gun. And it
must be obvious, from the nature of the materials of
which they are con~structed, that the expense of their
support must be inconsideratble. It is true that for some
years past a large item of annual expenditure for fortifi~
cations has been under the head of " repatirs ;" but much
of this sum is for alterations and enlargements of tempo·
rary and inefficient works, erected anterior to the war of
1812. Some of it, however, has been for actual repairs
of decayed or injured portions of the forts; these injuries
resulting from the nature of the climate, the foundations,
th-e use of poor materials and poor workmanship, and
from neglect and abandonment. But if we include the
·riskr of abandonment at times, it is estimated, upon data
-drawn from past experience, that one~third of one per cent,
per annum, of the first cost, wuill keep in perfect repair
any of our forts that have been constructed since thle last
War'1[.

Buat it is uannecesaary to further discuss this questioan
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Wer repeat what has already been said, no matter what
may be the relative cost of ships and forts, Ihe one, as a
ge~neral thing, cannot be snbsatittedo~ for the o~the-r. Each;
has its own sphere of action, and each will contribute, in
its own way, to the national defence; and any undue in-
creatse of one, at the expense of the other, wvill be at-
tended by a corresponding diminutioan of national power. *

* For fnrther information concerning our system of sea-coast de-
fences, the reader is referred to House Doc. 206, twenty-sixth Con-
gress, second session; Senate Doc. 85, twenty-eighth Congress, see~·
ond session; and to the annual reports of the Chief E6ngineer.
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ChIAPTER VIII.

OUR NORTHERN FRONTIER DEFENCES.

IN discussing engineering as a branch of the militaryr
art, we spoke of the use of fortifications on land frontiers,
and their influence on the strategic operations of a cam-
paign. A brief notice was also given of the different sys-
tems that have been proposed for arranging these diefen-
sive works. Let us now apply this discussion to our
northern frontier.

The principle~ laid down by Napoleon and Jomini,
"that fortificattions should always be constructed on im-
portant strategic points," is undoubtedly the correct one 
but how to determine these points is a question that will
often perplex the patience and try the skiill of the engi-
neer; yet determine them he must, or his fortifications
will be worse than useless; for a fort improperly located,
like a cannon with its fire reversed on its own artillerists,
will be sure to effect the destruction of the very forces it
was designed to protect.

The selection of positions for fortifications on our
northern frontier must have reference to three distinct
classes of objects, viz.: the security, fi~rst, of the large
frontier towns, where much public and private property is
exposed to sudden dashing expeditions of the foe, made
eithler on land or by water; second, of lake harbors, im-
portant as places of refuge and security to our own ships,
or to the enemy's fleets while engaged in landing troops
or furnishing supplies to an invading army; third, of all
~t~rategic points on the probable lines of offensive or de-
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fensive operations. These objects are distinct in their
nature, and would seem to require separate and distinct
means for their accomplishment; nevertheless, it will
generally be found that positions selected with reference
to one of these objects eqjually fulfil the others, so inti-
mately are they aill connected. To determine the strategic
~points of a probable line of military operations is there-
fore the main thing to be attended to in locating fortifica-
t~ions. That such points of maximum imlportance are ac-
tually markred out by the peaceful or hostile intercourse of
nations cannot be doubtedj.

The relative importance of cities and towns is less va-
ried by the fluctuations of commerce on a land frontier
than on the sea-coast. ·The ever-changing system of " in-
ternal improvements," by furnishing new highways and
thoroughfares for the transportation of the products of
manufacturers and agriculture, either continually varies
the relative standing of the seaports already opened, or
opens new ones for the exportation of these products, and
th~e importation of foreign articles received in exchange.
But these " internal improvements" are seldom carried so 
far as to connect together two separate and distinct coun-
tries, and consequently the principal places on the di-
viding line usually retain their relative importance, no
matter how often they may have declined during times of
hostility, or again flourished with the increased commer-
cial intercourse which results from peace. The principal
European places of traffie ·near the frontiers have remained
the same for ages, and in all probability ages hence th~e
great frontier inarts will be nearly the same as at present.
This stability of ranki among border towns is not confined
to commercial influence; the same holds true with re-
spect to that established by intercourse of a hostile char-
actor.- Military history teaches us that lines of hostile
opera ions, and the fields upon which the principal battles
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between any two countries have bean. fought, are nearly
the same, no matter how remote th~e periods of comparison.
These points and lines, so important in commerce as well
as in war, result from the natural features of the ground,
and we ought therefore to expect that they would be as
little liable to sudden changes as the character of the
earth itself.

From these remarks it will readily be perceived that
th~ere are three distinct methods of determining the strate-
gic points between this country and Canada: 1st, by an
examination of the topography of the two countries; ~2d,
by tracing out the main channels of commercial inter-
course ; 3d, by reviewing the lines of their military oper·-
ations. The last method is the least liable to error, and
perhaps is the most easily understood, inasmuch as it is
sometimes difficult to point out the precise degree of con-
nection between prospective military lines and the chan-
nels of commerce, or to show why these two have a fixed
relation to the physical features of the country. In the
present instance, moreover, this method furnishes ample
data. for the formation of our decision, iniasmuch as the
campaigns between this country and Canada have been
neither few in number nor unimportant in their character
and results.

In tracing out the main features of the early wars upon
our northern frontier, it must be borne in mind that nearly
the same portion of country which is now possessed by
the English, was then occupied by the French, and that
the English possessions in North America included the
present Middle and Northern States. At the period~ of
the American revolution the French and English had com-
pletely changed ground, the armuies of the former opera-
ting in the " States," while the English were in possession
if Canada.

The first expedition to be noticed against that portionl of
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the coutntry, was conducted by Samuel Argall, who sailed
from Virginia in 1613, with a fleet of eleven vessels, at-
tacked the French on the Penobscot, and afterwards the
St. Croix.

In 1654, Sedgwick, at the head of a, small New Eng-
land army, attacked the French on the Penobscot, and
ov-errun all Arcadia.

In 1666, during the contest between Charles II. and
Louis XIV., it was proposed to march the New England
troops across the country by the Kennebec or Penobscot,
and attack Quebec ; but the terrors and diffculties of cross-
ing " over rocky mquntains and howling deserts" were such
as to deter them from undertakiing the campaign.

In 16S9, Count Frontenac, governor of Canada, made a
descent into New YZork to assist the Fren~ch fleet in redu-
cing that province. His line of march was by the river
Sorrel and Lake Champlain. An attack upon Montreal
by the Iroquois soon forced him to return; but in the fol-
lowing January a party of French. and Indians left Mon-
treal in the depth of a Canadian winter, and after wading
for ~two and twenty days, with provisions on their backs,
through snows and swamps and across a wide wilderness,
reached the unguarded. village of Schenectady. llere a
midnight war-whoop was raised, and the inhabitants either
massacred or driven half-clad through the snow to seek
protection in the neighboring towns.

In 1690, a congress of the colonies, called to provide
means for the general defence, assembled at New York,
and resolved to carry war into Canada: an army was to
attack Montreal by way of Lake Champlain, and a~ fleet to
attempt Quebec by the St. Lawrence. The former ad-
vanced as far as the lakre, when the quarrels of the com-
manding officers defeated the objects of the expedition.
The Mlassachusetts fleet of thirty-four vessels, (the largesL
carryling forty-four guns each,) and two thousand men,
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failed to reduce Qnebec, though the defences of that place
were then of the slightest character, and armed with oniy
twenty-three guns.

In 1704, and again in 1707, Port Royal was attackted by
costly expeditions fitted out by the eastern colonies; and
again, in 1709, a land force of ~fifteen hundred men ad-
vanced against MVontreal by Lake Champlain; but nothing
of importa~nce~wats effected by either expedition.

In 1711, Lord Bolingbroke planned the conquest of Can-
adia. The land forces, numbering five thousand men in all,
were separated into two distinct armies, the one sent
against Detroit, and the other against MVontreal by Lake
Champlain; while a fleet of fifteen ships of war, forty
transports, and six store-ships, carrying a land force of
six thousand five' hundred men, was to attack Quebec.
The maritime expedition' failed to reach its destiriition,
and after losing a part of the fleet and more than a thou-
sand men in the St. Lawrence, this part of the project
was abandoned. Naor was any thing important accom-

* plished by either division of the land forces.
The same plan of campaign was followed in 1712. A~n

army of four thousand men marched against Montreal by
L~ake Champlain, but on hearing of the failure of the naval
expedition and of the concentration of thie French forces
on the river Sorel, they retired towards Albany.

The next expedition of any importance was the naval
one of 1.745· against Louisburg. For the attack of this
place the colonies raised about four thonsand men, and one
hundred small vessels and transports, carrying between
one hundred and sixty and two hundred guns. They
were afterwards joined by tenl other vessels carrying near
five hundred guns. This attacking force now, according
to some of the English writers, consisted of six thousand
provincials, and eight hundred seamen, and a combined
naval force of near seven hundred guns. The troop8
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landed, and laid siege to the town. The garrison of the
fortifications of Louisburg consisted of six huadred regu-
lars and one thousand Breton militia, or, according to
some writers, of only twelve hundred men in all. The
armament of these works was one hundred and bne cannon,
seventy-six swivels, and six mortars. Auxiliary to the
main works were an island-battery of thirty twenity-twoc-
pounders, and a battery on the main land armed with
thirty large cannon. Frequent attempts were made to
storm the place, but the most persevering efforts were of
no avail, many' of the New Ernglanders being killed and
wounded, and their boats destroyed, while the garrison
remained unharmed. At length, after a siege of forty-
nine days, want of provisions and the general dissatisfac-
tion of the inhabitants, caused the garrison to surrender.
When the New Eng-landers saw the strength of the works,
and the slight impression which their efforts had produced,
they were not only elated but greatly astonished at their
success. It should be noticed, that in the above attack
the number of guns in the fleet was almost thzree times as
great ais that of all the forts combined; and yet the naval
part of the attack was unsuccessful. TShe besieg-ing army
was more than four times as great as all the garrisons
combined; and yet the place held out forty-nine days, and
at last was surrendered through the want of provisions
and the disaffection of the citizens. This place was soon
afterwards restored to the French.

We see that, thus far in these wars, the English were
vastly superior in strength and numbers, yet the result of
the several campaigns was decidedly in favor of the
French, WhOe not only~retained their possessions in the
NrhOt~h, but exrtended their jurisdiction to the moflth of the
Mlississippi, and laid claim to the whole country west of
thne Aileghany mountains. This -success must be attribu-
teds, not to any superiority of the Canadians in bra~veryT,
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but to the higher military character of their g~overnors,
and more esp~ecially to their fortfl~cations, which were con-
structed in situations most judiciously selected, to influ-
ence the indians and facilitate incursions into the Eng-
lish colonid~s. The French pursued interior and central
lines, while the English followed exterior and divergent
lines. The disparity of numbers was always very great.
At the beginning of the eighteenth century, the whole
population of the colonies amounted to upwards of one
mlillion of souls, while that of both Canada and L~ouisiana
did not exceed fifty-two thousand. But the French pos-
sessions, though situated at the extremities of a continent
and separated *by an almost boundless wilderness, were
nevertheless connected by a line of military posts, strong
enough to resist the small arms that could then be brought
against them. This fort-building propensity of the French
Ibecame a matter of serious alarm to the colonies, and in
1710 the legislature of New York especially protested
against it in an address to the crown. While the mil~itary
art was stationary in England, France had produced her
four great engineers-Errard, Pagan, Vauban, and Cor-
montaigne; and nowhere has the influence of their sys-
tem of military defence been more striksinglyf exhibited
than in the security it ·afforded to the Canadian colony,
when assailed by such vastly superior British forces.
Still further accessions were now made to these English
forces * by large reinforcements from the mother coun~try,
wvhile the Canadians received little or no assistance from
France; nevertheless they prolonged the war till 1760,
forcing.the English to adopt at last the slow and expen-
sive process of reducing all their fortifications. This
will be shown in the following outline of the several cam-
paigns.

· Yery early in 1755, a considerable body of men was
sent from Greatt Britain to reinforce their troops in this
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tountrry. These troops were again separated into four
distinct armies. The fir~st, consistin& of near two thou
sand men, marched to the attack of Fort Du Q~uesne, but
was met and totally defeated by one-half that n~umber of
French and Indians. The second division, of fifteen hun-
dredl, proceeded to attatck Fort N~iagara by way of OswYego,
but returned without success. The third, of thnree thouz-
sand seven hundred men, met and defeated Dieskau's
army of twelve hundred regulars and six hundred Canar-
dians and Indians, in the open field, but did not attempt
to drive him~ from his wvorkrs at rriconderoga andl Crown

Point. The fourth, consisting of three thousand three
hundred men and forty-one vessels, laid waste a portion of
Nova Scotia; thus ending the campaign without a single
important result,. It was commenced under favorabole aus-
pices, with ample preparattions, and a vast superiority of
force; but this superiority weas a~,amn more thanz counaterbal-
ancedl by the faulty plans of the Engnlish, and by the forhf~i-
cations wohich the FrEench hadk erected, inz sulch positions as to
give them a decided advantage in th~eirr militar·y operation2s.
W~ashington early recommended the same system of de-
fence for the English on the Ohio; and, after Braddock's
defeat, adv~ised " the erection of small. fortresses at con-
venient places to deposite provisions in, by which means
the country will be eased ofr an immense expense in the
carria 0e, and it will also be a means of securing a retreat
if we should be ~put to the -rout again."

But this advice of Waashington was unheeded, and the
campaign of 1756 was based upon the same erroneous
principles as the preceding one. Thefi~rst division, of three
thousand men, was to operate against Fort Du Quesne ; the
second, of six thousand men, against Nuiagara.; the third, of
tenl thousand men, against Crown Point; and a fourth, of
twro th~ousand men, was to ascend the K~ennebec river, de-
%tiOY t~he settlements on the Chaudiere, and, byT alarmingf
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the country about Quebec, produce a diversion in ~favor og
the ±lird division, which was regarded as the main a~rmy,
and was directed along the principal line of o~perations.
The entire Frenrch forces at this time consisted of only
three thousand regulars and a body of C nadian militia.
Ndeverth~eless, the Eng~lish, with forces neaily six times as
numerous, closed thae campaign withouat gaining a single
advantage.

Wte here see that the French, with very inferior forces,
still continued successful in every campaign, uniformly
gaining advantage over their enemy, and gaining g~round
upon his colonies. By the possession of F~orts W;illiam
henry, Ticonderoga, and Crown Point, they completely
commanded Lake George and Lake Champlain, which af-
forded .the shortest and easiest Iline of communication be-
tween the 1British colonies and Canada. By means of
their forts at M~ontreal, F~rontenac, Detroit, &c., they had
entire d~ominion of the lakes connecting the St. Lawrence
with the Miississippi, and Canada with Louisiana; more-
over, by means of Fort Dna Quesne and a line of auxiliary~
works, their ascendency over the Indians on the Ohio was
well secured. B3ut exrperience had at length taught the
English whaerein lay the great strength of their opponents,
and a powerful effort was now to be made to displace the
French from their fortresses, or at least to counterbalance
these workis by a vast and overwhelming superiority of
troops.

In 1757, a British fleet of fifteen sh;lips of the line,
eigh~teen frigates, and many smaller vessels, and a laud
force of twjelve thousand effrective mlen, were sent to at-
tempt the reduction of the fort~ifications of Ldouisburg.~; but
they failed to eff'ect their object.

In 1'758 the forces sent against this place cornsisted of
twenty ships of the line and eighteen frigates, with an ar-
myv of fo~urteen thousand men. The harbor was def~enode
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by only five ships of the line, one fifty-gun ship, and five
frigates, three of which were sunk across the mouth of the
basin. The fortifications of the town had been much neg-
lected, and in general had fallen' into ruins. rfhe garri-
son consisted of oniy two thousaud five hundred regulars,
and six hundred militia. Notwithstanding that the number
of gnus of the British fleet exceeded both the armaments
of the French ships and of all the forts, these British ships
did not risk an attack, but merely acted as transports and
as a blockading squadron. Even the French naval defence,
and the outer works commanding the harbor, were reduced
by the temporary land-batteries which Wolfe erected; and
the main workr, although besieged by an inequality of forces
of nearly five to one, held out for two months, and even
then surrendered through the fears and petitions of the
non-comibatant inhabitants, and not because it had received
any material injury from the besiegers. The defence,
however, had been continued long enough to prevent, for
th~at campaign, any further operations against Canada. The
whole nmnber of the English land forces in this campaign
was computed ait fifty thousand men, of which more than
~forty thousand were in the field. The first division, of
nine thousand men, was directed against Fort Dn Qnesne,
whose garrison did not exceed as many hundred. The
second division, of sixteen thousand effective troops, pro-

ceeded against Ticonderooa and Cro Pit hl 
detachment of three thousand men captured Fort Fronte-
nac, then garrisoned by only one hundred and ten men.
The whole force of the French amounted to only five
thousand; thle English attempted to drive them from their
works by storm, hut were repulsed with a loss of near two
thousand men, while their opponents were scarcely in-
jured. The third division acted, as has just been stated,
in concert with the naval force against Louisburg.

In 1759, the western division of the English army, con.
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sisting of a strong body of Indians, and five thousand
troops, wasted the whole season in reducing Fort N\iagara,
wvhich was garrisoned by only six hundred men. The
central column of thirteen thousand men was sufficiently
successfuzl to enable it to winter at Crown Point. The
eastern division of eight thousand men under W/olfe as·
cended the St. Lawrence with a fleet of twenty-two ships
thirteen frigates, and fourteen sioops, and smialler vessels,
carrying one thousand nine hundred and ninety guns, and
five thousand five hundred and ninety seamen. The naval
defence of Quebec consisted of eight frigates, carrying two
hundred and ten guns; the land forces numbered about
nine thousand, and the fortifications were armed with nine-
ty-four guns and five mortars, only a, part of which could
be brought to bear upon the anchorage, ground. Several
attempts were made by the combined forces to carry these
workrs, but they proved equally unsuccessful.~ Although
the English fleet carried twoenty times as many guns as the
forts, their inability to reduce these workis was alcknowl-
edged. The siege had continued for two months, and still
the fortifications were uninijured. General Wolfe himself
distinctly stated, that, in any further attempt to carry the
place, the " guns of the shipping could not be of much
use ;" and the chief engineer of the expedition gave it as
his opinioni, that " the ships would receive great damage
from the shot and bombs of the upper batteries, without
making the least impression upon them." Under these
circumstances it was finally determined to endeavor to de-
coy Mlontcalrn from his works, and make him risk a battle
in the open field. In an evil hour, the French consented
to forego the advantages of their fortifica~tions, anld the
contest was finally decided on the plains of Abraham, with
"orces nearly equal in number. Both Wol0fe and M~ont-
calm fell in this battle, but the former on the field of vic-
tory; and ~five days afterwards the inhabitants of Quebec,
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weakened and dispirited by their losses, surrendered the
town, although its fortifications were still unharmed.

The French, in this campaign, had relinquished all idea
of opposinig the enemy ini the open~ field, and confined their
efforts to ret~ard the advance of the English till FIrance
could send troops to their relief ; but no such relief cane :
and when the campaign of 1760 opened, the little French
army was concentrated at Mionriteal. As the English di-
visions advanced, one by Oswego, one by Lake Champlain,
and the third by Quebec, they afforded to the French a flue
Opportunity for the strategic movement from a centre against
converging lines; but, the g~arrison was too weak to hope
for success in either direction, and therefore awaited the
enemy within their works. M~ontreal, being but slightly
fortified, was 5oon reduced, and with it felt the French
empire erected in this country at infinite labor and ex-
pense,.

At the first outbrejak of the American RJ~evolution, it was
so obviously important to get possession of the military
works commanding the line of Lakle Champlain, that ex-
peditions for this purpose were simultaneously ~fitted out
by Mlassachusetts and Connecticut. The garrisons of
these works were taken by surprise. This conquest, says
Botta, the able and elegant historian of the Revolution,
"rwas no doubt of high importance, but it would have had
a much greater influence upon the course of the whole
war, if these fortresses, which are the bulwarks of the col-
onzies, had been defended in times following, with the
same prudence and valor with which they had been ac-
quired."

In the campaign of 1775, an army of two thousand
seven hundred and eighty-four effective men, with a re,
serve of one thousand at Albany, crossed the lake and
approached the fortress of St. John's~ about the 1st of
September. The work was garrisoned by only about five
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or six hundred regulars, and some two hundred militia.
This was the only obstacle to prevent the advance of our
army into the very hleart of Canada; to leave it unreduced
in rear would cut off all hope of retreat. Allen had al-
ready made the rash and foolish attempt, and his whole
army had been destroyed, and he himself made prisoner.
The reduction of this place was therefore deemed albso-
lutely necessary, but was not effected till the 3d of Novem-
ber, and after a long and tedious siege. This delay decided
the fate of the campaign; for, although Montreal fell im-
mediately afterwards, the season was so far advanced that
a large portion of our troops, wearied with their suffering~s
from cold and want of clothing, now demanded their dis-
charge. The eastern division, of one thousand men un-
der Arnold, crossing the country by the Kennebeck and
Chaudiere, through difficulties and suffering almost un-
paralleled, arrived opposite Quebec on the 9th of Novem-
ber. The place was at this time almost without defence,
and, had Arnold possessed a, suitable ponton equipage, it
might easily have been taken by surprise. B~ut by the
time that the means for effecting a passage could be
prepared, and a junction could be eff~ected between the
two Aknerican armies, Quebec was prepared to sustain
their attack. The result of that attack is too well kinown
to require a repetition here.

Early the next season it was deemed necessary to
withdraw the American army from Canada. This retreat
of undisciplined troops, in the presence of vastly superior
numbers of the enemy, would have been extremely haz-
ardous had it not been effected on a line of forts which
were held by our own troops. As it was we sustained no
considerable loss.

Carleton pursued on rapidly, to co-operate with General
Howve, who was now lying at New York with over one
hundred ships and about thirty-five, thousand troops; but
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he received a decided check from the guns of Ticondeu
rogat, and retired again toa Canada.

By the British plan of campaign in 1777, the entite
force of their northern army wcas to concentrate at All-
hany. One division of fifteen hundred men, including
Indianls, advanced by Oswego, W~ood Creek, and the Mo-
hawkr; but Fort Stanwix;, withn a garrison of only six;
hundred men, arrested their progress and forced them to
return. Another, leaving New York, ascended the Hud-
son as far as Esopus; but its progress was so much re-
ttarded by the small forts and w~ater-batteries along th~at
river, that it would have been too late to assist Burgoyne,
even if it could possibly have reached Albany. The
principal d~psion of the enemy's army, numbering about
nine thousand men, advanced by the Champlain route.
L~ittle or no preparations were made to arrest its progress.
The works of Ticonderoga were so out of repair as to be
indefensible on the flanks. Its garrison consisted of only
fifteen hundred continental troops, and about as many mli-
litia, over whom the general had no control. T'heir sup-
ply of provisions was exhausted, and only one man in ten
of the militia had bayonets to their gun11s. Under these
circumstances it was deemed best to withdraw thze garri-
son six days after the investment. Burgoyne now adt-
vanced rapidly, but with so little precaution as to leave
his communications in rear entirely unprotected. Being
repulsed by the American forces collected at Saratoga,
his line of supplies cut off by our detached forts, his pro-
visions exhatusted, his troops dispirited, and his Indian
allies having deserted him, retreat became impossible,
and his whole army was forced to capitulazte. This cam-
paig-n closed the military operations on our northern fron-
tier during the war of the Revolution.

WIe now come to the war of 1812. In th~e beginning or"
th~is war~t the number of BritishL regulars in the Canadas did
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not exceed three thousand men, who were scattered along
a frontier of more than nine hundred miles in extent. In
the whole of Uipper Canada. there were but seven hundred
and txvent~y men, and at Montreal, Three Rivers, and on
the whole line of the Sorel the wholle defe-nsive force

amounted to only thirteen hundred and thirty men, and the
garrison of Quebec was so small, that no detachmentl
could be made without great inconvenience and danoer.
The fortificatidus of Isle aux Noix, then emphatically the
key bf central Canada, was without a garrison during
nearly the whole of the first campaign. Under these cir-
curus~tances an American force of fifteen hundred or two
thousand men marching rapidly fr~om Albany, might reatdi-
ly have broken the enemy's line of defence, and cut off all
Upper Canada from supplies and reinforcements from
England by way of Quebec. Let us see what course was
pursued.

On the 1st of June an army of two thousand men was
collected at ]Dayton, in Ohio, placed under the command
of an imbecile old1 officer of th~e Revolution, and directed
by Detroit against the Canadian Peninsula. The dilatory
march, absnrd movements, and traitorous surrender of
Hull's army to a British force of three hundred regulars
and four hundredl militia, are but too well known. An-
other American army of about ten thousand men was
afterwards raised in the west; the main division of this.
army under 1-l~arrison marched by th~ree separate routes to
invade Canada by way of Mlalden; but they failed to reach
their daestinattion, and wintered behind the river Portag~e.
The Eastern army was collected at Albany in the early
part of the summer anld placed under the command of
G-eneral Dearborn, anoth~er old officer of the Revolution.
instead of pushing this force rapidly forward upon the
strategic line of Lake Champlain, the general was directed
to divide it into three parts, and to send. one division
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.against the Niagara frontier, a seconzd rgainst K~ingston,
and a third against M~ontreal. These orders were d~is-
patched from Washington the 26th of' June, nearly a mronth
after Hull had begun his march from Dayton. Dearborn's
army, on the first of September, consisted of six thousand
five hundred regulars and seven thousand militia-thirteen
thousand five hundredb in all: sixr thousand three hundred
for the Niagara frontier, two thousand two hundred at,
Sack~etts Harbor, and five thousand for Lakre Champlain,
Eve-n with this absurd plan of" campaign and faulty division
of the forces, wye might have succeeded if the g~eneral had
acted with energy, so exceedingly wveaki were the Cana-
dian means of defence;j but instead of takiing advantage
of his superiority in numbers and the favorable circum-·
stances of the time, he entered into an armistice with ther
British general, and his wvhole army of thirteen tho-usand 
five hundred men lay inactive till the 13th of October,
when the absurd project of crossings the Niagara, at Lewis-
ton failed, because the Nexv-York militia had constitul-
tionacl scrup~les against crossing a river so long as the ene-
my were on the other side. The Lakie Champlain column,
consisting of three tbousand regulars and two thousand
militia, a considerable portion of which had been collected
as early as the first of August, had in four months advanced
as far as La Cole riv6er, a dis-tance of about two hundred
miles from Albany. The unimportant action at tbis place
terminated the campaign, and the army of the North re-
turned to winter-quarters.

All the early part of the campaign of 1813, on the
nlorth~ern frontier, was spent in a war of de~tachments, in
which our troops captured Fort George and ~York, and
repelled the predatory excursions of the enemy. In these
operations our troops exhibited much courage and energy,
and the young officers who led them, no little skill and
mnilitary talent. But nothing could have been more ab-
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surd than for a g9eneral, with superior forces in the Apj~
icinity of an enemy, to act only by detachments at a time
when his opponents were daily increasing in number,
This useless war of outposts and detachments was com·
tinned till July, when General Dearborn was recalled,
and General Wilkinason, another old officer of the R~evo·
liution, put in his place. It was now determined to makie
a push for Montreal, with the combined forces of the
Northern army. Wilkninson, with 8,000 men, descended
the St. Lawrence, but did not reach Prescott till the 6th
of N~ovember, thus affording to the English plenty of leis·
narc to prepare for his reception. H-ampton, another old
officer of the R2evoluation, ascended Lak~e Chramplain with
another column of 4,000 men, but refused to form any co'
operation with Wl/ilk~inson, and after the unimportant coma~
bat of Ch-rystler's Field, the whole army again retired to
winter-quarters .

In the mean time the armiy of the West, under Har~
rison, who was assisted by the military skill andl science
of M'Crea anrd Waood, and the bravery of Cro~ohan and
Johnson, 2held in check. the British and Indians; and the
battle of the Trhames and the victory of Lakie Erie form·
ed a brilliant termination to the campaign in that quartem,
H3ad such victories been gained on the Miontreal or east~
era portion of the frontieir, they would have led to the
most important results.

The plan of operations for the campaign of 1814 was
of th-e same diverse and discordant character as before.
But the command of the troops had now fatllen into the
hands of young and energetic officers, and Brown, ass
sisted by such men as Wiood, M'lCrea, Scott, Ripley,
Miller, soon gained the victories of F;ort Erie, Chippe'
Wat, and Luntdy's Lane; while M'Comb and Mi'D~onough
arove back the enemy from the line of Lake Champlain.
With these operations terminated the N~orth~ern camnrpaira~
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of 1814-, the last which has been conducted oul that fron
tier.

Let us: now turn to the system of works projected for
the defence of this line.

The first works are at the ]Falls of St. Mary, on the
wTestern extremity of the line.

The secondh works are at MaBckinaw..
Th~le third works are at the foot of Lakie H-uron.
The fourth works are near Detroit.
TJhe fifth works are near Buffalo.
The sixth works atre at the mouth of the Niagara river,
The seventh workrs are at Oswego.
Trhe eighth works are at Sackietts h~arbor.
Trhe ninth works are below Ogdensburg.
TIhe tenlth wo~rks are at Rq-ouse's Point.
The eleventh~ work~s are near the h-ead-waters of the

Kennebec or the Penobseot.
The twelfth works are at Calais, on t~he St. Croix.
All these works are small, and simple in their charac-

ter, well calculated to assist the operations of~ armed
forces in the field, but incapable of resisting· a protracted
siege. They are entirely different in their character from
those on the coast, the latter being intended principatlly
for the use of our citize~n-soldiery, in the defence of our
seap~ort towns, while the former are intended merely as
aLuxiliaries to the operations of more disciplined troops.

This system of defence for our NJorthern frontier has
been much commented on by men professing some know~-
ledge of the military art, and various opinions have been
advanced respecting its merits. Some have thought that
more and larger works should lbe placed on the western
extremity of this line; others attach by far the greatest
importance to the central or Montreal portion of the fron
tier; while others, again, attach a higher value to thao

~a~stor7n extremity of the line.
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'These last would have us concentrate our main forcea
on the head-vvaters of the Kennebec and the Penobscot,
and then advance upon Quebec, a distance of' some 250
miles, along the isolated carriag~e-road, throug~h the valley
of the Chaudiere. He e is only a single road, but little
travelled, and penetrating a wide and almnost uninhabite~d
wild~erness. General Jomini says emphatically, that a
lizne of operations should always offer two or three roads for
the movement of anz armny in the sphiere of its enterp~rises,-,-
an insuperable objection to the K~ennebec route, except
as a diversion to th~e main attackr. But there are still
stronger objections to this route, than its want of feasi-
bilit~y fi~r the transportation of the main army; for even
should that a~rmy succeed in reaching Quebec in safety,
the expedition would be entirely without military results,
unless that fortress could be immediately reduced,--a
contingency which would be extremely doubtful under
the most favorable circumnstances; antd even should we bse
ever so fortunate in our operations, the siege of such a
place would occupy a considerable length of time. It
would be throwing our forces along the most difficult line
of operations, against the strongest point in the enemy's
line of defence, and making the success of the whole
plan depend upon the contingency of a, reduction, in a
few days, of one of the strongest fortresses in the world.
What principle in military science would justify such a
plan of campaign? Whe are fully aware of the great adl-
vantages to be derived ·from the reduction of Q~uebec;
and we are also aware of the great difficulties to be en-
countered in anly attempt to accomplish that object. It
may, and proh-ably wvill ere long, be made to surrender to
our arms; but it would be utter folly to base our military
operations on the contingency of a short and successful
siege. By advancing upon M~ontreal by the ILake Chain-
EDairl route, we could cut off the Canadian forces in the
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West from all reinforcements; and then, as circumstances
might direct, could besiege Quebec, or attack the enemy
in the field, or perhaps, manzeuvrirxg as the French did at
the siege of Mantua, accomplish both objects ait the same
time ,

WCe ha-ve seen that it was one of Nadpoleon's maxims
that an army should choose the shortest and most d~irect line
of operations. which shzould either pierce the enemy's line of
defence, or cut off his commzunications with his base. It is
the opinion of men of the best military talent in ou~r army
that the Lake Champlain line satisfies all these conditionsa
at the same time ;--that it is the most direct, most feasi-·
ble, and most decisive line which can be pursued in cave
of operations against Canadat; andl that it is indispensable
to success in wJar that this line be well fortified in time
of peace. All agree that the St. Lawrence above Quebec
constitutes the hey point of the enemy's defence, and the
objective point towards which all our operations should be
directed. To reach this point, all our B~oards of Engi.-
neers have deemed it best to collect our troops at Albany
and advance by Lake Ch'amplain, a distance of only two
hundred miles. Besides the advantages of a good water
communication the whole distance for the transportation
~f military stores, there are several roads on each side,
all concentrating on this line within our own territory.
It has already been shown by the brief sketch of our nor-
thern wars, that this line has been the field of strifre and
blood for fifteen campaigns. Nature has marked it out as
our shortest and easiest line of intercourse with Canada,
both in peace and xvar. M~ilitary dive~rsions will always
be made on the eastern and -western extremities of th~is
frontier, and important secondary or auxiliary operations
be carried on by the eastern and western routes; but until
we overthrow the whole system of military science as
established by the Romans, revived by Frederick ajni
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practised and improved by Napoleon, the central and infr'
no~r line, under all ordinary circumstances, will furnish the
greatest probabilities of success.

If the line of Lake Champlain is, as we have endeav-
ored to show, the most important line in the north, its
security by fortifications is a ma~tter of the greatest inter-
est. The works recommended by the Board, consist of a
single fort, costing $600,000, at Rouase's Point, on the
extreme frontier, and unfortified d~p~ts at Plattsburg and
Albany. But is this sufficient to accomplish the object?2
If the hostile army should pass thae extreme frontier bar-
rier, w~hat is to retard his advance,-w-~hat defensive works
are to protect the d~bouchd of the N~orthern canal, or even
to save the great central d~p~t? Wre kanow of no foreig~n
engineer who has recommended less than three lines of
fortifications for the security of a land frontier; and Na-
po0leon, th~e Archduke Charles, and General Jomnini, agree
in recommzending at least this number of lines. There
may be circumstances that render it unnecessary to resort
to a three-fold defence throughout the whole extent of our~
northern frontier; but upon our main line of communica-
tion with Canazda,--a line of maximum importance both to
us and to the enemy, we know of no reason for viola~ting
the positive rules of the art,--rules which have been estab-
ishzed for ages, and sanctioned by the best engineers and
greatest generals of modern times.

Ticonderoga has more than once stayed the waves of
nzorthern invasion; and we know of no change in the art
of war, or in the condition of the country, that renders
less important than formerly the advantages of an inter-
metdiate point of support between Albany and the Cana-
dian lines. Indeed it would seem thaat the connection of
the Hudson with thbe lake by the northern canal had even
iincreased the value of such a point.

It would seem, moreover, that the ·great value of a cen
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tral d~p~t near Albany would warrant a resort to the best
means of security which can be affordied by def'ensive
wrorks. Here we already have one of our largest arsenals
of construction;3 here are to be located magazines for the
collection and deposite, in time of peace, of gunpowder;
here, in time of war, is to be formed the grand military
d~p~t for our whole northern armies;j and here is the
point of junction of the lines of communication of our
northern and eastern states, andl the great central rallying·
point where troops are to be collected for the defence of
our northern frontier, or for offensive operations against
Canada. Such a place should never be exposed to the
coup-dc--main of an enemy. The chance operations of a
defensive army are never su~fficient for the security of
so important a, position. WVe do not here pretend to say
wyhat its defences should be. Perhaps strong a~tes-de-7pone
on the Mo~hawk and H~udson rivers, and detached works
on the several lines of communication, may accomplish the
desired object;3 perhaps more central and compact works
may be found. necessary. But we insist on the importance:
of securing this position by some efficient means. The
remarks of Napoleon, (which have already been given,)
on the advantages to be derived from fortifying such a
central place, where the military wealth of a, nation can
be seerred, are strikringly applicable to~this case.

But let us look for a moment at what is called the west·
u-·n plan of defence for our northern frontier.

Certain writers and orators of the western states, ine
thleir plans of military defence, would have the principal
fortifications of the northern frontier established on ~Lake
Er·ie, th~e Detroit river, the St. Clair, and Lake Hluron;j
antl the money proposed for the other frontier and coa~st
wor~ks, expended in establishing military and naval dlTp~ts
at Memphis and Pittsburg, and in the construction of a
ship-canaal from the lower Illlinois to Ldake iMichigana,--for
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the purpose of obtaining the naval control of' thne northern
lakes.

It is said that British military and steam navral forces
will ascend the St. Lawrence to Lake Ontario; that to
counteract these operations we must build an opposition
steam-navy at Pittsburg and M~emphis, and collect oui
troops on the Ohio and M~ississippi, ascend the M/ississippi
and Illinois, Lake M~lichig~an, TLake Huron, and the Geora
gian Bay, cross over to the Ottawa by French river anda
Lake Nipissing, or Moon river and the M~uskag~o, then de-
scend the Ottawa river to Montreal. But as there might
be some difficulty in conveying their war-steamers over
some twelve or fifteen portages between the Georgian Bay~
and. thae Ottawa, and as the upper waters of that river are
not navigable by such craft, it has, by some of the military
writers before alluded to, been deemed preferable to de~
scend Lake Huron, St. Clair river and lake, run the
gauntlet past the British forts on the Detroit, descend
Lake Erie and the Niagara* into Lake Ontario, so as to
meet the Eng~lish as they come steaming up the St. Law~
rence!i

it is agreed upon all sides that the British must first
collect their forces at Quebec, and then pass along the
line of the St. Lawrence and Lake Ontario to reach the
Niaga'a, and Detroit frontiers. Our boards of engineers
havie deemed it best. to collect troops on the Champlain
line, and, by penetrating between Montreal and Quebec,
separate the enemy's forces and cut off all the remainder
df Canada from supplies and reinforcements from England.
IBut it has been discovered by certain western men that
to cut the trunk of a tree is not the proper method of fe~lk
ing it: we must climb to the top and pinch the buds, or, at

* How they are to pass the Falls was not determiued either Lg
Jiarty Bluff or the Ml~emrphis3 Convention.
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most, cut off a few of the smaller limbs. To blow up a
house, we should not place the mine under the foundation,
but ·attach it to one of thie shingles of the roof! Wie have
already shown that troops collected at Ablbany may reach
the great strateg~ic point on the St. Lawrence by an easy
and dlirect route of two hurndred miles; but forces collected
at Pittsburg· and Memphris must pass over a. difficult and
unfrequented route of two thousand miles.

Our ~merchant marinle on the lakes secures to us a na-
val superiority in that qu~arter at the beginning of a war;
and our facilities f'or shlip-building are there equal if not
superior to any possessed by the enemy. The only way,
therefore, in which our ascendency on the lakes can be
lost, is by the introduction of steam craft from the Atlan-
tic. The canals and locks constructed for this object will
pass vessels of small dimnensions and drawing not over
eighlt and a half feet water.

How are we to prevent the introduction of these Atlamr
tic steamers into our lakes ? Shall we, at the first opening
of hostilities, march with armed forces upon the enemy's
line of artificial communication and blow up the locks of
th~eir ship-canals, thus meeting the enemy's marine at the
very threshold of its introduction into the interior seas;
or shall we build opposition steam-navies at Pittsburg and
Memphis, some two thousand miles distant, and then ex-
pend some forty or fifty millions* in opening an artificial

* The construction of the Illinois ship-canal, for vessels of eight and

a half feet draught, is estimateed at fifteen millions; to give the same
draught to the MTississippi and lower Illinois, would require at least ten
millions more; a ship canal of the corresponding draught around Nia-
gara 13nlls, will cost, say, ten millions; the navy yard at Memphis, with
'docks, storehouses, &c., xviii cost about two millions, and steamers sent
thence to the lakes will cost about fifty thousand dollars per gnn. On
the other hand, the military defences which it is deemed necessary to
erect in time of peace for the security of the Champlain frontier. wvill
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channel to enable them to reach La~ke Ontario, after its
borders have been laid waste by the hostile forces ? Very
f'ew disinterested judges would hesitate in forming their
ospinion on this question.*'

cost only about two thousand dollars per gun; the whole expenditure
not exceeding, at most, two millions of dollars!i

It is not to be denied that a water commpnication between the Mis-
s~issippi and the northern lakes will have great commercial advantages,
and that, in case of a protracted war, auxiliary troops and military
stores may be drawn from the valley of the Mississippi to assist the
North and East in preventing any great accessions to the British mili-
tary forces in the Canadas. We speak only of the policy of expending·
vast sums of money on this militery (?) pr·ojeci, to the neglect of mat-
ters of more immediate and pressing want. We have nothing to say
of its character as a comnmer~cial project, or of the ultimate military ad-
vantages that might accrue from such a work. W~e speak only of the
present condition and wants of the countryr, and not of what that con-
dition and those wants may be generations hence!i

*~ There are no books devoted exclusively to the subjects embraced
in this chapter; but the reader will find many remarks on thle northern
frontier defences in the histories of the war of 1812, in congressional
reports, (vide House Doc. 206, XXV~th Congress, 2~d session; and
Senate Doc., N'o. 85, XXVIIIth Congress, 2d session,) and in niumerous
pamphlets and essays that have appeared from the press within thle
~iast few years.
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CHA4P TE I9 nLX.

ARMY ORGANIZATIO N--STAFF AN D ADIIINIS TRATIVE: C O RPS.

ByJ the law of the 1~2th of December, 17990, on the or·
ganization of the public force of France, the Army was
defined, "'A standing force drawn from the public force,
-and designed to act against external enemies." [Une
force hiabituelle exutra~ite de la force pucblique, et destinie s
sentiellement di agir contre les ennemzis dx dehors.]
In time of peace, the whole organized military force of

the State is intended when we speak of thie army ; but in
time of war this force is brokien uip into two or more frac-
tions, each of which is called an army. ?'ihese armies are
usually named from the particular duty which may be as-
signed to them--as, army of invuasio~n, army of occupation,
armzy of observation, army of reserve, ~c.; or from the
country or direction in Which they operate--as, arm~y of the
North, of the South, of M~exico, of Canada, of the Rhiine, dc.;
or from the general who commands it-as, the army of
Soult, army~ of Wellington, army/ of Bitcher, ~c.

All modern armies are organized on the same basis.
They are made up of a Staff and Administrative depart-
ments, and four distinct arms-Infantry, Cavalry, Artil-
lery, and Engineers; each having distinct duties, but all
combining to form one and the same military body. In
the actual operations of a campaign, these forces are form-
ed into corp3s d'ar1mke, each corps d'arnui'e being composed
of two or more grand-divisions; each grand-division, of
two or more brigades; and each brigade, of several com-
panies, squadrons, or batteries.
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In speaking of an army in the field, it is sometimes sulp-
posed to be divided into two classes of men--the Staff
and the line. Whe here include in the first class--

All officers, of whatever arm, above the rank of colonel;
All officers of the staff corps of whatever grade, and
All officers attached to the staff as aides, &c.;
All officers of the administrative departments;
All offcers of artillery and engineer staffs;
The corps of geographical or topogra~,phical engineers,

adnd
The guards.
In the second class are included all troops, of what-

ever arm, which belong to the active army, in infantry,
cavalry, artillery, and engineers. All troops on detached
service, such as recruiting, guarding posts and d~p~ts, es-
corting convoys, &c., as well as all sedentary corps, gar-
risons of fortified places, &c., are not regarded in this
classification as composing any part of the line of the
army .

Troops of the line is a, term applied only to such troops
as form the principal line on the battle-field, viz :--The
heavy infantry and heavy cavalry. These are technically
called infantry of the line, and cavalry of th~e linze. In this
sense of the term, lighlt infantry, light cavalry or dragoons,
artillery, and engineers, are not classed as troops of the
line. But this distinction is now pretty much fallen into
disuse; and the division of an army into Staff and Admin-
istrative departments, and four arms of service--Infan-
try, Cavalry, Artcillery, and Engineers--is noxv regarded
as the most convenient, from being precise and definite in
its meaning.

The general staff of an army includes all general off"i-
cers of' the army, and such officers of lower grades as are
attached to this general duty, instead of serving with
troops, or on special administrative duty. The general
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officers are--ist, the generalissimo, or commander-in-chief;
2d, generals, or marshals, as they are called in France, or
field-marshals and generals of infatntry and cavalry, as
they are called in Eng-land and, the northern states of Eu-
rope 3d, lieultena~nt-g~enerals ; 4th, g~enerals of division,
or major-generals, as they are called in England; 5th, gen-
eralbs of brigade, or brigadier-generals, as they are sometimes
called ;--colonels, majors, captains, lieutenants, ensigns,
and comets or cadets, are also either attached to the staff,
or form a part of the staff corps. The titles of "a djutant-
general," rind of " inspector-generatl,"' are given to staff'
officers selected for th-ese special services, either in the
general staff or in the several corps d'anuimee. Ndo special
rank is attached to these offices themselves, and the g-rade
of those who hold them is fixed by some special rule, or
by their general rank in the army.

In the war of the Revolution, W~ashington held the rank
of General, and in 1798 the rank of Lieutenant-general.
In the war of 1812, the highest grade held by any of our
offcers was that of General of Division, or M~ajor-general,
as it was called. The highest grade in our army at the
p~resent time is called Matjor-general--a title that prope"rly
belongs, not to the general of an army, but to thle chief of
staff. Hamilton had this title when chief of W~ashington's
staff; Berthier and Soult when chief of Natpoleon's staff,
the former till the close of the campaign of 1814, and the
latter in the Waterloo campaign. Generazl Jomini first
greatly distinguished himself as chief of Ney's staff, and
afterwards on thle staff of the Emperor of Russia. Othner
generals have owed much of their success to the chiefs of
their staff :--Pichegru to Regnier, M/oreau to Dessoles,
K~utusof to Toll, Barcla~y to Diebitsch, and Bldcher to
Shamnblarst and~ Gacisenan.

Trhe gen eralissimo or com~mander-in- chie f of an~ army is
the person designated by the law of the land to take charge
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of the organized militarl forces of the state. In this coum
try the President, through his Secretary of W;ar, exercises
this general command. In England, Wtellington acts in
the capacity of commander-in-chief of all the British inili-
tary forces. In F;rance, the Mlinister of WVar, under the
king, has this general direction. In other European ser-
vices, some prince of the blood, or distinguished general,
exercises the functions of gfeneralissimo.

An active army in the field should be commanded by a
'reneral, or, as is done in some European countries, by
a marshal. These may be regarded as of assimilated rank.

A4 corps d'armie should be commanded by a, Lieuctenant-
general. This rule is almost universal in Europe. The
number of marshals in France under Napoleon was so
great, that. officers of this grade were often assigned to
corp3s d'armee.

A grand division of an army should be commanded by a
General of Division. In England, the assimiilated grade is
that of major-general, and in France at the present time,
the younger lieutenant-generals, or the mare'ckaux-de-camp,
commanid divisions.

A brigade should be commanded by a Brigadie~r-general.
At the present time in the French service, ma-ri~citaux-dle-
camp3 act as commanders of brigades.

The several corps~ d'armie' are designated by numbers,
1st, 2d, 3d, &c., and in the same way the several divisions
in each corps d'arrnie, and the se -eral brigades in each di-
vision.

W16hen the number of troops are placed on a war footing,
each corps d'arm~ie ordinarily contains from twenty to thirty
t~housand men.

The command of these several corps d'a'mie', divi-
sions, and brigades, is taken by the officers of the corre-
srponding grades according to seniority of rank, and with-
out reference to arms, unless otherwise directed by the
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generalissimo, who should always have the power to des..
ignate officers for special commands.

The chief o~fstaff of an army is usually selected from
the grade next below thnat of the general commanding-, andI
receives the title, for the time being, which is used to
designate this special rank. In some European armnies,
and formerly in our own service, this officer was calledi
maj~or-general. In France, if the generalissimo commands
in person, a marshal is made chief of staff with the tern-
poray title of mzajor-ge'n~ral; but if a marshal commands
the army, a lieutenant-general or mariehal-de-eamzp be-
comes chief of staff with the title of aidle-major-gtiniral.
The chiefs of staff of corps d'arinzee andl of divisions, are se-
lected in precisely the same way.

The position assigned by the commanding general for the
residence of his staff, is denominated the General Head-
Quarter. of the arnny; that of a corps d'armbe staff, the Headl-
Quarters of [1st or 2d, &c.] corps d'a/rinzk; that of a divi-
sion, the Head-Quanrters of~ [1st or 2d, &c.] division1, [1st
or 2d, &c.1 corps d'arrnie.

The petty staffs of regiments, squadrons, &zc., consisting
of an adjutant, sergeant-mrajqr, &c., are especially organ-
ized by the commandants of the regiments, &c., and have
no connection whatever with the general staff of an army.
Of course, then, they are not embtraced in the present
discussion.

Trhe subordinate officers of the staff of an army, in time
of war, are charged with important and responsible duties
connected with. the execution of the orders of their re-
spective chiefs. But in time of peace, they are too apt to
degenerate into fourth-rate clerkrs of the Adljutalnt-general's
department, and mere military dandies, employing their
timne in discussing the most unimportant and really conl-
temp'tible points of military etiquette, oar criticising the
letters and dispatches of superior officers, to see whether
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the wording of the report or the folding of the letter exact-
ly co~3spondis to the particular regulation applicable to
the case. Such was the character given to the first staff of
Wellington, and a similar class of men composed the staff
o-f the army of Italy when it was abolished by Napoleon
and a new one formed in its place. There are also some
officers of this stamp in our own service, but they are re-
garded by the army with universal contempt. rphe staff
of our army reqjuires a new and different orgasnization, anti
should be considerably enlarged.

The following is the composition of a regularly organ-
ized general staff in the French service for an army of
forty or fifty thousand men divided into two corps d'arm~c
and a reserve.

1 st. The marshal (or general) commandin~g-in-chief ;
and one colonel or lieutenant-colonel, one major, three
captains and three subalterns, as aides-de-camp.

2d. A lieutenant-general as chief-of-staff, with the title
of major-general, assisted by one colonel or lieutenant-co-
lonel, three majors, five captains, and one subaltern, as
aidles-tie-camp.

3d. Three lieuten~ant-ge~nerals, commanding the corps
d'armf'e and reserve. Each of these will be assisted by
aides in the same way as the major-genercil, and each will
also have his regrularly-organized staff' of corps d'armke,
with a general of division or general of brigade as chief.

4th. Six or nine generals commanding divisions, each
having his own distinct and separately organrized staff.: In
th~e French army, th~e staff of an offcer commanding a di-
vision is composed of one colonel, two majors, three cap-
tains, and. six subalterns.

5th. Twelve or more generals of brigade, each having
one captain, and one subaltern for aides.

6th. Trhere is also attached to the staff of the general-
in-chief of the army, the commandants of artillery and en-~
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gine ers, with several subordinates, inspector-generals, and
the rankiing officers of each of. the administrative depart-
maerits, with their assistants.

Tdhe generals select, their aides and assistants fr~om the
staff corps, or fromn either oif the four armns of service.

'Fhe troops of these arms may'be distributed as follows:

52 battalions of inlfantry, 35,000 men.
42 squadrons of horse, .. 6,500 '
13 batteries of artillery, (4 ;mounted and 9 foot,) . f2,500 "C

S comrpanies of sappers, 2 of pontonaiers,* and 1 of arti-
ficers, . . . 1,500 '

45,500 '

If we add to these the staff, and the several office~rs and
employds of the administrative departments, we have anm
army of nearly fifty thousand men.

This, it will be remembered, is the organization of an
army in the field; in the entire military organization of a
state, the number of staff officers will be still higher.

In 1788, France, with a military organization for about
three hundred and twenty thousand men, had eighteen mar-
shals, two hundred and twenty-five lieutenant-generals,
five hundred and thirty-eight mar~chau~x~d-carnpo, and four
hunidred and eigfhty-three brigadiers. A similar organiza-
tion of the gene al staff was mainitained by Napoleon. At
Presenit the general staff' of the French army consists of
ninie marshals, (twelve in time of war ;) eighty lieutenant-
generals in active service, fift~y-two in reserve, and sixty
two en retraite--one hundred and ninety-four in all; one
hundred and sixty mare'chau -de-camp in active service
eighty-six in reserve, and one hundred and ninety en re-
traite-four hundred and thirty-six in all. The offcers of
the staff-cor~ps are: thirty colonels, thirty lieutenant-cobo-

* Obne bridge-equipag~e is required for each corps d'armee.
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nels, one hundred majors, three hundred captains, and orne
hundred lieutenants. Those of other European armnies are
organized on the same basis.

It will be seen from these remrnaks that the organization
of our own general staff is exceedingly defective, andl ena-
tirely unsuited to the object for which it is created. Weg
have two brigadier-generals for the command of two bri-
gades, and one general of division, with the title of major-
general, who acts in the fourfold capacity of general com-
manding the army, lieu·tenant-general, general of division,
and chief of staff of the army. But as it is impossible
with this number to maintain a proper organization, the
President (with the advice and consent of the Senate)
has, from tim~he to time, increased this number to three ma-
jor-generals, and nine brigadier-g-enerals, and numerous
officers of staff with lower grades. Nearly all these offcers
are detached from their several regiments and corps, thus in-
juring the efficiency of regiments and companies ; and we
have in our service, by this absurd mode of supplying the
defects of our system of organization by brevet rank, the
anomaly of officers beinzg gecneracls, and at thle samze timze nzot
generals; of holding certain ran/vs an~d grades, and yet not
hzolding- these rankcs atnd gracdes!i Let Congress do away
this absurd and ridiculous systeml, and establish a proper
and efircient organization~ of the general staff, and restore
the grades of general and lieutenatnt-general . In the war
of 1.812, instead of resorting to a- proper rganizantidn wrhen

an increase of the general staff was required, we merely
multiplied the number of major-generals and generals of bri-
gade by direct appointment, or by conferring brevet rankl.
It is now conceded that there never was a more ine-fficient
general staff~ than tehat with which our army was cursed
during the war; and the claims of brevet rank have ever
since been a source of endless turmoils and dissatisfaction
drjiving from the army many of its noblest ornaments
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In the event of another ·war, it is to be hoped t~hat Con-
gress will not again resort to the ruinous system of 1812.
Possibly it may by some be objected to the creation of
generals, lieutenant-gen'erals, &c., that it increatses the
expense of the army and the number of its officers. This
need not be. The number, pay, &c., may remain- the
same, or nearly the same, as at present. But by increas-
ing the grades you avoid in a considerable measure the
difficulties of seniority claims and brevet rankl-the prin-·
c~ipal curses of our present system. If we merely in-
crease the number of each existing grade, giving a part
of these rankr above their name and office, we merely
multiply evils. But we will leave this subject for the
present, and recur to the general discussion of staff du-
ties

The following remarks of Jomini on the importance of
the staff of an army are worthy of attention. "LA good
staff," says he, "is, more tha~n all, indispensable to the
constitution of an army; for it must be regarded as the
nursery where -the commanding general can raise his
principal supports--as a body of offcers whose intelli-
gence can aid his own. Wjhen harmnony is wanting be-
tween the genius that commands, and the talents of those
whog apply his conceptions, success cannot be sure ; for the
most skilful combinations are destroyed by faults in exe-
cution. Mioreover, a good staff has the advantage of being
more durable than the genius of any single man; it not
only remedies many evils, but it may safely be affirmed
that it constitutes for the army the best of all safeguards.
The petty interests of coteries, narrow views, and mis-
placed egotism, oppose this last position: neverth~eless,
every military man of reflection, and every enlightened
statesman, will regard its truth as beyond all dlispute; for
u. well-appointed staff is to an army what a skilfu~l minis-
t&r is to a monarchy--it seconds the views of the chief,
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even though it be in condition to direct all things of it.
self; it prevents the commission of faults, even though
the commandiing general be wanting in experience, by
furnishing~ him good councils. Flow many mediocre men
of both ancient and m~odern timies, have been rendered
illustrious by achievements which were mainly due to
their associates! Reynier was the chief cause of the
victories of Pichegru, in 1794; and Dessoles, in like
manner, contributed to the glory of Moreau. is not Gen-
eral Toll associated withi the successes of Kutusof? Die-
bi~tsch with those of Barclaty and Witgenstein?2 Gneise-
nau and M~uffing with those of Biticher? Numetous
other instances might be cited in support of these asser-
tions .

'"A. well-established staff does not always result from a
good system of education for th~e young aspirants; for
a man may be a good mathematician and a fine scholar,
without being a good warrior. The staff should always
possess sufficient consideration and prerogative to be
soughte for by the officers of the' several arms, and to
draw together, in thlis way, men who aire already knownz
by their aptitude for war. Engineer and artillery officers
will no longer oppose the staff, if they reflect that it will
open to themn a more extensive field for immediate dis-
t~inction, and that it will eventually be made up exclu-
sively of the officers of those two corps who may be
placed at the disposal of the commanding general, and
who are the most capable of directing the operations of
watr."'

" At the beginning of the wars of the Revolution," says
this able historian elsewhere, "~in the F;rench army the
general staff, which is essential for directing the opera-
t~ions of war, had neither instruction nor experience."
T'he several adjutant-generals attached to the &mrry of
Jtaly were so utterly incompetent, that Napoleon became
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prejudiced against the existing staff-corps, and virtually
destroyed it, drawing his staff-officers from the other
corps of the army. In his earlier wars, a large portion
of staff duties were assigned to the engineers; but in his
later campaigns the officers of this corps were part~icu-
larly required for the sieges carried on in Germany and
Spa~in, and considerable difficulty was encountered in
finding suitable offcers for staff duty. Some of the dle-
fects of the first French staff-corps were remedied in the
latter part of Napoleon's career, and in 1818 it xvas re-
organized by M~larshal Saint-Cyr, and a special school es-
tablished for its instruction.

Some European nations have estabslished regular staff-
corps, from which the vacancies in the general staff are
filled; others draw all their staff-offcers from the corps
of the army. A combination of the two systems is pre-
ferred by the best judges. Jomini recommends a regular
staff-corps, with special schools for its instruction; but
thinks that its officers should be drawn, at least in part,
from the other corps of the army: the offcers of engi-
neers and artillery he deems, from their instruction, to be
peculiarly qualified for staff duty. The policy of holding
double rankr at the same time in the staff' and in the corps
of the army, as is done in our service, is pronounced by
all competent judges as ruinous to an army, destroying
at the same time the character of the staff and inljuringr
the efficiency of the line.

The following remarkrs on the character and duties of
general-officers of an army, made at the beginning of the
war of 1812, are from the pen of one of the ablest maili-
tary writers this country has yet produced:-

"'Generals have been divided into three classes,-.·
Tkeorists, who by study and reflection have made them-
selves acquainted with all the rules or maxims of the art
they profess; Martinets, who have confined thneir attten-
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tion merely to the mechanical part of the trade; and
Practical men, who have no other or better guide than
their own experience, in either branch of it. Trhis last
description is in all services, excepting our own, the
most numerous, but with us gives place to a fourth class,
viz., men destitute alikie of theory and of exp~erience.

"Self-respect is one thing, and presumption another.
WCithout the former, no man ever became a good officer;
under the influence of the latter, generals have commit-
ted great faults. The former is the necessary result of
kinowledg~e; the latter of ignorance. A man acquainted
with his duty can rarely be placed in circumstances new,
surprising, or embarrassing; a, man ignorant of his duty
will always find himself constrained to guless, and not
knowing· how to be right by systemn, will often be wrong
by chance.

"'These remarks are neither made nor offtered as ap-
plying exclusively to the science of war. They apply to
all other sciences; but in these, errors are comparatively
harmless. A naturalist may amuse himself and the pub-
lic with false and fanciful theories of the earth; and a
metaphysician may reason very badly on the relations
and forms of matter and spirit, without any ill effect but
t~o mak~e themselves ridiculous. Their blunders but make
us merry; they neither pick pockets, nor break legs, nor
destroy lives; while those of a general bring after them
evils the most compounded and mischievous,--the slaugh-
ter of an army--the devastation of a state--the ruin of an
empire!i

"In proportion as ignorance may be calamitous, the
reasons for acquiring instruction are multiplied and
strengthened. Are you an honest man ? `You wyill. spare
neither labor nor satcrifice to gain a competent knowledge
of your duty. Are you a, man of honzor? Yon will be
careful to avoid self-reproach. Does your bosom glowt
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wit~h thle holy fervor of patriotism ? You will so accom·
puish~ yourself as to avoid bringing dow-rn upon your couZn-
try either insult or injury.

" Nor are the more selfish impulses wvithtout a similar
tendency. Has hangecr made you a. soldier? Wiill you
not take care of your bread!i Is vanzity your principle of
action? WVill you not guard those mighty blessings, your
epaulets and feathers!i Are you impelled by a love of
glor~y or a love of power·? And can you forget that these
coy mistresses are only to be won by intelligence and
good conduct?

"But the means of instruction, say you, where are
they to be found ? Our standing atrmy is but a bad and
ill-organized militia, and our militia not better than a mob.
Nor have the defects in these been supplied by Lyci~es,
Prytandes, and Polytechnic schools. The morbid pattri-
otism of some, and the false economy of others, have
nearly obliterated every thing like military knowledge
amlong us.

"T 'his, reader, is but one mnotive the ~more for reinsta-
ting it. Thanks to the noble art of printing! you still
have hooks wehich, if stuldied, will teach the art of wyar.

"Books! And what are they but the dreams of pe-
dants? They may make a. Macki, but, have they ever
made a. Xe~nophon, a Caesar, a Saxie, a Frederick, or a
Bonaparte ? W~~ho would not laugh to hear the cobbler of
Athens lecturing Hannibaal on the art of war?

"True; but as you are not H~annibal, listen to~ the
cobbler. Xenophon, ClesaLr, Saxe, Frederickr, and Napo-
leon, have all thought well of books, and have even com-
posed them. Nor is this extraordinary, since they are
but the depositories of maxims which genius has sug-
gested, and experience confirmed; since they both en-
lighten and shorten the road of the traveller, and render
.he labor and g~enius of past ages tributary to our own.
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T'hese teach most emphatically, that the secret of ~~uc-
cessful war is not to be found in mere legs and arm~s, but
in the head that shall direct them. If this be eith-er un-
gifted by nature, or uninstructed by study and reflection,
thbe best plans of maneruvre and campaign avail nothing.
T'he two last centuries have presented many revolutions
in military character, all of wvhich have turned on this
prinlciple. It would be useless to enumerate these. Wie
shall qluote only the greatest and the Ilast--Thze troops of
FIrederick! H-Jow illustrious under him! HoTw contempt-
ible under his successors!i Yet his system was there;
his double lines of march at full distance; his oblique
order of battle; his simple lines of manceuvre in the
presence of an enemy; his wise conformatian of an ett
mnajor ;--ail, in short, that distinguished his practice from
th~at of ordinary men, survived him; but the head that
truly comprehended and knew how to apply these, died
with Frederickr. What an admonition does this fact pre-
sent for self-instruction ,--for unwearied diligrence ,--for~
study and reflection! N ~or should the force of this be
lessened by- the considera~tion that, after all, unless nature
should have done her part of the wvork,--unless' to a soull
not to be shaken by any changes of f~ortune-~oo'l, col-
lected, and strenuous--she adds a head fertile in expedi-
ents, prompt in its decisions, and sound in its judgments,
no man can ever merit the title of a general."

rfhe celebrated Marshal Saxe has made the following
remarks on the necessary qlualifications to `form a good
general. The most indispensable one, according to his 
idea, is valor, without which all the rest wiill prove nuga-
tory. The next is a sound understanding wit-h some ge-
fins: for he mulst not only he courageous, but be extreme-
ly fertile in ex~pedients. Th'le third is health and a robsust
constitution.

" His mind must be capable of prompt and vigorous re-
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~cOflrees;J he must have an aptitude, and a talent at dis·
covering the desig~ns of others, without betraying the
slightest trace of his own intentions;j he must be, seem~
i'ng-ly, communicative, in order to encouraige others to un~~
bosom, but remain tenaciously reserved in matters that
concern his own army; he must, in a, word, possesis ac-
tivity· with judgment, be able to makie a proper choice of
hkis officers, and never deviate from the strictest line of
military justice. Old soldiers must not be rendered8
wretched and unhappy by unwarrantable promotions, nor
must extraordinary talents be kept back to the detriment
of the service on account of mere rules and regulations,
Great ~abilities will justify exceptions; but ignorance and
inactivity will not makre up for years spent in the profesJ
sion.

" In his deportmnent he must be affable, and always su·
perior to peevishness or ill-humor; he must not know, or
at least, seem not to know, what a spirit of resentment is;
and when he is under the necessity of inflicting military
chastisement, he must see the guilty punished without,
compromise or foolish humanity; and if the delinquent be
fr~om among the number of his most intimate friends, he
must be doubly severe towards the unfortunate man.Fo
it is better, in instances of correction, that one individual
should be treated with rigor (by orders of the person over
wyhom he may be supposed to hold some influence) than
that an idea should go forth in the army of public justice
being sacrificed to private sentiments.

" A modern general should always have before him the
example of M~anlius ;.he must divest himself of personal
sensations, and not only be convinced himself, but con~
vince others, that he is the organ of military justice, and
that what he does is irrevocably prescribed. WVith thaese
q~ualifications, and by this line of conduct, he will secure
the affections of his followers, inastil into their minds ~all
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the impulses of deference and respect; he will be feared,
and consequently obeyed.

"The resources of a general's mind are as various as
the occasions for the exercise of them are multiplied and
checkered: he must be perfectly master of the art of
knowing how to support an army ia all circumstances and
situations; how to apply its strength, or be sparing of its
energy and confidence; how to post all its different coin
ponent parts, so as not to be forced to give or receive bat.
tle in opposition to settled plans. When once engaged, he
must have presence of mind enough to grasp all the rela-
tive points of disposition and arrangement, to seize fatvor.'
able momernts for impression, and to be thoroughly. con-l
versant in the infinite vicissitudes that occur during the
heat of a battle; on a ready possession of which its ulti.'
mate success depends. These requisites are unquestion-
ably manifold, and grow out of the diversity of situations,
and the chance medley of events that produce their ne.'
cessity.

"'A general to be ine perfect possession of them, must
on the day of battle be divested of every thoug~ht, and be
inaccessible to every feeling, but what immediastely regards
the business of the day; he mulst reconnoitre with the
promptitude of a skilful geographer, whose eye collects
instantaneously all the relative portions of locality, and
feels his ground as it were by instinct; and in the dispo~'
sition of his troops he must discover a~ perfect k~nowledge
of his profession, and makle all his arrangements with ac.'
curatcy and dispatch. His order of battle must be simple
and unconfused, and the execution of his plan be as quick
as if it merely consisted in uttering some few words of
command; as, the Jlirst line will attack!i the second woill sup.'
iwort ~t! or, such a battalion will advanzce and support the line.

"LThe general officers who act under such a general
taust be ignorant of their business indeed, if, upon the re-
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ceipt of these orders, ·they should be deficient in the im-
mediate means of answering them, by a prompt and ready
co-operattion. So that the general has only to issue out
directions according to the growth of circumstances, and
to rest satisfied that every division will act in conformity
to his intentions; but if, on the contrary, he should so far
forget his situation as to become a drill-sergeant in the heat
of action, he must find himself in the case of the fly in
the fable, which perched upon a wheel, and foolishly im-
algined that the motion of the carriage was inafluenced by
its situation. A4 general, therefore, ought on the day of
battle to be thoroughly master of himself, and to have both
his mind and his eye riveted to the immediate scene of
action. ~He will by these means be enabled to see every
thing; his judgment will be unembarrassed, and he will
instantly discover all th~e vulnerable points of the enemy.
The instant a favorable opening offers, by which the con-
test may be decided, it becomes his duty to head the near-
est body of troops, and, without any regard to personal
safety, to advance against the enemy's line. [By a ready
conception of this sort, joined to a, great courage, General
*De~ssaix determined the issue of the battle of Marengo.]
It is, however, impossible for any man to lay down rules,
or to specify with accuracy all the different ways by which
a victory may be obtained. Every thing depends upon a
variety of situations, casualties of events, and intermedi-
ate occurrences, which no human foresight can positively
ascertain, but which masy be converted to good purposes
by a quick eye, a ready conception, and prompt execution.

" Prince Eugene was singularly gifted with these quali~
fications, particularly with that sublime possession of the
mind, which constitutes the essence of a military char-
acter."

"M~any commanders-in-chief have been so limited in
the r ideas of warfare, that when events have broug-ht the
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contest to issue, and two rival armies have b~een draws
out for action, their whole attention has devolved upon a
straight alignmenrt, an equality of step, or a, regular dis-
tance in intervals of columns. They have consi~dered it
sufficient to give answers to quzestions proposed by their
aides-dc·-camp, to send oarders in various directions, and to
gallop themselves from one quzarter to another, without
steadiily adhering to the fluctuations of the day, 6r calmly
watching for an opportunity to strike a decisive blow.
T~hey endeavor, in fact, to do every thing, and thereby do
nothing. They appear likre men whose presence of mind
deserts them the instant they are taken out of the beaten
track, or reduced to supply unexpected calls by uncommon
exertions; and froml- w~hence, continues the same sensible
wrher, do these contradictions arise ? fr-om an ig-norance-
of those high qualifications, without which the mere routine
of duty, mnethodical arrangeme~nt, and studied discipline-
mnust fall to the ground, and defeat themselves. Miany
officers spend their whole lives in putting a few regiments
through a regular set of man~uvres ; and ha-ving done so,
they vainly imagine that all the science of a real military
man consists in that acquirement. Wh~en, in process of
time, the command of a large army falls to their lot, they
are manifestly lost in the magnitude of the undlertaking,
and, from not knowing how to act as they ought, they
remain satisfied with doing what they have partially
learned.")

"Mnilitary knox dledge, as far as it regards a general mr
commander-in-chief, may be divided into two parts, one
comprehending· mere discipline and settled systems for
putting a certain number of rules into practice,; and the
other originating a sublimity of conception that method
may assist, but cannot give."

" If a man be born with faculties that are naturallly
adapted to the situation of a general, and if hbis talents do
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not fit The extraordinary casualties of war, hre will never
rise beyond mlediocrityv."

" It is, in fact, in war as it is in painting, or in m-usic,
Perfection in either art grows out of innate talent, but it
never can be acquired withoute them. Stuady and perse·
vrerancet may correct ideas, but no application, no assiduity
will give the life and energy of action; these are the
waTorkrs of nature." 

" It has been? my fate (oboserves the Matrshal) t~o see siev-·
eral very excellent colonels become indifferent generals.
I have known others, who have distinguished themselves
at sieges, and in the different evolutions of an army, lose
their presence of mind and appear ignorant of their pro-
-fession, the instant they xvere taken from that pa~rticular
line, and be incapyable of commanding a, few squadrons of
horse. Should a man of this cast be put at the head of an
army, he will confine himself to mere dispositions and
manmtauvres; to them he will look for safety; and if once
thwarted, h~is defeat wbill he inevitable, because hais muind
is not capable of other resources."

" In order to obviate, in the best possible m anner, the
innumrerable disasters which must arise from t~he uncer~r
tainty of war, and the greater uncertainty of the means
that are adoptedl to carry it on, some general rules ought
to be laid down, not only fobr the government of the troops,
but for the instruction of throse wvho hav~e the commana of
them. The piinciples to be observed are: that when the
line or thae columns advance, their dlistances should be;
scrupulously observed; that whenever a body ~of troops is
ordered to charge, every proportion of the line should rusha
f8orward with intrepidity and vigor; that if openings are
made in the first line, it becomes the duty of the second
instantly to fi~ll up the chasms."

" These instructions issue from the dictates of plain na-·
ure, and do not require the least elucidation in writing
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They consti~ ute the A, B, C of soldiers. Nlothling can bes
more simple, or more intelligible; so much so, that it
wvould be ridiculous in a general to sacrifice essential ob-·
jects in order to attend to such minutlie. His functions in
the day of battle are confined to those occupations of the
mind, by which he is enabled to watch the countenance
of the enemy, to observe his movements, and to see with
an eagle's or a king of Prussia's eye, all the relative di-
rections that his opponents takre. It must be his business
to create alarms and suspicions among the enemy's line in
one qluarter, while his real intention is toe act against
another; to puzzle, and disconcert him in his plans; to
take advantage of the m~anifold opening~s wvhich his feints
have produced, and when the contest is brought to issue,
to be capable of plunging with, effect upon the wseakiest
part, and carrying the sword of death where its blow is
certain of being mortal. But to accomplish these impor-
tant and indispensable points, his judgment must be clear,
his mind collected, his heart firm, and his eyes incapable
of beings diverted, even for a moment, by the trifling occur-
rences of the day."

The adlministrative service of an army is usually divided
into several distinct departments, as-

Pay department.
Subsistence '"
Clothing '
M2edical "r

H~ospital . These inour service areunited.
Barrack "' These in our service are combined
Fuel inoe aldth urems
Transportation " t noe aldth ~atra-er's department.
Recruiting
Military Justice, or Court Martial department.

It was intended to enter inato the history, organization,
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atnd use of each of these civico-military departments of an
army; but our limits are such as to preclude any thing
likre so detailed a discussion as would be necessary for a
proper understanding of the subject. W~re therefore pass
from the sta~ff directly to the line, or rather the four princi-
Jpal arms of an army organization. 5t

* Of works that treat directly of staff organization and duties, those

of Grimo~ird, Thi~bault, Boutourlin, Labaume, are esteemed among the
best. The writings of Jomini, Napoleon, Rocquatncourt, Vauchelle,
Odier, Scharnhorst, also contain much valuable information on this sub-
ject. The f'ollowing list of books mayS be re~ferred to for further infor-
mation on the subjects alluded to in this chapter:

Aide-llimoire des ofticiers gitsirlauxr et saupiricur~s et des capniteines
PriCcis de l'ar·t de la g~uerr1e. Jomini.
Mimoir·es de Napolion. Mbontholon et Gourgaud.
Cour~s CIlirnentaire d'ar~t et dl'histoire militaires. RocqluancouLrt.
Cours ilinsentair~e d'adlministr~atio~n militair~e. Vauchelle.

Dr·oite ilimenta~ire d'acrt militair~e, &c. Gay de Vernon.
Annuair~e snilitaire kistor~ique, &tc. Siicard.
Cours ab~rigi dladministr-ation militacire. Beruier.
Cours d'adosioistration snilitaire, &c. Odiier.

De l'administration de l'armie d' Espag~ne. Odier.
~De lora~cnizotion de la force a~rmie en. Fr·ance. Carion-Nisas,
El~mens de Part militai·e, &c. Cug~not.
Milemoires sur Ila guerre. Feuqui~res.
Cous~s d'art mititaire et d'kistoire. Jacquinot do Presle.
Coorls dl'art nsilitaire. Fallot.

The'orie de L'officier supir~ieur. L~orier
H-i'stoire de l'adnsinistratio~n de la guerre. Audonin.
I~nstructions diverses d l'usage de l'icole d'appolication du corpa

royal d'itat-mojor.
HaLnd'buclsfiir oJ0iziere, &c. Scharnhorst.

Having omitted all discussion of the several departments of the ad-
ministrative service of an army organizattion, it Is not deemed nec~essar~y
to give the names of books of reference oss the subjects of pay, courts-
martial, medicinal and hospital departments, &Lc., &tc.
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CHIAPTERS X.i 

ARMYS ORGANIZATION. * -- INFANTRY ANIJ CAVAIR 

%Infantry~.--Infatntry constitutes, in active! service, by far
the most numerous portion of an army; in time of peace
its duties are simple, and, in most countries, of little com-·
parative importance; but in our country the continually rea
curring difficualties on the Indian frontiers, render this arm
peculiarly necessary and important, even in time of gen-
eral peace. From the nature of infatntry service-Ito pe*
culiar technical knowledge (we speakr of th~e privates and
o~flicers of the lower grades) being so absolutely indispe -
sable as in the other arms--the soldier may in a short
time be trained and instructed in his duties. For this
rfeason the ratio of infantr~y in a, peace establishirent is
ordinarily much less than in active service, this arm being
always capable of great exrpansion wchen occasion re-
quires.

In the early periods of society, and in countries where
horses abounded 7 men have usually preferred fighting on
hlorsebackr; bunt civilization and a more thorough acquaint-

*- In discussing our own organization, it may be well to i~omparo it
with the armies of some of the principal nations of Europe. Our limits
ivrll not allow us to go very much into details, nor to make a com-
oarison with more than a single European power. XiVe shall select
F8irance, inasmuch as her army organization has served as a model
for the rest of Europe, and is stills ine some respects, superior to mog
etihers.
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ance with war has always increased the importance of
infatntry.

The ileb ews, arid also the Egyptians, employed this
arm almost exclusively. The Asiatics generally era-
ployed both infatntry and cavalry, but with the Greeks the
infantr-y was the favorite arm. Even their king~s and
generals usually foug~ht on foot. The Romans conquered
the world mainly with their infatntry. This arm was also
considered of the greatest importance by the ancient Ger-
mnans and Gauls; but the migration of the finns and other
Miongolic tribes mounted on small and fleet horses, and
the acquaintance formed by the Fratnks of northern Spainl
with the M~oors, who were mounted on beautifu~l horses
from Arabia and the platea-u of Asia, introduced a taste
for cavalry in western Europe. This taste was still fur-
ther cultivated under the feudal system, for the kinig~hts
preferred fighting on horsebackr to serving on foot. During
the crusades the infantry fell into disrepute. But the in-
vsention of gunpowder changed the whole system of war-
fare, and restored to infantryr its former importance.

"'The Rtomans," says Naapoleon in his Memoirs, I"had
two infantries; the first, lightly armed, was provided with
a missile weapon ; the second, heavily armed, bore a short
sword. After the invention of powder two species of in-
~fantry were still continued: the arqjuebusiers, who were
lig-htly armed, and intended to observe and harass the
enemy; and the pikemen, who supplied the place of the
heavy-armed in~fantry. During the hundred and fifty years
which have elapsed since Vauban banished lances and
pikies fr-om all the infantry of Europe, substituting for thin
the firelocki and bayonet, all the infatntry has been lightly
armed. rj... her has been since that time, properly
speakiing-, only one kiind of infantry: if there was a comp any
of chasseurs in every battalion, it was by way of counter-
poise to the co~mpany of grenadiers; the battalion being
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composed of nine companies, one picked company did not
appear sufficient. If the Emlperor Napoleon created com-
panies of voltigeurs armed like drag~oons, it wras to substi-
tuite them for those companies of chasseurs. He com-
posed them of men under five feet in height, in order to
bring into use that class of the con~scription which measured
from four feet ten inches to five feet; and having been un-
til that time exempt, made the burden of conscription fall
more heavily on the other classes. This arrangement;
,served to reward a great number of old soldiers, who, be-
ing under five feet in height, could not enter into the comn-
jpanies of grenadiers, who on accounu of their bravery, de-
eerved to enter into a pickied company: it was a powerful
incentive to emulation to bring the giants and pigmies into
competition. Had there been men of different colors in
the armies of the emperor, he would have composed com-
panies of blacks and companies of whites : in a country-
where there were cyclops or hunchbacks, a good use
mighlt be made of companies of" cyclops, anld others of
hunchbacks.

" In 1789, the Flrench army was composed of regiments
of the line and battalions of chasseurs; the chasseurs of
the Cevennes, th~e V~ivarais, the Alps, of Corsica, and the
Pyrenees, who at the Revolution formed half brigades of
light infajntry ; but the object was not to have two differ-
ent sorts of infantry, for they were raised alike, instructed
alike, drilled allike; only the battalions of chasseurs were
recruited by the men of the Inountainous districts, or by the
sons of the garde-chasse; whence they wvere- more fit to
be employed on the frontiers of the Alps and Pyrenees;
and when they were in the armies of the North, they were
always detatch-ed, in preference, for climbing heig~hts or
scouring a forest: when these men were placed in line, in a
battle, they served very well as a, battalion of the line,
oecause they had received the same instructions, and
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were armed and disciplined in the same manner. Every
power occasionally raises, in war-time, irregular corps,
under the title of free or legionary battalions, consisting
of foreign deserters, or formed of individuals of a particu-
lar patrty or faction ; but that does not constitute two sorts
of infantry. There is and can be but one. If the apes
of antiquity must needs imitate the Romnans, it is not lig~ht-
armed troops that they onght to introduce, but heavy-armed
soldiers, or battalions armed with swords; for all the in-
fantry of Europe serve at times as light troops."

M~os~t European nations, for reasons probably similar to
those of Napoleon, keep up this nominal division of in-
fa~ntry of th~e line and lighlt infantry; bu~t both are usually
armed and equipped alike, and both receive the same or-
ganizattion and instruction. The light infantry are usual-
ly made up from the class of men, or district of country,
which furnishes the greatest number of riflemen and sharp-
shooters. In France, the light infatntry is best supplied
by the hunters of the Ardennes, the Vosges, and the Jura
districts; in Austria, by the Croates and Tyrolese; in
Prussia, by the. " fjrsters,"' or woodsmen ; and in Russia,
by the Cossacks. Our own western hunters, with proper
discipline, make the best tirailleurs in the world.

Light infantry is usually employed to protect the flanks
of the main army, to secure outposts, to reconnoitre the
ground, secure avenues of approach, deceive the enemy
by demonstrations, and secure the repose of the other
troops by patrolling parties. They usually begin a, battle,
and afterwards take their places in the line, either on the
flanks, or in the intervals between the larger bodies. The
battle of Jena furnishes a good example of the use of
French light infatntry; and at the battle of WVaterloo, the
Prussian tirailleurs were exceedingly effective in clearing
the ground for the advance of Bhticher's heavy columns.
Thbe attack of Floh-hug by Augerean, of Yierzehn Heile-
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gen by Suchet, of Iserstaedt by Desjardins, are models
well worthy of study.

The infantry of the line acts in masses, and, on th~e
field of battle, constitutes the principal fighting force. Its
formations and the manner of engag~ing it have alreadyr
been discussed under the head of tactics.

rlhe importance of infantry is due, in considerable part,
to the fact that it can be used everywhere--in mountains
or on plains, in woody or open countries, in cities or in
fields, on rivers or at sea, in the redoubt or in the attack

of the breach; the infazntry depends only on itself, where-
as the other arms must depend in a considerable degree
on the efficiency of their materials and the will and
strength of brute force; and when the snows of Russia or
the deserts of Egypt deprive their animals of the means of
sustenance, they become perfectly useless.

Foot-soldiers, in olden times, xvere armed with a spear
and sometimes witha a sword, arrows, lance, anrd sling.

At present they are armed with a, gunl and ~bayonet, and
sometimes with a sword. In some European services a
few of the foot-soldiers are armed with a pike. Some of
the light troops used as sharp-shooters carry the rifle, but
this weapon is useless for the great body of infantry. .The
short-sword is more useful as an instrument for Fcutting
branches, wood, &c., than for actual fighting. Trhe in
fantry have no defensive covering, or at least very little.
The helmet or cap serves to protect the head, and the
shoulders are somewhatt defended by epaulets. It has
often been proposed in modern times to restore the ancient
defensive armror of the foot-soldier; but this would be
worse than useless against firearms, and moreover would

destroy the efficiency· of these troops by impeding their
movemients. rphe strength of this arm depends greatly
upon its discipline ; for if calm and firm, a mass of' infan-s
try in column or in square is almost impenetrable.
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The bayonet was introduced by Vauban in the wars of
Louis XIV., and after the years ·1703 and '4, the pike was

totally suppressed in the French army. rphis measure
was warmly opposed by Marshal Mtontesquien, and the

question was discussed by him and Marshal Vauban with

an ability and learning worthy of these great men. T he

arguments of Vauban were deemed most conclusive, and

his project was adopted by the king.
TIhis question has been agitated by military writers in

more recent times, Puysdgur advocatinrg the musket, and

Folard and Lloyd contending in favor of restoring the pike.
E~ven in our oxvn service; so late as the war of 1812, a dis-

tinguishedi general of the army strongly urged the use~ ot

the pikie, and the fifteenth (and perhaps another regiment)
was armed and equipped in part as pikemen; but expe-

rience soon proved the absurdity of the project.

Napoleon calls the infantry the ar~m of battles and the
sznews of the army. But if it be ackrnowledg~ed, that, nexit
to the talent of the greneral-in-chief, the infantry is the first

instrument of victory, it must also be confessed that it findts

a powverful support in the cavalry, artillery, and engineers,
arid that without these it would often be compromised, and

could gain but a half success.
The Frenlch infantry is divided into one hundred regi

nients of three battalions each, a, battalion beinlg composed

of seven~ companies;. There are also several ether battal-
ions of chasseurs, zuaves, &c., being organized especially

for service in Afr~ica, and com~posed in part of native
troops.

In our own army we have eight regiments of infantry,
each regiment forming a single battalion of ten companies.
The flank companies are intenlded for light infantry.

In all properly organized armies th~e infantry constitutes
from three-fourths to, four-fifths of the entire active force in

the field, and from two-thirds to three-fourths, say about
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seven-tenths Qf the entire military establishment. In time
of peace this proportion many be slightly diminished.

Cavalry.-The use of cavalry is probably nearly as old
as war itself. The Egyptians had cavalry before the time
of Moses, and the Israelites often encountered cavalry in
their wars with their neighbors, though they made no use
of this arm thlemselves unitil the time of Solomon.

The Greekrs borrowed their cavalry from the Asiatics,
and especially from the Persians, who, according to Xen-
op'hon, held this arm in ureat consideration. After the
battle of Platen, it was agreed by assembled Greece that
each power should fu~rnish one horseman to every ten foot-
soldiers. In Sp~arta the poorest were selected for this arm,
and the cavalry marched to combat without any previous
training. At Athens thle cavalry service was more popular,
and they formed a well-'organized corps of twelve hundred
horsemren. At Thebes also this arm had consideration in
the timne of Epaminondas. But the cavalry of Trhessaly
was the most renowned, and both Philip andi Alexander
drew their mounted troops from that country.

rjhe Romans had made~ but little progress in this arm
when they encountered the Thessalians, who fought in the
army of Pyrrhus. They then increased their cavalry, but
it was not numerous till after their wars with the Cartha-

ginians. Scipio organized and disciplined the Roman
cavalry like that of the Numidians. This arm was sup-
plied from the ranrks of the richest citizens, and afterwards
formed an order intermediary between the Senate -and the
people, under the name of knig~hts.

At a later period, the cavalry of the Gauls was particu-
larly good. The Franks were without cavalry when they
made their first irruption into Gaul. Under the reign of
Childieric I. we see for the first time the " cavaliers francs's
figure as a part of the national forces. At the battle of
Tours the cavalry and infantry were in the proportion of
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one to live, and under Pepin and Charlemagne their num-
bers were nearly equal. Under Charles the Bald armies
were composed entirely of cavalry, and during the mniddle
ages the knights disdained the foot service, and fought
only on horseback.

After the introduction of artillery, ca~valry was still em-
ployed, though to little advantage. G-ustavns Adolphus
wtas the first to perceive the real importance of this arm in
modern warfare, and he used it with great snccess. But
It was left for Seidlitz to perfect it under the direction of
Frederick the Great.

Mlarshal Saxe very justly remarked, that cavalry is the
"Larmne du mzoment,"' for in almost every battle there are
moments when a decisive charge of cavalry will gain the
victory, bnt if not made at the instant it may be too late,
The efficiency of cavalry depends upon the moral impres-
sion which it makes on thze enemy, and is greacter in pro-
portion to the size of the mass, and the rapidity of its mo-
tion. This last quality enables a commander to avail him-
self immediately of a decisive moment, when the enemy
expdses a w-veak point, or when disorder appears in his
ranks. But this requires a, bold and active spirit, which
shrinks not from responsibility, and is able to avail itself
with quicknless and decision of every opportunity. If it he
remembered that it is essential that this coup~ d'ceil, so rare
and so difficult to acqulire, he accompanied by a courage
and vigor of execution which nothing. can shake, we shall
not. be astonished that history f'urnishes so few good cav-
alry generals, and that this arm so seldom does such exe-
cution as it did u. der Fredericki and Naapoleon, with Seid-
lit~z and Mlurat as commlanders.

T he soldier gains great velocity by the use of the horse
in war; but in other respects he is the loser. The great
expense and care required of the cavalier to support his
horse; the difficulty experienced in surmounting ordinary
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obstatcles, and in using his fire-arms to advantage, are all
prejudicial to success.

The unequal size of thle horse, and thne great diversity
in his strength and breed, haive rendered it necessary to
divide this arm into lighrlt and heavy cavalry, and a mixed
class called drag~noonzs. The heavy cavalry is commonly
used in masses where force is mainly requisite ; the lighter
troops are used singly and in small detachments, where
rapidity of movement is most desired.

The heavy cavalry are divided into caratbiniers, cuiras-
siers, and sometimecs lancers. The twvo latter are fre-
quently united, the cuirassiers being armed with the lance.
These troops are seldom used for scouts, vanguards, and
convoys; but are frequently employed to sustain the light
cavalry. Their main duty is " to app3ear on2 th~e Jield of bat-
tle and mzake the decisive charg~es."'

The light cavalry is composed of chatsseurs, or troopers,
hussars, anrd lancers. The latter, when composed of large
men and mounted on heavy horses, are attacherd to the
heavy cavalry.

T he dragoonzs were formerly a mixed body of horse and
foot, but it being f~ound impossible to unite these two dlis-
tinct arms in one, and the attempt having destroyed the
usef~ulness of the body to act in either capacity, the term
was appliedl to a mixed kind of cavalry between the heavy
and the light horse. In more recent wars they· have also
been instructed as infantry and employed as foot-soldiers,
till horses could be found in the enemy's country with
wvhich to m~ournt them. But wce believe there is no instance
in: more modern wars in which they have been employed
at thle same time in both capacities.

This term is, very improperly, applied to all our cavalry;
and some of the congressional wiseacres have recently
experimented on one of our so-called regiments of' dra.·
goons, by dismounartingf it one year, selling its horses at
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auction, and changing its arms and equipments, and again,
the next year, purchasing new horses, arms, and eqluip-
ruents for remountincr it; and all this for economy!i

TfYhe Romnan cav·alry at first wore a, round shield and

helmet, the rest of their body being nearly uncovered.
Their arms were a sword and long thin javelin, or lance,
witfh an iron head. They afterwards reduced the shield
to a much smaller size, and made square, and their lance
wras greatly increased in size anld length, and armed at
both ends. In othter respects they were armed in the
same wa~y as infantry. The use of the lance and the
shield at the same time, of course rendered both nearly
worthless. The Roman cavalry was superior to that of their
enemies, except, perhaps, the light cavalry of the Parthians.

vfhe heavy armor which was sometimes worn by the
ancients, like the gens d'ctrnnes of the middle ages, rendered
them greatly inferior to infantry in a close engagement
T~igranes, kiing of Armenia, brought aa army of one hun-
dred and fifty thousand horse into the fieldi, against the
Roman general Lucullus, who had only about six thousand
horse and fifteen thousand foot. But the Armenian cav-
alry, called cataphratti, were so overburdened with armor,
that when they fell from their horses they could scarcely
move or make any use of their arms. They were routed
by a mere handful of Roman infantry.

The modern cavahry is much lighter, and, by dispensing
with armor, shields. &Lc., it canZ move with much greater
rapidity. A modern cavalry horse carries a weight of
from two hundred and fifty to three hundred pounds, viz.:

Heavy Light
c vairy. catvalry.

Thle rider, . . . . 160 .10ls
h~is arms and equipments, . . 55 40
hlis horse equipments, . . . 60 45
Two days' rations of provisions and grain, 25 25

300 250
23
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The horse moves per ·minute--

At a walk, ... from 110 yardfs to 1t20
At~h a trot, . . . . . 220 24h0

At a gal lop,... 330 360

But on a march over th~e ordinary average of' goodt and
bad roads, cavalry will walk about one hundred yards per
minute, and at an easy trot, twro hundred.

An ordinary day's march for cavalry is about thirty
miles, but on a forced march this arm can march fifty miles
with~in thre twenty-four hours. A sing~le horseman, or a
small detachment, can easily exceed this distance,

" Light cavalry," says Napoleon, in his Memoirs, "'ought
to reconnoitre and watch the motions of the enemy, con-
siderably in advance of the army; it is not an appendage
to the infantry: it should be sustained and protected espe-·
cially by the cavalry of the line. Rivalry and emulation
have always existed between the infantry and cavalry:
light cavalry is indispensable to the vanguard, the rear-
guard, and the wrings of th-e army ; it, therefore, cannot
properly be attached to, and forced to followJ the mlove-
ments of any particular corps of infantry. It would be
more natural to attach it to the cavalry of tihe line, than
to leave it in dependence upon th~e infantry, with which it
has no connection; but it should be independent of both.

"LIf the light cavalry is to form vanguards, it must be
organized into squadrons, brigades, and divisions, for the
purpose of mnanceuvring ; for that is all vanguards and rearn-
guards do: they pursue or retreat by platoons, form themn-
selves into several lines, or wyheel into column, or change
their position with rapidity for the purpose of outfronting
a whole wing. 3By a combination of such evolutions, a
vanguard, of inferior numbers, avoids brisk actions and
general engagements, and yet delays the enemy long
enough to give time for'the main army to come up, for the
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infantry to deploy, for the general-in-chief to make his
dispositions, and for the baggage and parks to file into
their stations. The art of a general of the vanguard, or
of the rear-guard, is, with~out hazarding a defeat, to hold
the enemy in check, to impede him, to compel him to
spend three or four hours in moving a single league: tac-
tics point out th~e methods of effecting· these important
objects, and .are more necessary for cavalry than for in-
fantry, and in the vanguard, or the rear-guard, than in any
oth~er position. The Hungarian Insurgents, whom we
saw in 1797, 1805, and 1809, were pitiful troops. If the
light troops of Maria Theresa's times became formidable,
it was by their excellent organization, and, above every
thing, by their numbers. To imagine that such troops
could be· superior to Wurmser's hussars, or to the dra-
goons of Latour, or to the Archduke John, would be en-
tertaining strange ideas of things; but neither the Hun-
garian Insurgents, nor the Cossacks, ever formed the van-
guards of the Austrian and Russian armies; because to
speak of a vanguard or a rear-guard, is to speak of troops
which manomuvre. The R~ussians considered a regiment
·of Cossacks who had been trained worth three regiments
untrained. Every thing about these troops is despicable,
except the Cossack himself, who is a man of fine person,
powerful, adroit, subtle, a good horseman, and indefatiga-
ble; he is born on horseback, and bred among civil
wars; he is in the field, what the Bedonin is in the desert,
or the Barbet in the Alps; he never enters a house, never
lies in a bed; and he alwa~ys changes his bivouac at sun-
set, that he may not pass a night in a place where the
enemy may possibly have observed him.

" Two M/amelukes kept three Frenchmen at bay, because
they were better armed, better mounted, and better exer-
cise~d; they had two pairs of pistols, a tromblon, a carbine,
t helmet with a visor, a coat of mail, sevei al horses, and
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several men on foot to attend them. But a hundred
French did not fear a hundred Marneclukes; three h~un-
dred were more than a match for an equal number; and
one thousand would beat fifteen h~undred: so powerful is
the influence of tactics, order, and evolutions! i'iurat,

Leclerc, and Lasalle, cavalry generals, presented them-
selves to the MCamelukes in several lines: when the latter

were upon the point of outfronting the first line, the second
came to i~ts assistance on the right and left; the Maine-

lukies then stopped, and whe~eled, to turn the wings of this
new line: this was the moment seized for charging them;
they were always brokien.

" The duty of a vanguard, or a rear-guard, does not con-
sist in* advancing or retiring, but in manneuvring. It
should be composed of a good light cavalry, supported by a

good reserve of cavalry of the line, by excellent battalions
of .foot, and strong batteries of artillery: the troops must
be well trained; and the generals, officers, and soldiers,
should all be equally well acquainted with~ their tactics,
each according to his station. An undisciplined troop
would only embarrass the advanced guard."

"LIt is admitted that for facility in manzeuvring, the

squadron. shoilld consist of one hundred men, and. thlat every
three or four squadrons should have a superior officer."

"It is not advisable for all the cavalry of the line to

wear cuirasses: dragoons, mounted upon horses of four
feet nine i~nches in height, armed with straight sabres, and
without cuirasses, should form a part of the heavy cavatl-

ry; th~ey should be furnished with infa~ntry-muskets, with
bayonets: should have the shcdot of the infantry, panta-
loo~ns covering the half-boot-buskin, cloakrs with sleeves,
and portnariteaus small enough to be carried slung: across
the back when the men are on foot. Cavalry of all de-

scriptions should be furnished with fire-arms, and sh-ould
know how to manweuvre on foot. Three thousand light
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cavalryT, or t~hree thousand cuirassiers, should not suffer
themselves to be stopped by a thousand infantry posted in~
a wood, or on~ ground impracticable to cavalry; and three
throusand dragoons ought not to hesitate to attack txvo
thlousand infatntry, should the latter, favored by their posi-
tion, attempt to stop them.

"Turenne, Prince Eugene of Savoy, and Vendome,
attached great importance to dragoons, and used them
successfully. The dragoons gained great glory in Italy,
in 1796 and 1797. In Egypt and in Spain, during the
campaigns of 1806 and 1807, a degree of prejudice sprung
up against them. The divisions of dragoons had ~been
mustered at Compiegrne and Amiens, to be embarked with-
out horses for the; expedition of England, in order to serve
on foot until they should be mounted in that country.
General Baragnay d'Hilliers, their first inspector, coni-
ruanded them; he had th~em equipped with gaiters, and
incorporated with them a considerable number of recruits,
whom he exercised in infantry manaeuvres alone. These
were no longer cavalry regiments: they served in the
campaign of 1806 on foot, until after the battle of Jena,
when they were mounted on horses taken from the Prus-
sian cavalry, three-fourths of which were unserviceable.
These combined circumstances injured the dragoons; but
in 1813 and 1814 their divisions acquired honor in rival-
ling the cuirassiers. Dragoons are necessary for the sup-
port of light cavalry in the vanguard, the rear-guard, and
thle wings of an army; cuirassiers are little adapted for
van~ and rear-guards: they should never be employed in
this service but when it is requisite to keep them in prac-
tice andi accustom them to war."

Napoleon further recommends that light cavalry be di-
vided into two kinds, chasseurs or troopers, and light
'horse; and the heavy to be composed of dragoons and
cuiratssiers; the troopers to be rrnounted on horses of 4 ft.
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6 in.; light cavalry on horses of 4 ft. 7 or 8 in.; dragoons
on horses of 4 ft. 9 in.; and cuirassiers on horses of 4 ft.,
10 or 11 in.; which employ horses of all kinds fo~r
mnounting the troops.

All cavalry must receive the same instruction; and a~ll
sho0uld be capable, in case of need, of performing any of
the duties of mounted troops. The shock is the princ~pal
efiect produced by this arm; therefore, the greater the
velocity the greater must be this effect, provided the
troops can be kept in mass. B3ut it is found, by experi-
ence, that it is impossible to preserve them in line when put
to the height of their speed. The best authorities there-
fore prefer, as we have said elsewhere, the charge at the
trot, or at any rate the gallop should not be taken up till
within a very short distance of the enemy. The charge
of a comnpact mass at a trot is much greater than that of a
wavering one at a gallop.

On the field of battle the cavalry of the line is consider·
ed as the arm of the shock, to break through any corps
that may be in opposition; but it is unable of itself to re-
sist a shock, and therefore should on no account wait to
receive the charge of another body of mounted troops. It·
was on this account that Frederick directed his cavalry
oflicers, under the severest penalties, never to receive a
charge, but always to meet the attacking force half xvay.
This is the only mode of preventing defeat.

A good infantry can always sustain itself against the
charges of cavalry. At the battle of Auerstedt, in 1806,
Davoust ordered the divisions of Gudin to form squares to
resist the Prussian cavalry, which, by means of a fog, had
gained a most advantageous posiiion. Bhiicher led his
cavalry in repeated atnd impetuous charges, but all was in
vain; the French infantry presented a front of iron. At
Lhe comlbat of Krasnoi, in 1812Z, the cavalry of Grouchy,
Nansonty, and Bordesoult, attacked and overthre~w the
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dragoons of Clarkoif, but the Russian infaLntry under Ni~eve~
roffskioii sustained itself against the repeated charges of
vastly superior numbers of these Fre~ ch horse. At the
battle of Molwitz, thle grenadiers sustain·~ed t~he charges of
the enemy's cavalry, although the cavazlryr of the great
Frederickr had already been completely overthrown.

B~ut when the infantry is engaged with the infantry of
the enemy, the charges of cavalry are generally success-
ful1, andl sopmetimes diecide the fate of the battle, as was
the case at Rosbach, Zornsdorf, Wiurtsburg, MLiarengo,
Lylan, Borodino, &c.

C~avalry may also be verys efficacious against infantry
in wet weather, when the rain or snow renders it impos-
sible f~or the foot soldiers to use their fire-arms to advan-
tage, as was the case with the corps of Augerean, at
Eylau, and with the Anustrian left, at the battle of Dresden.
Again, if thle infantry be previously weakened, or thrown
into disorder by the fire of batteries. Tlhe charge of the
Russian catvalry at Hohenfriedberg, in 1745, is a remarkt-
able example of this kind.

Cavalry should always be imnmediately sustained inl its
efforts either by infa try or other bodies of horse; for as
soon as the charge is made, the strength of this armu is
for a time exhausted, and, if immuediately attacked, defeat
becomes inevitable. T-he charge of the cavalry of Ney
on Prince Hohenlohe at the battle of Jena, and of the
French horse on Gossa, at Leipsic, are fine examples of
the successful charges of cavalry when properly sus-
tainedi. K~unnersdorf and W~aterloo are examples of the
disastrous consequaences of leaving such charges without
support.

The choice of the field of battle is sometimes such as
to render cavalry almost useless. Such was the case at
the battle of Cassano, betwyeen the Duzke of Vendome and
the Prince Eugene. T'he field was so cut uxp by the
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Adda and the canals of Rittorto and Pendina, that Prince
Eugene could make no use of his horse. If, when mas-
ter of the bridge of Rittorto, he had been able to charge
the French with a body of cavali~y, there had been no
doulbt of his complete success.

After a battle, and in the pursuit of a flying enemy,
cavalry is invaluable. If Napoleon had possessed a suit-
able number of mounted troops, with an able commander,
at the battles of Lutzen and Ligny, the results of these
victories had been decisive; whereas they were really
without consequence. On the other hand, the Prussiana
armny in 1806, after the battle of Jena, and N~apoleon's
army in 1815 at Wlaterloo, were completely cut to pieces

* by the skiilful use of cavalry in the pursuit of a, defeated
and dispirit~ed foe.

The want of good cav~ralry was severely felt in the war
of the Ahmerican Revolution. Had Washington possessed
a few good sqjuadrons of horse, his surprise and defeat in
the lines of Brooklyn, and the consequent loss of New
Yorki, had never taken place. The efficient employment
of a few good sqtuadrons of cavalry mig~ht readily have
prevented the defeat at B3ladensburg, and the loss of the
capitol, in 1814.

In a well-organized army, the cavalry should be from
one-fourth to one-sixth of the infatntry, according to the
nature of the war.*

* To gain a competent knowledge of the duties connected with the
two arms of service mlenltoned in this chapter, the officer shoduld makre
himself thorou~ghly acqluainted with Scott's System of Infantr~y Tac-
tics, for the United States' Infantry, or at least with Major Cooper's
aIbridged edituu of Infantry *..tic .an iheosse of Caar
Tactics, adopted in our army; also writh thre directions for· the ulse of
these two arms in a campaign, und their employment on the hattie-
field, given in the writings of Jomini, Decker, Oklounefl, Rocquaaou-ti,
und Jacquinaot dae Preslle
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Tphe, following books may be referred to for further in~formation re-l

sipecting the history, organization, use, and instruction of infantry and
cavalry -·

EIssai g·Cn'ro~l de tactiqu~e. Guibert.
Conszd~rotions gdntirales sur l'infonterie franq~aise, par un gdndral

en r~traite. At work of merit.

De l'infonterie, par l'auteur de l'histoire de 1'expddition de Russie
Hfistoir~e de la guerre de la: peninzsule. Foy. This work contains

many interesting and valuable remarks on the French and English

systemns of tactics, and particularly on the tactics of Infantry.
Cour-s d'art et d'histoire mil~itaires. Jacquinot de Presle.
Ar~t do la: guerre. Rogniat.
Instructi'on destine'e aux troucpes lkgi~res, &c.,. redig6e sur ime in~

s~truction de ~Frederick II. ti ses officiers.
Enrglish Infanltry Regulationzs.
Or~donnance (French) pour l'cexercice et les ma~nceuvres de l'in·

fanterie, par la commission de manoeuvres.
Alide-me'moires des officiers gi·n~laux et sup~rieurs, et des capi..

tamecs.
JEssoi sur l'liistoire gtknirale de l'ort militaire. Carion-Nisas.
Hlistoire de la milice frangaise. Daniel.
Cours Cle'mentair·e d'art et d'histoire militaires. Rocquancourt.
Tr·aitd' Cli~entoire d'ar1t mzilitai~re, &c. Gay do Vernon.

Introduction d 1'~tude de l'art de to guerre. La Roche-Arnyou.
Tactique des trois a~rmes. Decker.
Exame~n roisonnd des trois armes, &c. Okouneff:
The last two are works of great merit. T'he writings of Okouneff,

however, are very diffuse.
2Instruction poulr le servuice de 'insfonterie l~g~re. Guyard.
Instruction de l'infanter·ie, &tc. Schauenbourg.
Traitd de ta~ctique. Ternay et Koch.
Mdcanism des m~anzceuvres de guerre de l'infoenterie polonaies.

Vroniecki.
Tralitd sur l'infonterie l~gire. Beurmanla.
English Cavalry Regulations.
Ordonuo~nce (French) sur l'exercice et les e'volutions de to ca-

v~alerie.
lies tr~onpes d chevol de France, &c. Doe Bourge.

Av~ant-pastes de cavolerie U~gire. Brack. The author served with
distinction ulnder Lassale, Colbert, Maison, Pujol, and Excelmaurs.

RP~fiexions sur l'ernploi de to cavalerie, 8&c. Caraman.
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Observations sur l'ordonnarnce, ¶5c., de La cavalerie. D~ejeahn.
Tauctiquee do la! cavalerie. Itier.
Eifments de t zctique pour la cavalerie, par Maottin de la Balms.

A work of rare mr~eit,.
De l'emp~loi do la cavalerie d la guerre. Schanenbourg.
R~7marques sur Ia cavalerie. XWarneryT. Thbis work has long en.

3oyed a high repDutation among the cavalry officers of the European
servrices. The Paris edition is enriched with notes by a French gen.
eral] officer.

NZ~achr·i'chten ztnd Betracktungen iiber die Thatenz und Schicksale
d~er R~eiterei, &ac. Tnis workr discusses the operations of cavalry in
the campaigns of Frederick the Great and of Napoleon, down to the
battle of Lutzen in 1813.

Exame-n du livret previseire, &c. Mtarbot.
Le Spectateu~r Militai~re, contains mzany essays by cavalry officers

on the various questions connected with the organization and use of
this arm.

Die Gefeclttslehre der baeiden verbundenzen W/Taffen-Kalvallerie unad
r~eitenden Artillerie. Deck~er

Mfianuel do l'officier. Ruble de Lilienstern.
Aide-mimoire, d~ l'usage des ojilciers do cav~alerie,
Journal do l'infanterie` et de la covalerie.
Traitti do tactique pour les ofticiers d'infasnterie et do cav~alerie,

HPistoire des exploits et des vicissitudess do la cavalerie prise
si'enrne. COnt$
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CHAPTfER XF~I.

AIU¶LY ORGANIZATION .--ARTILLERY.

Artillery.-Previous to th~e invention of g~unpowder in
t~he thirteehlth century, the machines of war were divided
between two classes of military men, the engineers (en-
g~ignoucrs, as they were called in the middle, ages) and the
artillery, (artilliers, as they were for± erly called,) the lat-
ter being particularly charged with the management of the
lighter and more portable projectile machines, such as the
balistas and arco-balistas, which were used for throwing
different kinds of arrows-frIches, viretons, carreaux, ma-
tras, &c., while the former managed the battering-rams,
cranes, helipoles, &c. And, indeed, for a long time after
the discovery of gunpowder, this distinction was kept. up,
and the artillery retainled all the more ordinary projectile
machines, while the engineers constructed and managed
the more ponderous weapons of attackn and defence. B~ut
rhe new artillery was gradually introduced, without, how-
ever, immediately displacing the old, and there were for
a time, if we may be allowed the expression, two arftille-
ries, the one employing the old projectile machines, and
the other those of the newY invention. The latter were

called canoniers, to distinguish them from the former, who
still retained the name of artilliers.

The first cannon were invented in the early part of the
fourteenth century, or, perhaps, among the Arabs as early
as the middle of the thirteenth centunry, but they were not
much kcnown in Europe till about 1350. Cannon are said
to have been employed by the Mloors as early as 1249, anld

by th~e .French in 1338. T~he English used artillery at
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the battle of Crecy in 1346. Both cannon and the ancien
projectile machines were employed at the siege of Ai
guililon in 1339, at Zara in 1345, at Rennes in 13571, and
at Na~ples in 1380. At this last siege the ancient balista
was employed to throw into the castle of Naples barrels
of i~nfectious matter and mutilated limbs of prisoners of
war. We read of the same thing being done in Spain at
a later period.

Catnnon in Frfance were at first cal4led bombardls and
coIleuverines, but were afterwards named from certain
figures markred on them, such as serp~entines, basilisics, scor-;
v7ions, &~c. In the infancy of the art they were made
small, weighing only from twenty to fifty pounds, and were
mounted on small. moveable carriages. This species of
fire-arms became quxite numerous about the beg-inning of
the fifteenth centuryT. They were followed by'heaviei
pieces, used in the attackn and defence of towns. This
siege artillery continued to be increased in dimensions
till, towards the latter part of the fifteenth century, they
reached such an enormous size as to be almost useless as
a military machine. Louis XI. had an immen~lse piece
constructed at Tours, in 1770, which, it was said, carried
a ball from the Bastille to Charenton, (about six miles!i)
Its caliber was that of five hundred pounds. It was in·-
tended for experiment, and burst on thre second discharge.
The famous culvyerin of Bolduc was said to carry a ball
f~rom thati city to Bommel. The culverin of Nancy, made
in 1598, was more than twenty-three feet in length.
There is now an ancient cannon in the arsenal at M;etz
of about this length, which carries a ball of one hundred
and forty pou~nds. Cannon balls were found at Paris as
late as 1712, weighing near two hundred pounds, and from
twelve to sixteen inches in diameter. At the siege of
Constantinople in 1453, there was a famous metallic bom-
bard which threw stone balls of an incredible size; at the
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iegegr of' Bourges in 1412, a cannon was used which, it,
was said, threw stone balls " of thle size of mill-stones."
The Gantois, under Arteville, made a bombard fifty feet
in length, whose report was heard at a distance of ten
leagues!

Tlhe first cannon were made of wood, and covered with
sheet-iron, or embraced by iron rings: longitudinal bars
of iron were afterwards substituted for the wooden form,
Towards the end of the fourteenth century, brass, tin, cop-
per, wrought and cast iron, were successively used for
this purpose. The bores of the pieces were first madje in
a conical shape, and it was not until a much later period
that the cylindrical form was introduced.

In the wars between the Spaniards and Moors in the
latter part of the fifteenth cenitury, very great use was made
of' artillery in sieges and ba~ttles.: Ferdinand the Catholic
hald at this' time, probably, a larger artillery train than any
other European power. T'lhe Spanish cannon, generally
very large, were composed of iron bars ahout two inches
in breadth, held together by bolts and rings of the same
mnetal. The pieces were firmly attach~ed to their car~
riages, and incapable of either horizontal or vertical move~
merit. The balls thrown by them were usually of marble,
though sometimes of iron. Many of the pieces used at
the siege of Baza, in 1486, are still to be seen in that city,
and also the cannon balls then in use. Some of the latter
are fourteen inches in diameter, anid weigh one hundfred
and seventy-fivre pounds. The length of the cannon was
about twelve feet. These dimensions are a proof of a
slight improvement in this branch of military science,
which was, nevertheless, still in its infancy. The awk-
wvardriess of artillery at this period may be judged of by its
slowness of fire. At the siege of Zeteuel, in 1407, five
"bjomb~ards," as the heavfy pieces of ordn~ance were then
called, were able to discharge onaly forty shot in the course
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of a day; and it is noticed as a remrarrkable circumstance
at the siege of Albahar, that two batteries discharged one
hundred and forty balls in the course of the twenty-four
hours!

In the Italian wars between France and Spain, in the
beginning of the sixteenth century, the difficulty of mlovingg
the heavy cannon then in use was so great that only a very
small number of pieces were brought upon the battle-field.
At the battle of Cerignola, in 1503, the number of cannon
in the French army was only thirteen. Indeed, during
the greater part of thi~s century, four or five pieces were
considered sufficient for an ordinary army in the frield, and
many agreed to the doctrine of MIachiavelli, that the only
legitimatte use of artillery was in the attac~k and defence
of places. But in the wars of Henry IV. of France, this
arm of service was again increased, and the troops which

this king destined against the house of Austria had an ar-
tillery train of fifty pieces. Great improvements were also
made about this period in the manufacture of powder, and
all kinds of fire-arms. Sully gave greater development
to this arm of service, improving its materials, and in-
creasing its efficiency. Then, as at most other periods, the
French were in advance of most other nations in artillery.

It was near the close of the sixteenth or the beginning
of the seventeenth century, that the heavy and ill-shaped
artillery began to give place to more wieldy and useful
pieces. A certain M~. de L~inar demonstrated, in the lat-
ter part of the sixteenth century, that cannon twelve feet
in length would give a greater range than those seventeenr
feet in length, the calibre being the same; but some years
e~lapsed before advantage was taken of this disco-very. In
1624, Gustavus Adolphus caused experiments to be made
to vei ify this point, and, on being convinced of its truth,
cause~d his batteries to be furnished with shorter and lighlt~
er pieces. a'This great kaing introduced, about thbe same



time, a nlew and lighter kind of artillery, made of sheet

iron and leather. Each piece had its chamber formed of
thin metal and embraced by strong iron rings ; over these

was placed a· form of hardened leather, which was again

encircled with rings and held compactly together. These
pieces were mounted on light carriages', so that two men

could easily mamuluvre them. It was said that they would
fire from eight to ten rounds without requiring repairs.
G-ustavus made use of them in all his military operations
from I 6Ž8 to the time of his death. They did him excel.
lent service on numerous occasions; being· so very light

they could be easily transported, and, on the field of bat-
tle, their movements could be made to conform to the
movements of his troops.

As cannon and small arms were gradually inhrrluced

into general use, various inventions andL improvements
were proposed and introduced from time to time. Can-
non were constructed with two ~or more barrels; some

were arranged for being loaded in the breech, and others

at the mouth of the piece; two pieces were sometimes
connected by horizontal timbers, which revolved about
a vertical axis, so that the recoil of one piece would

bring the other into battery;~ and various other ar~range.
ments of this description, which have recently been re-
vived and some of them patented as new inventions. The

small arms employed at this period were much the same
as those used at the present day, except the match~

lock, which afterwards gave place to flint-locks. Arms
of this description were sometimes made to be load-
ed at the breach, and guns with two, three, and even as

many as eight barrels, were at one time in fashion. In
the Musbe de l'LArtiller~ie at Paris may be found many arms

of this kind, which have been reproduced in this count~ry
andi England as new inventions. In this Museum are two

pncient pieces, invented near the end of the sixteenth or
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the beginning of the seventeenth centuty, which vuerye
nearly correspond with Colt's patent, with the single ex-
ception of the lock !*

The mzateriel of artilleryr employed in modern warfare
is divided into two general classes: 1st. Siege Artillery,
or such as is employ~ed ia the attack and defence of
places. 2d. Field Artillery, or such as is used in battle,
or in the field-operations of an army,

1. Siege Artillery is composed of mzortars, large k~oiv-
itzers, Paixhan ·guns or Coliimbiads,f and all cannon of a
largre calibre. In our service this class of ordnance in-
cludes the twelve, eighteen, twenty-four, thirty-two, and
forty-two-pounder guns, the eight, ten, anrd thirteen-incha
mortars, the sixteeen-inch stone mortar, the twenty-four-
pounder ceehora~ mortar, the twenty-four-pounder carron-
ade, and the eight, ten, and twelve-inch howitzers.

All these, except the smaller mortars, are made of cast
iron. This substance is less tenacious than wrough~t iron
~r bronze, and the cannon made of it are, on this account,

I t is not to he inferred that the modern improvemen2ts (as they
are called) are copied from the more ancient inventions. Two men
of different ages, or even of the same age, sometimes fall upon the
same identical discovery, without either's borrowing from the other.

t- These pieces were first invented byr Colonel Bomford, of the U. S.
army, and used in the war of 1812. The dimensions of these guns
were first taken to Europe hy a young French officer, and thus fell
into the hands of General Paixhan, who immediately introduced them
into the French service. They were by this means first made known
to the rest of Europe, and received the name of the person who in-
troduced them into the European services, rather than that of the
original inventor. All these facts are so fully susceptihle of proof,
that Europeans now acknowledge themselves indebted to us for the
;~nvention; even General Paixhan g~ives up all claim to originality in
his gun, and limits himself to certain improvements whiich he intro-
duced. The original gun, which ~was invented by Colonel Bomford,
nnd whose dimensions were carried to General Paixhan in France, ja)
oow lying at the ordnaance d~pat, in New York harbor.
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nmch heavier than of the other materials ; but for the na-
val service, and the attack and defence of. fortifi~cations,
the weight required to secure the necessary strength is
not very objectionable. WVrought iron and bronze are
much more expensive and less durable. Mioreover, the
difficulty of forging wrouzght iron in masses of sufficient
size has been such as to prevent its being brought into
general use for artillery. Numerous attempts hiave been
made, at different periods, to construct large g~uns of this
material, but none have yet been successful. Improve-
mentcs which arc nowr makringr in the manufacture of
wrought iron, may render this the preferable material for
the smaller pieces of artillery ; but the best informed mil-
itary men deem it objectionable for the heavier cannon,
both on account of its cost and the imperfection of its
manufacture. Even should the latter objection be re-
moved, its cost must prevent its general application to the
construction of siege artillery. Charlatans in military sci-
ence, both in this country and in Europe, bring this sub-
ject up every fifteen or twenty years as a new inventionz,
and flaming notices of the improvement, and predictions
of the revolution it is to effiect in the art of war, are cir-·
culated in the newspapers to "gull" a credulous public;
and after some fifty or one hundred thousand dollars have
been squandered on some court-favorite, th~e whole matter
ends in the exiplosion of the " improvement," and probably
the destruction of the " inventor," and perhaps also of his
spectators. Let us be distinctly understood on this sub-
ject. TPhere may be inventionrs and improvements in the
manufacture of wrought iron, but there is no~thing· new in
its application to the construction of cannon, for it has
been used for this purpose as long ago as the first inlven-~
tion of thle art.

2. Field Artillery is composed of the smaller gunls andl
howitzoirs. Inl our service this class of cannon incluades
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the six and twelve-pounder guns, and the twelve and
twenty-four-pounder howitzers. All these are now made
of bronze. T his material is more expensive than cast-
iron, but its superior tenacity ren~ders it more useful
where great weig-ht is objectionable. Improvemlents in
the manufacture of cast iron may render it safe to employ
this metal in the construction of field-pieces. It is also
possible the wrought iron may be forged in masses large
enough, and the cost be so reduced as to bring it into use
for field-pieces. It is here important to combine strengtha
with lightness, and additional expense may very properly
be incurred to secure this important object.

The projectiles now in use are solid shot, shaells, strap-
shot, case or canister-shot, grape-shot, light and fire-balls,
carcasses, g~renades, and rockets.

Solid shot are now almost invariably made of cast iron,*
formed in moulds of sand or iron. This projectile is used
under almost every circumstance, whether in the battle-
field or in the attack and defence of places, and is the
only one that is effectuall against the stone walls of forts.
Hlot shot are used against shipping and wooden structures
of every description. Red-hot balls were first employed
by the king of Poland, in 1575, but, on account of the difi-
ficulty of heating them with rapidity, and the danger of
loading the piece with them, this kaind of projectile was
not in general use till a, much later period. It was at first
supposed that the expansion of the metal would be so
great, when heated to a red or white heat, as to prevent
the ball from entering the piece; it is found, however,
that the windage is sti~ll sufficient for loading with facility.
rfhese red-hot balls are principally used to fire wooden
buildings, ships, and other combustible matter. They are
th~erefore much used as a projectile for coast defence, and

* In Mezico, where iron is scarce, copper is used for shot and
shells; but it is a poor substitute.
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all folrtifications on the seaboard should be providesd with
furrnaces and grates, arranged so as to heat them with fa-
cility and rapidity.

There are several kinds of hollow-shot and shells, called
bombs, howuitzes, gremad~es, &c. They are made of cast iron,
and- usually in a, spherical shape, the cavity being concen-
tric with the exterior surface. The cavity xvas formerly
mnade eccentric with the excterior, under the belief that the
heavier side would always strike first. Thle rotary motion
of the shell during its flight rendered this precaution of
no use. Fire is communicated to the combustible matter
within the shell by means of a fuse, which is so regulated
that the explosion shall take place at the desired moment.
Hollow-shot are used with advantage to destroy ordinary
buildings, ships, earthworki, and thin walls of masonry;
they, however, are of little avail in breaking the massive
walls Qf well-constructed forts. Hlowitzes and grenades
are particularly effective against cavalry and columns of
infantry, and are much employed on the batttle-field; they
are also much used in the attack and defence of places.

WTe find that as early as 1486 the Spaniazrds made use
of a projectile similar to the mo'dern bomb. " They threw
from their engines large globular masses, composed of
certain inflammable ingredients mixed with gunpowder,
which, scattering long trains of light," says an eye-wit-
ness, "in their passage through the air, filled the behold-
ers with dismay, and descending on the roofs of edi-
fices, frequently occasioned extensive conflagration." In
the siege of Constantinople by Maholmet II., shells
wvere used, and also mortars of enormous size. In 1572
Yalturus proposed to throw, with a kind of mortar,
"'globes of copper filled with powder." In 1588, an arti-
fleer of Venlon burned Wiachtendeck by throwing bomnbs
into the place. A similar attempt had just been made at
Berg-op-Zoom. The use of this projectile became quite
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common in France under Louis XTIII. Howitzes were
not much used till the sev-ente~enth century. They are of
German origin, and the howitzer first bore the name of
h~aufmitz .

The strap-shot consists of a round ba~ll attachcd to a
sabot of the same calibre, by means of two strips of tin
passing over the shot at right angles, and fastened to ai
third, which is soldered around the s~hc4c, Oine enid of~
the sabot is arranged for attaching it tG thle cartridge, the
other being hollowed ou: to receive the shot. Trhe sup-
posed ad vantages of this arrangement are, 1st, a diminiu-
tion of the windage; 2d, the guln may be loaded with
greater rapidity; and, 3d, the cartridge is transported with
groater safety.

The case or canister-shot is prepared by filling a tin can-
ister with grape-shot or musket-balls, and attachinig it to
the cart~ridge by means of a sabot.. There: being two sizes
of grape-shot, and one of musket-balls, we have three kinds
of canister-shot calculated to reach at different distances.
T he three sizes of shot are frequently mixed in the same
canister. This projectile is particularly effective against
lines of infantry and cavalry, when the distance is short.

The grape-shot is composed of small balls arranged
round an upright-pin attached to a plate of wood or iron.
The concave cast-iron plate is preferable, as it increases
the range of the shot. · h balls are covered with can-
vass, and thoroughly confined by a quilting of strong twine.
This shot is used for the same purposes as the canister.

Light and fire-balls are formed of an; oval case of' sacking,
filled with combustible matter, and attached to a culot of
cast-iron. The whole is covered 'with a niet of spurt-yarn.
Light-balls are used to light up our own workis. aod are
not armed ; fire-halls being emiployed to light tip, the works
or alpproaches of an enemy, it is necessary to arm them
with pistol-barrels, in order to prevent any one from extin-
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guishing them. When made of very combustible mate-
rials, arid used for setting fire to wooden structures, they
are denominated incendiary balls.

Carcasses are employed for the same purpose as incen-
diary balls; they are of two kinds: 1st, the shell-carcass;
arid, 2d, the ribbed-carcass. The first is composed of a
spherical' shell, cast with five fuise-holes, one beinig at the
top, ai~d the other f'our in a plane perpendicular to this and
at right angles with each other; the shell is filled with
matter, highly combustible. The second is formed of iron
ribs connected by iron straps, and attached at the ends to
culots of the same material, the whole beinig filled with
combustible composition. This is more expensive than
the shell carcass, and cannot be fired with as great accu-
racy ; it is now seldom used Carcasses may be armned
in the same m~anner as fire-balls.

Sm~oke arid suffocating bairls are, used to drive an enemy
from galleries arid mines. They are thrown by hand.

The personnel of the French artillery was for a long
time retained, together with the engineers, under the gen-
eral direction of the "Grand Master of Cross-b'ows."'
In 1.420 the master-general of artillery was made inde-
pendent~ of the grand-master of cross-bows; but previous
to the reign of Louis XIV.., the artillery troops had no or-
ganization as a separate corps. In 16i68 sixr companies
of canoniers were created, and soon after two companies
of bombardiers. In 1693 the first regiment of fusiliers
was changed into a royal regiment ofartfillery, and both
the canoniers and bombardiers were· eventually inco~rpo-
rated with it. The staff of artillery, towards the close
of' this reign, was composed of one grand-master, sixty
lieutenants, sixty cofrmisaaries, and eighty ofticiers-pooinz-
teurs. In 1721 the artillery was divided into five battarl-
jolts and stationed at Metz, Strasbourg, G~renoble, Per-
pignan, -and La FBre, where they established schools of
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theory and practice. In 1756 the artillery was organized
into seven regiments, each regiment having its own sepa-
rate school. This organization continued without any
remarkable change till the Revolution.

During the earlier campaigns of the French Revolu-
tion it is impossible to trace out the changes that took
place in army organization, every thing was then so
irregular and confused, the troops of different arms being
frequentiy united together. In the campaign of 1792
there were some six or seven regiments of foot artillery,
and ten companies of horse. This arm was greatly in-
creased during the subsequent campaigns, and its org~an-
ization was completely remodelled by Napoleon on his
elevation to the head of the government. The personnel
of the artillery was then composed of a, general staff,
nine regiments of foot and six of horse. In 1815 it was
reduced to eight regiments of foot and four of horse.

The personnel of artillery in modern army organization
is divided into four classes: the staff' guards, art~ficer~s,
and troops.

I. The Staff or Ordlnance, as it is called in our service,
is charged with the construction of all the materials of
artillery, and the collection of powder and military stores.
As the lives of persons using. these materials, and, in a
considerable degree, the success of war, depend upon the
nature and quality of the stores thus manufactured and
collected, it is obvious that the members of this branch
of the arti-llery service should possess high and' peculiar
qualifications. In the French army the art~illery staff is
composed of two hundred and eighty-three officers of dif-
ferent grades: also twenty-four officers of the general
staff are attached to this service. In our army the ord-
nance is composed of twenty-eight officer of different grades.

II. ~Artillery-g·uards.--The~se in our service are divided
into two classes: 1st. Military Store-keqep~rs. 2d. Ord.
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natnce Ser~geants. Both are atlike charged with the care
and preservation of the artillery property and stores at
the several garrisons, arsenals, and magazines. In our
army wte have fifty-eight of these guards, viz: fifteen
commissioned military store-k~eepers, and forty-three ord-
nance sergeants. W~te seldom have more than this num-
ber of permanent posts; each one can therefore be sup-
plied with an artillery guard for the care of the artillery
stores. In the French service there are three hundred

and fifteen of these artillery guards; they are divided
into three classes,

III. Artfiufcers.--This class of men are ~employed ina
the construction and, repairs of military materials. In
most of our arsenals and armories it is thought to be
best to employ unenlisted workrmen, by the piece or con-
tract. N~evertheless a limitedi number of enlisted men of

this description are found to be both useful and necessary.
We have three hundred and thirty of these in our army,
viz: two hundred and fifty enlisted " ordnance men," and
eig~hty "a~rtificers" attached to the regiments. In thle
French army they have for the service of the arsenals
and establishments, one hundred and forty-nine "ouv-
riers,"' and twelve " artificers ;" there are also three hun-
dred and sixty." ouvriers" and seventeen "-armuariers"
attached to the corps of artillery, making in all five hun-
dred and thirty-eight.

IV. Artillery Troops.-Artillery, as an arm of service,
is divide~d in the same manner as its materiel; the cfield-
artillery being iiitended for field service, and the garrison
or sie~,e-artillery, for the attackr and defence of places.
The troops of the artillery corps of a modern army usu-
ally do duty either in the field, or in sieges, or garrison,
as occasion may require. Wihen employed in the service
of a campaign, artillery is usually divided into two class-
es: 1st. Foot ArtilleryT; and 2d. H~orse Artillery.
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In the early history of artillery, as has already been
shown, but few pieces were ever brought upon the battle-
field. Charles VIII. crossed the Alps with a pretty la~rge
train; but a part of these were hand-guns, and but very
few of the larger pieces were ever brough~t into battle;
indeed, it was then thought that this arm would be of little
use except in sieges. At the battle of Gravelines the
army of Philip II. had only seventeen pieces of artillery;
and at the battle of Ivry the French had only four pieces
of cannon, and two culverins: the army of the League
had also only four pieces. At the battle of Moncontour
the opposing armies had but eight pieces, each.

Gustavus Abdoiphus of Sweden not only improved the
character of artillery, but also gave to it great develop-
ment as an arm of service. At the' battle of Brfetenfield
he had one hundred pieces of artillery, great and small,
and at the camp of Nuaremberg he numbered about three
hundred. This king also made a more skilful use of his
cannon by uniting them more in mass than had been done
by his predecessors ; his system was nevertheless very
imperfect;. In the disposition of this arm on the field of
battle, a vast improvement was~ made by Cond~, Turenne,
and Prince Eugene of Savoy. F~redericki the Great
also made great use of this arm, and was the first to
introduce horse artillery. This mode of using fie~ld-
pieces has peculiar properties which in many circum-
stanrces render it an invaluable arm. The promptness and
rapidity of its movements enable it to act with other troops
without embarrassing them. The French soon introduced
into their army thie improvements made by the king of
Prussia, and in 1763 the celebrated Gribeauval appeared.
He improved the form of the cannon and greatly dirnini-
ishedd thre weight of field artillery, giving it an organ-
ization which has been but slightly changed since his
timne.
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The su~ccessive improvements in artillery have for a
long time constituted a prominent featurie in war. Th~e
power of this arm to throw projectiles to a great distance,
and to overturn and destroy opposing obstacles, renders it
a necessary arm on the battle-field, arid a strong barrier
and safeguard of states. It is an essential element in all
army organization.

In our army we have fosur regiments of artillery, form-
ing the basis of forty batteries. In the French service
there are fourteen regiments, forming the basi~s of two
hundred and six field batteries.

The term batteryp, when applied to artillery as an arm
of service, refers to a permanent organization of a certain
number of cannon, waith the m~en and other accessaries re-
qbuired to serve them. This is the unit of ·force in this
arm. The regimental organization is a mere nominal alr-
rangement, fo~r in actual service artillery acts by batteries,
and never by regiments. Its strength is therefore invaria-
bly estimated by the number of its batteries.

A battery is ordinarily composed of six pieces, two of
thzerdl being hoxvitzers. Th-e lighter batteries would, in
our service, be formed of six-poundter guns and twelve-
pounder howitzers; and the heavier of twelve-pounder
guns and twenty-foulr-pounder howitzers. These heavy
batteries would usually form tbe reserve. Each piece be-
ing attLended ,by its caisson, this formation would give
twelve carriages to ea~ch battery, six for the guns and, six
for the caissons. The extra caissons form a part of the
r·eserve, and move with the train. In some foreign ser-
vices a ba~tteryr is composed of eight pieces with their
caissons.

This arm admits of three formations--in colulmn, zn battle,
and in battery. In column it ordinarily moves by sections
of two pieces, each piece being followed or preceded by
'ts caisson. Columnls of half-batteries are som3etimnes

25
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formed, and also columns of single pieces; but ·the la~tte
ought never to be employed except in cases of necessity.
in passing a narrow defile, and at a distance from the
enemy.

In order of battle, the pieces are drawn uep in line, -their
caissons forming a second line, at the distance of a fewT
paces.

WJhen in order of battery, the pieces are formed _rn the
same way as for battle, except that the guns are directed
towards th~e en my and prepared for firing.

The movements and mance~uvres of foot artillery corre-
spond with those of infantry, and of mounted artillery with
those of cavalry, a battery being rebarded as a battalion or
squadron, o-f which the pieces form the platoons. Mounted
batteries can ~seldom move witha greater rapidity than the
trot, except in cases of emergency, and even then the
gallop can be kiept up only for a very short time; but this
is of no great importance, as the batteries never accom-
pany cavalry in th~e charge.

The French and German writers discuss artillery as
employed in battle, under twovt distinct heads--lst, as an
arm of preparation, and 2d, as an arm of succor.

I. As an arm of preparat~ion it serves, 1st, to protect the
deploying of the oth~er troops; 2d, to disorganize the ene-
my s masses, and to facilitate the -action of infantry and
cavalry, by weakening the intended points of attacki; 3d,
to force an enemy to evacuate a position by overthrowing
obstacles wyithr which he hans covered himself; 4th, to
keep up the action till th~e othner troops can be prepared to
strike the decisive blowt.

The force of this arm depends upon the rapidity and
accuracy of its fire; rash v~alor is therefore far less desi-
rable in artillery than skiill, patience, and cool courage.
Artillery always acts at a distance, and in mass; single
pieces are seldom emnployed, except to cover reconanoit~ring
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parties, or to sustain the light infant~ry in a, skirmish.
M~ounted batteries sometimes approach within two or
three hundred yards of the enemy's infantry; but this is
only doue w~ith a strong support of other troops, and to
prepare the way for a charge of cavalry. Trhe batteries
do not aiccompany the charge, but they should always
follow up and complete the success; mounted batteries
are particularly useful in pursuit. If Murat, in 1812, had
accompanied his, attacks upon Neveroffskoi's retreating
columns of sixty thousand infantry by two or three bat-
teries of mounted artillery, the whole column must have
been captured or destroyed.

Artillery, on the field of battle, is very liable to allow
its fire to be drawn, and its projectiles wasted, while the
enemy is at too great a distance to be reached. It is a
very common thing in a batttle, to employ two or three
pieces of heavy calibre at the beginning of the fight, in
order to provoke the opposing batteries to open their fire
before the proper time. The waste of material is not the
only loss attending this error; the troops are fatig~ued and
disheartened, while the courage and confidence of their
opponents are always revived by a weakr and inaccurate,
fire. To avoid such an error the commanding officer of a
battery of artillery should be perfectly 'familiar with the
effective ranges of his pieces,.and accustomed to form a
correct estimafe of distances. For this purpose the eye
should be frequently practised in time of peace in esti-
mating the ranges for different calibres.
The e~ffective range of a 12-pounder field-piece

is about .. . .1000 yds.
'' '' 6 800 "0

"C "t r 24 " howitz~er, 600 "L

"( "c c 12 "c c 500 "L

" ( " grape and case shot is
from - . . .300 to 500 "e
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Even a.t t~hese distances the aim is usually so inaccurate
that a large portion of the projectiles are lost, in thle at·
tacks on Spires, a whole column of artillery expended its
lir~e while at a, distance of 900 yards fiom the enemy, who,
of course, received little or no injury. In firing from for-
tifications, the aim is far more accurate, andi the artillery
may therefore be employed to advantage as soon as the
enemy comes within the longest range.

IIh. As an arm of succor, the artillery serves, 1st, to gi~ve
impulsive force to the attackiing columns; 2d, to assist in
arresting, or at least in retarding, the offensive movements
of an enemy ; 3d, to protect the avenues of approach, and
iro defend obstacles that cover a position; and, 4th, to
cover a retrograde movement.

Mounted artillery is, likie cavalry, much. the most effc-g
tive in at~tack.; but batteries of foot are better calculated
for defence. The cannoniers are so armed as to be capa-
ble of defending their pieces to the last extremity; they
therefore cannot be easily captured by opposing columns
of infantry. "~As to pretending to rush upon the guns,"
says Natpoleon, " and carry them by the bayonet, or to
pick off the gunners by muskietry, these are chime~rical
ideas. Such things do sometimes happen; but have we
not examples of still more extraordinary captures by a
cou~p do mzain ? As a, general rule, there is no infa~ntry, how-
ever intrepid it may be, that can, without artillery, march
with impunity the distance of five or sixe hundred toises,
against two well-placed batteries (16j pieces) of caninon,
served by good gunners; before they could pass over two-
thirds of the way, the men would be kiilled, wounded, or
dispersed. * * * -* A good infantry forms, no doubt, the
sinews of an army; but if it were required to fibht for a
long1e time against a very superior artillery, its good quality
wouldl be exhausted, and its efficiency destroyed. In the
Brst campaig~ns of the wars of the Revolution, what France
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had in the greatest perfection was artillery ; we know not
a sintgle instance in which twenty pieces of cannon, judi-
ciously placed, and in battery, were ever carried by the bay-
onet. in the affair at Vaimy, at the battles of Jemmapes,
Nordlling~en, and Fleurus, the French had an artillery su-
perior to that of the enemy, although they had often only
twro gunls to one thousand men; but that was because their
armies were very numerous. It may happen that a gen-
eral, more skilf~ul in manmuvring, more expert than his ad-
versary, and commanding a better infantry, may obtain
successes during a part of a campaign, although his ar-
tillery may be far inferior to that of his opponent ; but on
the critical day of a general engagement, his inferiority in
point of metal will be severely felt."

History furnishes us numerous examples of the use of
artillery in protecting avenues of approach :--such as the
defile of Kbiesen at the battle of Auerstedt; the avenues
between the redoubts of Pultowa, &c@., &c.

When an army is forced to retreat, it covers its rear by
that portion of its cavalry and mounted artillery which has
suffered least during the battle. By placing the squadrons
of horse and the light batteries in echelon, the retiring
column may be well protected. The artillery, by using
the prolonge, may also continue its retreat while in bat-
tery find firing. It was in thnis way that at the battle of
Albuera, in 1811, the French artillery on the left wing
held in checkr the right and centre of the Anglo-Spaniards
till the army effected its retreat; the artillery then retired
in echelons, by batteries and fractions of batteries, under
the protection of the cavalry.

We have already discussed, under the general head of
tactics, the position and use of artillery on the battle-field
a few~ additional rema~rks must suffice.

As a general rule, batteries should be placed in positions
from wNhich they can employ their fire to advantage, and 
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also be free to mo~ve in any direction that the progress of
the battle may require. Advantage should always be
taken of natural or arti-ficial obstacles, such as hedges,
clumps of trees, logs, mounds of earth, &c., to cover and
conceal the guns till the moment they open their fire. El-
evated positions are, contrary to the common opinion, gen-
orally unfa~voratble, for artillery cannot fire to advantage at
any considerable angle of depression. The slopes in front
should be of considerable length, otherwise the balls xvould
dto very little execution upon that portion of the column of
attack wvhich occupied the valley. The ground shoula.
also be smooth, for if rough the balls will either bury
themselves in the earth, or ricochet at a high angle of de-
flection, thus destroying a considerable part of the effect
of the fire. The counterforts or spurs of hills are faLvora-
ble for artillery, as they enable it to see, with an enfilading
fire, the slopes of the principal range. Batteries should
seldom be placed so as to fire over other troops, for they
will not only be intimidated by this fire, but also exposed
to the opposing fire of the enemy's artillery. A large num-
ber of pieces should never be crowded into the same place,
but an interval should be left between the guns of forty or
fifty feet, according to the locality. The most favorable
position for this arm in ordinary ground, is in the intervals
between the regiments or brigades of the line, and far
enough in advance of this line not to draw upon the other
troops the fire of the enemy's artillery. The flanks of the
line are also favorable for the action of this arm.

Sometimes artillery has been employed to form a part
of the line of battle; but such instances are exceptions,
and· can never be comprised in general rules. Whenever
this disposition has been made, it has resulted from the
defective character of the ot~her arms, or from somle pecu-
liar circumstance in the battle which enlabled a bold and
sklilful commander to deviate from the ordinary rules of
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tactics. Such was the case with Napoleon at Wagram.
In Saxony, in 1513, he was several times obliged to sub-
stitute his artillery to supply the watnt of other arms.

In the defence andt attack of field-works, and in thfe
passa~ge of rivers, artilleryr plays an important and indis-
pensable part; but it here becomes an auxiliary to the dis-
positions of the engineers, or at least acts in concert with
that armn.

Trhe troops of artillery, in. all well-regulatted· army or-
ganizations, should equal about two-thirds of the cavalry,
or one-seventh of the infantry.*

*E To qualify himse~lf for the duties connected with his arm of ser-

vice, the artillery officer must make himself thoroughly acqluainted
w~ith-

The In tr~ucli~on for United States Field Art~iller~y, horse an2d fCoot; 
Capt. Andersonz's Instruction for Garrison Artiillery;
KIrnsley's Notes on Pyrotechiny;
Knowlton's N2otes on Gunpowder, &tc.; an~d
T~he writings of Thiiroux and Piohert on theortilcal earlt practical

instruction, and the writings of Jornini, Deckser·, and Oklianeff, on the
use of this arm on the dield of hatt·!e.

The followving list of hooksci of r·eference -may has of use to those who
wish to make themselves perfctly famlilialr with all the hranches of
artillery.

Histoire ginieral de l'art2illeri'e, j~ralet.
L'artillerie d3 chleval derns les combats da cavceler·ie. Par un oflficier

do l'artillerie Prussienne.
Gonsidciretions et exp~erienfces snr· le tir des obus ei belles. Bor-

mann11'.
Essei sur les obasiers. Dnusaert.

E·ssni sur l'organisa~iin de i'ertillerie. L~e B~onrg.
Tre~itci sur lerztillerie, (tradnait do l'Allcmand.) Rouvroy.
Blo~nbardier Fran~eis. Bilidor.
Mr'nsoires dl'artillerie. St. R~my.
Essai sur l'nLsage de l'ar~tillerie dens le guerre de cemagnolln et

celle de si~ge. Dupuget.
Mllsnoires sur les nouvzeaux sysltrnes d'artillerie. Sft. Anb~in.
Treat~iseon Artillery. Mu2iller.
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Artificial FiZre- WoC~rks. Jonaes.
Table de tir les canons et obulsiers. Lombard.
On Gunpowder. Antoni.
Reclieclices sa~r lanrtillerie en gdni'ral. T~exier de N~orbec.
Discription de l'arlt defbr61iq~uer les canons. Monge.
Pr·ocidis de la fabricdction dkes rni·?es blanach~e. Vandermonds.
Ma~nueel dte l'artilleur. Durtubie.
'~'raiti d~u moucvement des projectiles. Lonomhard.
Tr~eatzise on2 Artillery. Scheel. (Translated from the German)
Tr·aiti pr lique des feux d'a~t(/i~ce. M~orel.

ba~naul die c nonnier nsarin. Cornihert.
Newo Pr·inciples of Gunnery. Robins.

iimnoir~es sur lv ~facbrication des armnes port ativaes. Catty.
Recher~ches sur lapozsdre. Cossigny.
Supplement. Cossigrny.

Fiabricaetion de la poudr~e. Renand.
A~merican Artilier~ist's Com~panion. Toossard.
Tables des parties des canonzs et canonades de lae mari'ne. Cor.

nibel:t.

Tire~iti d'artirfices de guerre. Bigot.
Tkuriti ilirientair~e de Ia fabrication des bouches cifen. Dartein.
Tra·itci de l'art d~e fabriqJu erl· a paucdre ci canron1. Bott6e et Riffanit,
L'ar·t die salptrier. Bottde at Riffanlt.
Dbictionary of Artillery. ~hoyer. (German.)
Newo Exper~iments on Gunnery. Hutton--(Hntton's Tracts.)
Des bais propares an service des Ar~senauxt. Herbin de Halles
Instr-uctio~n. snrT le service de l'artiller1ie. ilnilot.
Marnceucvres de force. Bigot.
Balistique. Obenheim.
Tr~eaxtise on Artillery. G~erman. Scharnhorst. (Translated into

French, 184;0.)
E2ssni ser l'rrt de pointer. Pounmet.
Riflexion2s su~r lof fibrication dles; bandies ci fpe .. Lamartilli&re
.llii~maire cur lv: planchette dl canlonnier. Obenheimn.
Amide-Mim~loire. G1assendi.
Observatio~ns on the use of Ar·tiller~y at the sieges of Badajos, St.

S'ebastinn, -c.
Tr·eatise enArtillery~. LdaIlemand.
Elimenzs de pyrotechnie. -Rnggieri.
Nouve~llefarce mar~it~ime. Paixhans.
Dlictioannair·e d'artillerie. Cotty.



Reecha~rchies ?mlistiques. -Coste.
Poodres fulmzinantes. Ver~guaud.
Mll~anuel da la mita~llurie du fer. Culmaw~
Pyr~otechnie mtilitair~e, (traduit do 1'Allamand, par R, do 1'eretsdorffE))
Jdour~nal des Sciences MZilitaires.
Peayrotechny. Cutbush.
Traniti ~limeentaire d'artillerie. Dlekea.,
Fusias de guerre. M9ontgary.
~Docum~ens sur· to matuire 4 canon~s. Herv6.
Observa~tions su~r le nlouveaue sy/stime d'artille~rie. Allilg
~Systime d'alrtillerie de camp gne. Allis.
Pocket Gunner. Ahdye.
On the Rocket System. Congreve
Essa~i varl' ar·t des fontes. Sarres
Receujil dv ikiinoires sur· ila poudre 4 canon.( Proust.
~2limorial dv l'artilleurl manin. Michel.
Obser·va~tions sur le nouvea~u ~ystilrne de l'ar·tiller~ie. EPoumet.
limon~ial d'aril~'ler~ie.
British Gdunner., Spoarmnan.
Ri~glas de pointaga k bord des ja~isseauxc. Montgery.
Ma~inuel du mnaitre de forges. Landrina.
N~aval Gunnery/. Douglass.
JMitallurg-ie duj far (traduit do 1'A~llamand, par Cuhnan.) REar·

sjten.
idatl-111imoire 4i l'vesage des a icers d'atrtillerie. (Strasbouxrg.)

Tr·aiti de l~orgranisation et de Ia tactiqlue de l'artiilerie, (traduit ds)
l'Allemanld par P~eratsdorflf.) Grewenitz.

Supplement au dictionna~ire d'artiller~ie. Cotty.o
M~emoir on Gunpowuder. B&raddockr.
Md~anuel de l'armriaril. Paulin·~Desormaeaux.
Jou~rnal des armes spe'ciales.
Cour-s vaer Ia service des op~ciers dans las fonderias. Serros.
.Exp~riences s~ur la faibrication at la dun·e des bouches 4 feu en

fer· at bronz~e, (traduit do l'Allemand par Peretsdorff.) 1Meyer.
Applications duk far aux constructio~ns de l'artillerie. Thierry
Aida-Miamoira d'art n ilitaira. Lebas.
Mi~morial 4i l'usaga de l'armiae Belga.
Instr~uct~ion~s and Rgeguclations for the sarvicc and management of

Levavy or·dnarnce in the British sar~vice.
Ex~piriencas sur las principas du tir, faites a Mletz, en 1834.
TraitC d'artillaria thiorique at pratique. ]Piobert.
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Aide-AU m'noir·e 4 l'usage des qfficiers d'artillcrie, (avec approbation
du comit6 d'artillerio.)

Mlanuel d'artiller~ie 4 l'vscsage des ofliciers ·de la Re'publique Hel-
v~tique. Bonaparte, (Napoleon Louis.)

E2x~p~re~'nces comparatives entre des bouches 4 feu en fonte de fe~r,
d'or~igine Fran~aise, Anglaise et Sue~doise, faites a Gavres, en 1836.

Expe'iences~fa~ites 4 Brest en 1831, sucr les canzons. Paixhans.
Essai sar l'org~anisation de l'artillerie. La Bourg.
Expl)riences sur desprojectile8 creuxr, faites en 1829, '30, '31.
Instructiorn pratique sur l'emtploi des projectiles, (traduit do l'Alle-

m~and par Peretsdor~ff) Decker.
Effects of heavy ordna~nce as applied to skips of war·. Simmons.
Expe'riences sur les poudres de guerre, faites aL Esquerdes, en 1832,

'33, '341, and '35. Maguin.
Cours d'artillerio 4 l'usage dies sous-ocffciersb De Crd'py.
Instruction th~oriqnle et pratique dl'artillerie, a l'usage des 6leves

do St. Cyr. Thiroux.
Cours sur· le service des olilciers dtartillerie dazs~ los forges.
aManuel historique de la technologie des armes 4 feu, (traduit do

l'Allemand par M~. Rivilel.) Meyer.
Formieles dklatives aux effets du, tir sur affce~t. Poisson.
M~anuel do l'artificer. Verganad.
E2tat actuel do l'artillerie ~do campalgne do touites los pucissanoces

do l'Europe, (traduit par Maz6; ire partie, Artillerie Anglaise.) Ja-
cobi. (Six other parts have been published in German, containing de-
scriptions of the French, Belgian,' Hessian, Wirtemburg, Nassau, and
Swedish systems.)

Introducti'on 4~ l'etude do l'art~illerie. Madelaine.
Cours sur le service des officiors d'artillerie deans les fonzderios.

Description do la fabrication des benches 4 fee 4 la fonzderie royacl
do Leieg~e. Hug~uenin.

Poudre 4c~ anon. Timmerhans.

Proctcdis do fabricationL dens los forges, (extrait dn cours sur le ser-
vice des ofliciers dans los forges.)

Ro~nseig-nemzents sui· le mat iriel do l'artillerie nacvale do la G~rande
Br·etagne. Zeni et des Hays.

Th~oric des affiits et des voitures do l'artillerie. Migout et Bergory
dArtilleri~st's M' nual. Grliffth.
Hlandbuch fuir die K. K.~Oesterreichische Artillerie Oftiziere, (ma~n·.

4al for thae Austrian artillery offcers.)
&unmlung von Steindruckzeichnungen der· Pr1eussischient Artillerie,
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mint 1P~riiutereungen, (collection of plates of the Prussian artillery, with
explanatory text.).

HI-istoir~e des fastes de Rverre.
Or~dnance Ma~Lnual, for the use of the officers of the United States

Army.
Expe~rimnen~ts en Gunpowder·. Capt. Mordecai.
Pyrotechny, for the use of the Cadets at the United States Military

Academy. Kinsley.
Notes en Gunpowtdei, Percussion Powder, Cannon, and Pro·jec.

tiles. Lto k~nowltonh.
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AR]IMY ORGANIZZATIEON--ENGINEERS.

Enoz~neers, -The term elri gieer is derived from the uri-~
classical Latin word ingeniuEm, which wyas applied both to9
a machine and the mind or skill of the perpson who devised
or constructed it.

It was ]Philip lAugustuas, sayi the French writers, who
first introduced engineers (engigneurs, or en~ ignours, as
they were called) into France, and restored the art of
sieges. T1he engineers of that age were seldom charged
with the construction of works of military'defence, bsut1
like Archimedes at Syracuse, and Longinus at Palmyra1
they directed their attention principally to devising impleu
ruents of war and the mo-st effective manner of using· them.
Engines of war were at that time divided between the en-
gignzeurs and the artilliers, the former being charged with
the heavier machines, and the latter with the smaller wea-
pons used for throwing projectiles. After the invention
of guLnpowder, the old battering-rams, cranes, hbelipoles 7
&c., disappeared, and with them the engig~neucrs, or mas-
ters of engines. The new inventions were united. with
-the few old projectile machines that remained in the artil-
lery, and the engineers were for a time left almost with-
out employment. The revival of the art of fortificationa
was very s low, and the modern system scarcely began to
be dev-eloped till near the sixteenth century.

WbTe must omit for the present giving evenr an outline of
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theo history of military engineering, and pass to the troops
of this arm, as constituting an essential element of an
army organization. The subject of fortification, and the
history of its vrarious changes, will be examined in the
;next chapter.

The engineers, in modern army organization, constitute
the fourth arm of service, as, compared with artillery,
their relative nu~mbers are a~bout as two to th~ree. They·
are divided in the same manner as the artillery, vJiz.:-
1st, the staff; 2d, guards, or fort-keepers ; 3d, artificers;B
and 4th, the troops.

I. The officers constituting the staff of this corps are
charged in time of peace with planning, constructinb, and
repairing all fortificatipurs and other defensive works; the
construction and preparation of all military materials, and
stores connected with this arm;q and (in our service)
vith thze disbursements of money connected with these
operations: in time of war they are charged with the at~
tac~k and defence, of military works, the laying out and
construction of field def~ences, redoubts, intrenchments,
roads, S&c.; ine the attack they form a part of the vana~
guard, to remove obstructions; and in retreat they folrm a
part of the rear-guard, to erect obstacles, destroy roads,
bridges, &c., so as to retard an enemy's pursuit.

From the impgortant character of these duties -as con~
nected with the means essential to a national defence, and
the vast amount of money expended in these operations,
it is evident that a high order of aequirements should be
deemed necessary to qualify one to perform the duties of
a military engineer. This officer requires a. knowledge
of chemistry, to guide his choice of materials for mortars,
cements, and mas~tics; of mineralogy and geology, forb
selecting stone; of botany, for timber and the means of
preventing its decay; of mathematics, in laying out his
wYorkS and. calculating thle thickness and stability of his
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wvalls, embankments, &c.; of mechanical philosophy, ipl
constructing his machinery; of military .engineering, in
his plans of fortifications; and of all the hig~her branches
of military science, in selecting positions for these workis,
such that they shall have the proper relations to the meanrs
of national defence, and to the grand operations of armies
in the field. The avenues to appointment to this corps
are guarded, in most European armies, with special care,
to prevent the influence of money, politics, or family conb
nections; and in our own army it is now specified by law
of Congress, that the vacancies shall be filled only from the
most distinguished graduates of the military academy.
Formerly our service suffered most severely from the em-·
plo-yment of incompetent persons, introduced through
political influence from civil life, and foreign charlatans,
the refuse of European armies. Many of~ our earlier
military works (as will be mentioned hereafter) were
modelled upon systems for a long time discarded by the
profession in Europe, and even some of those which have
been constructed within the last thirty years are made of
such wretched materials and work~manship that they are
already crumbling into ruins. .While the existing laws
and regulations seem well calculated to prevent the recur-
rence of similar abuses and errors, it nevertheless can be
shown that the organization of this arm of our service re-
quires modifications and extensions to give it the requisite
degree of efficiency, and to economize the public expen-
ditures .

The wars of Louis XIV. first led to a regular military or-
ganization, and a regular system of defence. In these wars
the engineers received great development, and have ever
since occupied a prominent position as parts of an army or-
ganization. We therefore find in all the great sieges and
battles of this era a large and continually increasing number
of engineers and engineer troops, this force bseing grad.
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ually augmented as the true principles of war became
better understood, and as the wants of the service required.
Even in the earliest of these battles we find the engineers
taking a prominlent and distinguished part. In the war
of 16i88, twenty-four engineers were killed and· wounded
at the siege of Philipsbourg, eighteen at Namur. eight~a
Huy, ten at Charleroi, eight at Ath, thirty at Barcelona,
&tc. Such losses were good proofs of the usefulness of
these officers, and before this war was closed, their num-
ber was increased to six hundred; and in 1706 the army
contained eight brigades of engineers and four companies
of miners.

The engineer corps being partially disbanded in the early
part of the French Revolution, great diffculty was experi-
encedi in reorganizing it and in finding competent men to
supply the places of those who had been driven into exile or
sacrificed during the reign of terror. Energy and activity,
combined with republican zeal, could supply the place of
skill in the other arms, but the science 6f the engineer
could not be acquired in a day.

In 1799, the staff of the engineer corps consisted of
four hundred and forty-nine officers, without including the
general officers, commanding departments, or those con-
nected with the engineer troops. The same organization
was continued in 1804. The engineer staff of the French
army now numbers four hundred and thirty-two officers.
We have in our service forty-three engineer officers, for
staff duty, who are now engaged in the construction and
repairs of some sixty or seventy fortifications, and other
works of a civil and military character.

II. Engineer Guards, or ~Fort-Keepers, are a class of
men charged with the general care of forts, and all public
property deposited in the several engineer d~p~ts and
g'drrisons, and in the public work~s during their construction,

T'here are five hundred and fifty of these "gardes dus
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Genie" in the French army, who rank next the sub-lieutei~~a
ants of engineers, and are assimilated with the sub-lieu.
tenants of infantry in the hospitals, marches, &c. In;2 our
service wte hzave no engineer guards o~rfort-keepers.

This defect in our orgfanization has been the cause of
serious inconvenience, and the consequent waste of public
property. The, expense of hiring civil agents for this
purpose has more than trebled th~e cost of supporting a
suitable number of non-commissioned guards to maintain
the good order and efficiency of our forts, in the absence
of engineer officers, and to preserve and keep in repair
the military implements and stores connected with this
department of the army. It has already been shown that
we have fifty-eight of these guards for the artillery service,
and it really seems somewhat singular that the engineers,
with a much greater amount of public property in their
charge, are allowed no assistants of this kind.

III. Engineer arti~Jlcers are a class of men employed ins
the practical operations of constructing forts and other
military defences, and in making and repairing all the im-
plements used by the engineer troops in the operations of
sapping and mining, in crossing rivers, in constructing
f~ield-defences, and in the attack and defience of field-
vo~r~ks .

As very few new fortifications arec now required in
France, the services of engineer artificers are less neces·
sary and important than in our service, where large sums
of money are annually expended upon military defences,
There are, however, in the French army a corps of en-
gineer artificers, consisting of eight officers and a cadre of
fifty-four non-commissioned officers, with a variable num-
ber of privates, organized into two companies. But i~
our armly we have no regular engineer artificers! In our
artillery service we have three hundred and thirty enlist.
e~d artillery artificers. If these are useful and3 necessasry
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to the artillery service, which no one doubts, for still
stronger reasons would it be advantageous to the public
service to employr at least ain equal number of enlisted en-
gineer artificers on our fortificatlions; for the annual ex-
penditure of putblic mnlrey is here much g~rea~ter than~ in
the correspondlinlg branch of the artillery service.

IV. Enginleer tr~oops ar'e dlivided into thlree classses--
1st, sappers and p3-ion2eers; 2d, mnzien~s; aznd 3dl, pontlonier's.

In th~e French army of 1799, there xvere four battanlionls of
sappers, consisting- of 120 of~ficers and 7,092~ men. In 1804,
Nlapoleon organized five battalions of these troops, consist-
ing of 165 ofli cer~s and 8,865" men. Even this number was
fouznd insubfficient in his camnpaigns in Germany and Spain,
and he was obliged to organize an additional number of'
sappers from the Italian and French auxiiliaries. The
pioneers were then partly attached to other branches of
the service. There is, at present, in the French army a
considerable number of sappers or pioneers detached for
the service of the infantry regiments, three companies of
sap~eurs-condlucteurs, and forty-two companies of sapeulrs.
In the French army of :1799, there were six companies
of miners, consisting of 24 officers and 576 men. In 1804,
Napoleon increased these troops to nine companies, con-·
taining. 36 offcers and 864 men. The present French
peace establishment contains six companies of miners,
organized much the same as under Napoleoln. In the
French army of 1799 there were two regiment~s of pon-
toniers, of 38 officers and 960 mten. But this num~ber w~as
found too small in the remaining campaigns, and the dle-
ficiency was temporarily supplied by organizing sailors
for these duzties. in the present F;rench army orgasniza-
tion2, there are eleven comlpanies of pontoniers, forming a
regiment of sixtyv-three officers.

I'e have in, our service no sapp~ers, milners, or· ponton2iers
a~nd, ine case of war, would be fouand without the means osf
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ex~ecuting any military workis, or performing any military
operation which would require engineer troops.

In the preliminary stages of army organization under
Louis XIV., infantry troops were detailed as sappers, and
instr~ucted in these duaties by the engrineers. T'his irregu-
larity of service soon caused difficulties and losses, and
the evils springing from it xvere so great, that Vauban ur-
g~ed the propriety of a separate organization. Ia 1670
he officially recommended to the king to establish a regi-
ment of twelve hundred sappers arid ouvriers, and in a sub-
sequent report on the value of these troops, used the fol-
lCowing language: "They would be useful in peace as
wvell. as in war, and would be the means of saving much int
all fortifications where they should be employed. In fact,
I have not the least doubt that they would save annually
to the kiing much more than their pay. II assert all I have
said on this subject with as much confidence as if I had
seen the result; and I can, with the same certainty, add,
that this small troop will be the means of saving large
numbers of good engineers and brave officers and soldiers,
from the stern necessity to which we are reduced of ex-
posing, almost always, the laborers and those who support
them; which necessity would not arise had we at coin-
mandllL ~ aUIClLb sufficient nmero this kind;3 of- worme WVKIIwell in-'
structed. To such a deg~ree have I felt the necessity of
sappers, at every siege at which I have been present, that
I have always had reason to repent of not having more
urgentl.y solicited the creation of this company."

Such are the views of' ho greatest of military eng~i-
neers, a man who fought one hundred and. forty battles,
conducted fifty-eight sieges, &nd built or repaired three
h-undred fortifications. H~is anticipations of the useful-
ness of engineer troops were fully realized, and they have
ever since received the most careful attention, and now
Form, as has just been shown, one of the most important
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and efficient arms in the French service. The fortifi-
cations constructed by the engineers, as organized by
Vauban, have ever since constituted ohe of the principal
elements of the Frrench military power.

In the wFlars of Napoleon there are innumerable instan-
ces in illustration of the delays anti disasters attending the
operations of armies not supJ~lied with engineer troops;
and, on the other hand, the aldvantages resulting from their
services when properly organized and instructed. WVe
have already pointed out the inrfluence which the fortifica-
tions in the hands of the French exerted on the results of
these wars, and the fatal consequences to the Allies of
neglecting these works of national defe~nce. Every stu-·
dent of military history will immediatelyT call to mind the
influence of Savona, Coni, M~ond~ovi, Ceva, Govi, Ales-
sandria, Tortona, Pizzighitone, Peschiernz, M/atnta, Palma-
Nuova, Osopo, K~lagrenfurth, &Lc., in the campaigns of
'1796-7; of Genoa, Fort Bard, the fortifications of the
Var, Ulm, Tngoldstadt, &c., in 1800; of M/ilan, Turin,
M~atnta, Roco d'A~ufo, Genoa, Alessandf .a, &c., in 1805;
the importance of K~ehl, Cassel, Wesel, &c., to the French
in 1806, and the fatal consequences to the Prussians in
that campaign, of their total and culpable neglect of their
own forififcations.

All military historians speatk of the influence of fortifi-
cations in the Peninsular campaigns: those which ha~d
been given up to Napoleon previous to the opening of
hostilities, contributed very much to the success of his
arms, while those which were retained by Spain and her
allies, contributed in an equal degree to hamper and em-
barrass his operations. Some of' these, like Saragossa
and Tarragona, with their brokien walls and defective ar-
maments, kiept the enemy in check some sixity days each,
and did much to weaken the French power in the Penin.
sula.
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Temporary or field-fortifications also had an important
influence here. The lines of Torres-Vedlas, the field-
wtorkis of Ronda, th~e intrenched camps of the Pyrenees,
Bayonne, Toulouse, &~c., are examples under this head.
In fact, field-workis played a most important part in all of
NIapoleon's wars. W~e might mention the redoubt of M~on-
tenotte, the intrenchments at M~ilesimo, the batteries of
L~obau, the field-defences of Ilougomont, La Hayc-Sainte,
and Papelotte at W~aterloo, and numerous; other cases
equally striking. Just before the battle of Wtaterloo, Wel-
lington employed some eighteen thousand peasants and
twNo thousand horses, under the direction of British of-
ficers of engineers. In speaking of these defences, Colo-
nzel Pasley says: " It may be easily conceived that to
have directed such a great body of workmen to proper ad-
vantage, by means of a few officers of engineers, would
have been impossible, but for the system adopted of sub-
dividing the various works among the non-commissioned
officers and privates of the engineer troops, each of whom?
was made responsible for laying out the details of his own
portion, and for the direction ofaparty of from twenty to
one hundred men, or even more, according to circunl-
stan ces."

B~ut to return to the Peninsular war. These campaigns
ex~hibit in strong colors the advantages derived, on the one
side, from a well-org~anized engineer corps, and thle l.osses,
delays, and defects suffered on the other, until the defects
of the organization were remedied. Napoleon entered
Spain with a well-appointed army, and soon, through
strategy and well-directed force, gained possession of the
importasnt fortresses of the Peninsula; seizing in this
way the strategic routes and important geographical points,
he wvas enabled to retain possession of the country for
eight years, in spite of the numerous forces arrayed against
him, the absence of himself and his best generals in Ger-
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Pmany, and the great inefficiency of Joseph and of many of his
generals. These fortifica~tions were old, and of strength
inferior to modern w6orks of defence, but it required years
and the expenditure of millions in blood and treasure
to expel from the country those who had possession of
t~hem.

For the first five years of this war the English strug-
gled with a most imperfect army organization.* W;hen
" the first serious siege," says Napier, was undertaken by
the British army,' "to ihe discredit of the Eng~lish. gov-
ernment, no army was ever so ill provided with the means
of prosecuting such, an enterprise. The engineer offcers
wvere exceedingly zealous; and many of them were well
versed in the theory of their business. But the ablest
trembled when reflecting on their utter destitution of all
that belonged to real service. W~ithout; a corps of sap-
pers and miners, withou~at a single private who kinew how
to carry on an approach under fire, they were compelled
to attack fortresses defended by the most warlike, prac-
tised, and scientific troops of the age.

" The best officers and finest soldiers were obliged to
sacrifice themselves in a latmenta~ble manner, to compen-
sate for the neg~ligence· and incapacity of a, government,
always ready to plunge the nation into war, without the

* -In a letter dated February 11th, 1812, WrCellington wrote to thie
Secretary of State as followvs -"'.1 would beg leave to suggest to
your lordship the expediency of addiug to the engineer establishmeut
a corlps of sappers aud miners. It is iucouceivable with what disad-
vantages we unldertakie auy thiug like a, siege for want of assistauce
of this descriptiou. There is no French corpits d'ormle'e whicb has not
a battaliou of sappers nnd a company of ruiners; but we are obliged
to depeud for assistance of this description upon the regiments of the
line.; and although the men are brave and willing, they want the
krnowledge and training· which are necessalry. Many casualties among
them consequently occur, and much valuable time is lost at the most 
critical period of the siege."
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slightest care of what was necessary to obtain success.
The sieges carried on by the British in Spain were a
succession of butcheries; because the commonest mate-
rials, and the means necessary to their art, were denied
the engineers." Colonel J. T. Jones writes in nearly
the same terms of the early sieges in the Peninsula, and
with respect to the siege of Badaejos, adds in express
terms, that " a body of sappers and miners, and the n~e-
cessary fascines and gabions, would have rendered the
reduction of the w~ork certain.'" Soon after this siege a
body of engineer troops arrived from England, but their
number was insufficient, and Wellington, having learned
by sad experience the importance of engineer troops, or-
dered a body of two hundred volunteers to be detached
from the line, " and daily instructed in the practice of
sappi~ng, making and laying fascines and gabions, and the
construction of batteries, &c." The siege of Ciudad
Rodrig~o, xvhich immediately followed this organ~ization,
was conducted with greater skill and success than any
other till nearly the close of the war; and all military
writers have attributed this result to the greater eff~iciency
of the engineer force engaged in the siege. This arm
was now gradually increased, and the last year of the

w the engineer force with the Enolish arm i h el
consisted of seventy-seven officers, seven assistant-engi-
n 'rs and surveyors, four surgeons and assistants, one
thousand six hnundred and forty-six sappers, miners, arti-
ficers, &c., one thousand three hundred and forty horses
and one hundred and sixty carriages.

During all this time the French furnished their armies

CoGlonel Pasley states that only~one and a half yards of excava~-

tion, per mant, was executed in a wohole night, by the untrained

tronps in the Peninsular war; whereas an instr~ucted sapper can

easily accomplish this in twenty min~utes, and that it has been donle

by one of his most skilful sappers, at Chatbam, in seven miniutes!
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in Spain with. well-organized engineer forces. WCte have
endeavored to form a comparison of the number of French
engineers and artillerists employed on these peninsular
sieges. But fr~om the loose manner in which these de-
tails are usually given by historians, it is almost im-
possible to distinguish between the two. Both are not
unfrequently given under the same head, and when a
distinction is apparently kept up, only the engineer staff
is mentioned under the head of engineers--the sappers,
miners,, artificers, the train, &c., all being put down as
artillery. In the following table we have endeavored to
arrange them ns is done in our owyn army. The trains of
both arms are left out, for frequently that of one arm per-
formed the duties of the other. Morreover, in our service
a portion of these duties of engineer anld artillery trains is
*performed by th~e quartermasster's dlepartment. For those
who wish to know the exact organization of the French
engineer train, we give it as it existed in 1811, viz.:-
seven troops, each troop consisting of three olfficers, one
hundred and forty-one non-commissioned officers anld pri-
vates, two hundred and fifty horses, and fifty wagons, con-
veying five thousand txvo hundred and seventy intrenching
tools, onre thousand seven hLundred cutting tools, one thou-
sand eight hundred and two artificers' tools, two hundred
and fifty-three miners' tools, and eight thousand three hun-
dred and eighteen kiilogrammes' weight of machinery and
stores, each article being made to a particular pattern.
The pioneers in Spain acted sometimes with one arm and
sometimnes with the other, and we' have assigned them a~c-
cordingly in the table. The pontoniers, however, in our
service are included with the engineers; we have there-
fore put them, in our table, in the same column with the
cligmeors.
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Engineer Ar·tillery staff, Total Total of
saeff sap~pers, haorse and foo~t o~f sr1ti i iry
miiners, lion~to- atlle engineers, Istaff, boise

niers, and ossvriers~. and saptpers, and baiot
Name of Siege. pioneer~s. pioneers, mnliers, artilIlery,

____ ponton- novriers,
I ja~~irs, end and

Offic. M nen. C utei. lIen. pioneers, pioneers.

~iaranoasa ......... 86 1189 90 1276 1275 1360
hoses .......... 21 211 - - 2 32 461
Gironia .......... 54 603 1.62 1299 657 1361 
Astorga .7........ 91 17 427 95 444
L~erida ......... 15 3163 L 11 208 331 219
M[']eguineoza,....... 34 5278 - - 312 136
1st Ciodlad h~odrigo,... 34 441 - - 475 1019
Almeid~a . 34 489 - - 523 11119
Tdori~osa .......... 43 4290 32 381 472 41 3
'1arranon',. ........ 50 681 46 701 731 747
O~liveiasa.1........ 0 166 - - 116 186
1st iKadajo, ....... 25 707 41 699g 732 740)
T~arif'a...........)12 235 17 148 247 36i5
Peiuicola......... 13 13 183 151 192
2d Ciudtad ha\drigo,.... 3 12 8 160 15 1i88
2(1 Bada~jos .9....... 256 - - 265 26
Bur~os. 4 ~ 124 3 126 128 129
Castio Udeiales . 5 68 8 197 73 205
S5t. 8ebastian . )13 4 28 7 j 166 261l 173

FI;rom this table it appears that the ratio of the two arms
at these sieges, m~aking the comparison on the basis of
our own organizationl, is about the same as for the present
Freuch army in Alg-eria, or a little more than five of engi-
neers to six of artillery.

Thuas far we have spokeen of th~e field-operations of en-
gineer troops in connection with fortifications, all-uding
only incidentally to the use of military bridges and the
passage of rivers. In the early wars of the French Revoj-
lution the want of pontconiers was severely felt, and from
the deficiency of this branch of service, the operations of
the :French generals wcere on several occasions very much.
restricted. The evil was afterwards remedied in a great~
degree! by the introduction of several battalions of pontor-
n~iers in the regular army organization. On many occa-~
sions, during his wars, did Na~poleon feel and acknow-l
lodlge the importance of thnese troops; bu~t on none, per
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haps, was this importane more clearly shown than in the
p~assage of the Beresina during his retreat from MCoscow
with the wrecki of his army. The Russians had cut the
bridlge of Borisow anrd takien position in great strenlgth one
the right bankn of* the river, both at this point and below;
the French, wearied with long and di fcult marches, des-
titute of artillery, provisions, and military stores, wishl a
wide and deep river in front, and a powerful enemy on
their flank and rear, benumbed by the rigors of a merciless
climate, and dispirited by defeat--every thing seemed to
promise their total destruction. "6General Eb17', says ane
English g~eneral officer, in his remnarks on this retreat,
" who, from the beginning of the campaign, had~ made all
the arrangements for the equipment and construction of
military bridges, was specially charged with the important
duty of providing for the passage of this river; and h~e
discharged that duty with a degree of forecast and ability
to which certainly Napoleon owed his escape and the
wrecki of his armyi its safety. General Ebld had begun to
prepare, at Smolensko, fo~r the difficulties which he fore-
saw in this operation. He formed, with every; care, a
train sufficient for the transport of all the tools and storers
that might be r·equired; and, further to provide, against
casualties and accidents, everyc man belonging to the com-
panies of pontoniers xvas obliged to carry from-i Smolensko
a tool or implelment of some kind, and a proportion of
nails: and fortunate was it for the army that he did so;
for such was the difficulty in getting through the carriages
contatining; stores, that only twoa forge-wagons and six cais-
sons of tools and nails could be preserved. Tro these the
general added a quantity of iron-work taken from the
wheels of carriages that xvere abandoned on the marrch.
Mnch was sacrificed to bring off these valuable materials
for making clamps and fastenings, but, as Segur observes,
that exertion a. .CIzva l'arme'.' "
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But it is not alway-s in the possession of a thing th1sl
we are most likely to appreciate its utility; the evils and
inconveniences resualtiup' fromz the want of it not unfro-
quently imp~ress, us most powerf~ully with its importance
and the advantages to be derived from its possession. A
few· examples of this nature, drawn from military history,
may be instructive. Wvke need not go backr to the disas-
trous passage of the Vistula by Charles XII., th~e failure
of M~arlborough~ to pass the Dyle, and Eugene to cross the
Adda in 1705, nor of the three unsuccessful attempts of
Charles of L~orraine to cross the Rhine in 1 743. The
wars following the French Revolution are sufficiently re
plete with usefiul instruction on this subujecti"

In 1'794 so great wans the disorder in the dlirection of~
affairs, that the boats of the bridges acrodss thre W~ah-al and
the Rhine were disposed of for commercial puar oses ; and
in the beg~inningr of 17995, says Jomini, " the conqyuerors of

m Before recurring to these, it might be useful to give one example,
as it is often referrcd to, in the campaign of 170~2. It was deemed
.important for the success of the campaign to attackr the Prince of Ba-
d~en in his camp at Friedliugen. Alccordingly, a hridge was thrown
across the Rhine at Hon~uingen, the passage effected, and the victory
gained. But Villatrs was several times on the point of losing all for
want of a sufficienat ponton equipage. Hasving hut a single hridge,
the passage was necessarily slow; the artillery and. stores were fre-
qunetly interrupted hy the infautnry hurrying to thle field of battle;
disorder ensued, and thle whole movement was retarded ; VQillars could
bring only a small part of his artillery into action, and towards the
close of the battle the infatntry were in want of ammunition: more-
over, the whole operation had nearly failed from the attempt of the
enemy to destroy thlis bridge, but the skrill of the Freanch poutoniers
saved it. Weve here remark, 1st, the passage secured. to VTillars an im-~
portant victory; 52d, fr~om having an ineffcient bridge-eqluipagre his
whole army was placed in great peril, and the operation had nearly
failed; 3d, if the Prince of Baden had possessed a sklilful cor~ps to op-
pose thlat of Villars, this singl~e bridge would have been destroyed, and
thle army cot to pieces; 4th, the skill of the little corps of F each pon-
toniers saved the bridge,, and of eonnequeinee,, the army.Ft
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Belgium and H'olland had not even a bridge eqluipage, at
a time too when the success of the~ campaign depended
solely on the means of crossing a river." A few boats
were procured from the WaVhal and the M1;eise, and others
manufactured in the forests of the M/oseile; but " these
operations consumed precious time, and four months thus
passed aw-ay in preparations." Even after other things
were all ready, the army was obliged to wait thirty days
for the arrival of boats for ponton bridges; during thnis
delay the Austrians streng~thened their position, and with
very little exertion they might easily have prevented the
passage.

In 1796, profiting by the errors of the former campaigns,
the French collected more suitable bridge equipages, and
the two armies passed the Rhine at Neuweid and Kehi
without loss or delay. 'rhe latter of these passages has
often been referred to as a, model for such operations, and
certainly, does credit to the general who directed it. But
Morean's bridge equipage having been destroy~ed during
this disastrous campaign, his operations the following year
were considerably delayed in preparing a new one, and
even then he was under the necessity of seizing all pri-
vate boats that could be found within reach; but the diffi-
culty of collecting and using boats of all sizes and. de-
sc~riptions was so great as entirely to defeat his plan of
surprising the enemy on the opposite bank of the river.
The necessity of co-operating with Hoche admitted of no
further delay, and he was now obliged to force his pas-
sage in the open day, and in face of the enemy. Under-
taken ~under such circumstances, " the enterprise was ex-
tremely sang~uinary, and at one time very doubtful ;" and
had it failed, "Mioreau's army would have been ruined for
the campaign."

Napoleon's celebrated passage of the Po, at Placentia,
shows plainly how important it is for a general to possess
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the means of crossing rivers. "'I felt the importance of
hastening the enterprise in order not to allow the enemy
time to prevent it. But the Po, which is a river as wide
and deep as the Rhine, is a barrier difficult to be over-
come. We had no means of constructing at bridge, and
were obliged to content ourselves with the means of em-
barkation found at Placentia and its environs. Lannes,
chief of brigade, crossed in the first boats, with the adl-
vanced cruard. The Austrians had only ten squadrons on
the other side, and these were easily overcome. The
passage was now continued without interruption, but very
slowly. If I had had a g~ood pontoz-equzpag~e, the fate of
th~e enemy's army~ had been sealed ; but the necessity of pass-
Z'ing, the river by successive embarivations saved it."

In the campaign of 179%; the Archdukre attempted to
pass the Aar, and attacked the French on the opposite
side, but for want of suitable equipag~e his operation was
delayed till the enemy had collected -sufficient forces to
intercept the passage ; he was now obliged to enter into
a stipulation for a, suspension of hostilities, and to with-
draw his bridges.

The operations of the French in the campaign of 1300,
led to the most glorious results, but their execution was
attended with the greatest difficulties. The passage of
the Alps was greatly facilitated by the ability of the chief
eng-ineer, M~arescot, and the skrill of the troops under his
command; and the facility of passing rivers afforded Na-
poleon by his pontoniers, had an important influence upon
the success of'the campaign. "tThe army of the reservo
had many companies of pontoniers and sappers ; the pon-
tons of course could not be taken across the St. Bernard,
but the pontoniers soon found materials on the Po and
Tesin for constructing bridge equipages." M~oreau's army
in the same year profited well by his pontoniers, in'the
passages of the Inn, the Saiza, the Traun, the Alza, &c;,
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and in the pursuit of the Austria~n army--a pursuit that
has but a single parallel example in modern history.

The facility with which Napo~leon crossed rivers, made
forced marches, constructed redoubts, fortified d~p~ts, and
grasped the great strategic points of the enemy in the
campaign of 1805, resulted from the srlitful organization
of his army, and the efficiency givuen to the forces em-
ployed in these important operations. The engineer staff
of the French army at this period, consisted of four hun-
dred and forty-nine officers,, and there were four battalions
of sappers, of oane hundred and twenty offcers and seven
thousand and ninety-two men; six companies of miners,
of twenty-four officers and five hundred and seventy-sixe
men; and two regiments of pontoniers, of thirty-eight offi-
cers and nine hundred and sixty men. On the contrary,
the enemy's neglect of these things is one of the most
striking of the many faults of the war, and his ill-directed
efforts to destroy the great wooden bridge across the
Danube, and the successful operations of the French ~sap-
pers in securing it, formed one of the principal turning
points in the campaign.

The same organization enabled the French to: perform
their wonderfully rapid and decisive movements in the
Prussian campaign of 1806, and the northern operations
of 1807.

In 1809, Napoleon's army crossed, wi-th the most won-
derful rapidity, the Inn, the Salza, the 'Traun, and other
rivers emptying into the Danube, and reached Vienna, be-
fore the xvonder-stricken Austrians could prepare for its
defence. It was then necessary for the French to effect
a passage of the Danube, which was much swollen by
recent rains and the melting snow of the mountains.
Considering the depth and width of the river, the positions
of the enemy, and his preparations to oppose a passage,
wvith the disastrous consequences that would result to the
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French firom any failure~ in its execution; taking· all these
things into consideration, Jomini pronounced it "Lone of
the most hazardous and difficult of all the operations of
war." Hlere the faite of the army depended, apparenttly,
upon the skill and efficiency of the engineers and pon-
toniers, and nobly did they discharge the trust reposed ine
them. Wrhen the pontons failed, tressel-bridg~es .were
substituted, and even fifty-four enormous boats were put in
requisition. So skilfully were these operations conducted,
that Napoleon's immense army crossed over iii safety, di-
rectly in the face of a superior enemy, and the same day
fought the memorable battle of Esling. Forced to retire
before numblers vastly superior to his own, Napoleon con-
centrated his forces on the island of Lobau, and intrenched
his position. Surrounded by the broad and deep channel.
of th~e Danube, and watched by numerous and skrilful ene-
mies, it required the most constant activity and the greatest
good fortune to effect a passage. Here the skill and
efficiency of the engineers shone conspicuously; a num-
ber of bridges were thrown across the river in the face
of the Austrians, and against obstacles almost insurmount-
able; the whole French army passed in safety, and soon
put the finishing stroke to that brilliant campaign. So
high an estimate did Napoleon attach to the construction
of these bridges, that, when the passage was completed,
he offered to place Bertrand, the constructing engineer,
thlough of comparatively low rank, at the head of the
French corps du genie.

On! many occasions during the retreat in 1812-13, from
the Beresina to the left of the Rhine, across the Niemen,
the Vistula, the Odor, the Elbe, and the numerous other
rivers which divide that immense country, the French
derived vast advantages from the experience and skill of
their enigineers and pontoniers, several times whkole corps
escaping through their, means from the grasp of their pur
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suers. W5hen, howvever, the disasters of this retreat had
absorbed most of the maiteriatl of the army, and had sadly
thinaed the rankrs of men of skill and e~xperience, they
sustainei many severe, and, in other ci~rcumzstances, unae-
cessar~y losses. Of this character xve mary mention the
passage of the Elster by the bridge of Lindnau, where,
through the ignorance and carelessness of those charged
with the mines, and through the want of suitable bridge
arrangements, thousands of brave men were buried in the
muddy waters of this small river. So sensibly did Napo-
leon feel tbis want of bridge eqjuipages, in the winter of
18i3-14,·that he addressed to his minisuer of war, on this
subject, the followling remarkabsle words: '"If I had had
pontons, I should have already annihilated the army of
Schwartzenberg·, and closed the war; I should have taken
from him eight or ten thousand wagons, and his entire
army in detail; but for want of the proper means I: could
not pass the Seine." Again, on the 2d of March he xvrote:
" If I had had a bridge eqjuipage this morning, BIliicher's
army had been lost." Wjfhoever will examine the details
of the operations of this ca~mpaign, will be convinced of
th-e full1 force of t~hese remzarks.

In Spain in ISOS, Sir John Moore, in order to assist the
native forces, had penetrated so near the army of Napo-
leon, that retreat became exceedingly difficult, andl he was
several times on the point of being lost. The English
army was at this time very deficient in engineer troops,
an A M~oore suffered much for want of miners to destroy
bridges, and pontoniers to construct new ones. In order
to cover hLis retreat and impede tbe advance of the French,
thze commander-in-chief, says Napier,' "directed several
bridges to be destroyed, but the engineers [for want of
miners anld miner's tools] failed of success in eve~ry at-~
tempt )

In Soult's ret~reatc, in 1809, he crossedt the Duero, at
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Oporto, and destroyed the bridges so as to cut off the puir
suit of W~ellington. But while Soult, deceived by treach-
(ery in h~is own corps, neglected to guard the river with
proper vigilance, WVellington collected boats at differ-
ent points, crossed over his army, surprised the FErench,
and, had it not been for the singular delay and indecision
of General M~Turray, would most certainly have forced the en-
tire army to capitulate ; as it was, his operation produced a
decided in-fluence on the campaign, and effected the safettyP
of Beresford's corps. Soult destroyed his artillery ttnd

baggage, and hastily retreated through the mountain
passes ; but hlis army was again arrested at the river Ca-
vado, and placed on3 the very brinkf of destruction, when
the brave and skilful Dulong succeeded in effectinag a. pas-
sage at the Ponte N~ova; the same da~ring officer opened,
on the sa-me day, a. way for the further escape of the
French across the Misarella by the Saltador.

In the pursuit· of Massena, in 1810, it was important to
the English to cross the Guadiana, and atttacki the French
before Badlajos could be put in a state of defence. Be-
resford was directed by Wiellingtonl to pass this river at
Jerumina, where the Portuguese had promised to furnish
pontons; hut th~ey neglected to fualfil their engazgement,
and the army had to walit till Capt. Sqluire, an able and
efficient officer of engineers, could construct other means
for eff~ecting a passage. Every thing was done that genlius
could devise and industry execute; nevertheless, the op-
erations of the army were greatly delatyedi-"I a delay,"

says the historian, " that may/ be considered as the prinrctpal
cause of those longr andc bloody operations which afterwacrdls
detained Lord Welington more tha~zn ayv~ar on thiefrontiers
of Portucgal."

W~e might prolong these remarks by discussing the pa~s-

sages of the Ceira and Alva, and their inf~luence on the
pursuit of Maassena; Wrellington's passage of th& Tagus,
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and his retreat from Burgos in 1812; the passage of the
Adour and Garonne in 1814; and the failure of the mines
to blow up the bridges of Saltador, Alcantara, &Lc.; but a
suffcient number of examples, it is believed, has already
heen adduced to show the advantage of maintaining a, prop-
erly organized and instructed body of sappers, miners, and
pontoniers. and the fatal results attending the want of such
troops, as a component part of an army organization.

It has already been remarked that the infantry of an
army must always form the basis of the apportionment;
and by the general rule laid down by military writers, the
cavalry should be fro~m one-fourth to one-sixth of the in-
fan-try, according to the character of the wrar; the artillery
about two-thirds of the cavalry, or one-seventh of the in-
fantry; and the engineers from one-half to three-fourths
of the artillery,--say about two-thirds. The staff and ad-
ministrative corps must vary according to the nature of the
organization, and the character of the theatre of war. The
former ought to be from two to five in a thousand, and the
latter from twenty-five to seventy-five,* as a general rule.
These ratios would give for a, good army organization:

Staff, about. 5
Administrative service--pay, medical, commis-

sary, quarter-master, &c. 65
Infantry . 6 50
Cavalry. 130
Artillery...90
]Engineers ... 60

Total, . . 1,000

In a brok~en country, and against savage and undis-
ciplined foes, like the Indians in this country, the natives
opposed to the English in India, to the French in Algeria,

* This supposes the teamsters, wagon-masters, hospital-servants,
&c., to be enlisted mene, and not persons hired for the occasion, as isi
done in our army.
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or to the Russians in Circassia, the cavalry, artillery, and
engineers would be diminished, and the infantry and ad-
ministrative corps proportionably increased; the former
because light troops are always preferable against an un-
disciplined foe, and the latter because of· the difficulty of
moving and procuring supplies in new and uncultivatedt
countries. The French forces in Algeria, in 1844, amount-
ed to about sixty thousand men, in the following propor-
tion:

Staff,. · · 4.7
Admninistrative, &c.. .112.3
Infantry . . ... 687.3
Cavalry .. 86.6
Artillery .. 61.f2
Engineers, . . .47.9

1000 mren.

:IIi small, peace establishments the relative proportion of
ix~l~antry and cavalry should be much less than when pre-
pared for the: field, because troops for these two arms can
be much more readily formed in case of emergency, than
for those which require more scientific information, and
technical skill and instruction. The staff and engineers
are evidently the most difficult to be formed in case of
xvar, and nextto these the artillery and administrative corps.

In this country we can maintain, in time of peace, only
the frame-work of an armyT, looking to our citizen soldiery
to form, in case of need, the great mass of our military
force. This is thie starting point in our military system,
and the basis of our army organization. Let us see
whether this principle is carried out in practice.

For every thousand men in our present organization* we
hav~e,

* These numbers are the real rather than the nomnzzal; proportions,
many of our officers being called staff who properly belong to one of.
the other classes.l
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For the staff.
Administrative . 20*
Infanitry . ...... 513
Cavalry, iso
Artillery, . 310
Engineers, . . . . . 5

1000

WTe see from this table, that while our artillery is nearly
six times as numerous * as in ordinary armies, our sta~ff is
less by one-half, and our engineers not more th~an one-half
what ought to be their yproportion in a war establishmenL;
To this excess of artillery over infantry and cavalry in our
army in time of peace there is no objection, inasmuch as
the latter could be more easily expanded in case of war
than the artillery. Beut for a still stronger reason our staff
and engineers should also be proportionally increased, in-
stead of being vastly diminished, as is actually the case.

Experience in the first campaigns of the American

Revolution strongly impressed on the mind of W~ashing-
ton the absolute necessity of forming a regular and sys-
tematic army orgatnization. \But so dif~icult was it to ob-
tain properly instructed engineers, that he was obliged to
seek his engineer officers in the ratnks of foreign adlven-
turers, and to make dra~fts from the other arms of service,
and have them regularly~ instructed in the duties of engi-
nee~r troops, and commanded by the officeis of this corps.
An order, in his own handwriting, giving the details of
this temporary arrangement, is dated March 30th, 1'779.

Until men are enlisted for the purpose, companies of sap-
pers and miners shall be formed by drafts from th~e line.

"The duties of the ~ompanies of sappers and miners,"

* MR3uch of the administrative dnty in our army is done by unen-
listed men, or by soldiers detached from their companies. WVhere such
is the case, the ratio of this branch of the service ought to be nlo high.
or than is represented above.
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he continues, " shall be under the direction of thbe erigi.
neers. t~o construct field-workis of every kind, and all
wvorks necessary for the attack or defence of places, as
circumstances may require. On a march in the vicin~ity
of an enemy, a detachment of th~e companies of sappers
and miners shall be stationed at the head of the colrumn,
directly after the vanguard, for the purpose of openiing
and mending the roads, and removing obstructions," &c.
&Sc.

The great difficulties encountered -by Washington in
instructing his inexperienced forces in the more difficult
branches of the· art, made him the more earnest, in after
years, to impress on us how important it was for us in~
peace to preparse for waer. Thle preparation here meant is
not the keeping up, in time of peace, of a, large standing
army, ever ready to take the field; but rather the forma-
tion of a small body, educated and practised in all the
scientific and diffcult parts of the profession; a, body
which shall serve as the cadre or framework of a large
army, capable of imparting to the new and inrexperienced
soldiers of the republic that skill and efficiency which
has been acquired by practice. H~ow far have we accom~
phished this object, and what will be the probable opera-
tions in case of another contest with a European power ?
New and inexsperienced troops will be called into the
field to oppose a veteran and disciplined army. F'rom
these troops we shall expect all the bravery and energy
re~sulting from ardent patriotism and an enlthusiastic love:
of liberty. But we cannot here expect much discipline,
military skill, or knowledge of the several branches of
the militaryv art. The peaceful habits of our citizens
tend but little to the cultivation of the military character.
hlow, then, are we to oppose the hostile force? Mu~lst
human blood be substituted for skill and preparation) and
she dead bodies of our citizens serve as epaualeinent
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against the ini~oads of the enemy? To some extent, we
fear it must be the case; but not entirely so, for g-overn-
ment has not altogether neglected to make preparation fbr
such anr event. Fortifications have been planned or
erected on the most important and exposed position~s;
military materials and munitions have been collected in
the, public arsenals ; a military school has been organized
to instruct in the military sciences; there are regularly~
krept up small bod~ies opf infantry and cavalry, weak in
numbers, bu~t capable of soon making good soldiers of a
population so well versed as ours is in the use of the
mnusket and the horse; an artillery force, proportionally
mnuch larger, is also reg~ularly maintainied, with a suf-
ficient number of men and offcers to organize and mak~e

good artillery-men of citizens already partially acquainted
with the use of the cannon. But an acquaintance with

infalntry, cavalry, and artillery duties is not the only prac-
tical knowledge requisite in war. In the practical oper-
ations of an army in the field, rivelrs are to be crossed,

bridges suddenly erected and suddenly destroyed, field-
works constructed and defended, batteries captured and

destroyed; fortificatioh~s are to be put in order and de-
fended, or to be besieged and recaptured; trenches must
be opened, mines sprung, batteries established, breaches
made and stormed; trous-de-loulp, abattis, palisades, ga-
bions, fascines, and numerous other military implements
and machinery are to be constructed. Have our citizens
a knowledge of these things, or· have we provided in our
military establishment for a body of men instructed and
practised in this branch of the military art, and capable
of imparting to an army the necessary efficiency for this
service ? Unfortunately this question mu~st be answered
in the negative; and it is greatly to be feared that the
future historian will have to say of us, as Napier has
sjaid of the Eng~lish :-" The best oficers and soldiers wroer
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obliged to sacrifice themselves in a lamentable manner, to
comp~ensate for the negligence and incapacity of~ a govern-
ment always ready to plunge the nationb into a war, without
the slightest care of what was necessary to obtain success.
Their sieges were a succession of butch~eries; because the
commonest materials, anzd the means necessary to their art,
were d~enied the engineers.""*

* T'he subjects discussed in this chapter are also treated by most

authors on Military Org~anization and IMilitary History, and by the

several writers on Mlilitary Eng~ineering. Allent, Vauban, Cormon-

taigue, Rocquancourt, Pasley, Douglas, Jones, Belmas, Nlapier, G~ay

de Vernon, may be referred to with advantage. Pasley, Douglas,

Jones, and Napier, speakr in the strongest terms of the importance of

eng~ineer troops in the active operations of a war, and of the absolute

necessity of organizing this force in time of peace. A list of hooks of

reference on Miitatry Engineering will be given at the close of the fol-

lowing chapters.

Whlile these pages are passing through the press, Congress has an-

thorized thle President to raisc one company of engineer troops!i This

numbte~r is eltogether too small to be of any use in time of war.
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CH~TA PT'rER XIrII.

PERMANENT FORTIFICATIONS.

Fortiflcation is deflned,--the art of disposing the ground
in such a manner as to enable a small number of troops
to resist a larger army the longest time possible. If
the work be placed in a position of much importance,
and its materials be of a, durable character, it is called

permanent; if otherwise, it receives the appellation offielcl,
or temprlorary. Field-workis are properly confined to oper-
ations of a single campaign, and are used to strengthen
positions which are to be occupied only for a short period.
Generally these works are of earth, thrown up by the
troops in a single day. They are intimately connected
with. a system of permanent fortifications, but from the fa-

cility of their construction, no provisionl need be made for
them before the actual breaking out of war. Indeed,
they could not well be built before hostilities commenced,
as their locality in each case must be determined by the
position of the hostile forces.

Having already described the general influence of per-
manent fortifications as a means of national defence, we

shall here speak merely of the principles ~of their con-
struction. It is not proposed to enter into any technical
discussion of matters that especially belong to the instruc-
tion of the engineer, but merely to give the nomenclature
stnd use of the more important parts of a military. work ;

in a word, such general information as should belong to
offcers, of every g-rade and corps of an army.
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The ;arst species of fortification among the ancients
was of course very simple, consisting merely of an earth-
en mound, or palisades. A walll was afterwardss used, and
a ditch was then added to th-e wall. It was foundt that a
straight wall could be easily breached by the enemy's bat-
tering-rams ; to remedy this evil, towers were built at
short intervals from each other, forming a broken line of
salient and re-entering parts. These towers or salient
points gradually assumed a shape approximating to the
modern bastion.

After the invention of gunpowder and the application
of cannon to the attack and defence of places, it became
necessary to arrange earthen ramparts behind the thin
walls of the ancient workis, for the reception of the new
artillery. Mioreover these walls were soon found inad-
equate to resist the missiles of the besiegers, and it be-
came necessary to replace them by parapets of earth. In
order to cover the retaining walls of these parapets from
the besieging batteries, it was also found to be necessary
to lower these walls as much as possible, and to raise the
couuterscarps. The traces or plans of the works, how-
ever, received no material change till about the close of
the fifteenth century.

It is not known who first changed the ancient towers
into bastions. Some attribute it to an Italian, and with
considerable show of reason, for a bastion was built at
Turin as early as 1461. Achmet Pacha, it is said, ·forti-
fied Otranto in th~is way, in 1480, but whether the system
was previously known among the Tuarks cannot be deter-
mined. Others attribute thle invention to Ziskra, the cele
brated leader of the Hussites. It is most probable that
the transition from the tower to the bastion was a very
gradual one, and that the change was perfected in several
countries at about the same time.

Fortifications, like other arts and sciences, greatly'
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flourished in Italy under th~e Mledicis, and thast coulntryp

furnished Europe with its most skilful engineers. Cath-
anine of M~edicis intcroduced into France many of her·

countrymen, distinguished in this profession; amongr these
may- be named Bellamat, Bephano, Costritio, Relogio,

Vorganno, the two MJarini, Ca~mpi, and Hieronimo, who

bulilt several important places and directed the sieges of

others. These able foreigners were rivalled by some

distinguished French engineers, who laid the foundation
of the " corps dm Genie,"'>vhich has since become a school

of military instruction for the world. Among the early
frenchr engineers may be distinguished Laf~ontaine Do

Serrd~, Feuqui~res, and St. Remy. Pedro Navarro had

been appoin-ted a memiber of this corps, but his attention
was more specially directed to mining, and we do not

learn that he distinguished himself in the construction of
any fortification.

In Germany, in the beginning of the sixteenth century,
Albert D~urer distinguished himself as a writer on fortifi-
cation; his book is remarkrable as contatining the g~erms

of many of the improvements which were made by those
who followed him. rfhis is the mnore to be wondered azt

as he was not a professed engineer. After him followed

Spekel, a native of Strasburg, who died in 1589. His
writings are valuable as shoxking the state of thle art at
that time, and the changes which he himself introduced.
He xvas an engineer of much practical knowledge and

experience, having assisted at the sieges of Malta, Gol-
letta, Vienna, Jula~, Nicosia, Famagusta, &c.

The first French engineer who wrote on fortification was
Errard de Bar-le-Duc, who published near the close of

the: sixteenth century. As~ an engineer, he was rivalled

by Chaltillon, a man of distinguished merit. Errard fo~r-
tified Amiens, built a part of the castle of Sedan, and a

portion of the defences of Calais. Under the reign of
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Louis XHII., Desnoyers, Deville, Pagan, and Fabre wyere
greatly distinguished. Deville published in 1628. He
wTas ai man of much learning and experience; but he is
sa~id to have adopted, both in his theory and practice, the
principles of the Italian school, with mrost of its errors.
Pagan began his military career while young, and became
rnar~chlta de champ at the age of 38, when, having the mis-
fortune to become blind, he was compelled to relinquish
his brilliant hopes. He was the ablest engineer of h~is
age, and was also greatly distinguished in other branch~es
of science. In his platns he inclined to the Dutch rather
than the Italian school of fortification. He published in
1645.

At the close of the sixt~eenth century, the Dutch had
been forced to resort to military defences to protect
themselves against the aggressions of the Spaniards. As
the Dutch were inferior in other military means, fortifica-
tion became one of the vital resources of the country.
Their works, however, throxvn up in much haste, were
in many respects defective, although well adapt~ed to the
exigencies of the time. F~reytag, their principal engineer,
wrote in 1630. Som~e of his improvements were intro-
duced into F1rance by Pagan. H~e was preceded by M/a-
rolois, (a cotemporary of Pagan,) who published in 1613.

In Germany, Rimpler, a Saxon, wrote on fortification in
1671. H~e was a man of great experience, having served
at the sieges of Candia, Phillipsburg, Bonn, Riga, Ere-
men, Dansburg, Bommein, &c. He fell at the siege of
Vienna in 1683. His writings are said to contain the
ground work of M~ontalembert's system.

In Italy, after the time of Tartaglia, M~archi, Camnpi,
&c., we find no great irnprovenient in this art. Several
Italians, however, distinguished themselves as engineers
under the Spaniardls. The fortifications of B3adajos are a
good example of the state of the, art in Italy and Spain a
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that epoch. The citadel of Antwerp, built by two Italian
engineers, Pacciotti and Cerbelloni, in 1568, has become
celebrated for the siege it sustained in 1832.

The age of Louis XIV. effected a great revolution in
the art of fortification, and carried it to such a degree of
perfection, t'hat it has since leceived but slight im~prove-
ment. The years 1633 and 1 634 are interesting dates in
the history of this art, as having given birth respectively
to Vauban and Coehorn.: The former was chief engineer
of France under Louis XIV., and the latter held a~corre-
sponding position under the Dutch republic. Coehorn's
ideas upon fortification are conceived with an especial.
view to the marshy soil of his own country, and, although
well suited to the object in view, are consequently of less
general application than those of his more distinguished
cotemporary and rival. The best specimens of his mode
of construction that exist at the present day, are the
fortresses of M~ianheim, Bergen-op-Zoom, Nimiguen, and
~Breda.

Coehorn was followed in H~olland by Landsberg, an able
and practical engineer, who to much reading added ex-
tensive experience, having himself served at sixteen
sieges. H-is system was in many respects peculiar, both
in trace and relief; it dispensed with the glacis, and all
revertments of masonry. His plans could be applied onlyr
t~o malrshy soils. The first edition of his work was pub-
lished in 1685.

But the career of Yanban forms the most marked and
prominent era in th~e history of fortification; it constitetes
the connecting link between the rude sketches of the ear-
lier engineers, and the well-established' form which the
art has since assumed. In his earlier works we find many
of the errors of his predecessors; but a, gradual chanrge
seems to have been wrought in his mind by reflection and
experience, and these faults were soon remedied and a.
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new and distinct system developed. Vauban has left no
treatise upon his favorite art, and his ideas upon fortifica-
tion have been deduced from his constructions, and from
detached memioirs left among his papers. TIhe nature of
his labors, and the extent of his activity and industry,
may be imagined from the fact that he fought oine hundred
and forty battles, conducted fifty-eight sieges, and built or
repaired three hund ed fortifications. His memoirs, found
among his manuscript papers, on various military and po-·
litical subjects, are numerous, and highly praised. even at
the present day. Buat his beautiful and numerous con-
s-tructions, both of a civil and military character, are real
monuments to his genius. rrhe best illuzstrations of his
principles of ifortification occur at ILille, Strasbonrg·, Lan-
dau, Givet, and Neuf-Brisazck. His writings on mines,
and the attack and defence of~ places, are, by the profes-
sion, regarded as classic. H~is improvements in the ex-
isting mnethod of attack gave great superiority to the arms
of his countrymen, and even enabled him to besiege and
capture his rival Coehorn, in his own works. He died in
1707, and was soon succeeded by Cormontaigne.

The latter did not attempt the introduction of any new
system, but limited himself to improving and perfecting
thle plans of his illustrious predecessors. His improve-
ments, however, were both extensive and judicious, and
are suffcient to entitle him to the place he holds as one
of the ablest military engineers the world has ever pro-
duced. H~is works on the subject of fortification, besides
being elegantly written, contain the most valuable inifor-
mation of any works we have. His most admired con-
structions are to- be found at Mietz, Trhionville, and BEitche.
The beautiful crown works of B~illecroix, at Mletz, are per-
fect models of their kind. Cormontaigne died in 1750.

Cotemporary with him were Sturin and Glasser. T'he
former deviated but sligh~tly from the syrstems of his prede-
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cessors, but the latter invented several ingenious improve-
ments which1 gave him great reputation.

Next follows Rosard, a Bavarian engineer; and Fred-
erick Augustus, king of Poland, who devoted himself par-
ticularly to this art. The former casemated only the flankrs
of his works, but the latter introduced casemate fire more
extensively than any one who had preceded him.

In France, Belidor and De Filey published about the
middle of the last century. They were both able engineers
but their systems were inferior to that of Cormontaigne.

In 176'7 De lat Chiche introduced a system of fortifica-
tion in many respects original. H-e raised his covered-
ways so as; to conceal all his masonry, and casemated a
great portion of his enceinte. For exterior defence, he
employed direct fire from his barbettes, and curvatedl fire
from his casemates; the direct fire of the latter secured
his ditches.

Next to De la Chiche follows Montalembert, who pub-
lished in 1776. He was a man of much experience and
considerable originality, but of no great ability as an eng~i-
neer. Most of his ideas were derived from De la Chiche
and the German school of Rimpler. hlis plans have gen-
erally been rejected by his owr~n countrymen, but they still
have advocates among the Germans.

General Virgin, a distinguished Swedtish engineer,
wrote in 17181. His idea of strongly fortify~ing the smaller
towns to the comparative neglect of the larger cities, con-
stitutes `one of the principal novelties in his' system.

In 1749, Reveroni devised a system in which the case-
* mates of Monta~lembert were employed, but his guns were
so arranged as to be employed in barbette while the be-
sieg~ers were at a distance, and afterwards to be used for
casemated fire. The casemate gun-carriage, which form-
ed a part. of his invention, was ingenious, but never mucih
employed in practice.
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Bousmatrd, a French emigrant, published in 1799). I~h
adopted tile general tracd of Vauban, but introduced mo~di-
fications in the details essentially different from those of
Cormontaigne. Some of these modifications are very val-
uable improvements, while others are of a more doubiful
character. Bousmard is, on the whole, a very able wri-
ter, and his workrs should be found in the library of every
military eugineer.

Carnot's celebrated treatise was published in 1810. He
was evidently a man of genius, and during his career at
tile head of the WVar Department of France, numerous and
very imnportant improvements w~ere made in the several
branches of the military art, and especially in strategy.
H-is work on fortification exhibits much originality and
genius, but it is doubtful whether it has very much contrib-
uted to the improvement of this art. His ideas have been
very severely, and rather unfairly criticised by the Engo-
lish, and particularly by Sir Howard Douglas.

Chasseloup de Laubalt early distinguished himself as an
engineer of much capacity and talent. He followed Nat-
poleoll in nearly all his campaigns, and conducted many
of his sieges. He remodelled the fortific~ations of North-
ern Italy and of the Lower Rhine. He published in 1811.
The improvements which he introduced are numerous
and valuable, and he probably contributed more to advance
his art, and to restore the equilibrium between attack and
defence, than any other engineer since Cormosntaigne.
After the fall of Napoleon and the partition of his empire,
the allies miutilated or destroyed the constructions of Chas-
seloup, so that, it is believed, no perfect specimen of his
system renlairis.

The cotemporaries of Chasseloup were mostly engaged
in active field service and sieges, and few had either lei-
sure or opportunity to devote themselves to improvemlenrts
in permuanent fortiflcatio~a.
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Choumara published in 1827. His system contains
much originality, and his wYritinlgs give proof of talent and
genius. He has very evidently more origina~lity than
judgment, and it is hardly probable that his system will
ever be g~enerally adopted in practice.

The Mretz system, as arranged by Noizet, as a th~eore·
tical study, is undoubtedly the very best that is now known.
It, however, requires great modifications to suit it to dif-
ferent localities. For a horizontal site, it is probably the
most perfect system ever devised. It is based on the
system of Vauban as improved by Cormontaigne, and con-
tains several of the modifications suggested by modern
engineers. It is applied in a modifiedi form to the new
fortifications of Paris.
*Baron Rohault de Fleury has introduced many modifi

cations of the ordinary French system in his new dlefences
of Lyons. W/Te have seen no written account of these
works, but from a hasty exa~mination in 1844, the~y struck
us as being too complicated and expensive.

The new fortifications of Western Germany are modi-
fications of Reinpler's system, as improved by De la
Chiche and Mlontatlembert. It is said that General Aster,
the directing· eng~ineer, has also introduced some of the
leading principles of Chasseloup and Carnot.

The Englishi engineers have satisfied themselves with
following in the track of their continental neighbors, and
can offer no claims to originalityT.

Of the system of fortification now followed in our ser-
vice we must decline expressing any opinion; the time
ha;s not yet arrived for subjecting it to a severe and judii-
cious criticism. B3ut of the system pursued previous to
1820, we may sayT, without much fear of contradiction,
that a worse one could scarcely have been devised. In-
stead of men of talent and attainments in military science,
xnost of our engineers were then either foreigners, or
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civilians who owed their commissions to mere p~olit.ical
influence. The qualifications of the former were proba-
bly limited to their recollection of some casual visit to
two or three of the old Eulropean fortresses; and the latter
probably derived all their military science fr~om some old
military book, which, having become useless in Europe,
had found its way into this country, and which they had
read without understanding, and probably withlout even
l~:king at its date. The result xvas what inight have been
anticipated--a total waste of the public money. Wes
might illustrate this by numerous examples. A single
one, however, must suffice. About the period of the last
war, eight new forts were constructed for the defence of
New Yorkr harbor, at an expense of some two millions of
dollars. Six. of these were circuclarl, and thze other twNo were
star forts--systems which had been discarded in Europe
for nearly two thousand years! Three of these works
are now entirely abandoned, two others are useless, and
large sums of money have recently been expended on the
other three in an attempt to remedy their faults, and ren-
der them susceptible of a, good defence. M~oreover, a
number of the works which were constructed by our en-
gineers before that corps was made to feel the influence
of the scientific education introduced through the medium
of the Military Academy--we say, a considerable number
of our fortificationsa, constructed by engineers who owed
their appointment to political influence, are not only wrong
in their plans, but have been made of such wretched mate-
riatls aind workmlanship that they are already crmnbling
into ruins.

A fortification, in its most simple form, consists of a
mound of earth, termed the rampuart, which encloses the
spac~e fortified; a. parapet, surmounting the rampart and
covering the men and guns from the· enemy's projectiles;
a scarp wall, which sustainas the pressure of the earth of
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the rampart. and parapet, and presents an insnarmountable
obstacle to an assault by storm; a wide and deep ditch,
which prevents the enemy from approaching near the body
of the place; a couuterscarp wall, which. sustains the earth
on the exterior of the djitch ; a covered way, which occu-
pies the space between the couanterscarp and a mound of
earth called a glacis, thrown uLp a few yards in front of the
ditch for the purpose of covering the scatrp of the main work.

The work by which the space fortified is immediutely
enveloped, is called the enceinte, or body of the place.
Other works are usually added to the enceint~e to streng~th-
en the weak points of the fo~rtification, or to lengthen the
siege by forcing th~ enemy to gain possession of them be-
fore he can breach the body of the place: these are term-
ed outworks, when enveloped by the covered way, and
advuanced wuorks, when placed exterior to the covered way,
but in some way connected with the main work; but if
entirely beyond the glacis, and not within supporting dis-
tance of the fortress, they are called detached works.

In a bastioned front the principal outwork is the demi-
lucne, which is placed in front of the curtain; it serves to
cover the main entrance to the work, and to place the
adjacent bastions in strong re-enterings.

rThe tenaille is a small low work placed in the ditch, to
cover the scazrp wall of the curtain and flanks fromt the
fire of the besieger's batteries erected. along the crest of
the glacis.

The places of arms, are points where troops are assem-
bled in ord~er to act on the exterior of the work. Tkhe re-

s'nterinzg places of arms, are small redatns arranged at the
points of junction of the covered ways of the bastion and
demi-lune. The salient places of armzs are the parts of the
covered way in front of the salients of the bastion and
d.emi-lune.

.Small permanent works, termed redoubts, are placed
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wimthin the demi-lune and re-entering places of arms foa
strengt~hening those works. WTorkis of this character con-·
struvcted within the bastion are termred interior retre~nch2·
mzents; when sufficiently elevated to command th~e exte-
rior ground, they are called cavaliers.

Caponniers are wrorkis constructed to cover the passage
of the ditch ifrom the tenaille to the gorg~e of the demi-
lune, and also from the demi-lune to the covered way, by
which commrunication may be maintained between the
enceinte and outworks.

Posterns are underground commtlunication~s made th~rough
the body of the place or some of the outworkis.

Sortie-passages are narrow openings made thro gh the
crest of the glacis, which usually rise in the form of a
ramp from the covered way, by means of which commu-
nication may be kept up with the exterior. These pas-
sages are so arranged that they cannot be swept by thie
fire of the enemy. The other communications above
ground are called rampnls, sta~irs, &c.

Trave~rsres are small workrs erected on the covered way
to intercept the fire of the besieg-er's batteries.

ScarR and counterscarp galleries are sometimes con-
structed for the defence of the ditch. They are arranged
with loop-holes, through-·which the troops of the garrison
fire on the besiegers when they have entered the ditch,
without beings thzemselves exposed to the batteries of the
enemy .

In sea-coast defences, and sometimes in a land front for
the defence of the ditch, embrasures are made in the scarp
wall for the fire of artillery; the whole being protected
from shells by a bomb-proof covering over head: this ar-
rangement is termed a casemate.

Sometimes double ramparts and parapets are formed, so
that the interior one shall fire over the more advanced;
thle latter in this case is called a facussebraie.
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If the inner wvork be separated from the other it is called
a retrencltment,* and if in addition it has a commanding
fire, it is termed, as was just remarked, a cavalier.

The capital of a bastion is a line bisecting its salient
angle. All the works comprehended between the capitals
of two adijacent bastions is termed a front: it is taken as
the unit in permanent fortification.

.Fig. 39 represents the ground plan of a modern bas-
tioned front, of a regular and simple form, on a horizontal
site.

A, A, A--Is the enceiute, or body 111--The redoubt of the re-entering
of the place. places of arms.

~B--The bastions. N~--The ditches of the redoubts.
0-T-ahe main ditch. 0-The tennille.

D--The covered ways. P--The double caponnier.
E--The re-entering· places of arms. a--The traverses.
F-T'lhe salient places of arms. b-T'Phe sortie-passages.
0~--The demi-Inne. c-SXtairs.
H--The demi-lune ditch. d-Cut in the demi-lune to flank

J--The demi-lune redoubt. the redoubt of the re-entering
U--The ditch of the demi-lune place of arms.

redonbt.

Fig. 40 represents a, section through the line inn' of the
preceding figure.

A--Is the rampart. F-The glacis.
B%-The parapet. 0--The covered way.
C--The ditch. HI-The terre-plein.
V--The scarp wall. J--The parade.
B--The counterscarp wall.

Sometimes half enibrasures are cut in the earthen par~
apet of a fort, so as to sink the gun below the crest, and
thus more effectually cover the men fromt the enemy's fire.

* The term r·eirencliment implies an interior workr, which is con-

Etructed within or in rear of another, for the purpose of strengthenhilg
it; the term i~ntrerichrnent, on the 'contrary, implies an independent
work, constructed in the open field, without reference to any other ad.
joining work.
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But guns in emrbrasure have a ~far less extended field of
fire than whene mounted in barbette; moreover, the emnbra.
snres present openings through w~hich an enemy may pen~
etralte in an assault. Owing to these objections, they are
employed only for the protection of particular points ; that
is, where it is important to cover the artillerists from the
enemy's fire, or where the guns are to be used merely to
protect a ditch, or to enfilade a road, &c. T-he bottom pf
the emrbrasure is called the sole, the sides are called
cheeks, and the mass of earth between two embrasures, the
merlon. Embrasures may be made either direct or oblique,
according as the fire is required to be perpendicular or
oblique to the parapet.

A coverport is a small outworkr of any convenient form,
erected immediately in front of a gateway, to screen it
from the enemy's fire.

A counterguard is a more extensive work, constructed in
fr~ont of a part of the fortress itself, or of some other outwork
of greater importance, which it is intended to cover. These
are sometimes called coverfaces, from their situation and
object; but the former term is most commonly used.

Sometimes outworks, called tenaillons, consisting of one
long and one short face, are plac-ed on each side of the
demi-lune of a front of fortification, for the purpose of pro-
longing the siege. (Fig. 41.)

Small, or demi-tenaillons, are frequently so arranged as
to cover only one-half of the demi-lune, and then a bonnet
constructed in front of the salient of the demi-lune. (Fig.
4f2.) In this case the bonnet is flanked by the short faces
of the demi-tenaillons ; these short faces are themselves
flankedl by the demi-lune, while the bastions flank the long
faces.

A hornwork consists of a front of fortification, and two
wings resting on the faces of bastion~s of a front of the
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fortress. It somretimes has also a demi-lune or bonnet, as

in the case of demi-tenaillons. (Fig. 43.)
A crownwork consists of two fronts of fortification, and

two wings. (Fig. 44.) It is sometimes made double, and
even trnp3le

These works are ~also employed as advanced works,

and placed entirely in front of the glacis. T~hey have
generally been added to a fortress for the purpose of oc-
cupying some important piece of ground not included
within the limits of the main work. They may be con-

structed with covered ways, and sometimes it may be

found advantageous to secure them by retrenchments.
A detached work mnay be made in any form deemed best

suited to the site. Being but remotely connected with the
fortress, the latter will exercise but slight influence on the

character of its plan or constrnction. They are usually
of limited extent and slight relief, partaking much of the
natture of field-works.*

* The general principles of permanent fortification may be best

learned from the writings of Cormontaigne, St. Pani de Noizet, and

Lanrillard-Fallot. A list of valnable books of reference on the seve-

ral branches of military engineering will be given at the close of the

next chapter
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CHAPTCER XIV.,

Field-Engineering~ includes the makting of military re-
connaissances, temporary fortifications, and military roads ;
the planning and construction of military brid~ges; the at-
tackr and defence of military workrs ;--in fine, all the various
duties of engineer troops, either in the operations of a
calmpaign, or in the dispositions on the battle-field.

M~ilitalry reconnaissance.--By th~is term is meanrt an ex-
amination of a portion of the theatre of war, to ascertain
its military character and resources. If the examinat~ion.
be made of a large district of country, and for an entire
camalpign, the reconnaiss-ance is generarl; if made for col-
lecting detailed information respecting a proposed line? of
march, the passage of a river, the position of an enemy,
&c., it is termed spoecial.

In makting a, general reconnaissance, great care should
be taken to collect accurate iniformation respecting the
g~eneral topography of the country; the character of the
mountains, forests, and watercourses; the nature of the
roads, canals, and railways ; the quality of the soil, and
the amount of provisions andi forage it produces ; the pop
ulation and character of the cities, towns, and villages,
the commercial and manufacturing resources of every part
of the country, and the means of transportation to he found
in each district. The plan of military operations will be
based on the information thus obtained, and any serious
error in the reconnaissance may involve the results of' the
a~mpaign, and even the fate of the wvar.

In a special reconnaissance, not only accurate but mi-
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flurte information will be required: the character of the
roads must be g~iven in detail; the nature of the water-
courses, their depth and velocity ; the position and charac-
ter of bridges, and fords ;--in fine, a full description of
all obstacles to be encountered, and the means that can be
made available for overcoming these obstacles.

A reconnoitring officer may usually deri~re much valua-
ble information from the published maps and descriptions
of the country to be examined; additional matters of de-

tail ~may be obtained from woodsmen, hunters, and fisher-
men; and also from the innkreepers and local authorities
of the district. But the offcer should always verify this
information, sod far as pralctical, by personal examination.
In making a reconnaissance in the vicinity of an enemy,
he mnust be supported by a strong escort of mounted troops,
and in all his operations the greatest precaution will be re-
quisite to ensure success.

Some simple instrument, such as a pock~et sextant, or
compass,.will be sufficient to enable the reconnoitring offi-
cer to measure, with considerable accuracy, the height of
mountains, the width of streams, &c., and an ordinary scale
and dividers will enable him to make a suitable military
sket ch .

Tempo3rary Fortftication.-TIt has been stated in the pre-

ceding chapter that temporary fortifications are properly
confined to the operations of a single campaign, and are
used to strengthen positions which are to be occupied only
for a short period ; and that they are usually made of
earth, thrown up by the troops in a. single day. Tempo-
rary fortificat ions, as a part of field-eng~ineering, may there-
fore be regarded rather as an arm than an art. The prin-
ciples of their construction are derived, of course, from thle
theory of permanent fortification, but in applying these prin-

ciples to practice in the field, much greater latitude is allowed
than in the exact scientific arrange-ment of permanent works.
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The purpose of field-works (or intrenchments, as they
are commonly called) is to arrest, or at least to impede2
the march of' the attacking foe ; to shelter the defensive
troops from the missive weapons of the assailants, and to
detain them in a position where they will be exposed to
the fire of the defensive force. The numerical and posi-
tire strength of' the assailed may be much less than that
of the assailant, and yet an equilibrium exist; the material
obstacles compensating for the difference in niumbers. In-
trenchments, though inert masses, must therefore he re-
garded as mnost valuable and important accessaries in the
defence of a position.

Intrenchments consist either of lines of works made to
cover extended positions, or of detached workas designed
simply to defend thme ground they occupy. The former
generally present a front against the enemy in but one di-
rection, while the latter are usually closed on all their sides.

The following figures have been employed for the plan
of simple intrenchments, viz.: the polygon, redan, lunette,
mitre, star-fort, and bastion.

Square or polygonal redoubts are the most common forms
given to field-works, on account of the ease of their con-
struction. But they have many defects. There is a, sec-
tor wit~hoult fir-e in front of each salient, and the dlitches are
without protection. The latter objection also holds good
against all circular wMorks.

The recdan (Fig. 45) is frequently used to cover a poinlt
in rear, as a bridlge, a ford, or a defile. W;hern used alone,
its gorge should be closed by palisades. Its ditches are
unprote cted.

The l~unette (Fig. 46) has nearly the same defects as
the redan.

The mitre, or priest-cap~, (Fig. 47,) may be employed
with advantag~e when a cross-fire is required on the capi.
tal of the work.
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The star-fort has all the defects, without the merit of
simplicity, which belong to the polygonal redoubt.

The bastion-fort (Fig. 48) more fully satisfies the con-
ditions of a good defence than any other plan; but it is
less simple and easy of execution. It is- usually composed
of four or five fronts, but it may be applied to a polygon of
any number of sides.

For the details of the constru~ction of these several

works, we must refer to the special treatises on field-forti-
fication.

Lines of intrenchmlents~ may be made either continuous
or with intervals. In adopting either plan, the engineer
should avail himself of all the natural obstacles presented
by the position, so as to diminish the labor of erecting
artificial means of defence.

The simplest arrangement for a continuous intreuch-
ment is the cremaili~re, or indented line. W/Then ajcplied
to an irregular site, or used to connect together distant
and detached works, the indented line may be regarded
as a good disposition. M~itres and redans, connected by
straight curtains, are sometimes employed, as also a coin-
bination of large and small redans, forming alternate sa·
lient and re-entering angles. A continuous line of bas-
tions is preferable to any other arrangement, when there
is plenty of time for their construction.

Lines with intervals are frequently formed of alternate
lunettes and square redoubts. Other detached works may
be employed in the same way. This manner of intrench-
ing a position has several advantages, with disciplined
troops. The first shock of the assailant is sustained by
the kletached w~orks, and when he attempts to penetrate in
the intervals, his flanks become exposed to a deadly cross
fire. These intervals also allow the assailed to act on the

offensive, by charging the enemy at the opportune moment.
But witha raw and militia forces it wyill be safer to resorf'
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to continuous lines. If cavalry form any part of thse de'
fensive force, it will be absolutely necessary to leave in·
tervals through which these troops may cbarge.

A vertical section of all intrenchments is of the same
general form; the dimensions will, of course, vary with
the nature of the soil, and the time and means employed in
their construction. The minimum dimensions that canl be
used with any considerable advantage are given in Fig-. 49.

In laying out field-works advantage should be taken of
all available artificial obstacles,,such as hedges, walls,
houses, outbuildings, &c. A thickiset hedge may be ren-
dered defensible by throwing up against it a slight parapet
of earth. Stone fences may be employed in the same way.
Waalls of masonry may be pierced with loopholes and ar-
ranged for one or two tiers of fire. The walls of houses
are pierced in the same manner, and a projecting wooden
structure, termed a mackicoulis gallery, is sometimes made
from the floor of the second story, to enable the assailed
to fire down upon their opponents. This arrangement is
frequently employed to advantage in wooden blockrhouses
against a savage' foe; but it is of little avail when exposed
to the fire of artillery.; Some have proposed galleries of
this description in permanent works of masonry, but the
project is too obviously absurd to merit discussion.

In addition to the parapet of an intrenchment, a good
engineer will always find time and means for constructing
other artificial obstacles, such as trous-de-loup, abattis,
palisades, stockades, fraises, chevaux-de-frise, crows'-feet,
mines, &c.

Trous-de-loup1 are pits dug in the earth in the form of
an inverted truncated cone, some six feet in diameter, and
about the same number of feet in depth. They are usu-
ally placed a few yards in front of the ditch, and concealed
by some slight covering.

Abattis are tops and large limbs of trees arranged along
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the glacis of a work; the ends of the branches are lopped
off and sharpened.

Pal~isades are stakes some eight or ten feet long, with
one end fastened in the ground and the other made sharp.
They are placed in juxtaposition and ~connectedi together
by horizontal riban5-~pieces. This arrangement is fre-
quently placed at the foot of the counterscarp. W~hen the
timbers atre large and the work is intended as a part of a
primary defence, it is called a stockade; when the stakzes
are placed at th~e foot of the scarp, either horizontally or
inclined, they receive the name of frazses.

A. clieval-de-frise consists of a horizontal piece of timber
armed with wooden or iron lances, which proju:ct sonic
eight or ten feet. It is much employed against cavalry,
and on rocky soils serves as a substitute for palisades.

Crows'-feet are small wooden or iron forms filled with
sharp spikes. They are thrown, with their points up-
ward, on ground which is to be passed over by cavalry.

Mines are sometimes used in connection with intrench-
ments, but more commonly in the attackr and defence of
permanent works. They will be noticed further on.

Field-works which are to be occupied for a consider-
able length of time will usually have their steeper slopes
revetted., and be arrang~ed with scarp and counterscarp,
galleries, traverses, blindages, &c. Such works hold anl
intermediary rank between temporary and permanent for-
tification.

A~s examples of the importance of field fortifications
and of the manner of organizing them, the reader is re-
ferred to the celebrated battle of Fontenoy, in 1745, where
t~he carefully-arratnged intrenchments of Marshal Sax~e en-
able~d the French to ~repel, with immnense destruction, th~e
attacks of greatly superior numnbers; to the battle of Flen-
ins, in 1690, where the Prince of WaVrldckl exposed him-
self to a most disastrous defeat "Lby ne~glecting the re-
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sources of fortification and other indispensable precau
tions ;" to the battle of Maiplaquet, in 1709, where
Matrshal Villars, by neglecting to occupy and intrench the
farm that closed the passage between the woods of Sars
and Latni~re, exposed himself to a disastrous defeat; to
the operations of 1792, where General Custine, by
neglecting to intrench the heights that covered Bingien,
as the engineers had recommended, exposed himself to
those terrible disasters which forced him to a precipi-
tate retreat; to the works of Wiervike, which, by a vig-
orous resistance on the 10th of September, 1793, saved
the Dutch arimy from total destruction; to the intrenched
camp of Ulm, in 1800, which for six weekrs held in check
the victorious army of M~oreatu; to the intrenched lines of
Torres Yedras, in 1810, which saved from destruction the
English army of WVellington; to the field-defences of
Hougomont, which contributed so much to the victory of
Wraterloo, &c.

Military communicactionzs.-The movements of armies
are always much embarrassed by forests, marshes, and
water-courses, and nothing contributes ·more to the dis-
patch of military operations than the means of opening
practical and easy communication -through these various
obstacles.

It is not necessary here to enter into any detailed dis·
cussion of the manner of constructing military communi-
cations through forests or marshes. In a new country
like ours, where almost every one has had some experi-
ence in road-makiing, no very great technical knowledge
is required for the construction of temporary workrs of
this character; but much professional skill and experience
will be requisite for the. engineers who makre the prelimi-
n~ary reconnaissances, and fix the location of these roads.

W~ater-courses may be crossed by means of fords, on
the ice, or by ferries and bridges. When. temporary
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bridges or ferries are constructed by th~e an~ny in the field,
they are classed under the general head of military br~idges,
or more properly, pontoniering.

Where the depth of the stream is not great, the currenlt
slight, and the bottom smooth and hard, the passage may
be effected by fording. If the bottom be of mud, or large
stones, the passage will be difficult and dangerous, even
where the depth and current are favorable. Under favor-
able circumstances infantry can ford a stream where the
depth is not greater than four feet; cavalry to a depth of
four or ~five feet; but artillery, and engineer trains, cannot
go to a depth of more than two and a half feet, without
greatly exposing their ammunition and military stores.
The fords, should be accurately staked out before the pas-
sage is attempted, and ropes ought to be stretched across
the stream, or cavtalryr and small boats stationed below, to
prevent the loss of life.

Ice may be crossed by infantry, in small detachments.
Its strength may be increased by covering it with boards,
or straw, so as to distribute the weight over a greater sur-
face. By sprinkling water over the straw, and allowing
it to freeze, the mass may be made still more compact.
But large bodies of cavalry, and heavy artillery, cannot
venture on the ice unless it be of great thickness and
strength. An army can never trust, for any length of
time, to either fords or ice; if it did a freshet or a thaw
would place it in. a most critical state. M~ilitary bridges
will, therefore, become its only safe reliance for keeping
open its communications.

Mlilitary bridges are made with trestles, rafts, boats, and
other floating bodies. Rope bridges are also sometimes
resorted to by troops for passing rivers.

Trestle bridges are principallyT used for crossing small
streams not more than seven or eight feet in depth: they
allso serve to connect floating bridges withl the shore, in1
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shallowy water. The form of the trestle is much the samea
as that of an ordinary carpenter's horse, i. e., a horizontal
beam supported by four inclined legs. These trestles are
placed in the stream, from twelve to twenty feet apart, and
conlnected by string-pieces, (or balks as they are termed
in, technical language,) which are covered over with
plank. The action of the current against the bridge may
be counteracted by anlchors and cables, or by means of
boxes or baskets attac~hed to the legs of the trestles, and
filled with stones. A more substantial form may be given
to the bridge by substituting for the trestles, piles, or the
ordinary framed supports so much used in the newer
parts of our country.

For examples of the use of bridges of this description
we would refer to C~sar's celebrated bridge across the
Rhine; the passage of the Scheldt in 1588 by the Span-
iards; the passage of the Lech in 1631 by Gusta~vus
Adolphus; the passage of the Danube in 1740 by Miar-
shal Saxe; the great bridge across the Var during Na-
poleon's Italian campaigns; the passage of the Lech in
1800 by Lecourbe; the bridges across the Piava, the
Isonso, &c., in the sub seqluent operations of the army in
Italy; the celebrated passage of the Danube at the island
of Lobau in 1809; the passage of the Agueda in 1811
by the English; the passages of the Dwina, the Mos-
cowa, the Dneiper, the Beeresina, &c., in the campaign
of' 1812; the repairing of the bridge near Dresden, and
the passage of the Elbe in 1813, &c.

Rafts formed of timbers, casks, barrels, &c., are fre-
quently used as military bridges. They may be made to
bear almost any weight, and will answer for the passage
of rivers of any depth and width, provided the current be
not rapid.

WVhere the bridge is to be supported by rafts made of
solid timbers, these timbers should be first placed in the
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wvater, to ascertain their natural position of stability, and
then the larger ends cut away on the under side, so as to
present the least possible resistance to the action of the
current. They are afterwards lashed. together by strong
rope or withe lashing, or fastened by cross-pieces let into
the timbers, and held firm by bolts, or wooden pins.
These rafts are kept in place by anchors and cables pla-
ced up and down stream. The roadway is formed in
nearly the same manner as for a bridge supported on
trestles. Empty casks, and other floating bodies, may be
substituted in place of logs in the construction of rafts.

For examples of the use of rafts in the construction of
military bridges, we would refer to the passage of the
Seine in 1465 by Count Charolais; the passage of the
Meuse in 1579 by Alexander Farndse; the passage of
the Vistula in 1704, the Borysthenese in 1709, and the
Sound in 1718, by Charles XII.; the passage of the
Adige in 1796; the passage of the Po in 1807; and the
subsequent military operations in the Spanish Peninsula.
* Military bridges are frequently made of boats, and the

ordinary river-craft found in the~ vicinity of the intended
passage. Flat-bottomed boats are the most suitable for
this purpose, but if these cannot be obtained, keel boats
will serve as a substitute. When these water-craft are of
very unequal sizes, (as is frequently the case,) two smaller
ones may be lashed together to form a single support;
they can be brought to the same level by means of stone
ballast. The gunwales must be suitably arranged for sup-
porting· the balks, or else frameworks should be erected
for this purpose from the centre of the boat. The ar-
rangementt of the roadway, anchors, &c., is the same as
before .

A bridge-equipage made to follow an army in its move-
ments in the field, is generally composed of light sk~iffs or
batteaux, and the necessary timbers, planks, anchors, &c.,
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for forming the roadway, and keeping the bridge in its po'
sition. All these articles are constructed especially for
this purpose. All the wood-work should be of tough and
well-seasoned timber, so as to impose no imnecu~ssary
weight on the wagon trains. The bateaux shouldl also be
made of strong and light materials. For convenience in
transportation, these boats are sometimes made with hinges
so as to fold up. The ribs are usually of oak, and the
sides and bottomn of pine. Instead of plank, a covering of
*tin, copper, India-rubber, &c., has sometimes been substi-
tuted. Floating supports of this character are often made
in compartments, so as to prevent their sinking when in-
jured by the enemy's projectiles. Indian-rubber poritons
may be folded up into a small space, and their slight weight
renders them convenient for transpdrtation.

On navigable streams a part of the bridge resting on
one or two bateaux should be so arranged that it can be
shipped out of its place, forming a draw for the passage of
river-craft. Indeed, it would be well, even where the
river is not navigable, to form a draw for the passage of
trees, and other floating bodies, sent down by the enemy
against the bridge.

An ordinary bridge-eqtiipage of bateaux, or light pontons,
for crossing a river of from three to four hundred yards in
width, and of m~oderate current, will require a train of froin
sixty to eighty wagons.* Under favorable circumstances,
and with a well-instructed corps of pontoniers, the bridge
may be thrown across the river, and prepared for the pas-
sage of an army in a few hours at most.f After the troops

*i The number of wagons in a pontoa train will be greatly diminished
if it be found that Indian-rubber boats may. be used as supports for thne
bridge. The engineer department of our army are makring experi-
suents to determine this point.

1 In 1746i three bridges of bateaux were thrown across the Po, near
PIacentia, each fifteen hundred feet in length, and entirely co~mple.
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hkave ]passed over, the bridge may be takaen up, and re-
placed on the wagons in from a quarter to half an hour

T`he following examples will serve to illustrate the use
of different kinds of boat-bridges in military operations:-
the passage of the R~hine, in 1702, by Villars; the pas-
sage of the Duieper and the Bog, in 1739, by the Rus-
sians; the passage of the ~Danube, in 1740, by MPvarshalh
Saxe; the passage of the Rhine, near Cologne, in 1758,
by the Prince of Clermont; the passage of the Rhine, in
1795, by Jourdan ; the passage of the Rhinae, at Kehl, in
1796, by Moreau; and again the same year, at Wdeissen-
thur;n, and at N~euwied, by Jourdan; the bridges across
the Rhine, at the sieges of K~ehl and Huninguen, in
1797; the passage of the Limmat, in 1799, by MCassena;
the passages of the Mliricio, the Adige, the B3renta, the Pi-·
ava, &c., in 1800 ; the passages of these rivers again in
1805; the passages of the Narew, in 1807, by the Rus-
sians; the several passages of the Danube, in 1809, by
the French and Austrian armies; the passages of the Ta-
gus and Douro, in 1810, by the English; the passages of
the Niemen, the Dwina, the Moskwa, and the Beresina,
in 1812, by the Frenlch; and of the great rivers of Ger-
many and France, in 1813 and 1814.

A floating body, propelled from one ba~nk to the other byp
the current of the stream, is termed aftying-bridg~e. The
usual mode of establishing a ferry of this kind, ~s to at-

ted in eight hours. In 1757, two bridges of bateaux were thrown
across the Rhine, ait Wesel, in half an hour; again, in the same
year, a third bridge was thrown across this river near Dulsseldorf, in
six hours. In 1841, Cot. Birago, of the Austrian army, arrived on the
bank of the Weisgerben arm of the Danube, with his hridge-equipage,
at a round trot, and immediately began the construction of his b~ridge,
w~ithoult any previous preparation or examination. In less than three-
quarters of an hour the bridge was completed, and three loaded four-
hlorse wargons passed over on a trot, followed by a column of infantry.
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tach the head of the boat by means of a cable and anchor
to some point near the middle of the stream. By steering
obliquely to the current, the boat may be made to cross
and recross at the same point. A single passage may be
made in the same way, by the action of the current with-
out the cable a~nd anchor, but the boat in th~is case wvill be
carried some distance down the stream. Rowboats are
e~mployed for crossing over infantry by successive debar-
kaltions; but thi~s process is too slow for the passage of a
large force; it may very well be resorted to as auxriliary
to othaer means.

Steamn craft are so common at the present day on all
navigable streams, that an army in the field will frequent-
ly be able to avail itself of this means of passing the
larger- rivers. But, in a hostile country, or in one already
passed over by the enemy, it will not be safe to rely with
confidence upon obtaining craft of this character. A well-
organized army will always carry in its train the means of
effectingr a certain and speedy passage of all water-courses
that may intercept its line of march.

Flying-bridiges or rowboats were employed in the pas-
sage of thle Dwina, in 1701, by the Swedes; the passage
of the Po, in 1701, by Prince Eugene; the passage of the
Rhine, at Huninguen, in 1704; Jourdazn's passage of the
Rhine in 17935; Moreau's passage in 1796; the sieges of
K~ehl and I-Uminguen in 1797; Massena's passage of the
Limmat, and Soult's passage of the Linth, in 1799; the
passage of the Rhine, at Lucisteig, in 1800; the passage
of the Po, by the F~rench, just before the battle of Maren-
go; ~and others in Italy, Germany, and Spalin, in the sub-
seqiuent campaigns of Napoleon.

Militlry bridges have sometimes been formed of. ropes,
cables stretched across the stream, and firmly attached at
each end to trees, or posts let into the earth. If the shore
is of rock., rings with staples let into the stone form the
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best means for securing the ends of th~e main ropes. Plank
are laid on these cables to form the road-way. The ropes
forming the " side-rail" of the bridge are passed over tres-
·tles at each shore, and th~en fastened as· before. Short
vertical ropes attach the main supports to these side ropes,
in order thai they may sustain a part of the weight passing
over the bridge. Constructions of this character are fully
de~scribed in D~ouglas's Essay on Mlilitatry Bridges. For
example, sea the passage of the Po, near Casal, in 1515,
by the Swiss; the bridge thrown over the Clamn by Admi-
ral Coligni, at the siege of Poitiers, in 1569; the opera-
tions of the Prince of Orange against Ghent and Brugres,
in 163]. ; the passage of the Tragus, at Alcantara, in 1810,
by the English; the bridge constructed across the Zezere,
by the French, in· 1810; th~e bridge thrown across the
Scarpe, near Douai, in 1820; the experiments made at
F~re in 1823, &c.

The passage of a river in the presence of an enemy,
whether acting offensively or in retreat, is an operation of
great delicacy and danger. In either case the army is
:called upon to show the coolest and most determined

courage, for its success will depend on its maintaining the
strictest discipline andl good order.

In the case of a retreat the bridge should be covered by
field intrenchments, called a tate depont, and defended by
a strong guard. If the river be of moderate width, the
enemy may be kiept at a distance by heavy batteries on
the opposite shore. As soon as the passag~e is effected
by the main body, the bridge, if permanent, will be blown
up,' or otherxvise destroyed by the miners, and if floating,
will be swung round to the other shore. TIhe rear-guard
will pass over in rowboats, or the end pontons detached
for that purpose. An army retreating in the face of an
enemy shrould ne-ver rely upon one single bridge, no matt-
ter what may be its character; for the slightest accident
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happening to it might expose the whole army to. inevita'
ble destruction.

The: passage of a river by main force, against an enter-
prising and active enemy on the opposite shore, is always
an operation of the greatest difficulty, and not unfrequent-
ly accompanied with the most bloody results.

The most eff~ectual method of accomplishing this ob-
ject is by stratagem. Demonstrations are made at seve-
ral points at the same time: bodies of troops are thrown
across, after nightfall, in rowboats or by flying-bridlges, to
get possession, of the opposite baank. The vanguard of
light cavalry may cross by swimming. The pontoniers
should have thneir bridge equipage in readiness near the
intended point of passage, so that it can be thrown across
with the greatest possible rapidity, while the advanced
guards are still able to keep the enemy at a distance.
Under favorable circumstances the; pontoniers will have th~e
bridge in readiness for· the passage of the army before the
enemy can collect his troops upon the threatened point.

Cannon-balls and hollow shot are the most effectual.
means for destroying an enemy's bridge when our batteries
can be planted within reach. When this cannot be done,
we must resort to fire-boats, floating rafts, &c., to accom-
plish our object. Operations of this kind carried ·on in
the night, are most likely to succe~ed.

To protect bridges from the action of these floating
bodies, stockades, or floating chevaux-de-frise are: con-
structed across the stream at some distance above the
bridge; strong cables, or chains stretched directly across
the river, or with an angle up stream, may be used' in
place of stockrades, or in conjunction with them. Guards
should be stationed above the bridge, with boats, ropes,
grapuels, &c., for the purpose of arresting all floating
bodies and drawing them ashore, or directing them safely~
through the draw in the bridge arrangement.
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The troops especially charged with the construc~tion
and management of the various kinds of military bridges,
are denominated poutonier-s. The duties of these troops
are arduous and important, and, in a country like Ours,
intersected by numerous water-courses, the success of a
campaign will often depend upon their skill and efficiency.

Sapping.--This is a general term applied to the opera-
tions of forming trenches, along which troops may ap-
proach a work without being exposed to the fire of the
besieged.

In addition to the ordinary sapping-tools, such as shov-
els, picks, gabion-forkis, &c., used in constructing trenches,
there will also be required a considerable amount of sap-
ping materials, such as gabions, fascines, sap-fagots, sand-
bags, &c.

The gab~ion is a cylindrical basket of twigs, about two
feet in diameter, and some three feet in length, and with-
out a bottom. It is made by driving into the ground, in a
circular form, a number of small pickets about an inch in
diameter, and of the length required for the gabion.
Twigs are wattled between the pickets like ordinary bas-
ket-work, and fastened at the ends by withs or packthread.
Gabions are used in forming saps, batteries, blindages,
powder-magazines, and in revetting the steep slopes of
field-works.

The fas'cine is a bundle of twigs closely bound up, from
nine to twelve inches in diameter, atnd from ten to fifteen
or twenty feet in length. The largest are sometimes called
saucissons. In making a fascine, straight twigs about the
thickness of a man's finger are laid side by side, and
firmly compressed together by a strong rope or chain at-
tached to the extremities of two levers. While hleld in

this position the twigs are firmly bound together by withs
or cords. Fascinen are used in constructing trenches, bat-
teries, &c., and for filling- up wet ditches.
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T`he sap-fagot is a strong fascine about ten inches ir!
diameter and two feet in leng~th, with a, picket inserted
throug~h the middle.~ It: is used in the double sap in con-
nection with gabions.

Saud-bags are usually made of coarse canvass. When
filled with earth they are some six or eight inches in dia-
meter, and from eighteen inches to two feet in length.
From their perishable nature, they are used only when
other materials cannot be procured, and where it is im-
portant to place the troops speedily under cover from the
enemy's fire;

Bales of wool, cotton, hay, straw, &c., may be employedi
in sapping for the same pu~rposes as the above materials,
when they can be procured in sufficient quantity. Pork
and flour barrels, which are usually in abundance in a
bcamp, are frequently filled with sand and used for forming
magazines, blindages, &c., in field-works.

A trench constructed in ordinary soil beyond the range
of the enemy's grape, is called a simple sap2, or ordinary
trench. The earth is thrown up on the side towards the
place besieged, so as to form a kind of parapet to cover
the men in the trench. rfhe labor is here executed under
the supervision of engineer soldiers, by working parties
detached from the other arms. Fig·. 50 represents a ver-
tical section of a simple sap.

When within range of the enemy's grape, the flyin~g sap
is resorted to in order to place the workmen speedily under
cover. In this operation, gabions are placed in juxtapo-
sition on the side towards the besieged work, and filled
with all possible speed by the workmen. Three rows of
fascines are usually placed on the top of the gabions to in-
crease the height. The most dfificnlt part of the (lying
jap is executed by engineer troops, and the trench is corn-
pleted by the ordinary working parties. Fig. 51 repre.
sents a section of this sap.
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THhe full-sa~p is employed when the works of the be-

sieg~ers are within range of muskietry, olr when the grape
fire of the besieged is so deadly that the flying sap can
no longer be used. This is a difficult operation, and un-
less executed with great care and by well-instructed engi-
neer troops, the construction of the trench will be a~ttend-
ed with an immense loss of life. The work must be ex-
ecuted under cover of a sap-roller, which is a cylindrical
mass of fa~scines, wool, or cotton, some two feet in diame-
ter. On very` smooth ground a ball-proof shelter on wheels
might be used as a, substitute. The sap-roller being
placed along th~e line of the trench so as to cover the sap-
per in fr~ont, who is armed with a musket-proof head-
piece and cuira~ss, this sapper commences the sap by 
placing a gabion on the line of the proposed trench and
-fills it with earth, working on his hands and knees. Hav-
ing filled the first gabion, he pushes forward the sap-roller
and places a second one next the first, stopping the open
joint between the two with a, stop-fagot. Tbe second
g~abion being filled in the same manner as the first, others
are successively established. Wjhen the first sapper has
advanced a few feet, he is followed by a second, also in
defensive armor, who increases the excavation and em-
bankment; this sapper is then followed in the saiue way
by a third and a, fourth, after which the trench will be suf-
ficiently advanced to be turned over to the ordinary work-
men. The sap-fagots may be removed when the em-
bankmnent becomes thickr enough to resist. grape. Fig. 52
represents a plan and section of a full-sap.

W/ihen the direction of the trench is such that the men
are exposed on both sides, it will be necessary to throw
upL an embankmepnt both to the right and left. This oper-
ation is called the dou~ble .sap, and is executed by two
parties of sappers, working side by side. In this sap it
will be necessary to frequenltly change the direction of
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the trench, or to throw up traverses, in order to cover the
mnen at a distance from the sap-roller. W/ing-traverses,
on the side of the trench which is least exposed, some
times serve the samie purpose as a double sap.

llliines.--By mining, as a military term, we understand
the operations resorted to for the demolition, with pow
der, of a military structure of any description. The term
mnine is applied both to the excavation charged with pow-
der for the- purpos'e of producing an explosion, and to the
communications which lead to this excavation.

The place in which the charge of powder is lodged is
called the chanmberj the communication byT which this
place is reached the gallery, and the excavation made by
the explosion is termed the crater.

The form of the crater caused by an explosion in or-
dinary soils is assumed to be a truncated cone, the diam-
eter, c d, (Fig. 53,) of the lower circle being one-half the
diameter, a 6, of the upper circle. This form has never
been ascertained to be exactly correct, -but the theoretical
results deduced from a mathematical discussion of this
figure have been fully verified in practice. The radius,
p b, of the upper circle is termed the crater radiucs; the
line o p, drawn from th~e centre of the charge perpendicular
to the surface where the explosion takes place, is termed
the line of least resistance; the line o 6, drawn from the
centre of the powder to any point in the circumference of
the upper circle, is termed the radius of explosion.

WVhen the crater radius is equal to the line of least re-
sistance, the mine is termed common ; when this radius is
greater than the line of least resistance, the mine is
termed overchiarg~ed; and when the radius is less, undler-
charged. A mine of small dimensions, formed by sinkring
a shaft in the ground, is termed a, frugasse. The term
camouflet is applied to a mine used to suffocate the ene-
my's miner, without producing an explosion. Small mines
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made in rockr or masonry, merely for the purpose of ex-
c~avatioan, without anly considerable exkternala explosion, are
called blast-s.

From experimlents made on common mines, whose line
of least resistance did not exceed fifteen feet, it has been
ascertaibned that thie tenacity of the earth is completely
destroyed around the crater to a distance eq~ual to the
crater radius, and that empty galleries would be brokens
in at once and a half that distance. It~ has also been

p~roved byg experiment, that the crater ·radiuas in over-
charged mines may be increased to six times the line
of least resistance, but not much beyond this; thjat within
this limit the diameter of thne crater increases nearly in
the ratio of the square roots of the charge; and that
empty galleries may be destroyed by overcharged mines
at the distance of fCour times the line of least resistance.

By means of the deductions of phnysico-mathematical
theory, and the results of experiments, rules have been
determined by which the miner can calculate, with much
accuracy, the charge necessary to produce a reqluired
result in anly given soil.

In the earlier stages of the history of this art, mines
w~ere only used to open breaches and demolish masses of
masonry; but in later times they have been employed as
important elemcnf's in the attack and defernce of places.

An isolated wall, only two or three feet thick, may
readily be demolished by exploding one or two casks of
powder placed in contact with its base. If the wall be
five or six feet thick, the charges should be placed under
the foundation. For walls of still greater thickness it
will be best to open a gallery to the centre of the xvall, a
foot or two above its base, and place the powder in chain.
bers thus excavated. Revetment walls may be over-
turned by placing the charges at the back of the wall,
about one-third or one-quarter of the way uip from the
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base. If placed too near the base, a breach will be mnade
in the wall without overturning it.

T ro demolish a bridge of masonry thle powder shoulld oe

lodged in chambers excavated in the ccntre of the piers.
When there is not time for excavating these chambers in
the piers, a trencha may be cut over the khey of the arch,
in which the powcder is placed an~d exploded; or, the
caskis of powder may be suspended immediately under
the arch, with the same results. Where a saving of pow-
der is of consequence, small chambers may be excavated
in~ the hau~nches of the arch, and the mine carefully
tam~ped before firing· it.

Bridges of wood may be destroyed by suspending caskls
of powder under the principal timbers, or attaching them
to the supports.

Palisjd~ing, gates, doors, &c., may be destroyed in the
same way, by suipending caskrs or bagsa of powder against
their sides; or still more effrectually, by burying;.the
charges just beneath their base.

To demolish a tower, magazine, or house, of masonry,
place charges of powder under the piers and principal
walls of: th~e building. In woodeR strulctures the powder
should be placed under, or attached to the principal sup-
ports. Where time is wanting to effect these arrange-
ments, a building may be blown down by placing a large
mass of powder in the interior. The powder may be
economized, in this case, by putting it in a strong case,
which. should he connected with the walls of the building
on all sides by wooden props.

Special treatises, on military mining contain full in
structions for regulating the size and position of the
charge for the various cases that may be met with in
the practical operations of field-engineering.

As -applied to the attack· and defence, of a fortified place,
maines are divided into two general classes-offensive and
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defensive mines. The former are employ~ed by the besie-
gers to overthrow the scatrps and counterscarps of the
place, to demolish barriers, palisades, walls, and other
temporary means of defence, and to destroy tbe mines of
the besieged. The latter are employed by the opposite
party to blow up the besiegers' works of attack, and to de-
fend the passage of ditches against an assault. Small
mines called fougrasses may be employ~ed for the last
named object. The selael-fougasse is composed of a wooden
box filled with one or more tiers of shells, and buried just
below the surface of th~e earth. Sometimes a quantity of
powder is placed nuder the shells, so as to project them
into the air previous to their explosion. The stone fou-
gasse is formed by making a funnel-shaped excavation,
some five or six feet deep, and placing at the bottom a
charge of powder enclosed in a box, and covered with a
strong wooden shield; several cubic yards of pebbles,
broken stone, or brickbats, are placed against the shield,
and earth well rammed round, to prevent the explosion from
taking place in the wrong direction. ryhese mines are
fired by means of powder hose, or by wires connected
with a galvanic battery.

The defensive mines employed to blow up the besie-
gers' works, are generally common mines with the lines of
least resistance seldom greater than fifteen feet. All the
main galleries and principal branches of mines for a per-
manernt fortification are constructed at the same time with
Lhe other portions of the work, leaving only the secondary
branches, chambers, &c., to be made during the siege
For the general arrangement of these galleries, and the
precautions necessary for their protection from the opera-
tions of the besieg-ers, reference must be made to trea-
tises specially devoted to the discussion of this subject.

Mines can seldom be employed with advantage in works
of slight relief, and liable to an assault. But if judiciously
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arranged in the plan of their construction, and well man·
ag-ed during thle o~perat~ions of the siege, they contribute
vcery materially to the length of the defence.

Attack acnd defence.-T'his subject admits of two natural
divisions: 1st, of intrenchments, and f2d, of permanent
wTorks.

I. Intrenchments may be attackred either by surprise, or
by open force. In either case the operations should be
based on exract information of the~ strength of the works
and the number and character of the garrison-information
that can be obtained from spies, deserters, and prisoners,
and confirmed by examinations or reconnaissauces made
by officers of engineers. By these means a pretty accu-
rate knowledge may be obtained of the natural features of~
the groundexterior to the works; their weak and strong
points; and their interior arrangements for defence.

In an attack by surprise, the troops should consist of a
storming party and a, reserve of picked men. The at-
tacking column is preceded by a company of sappers
armed with axes, shovels, picks, crowbars, &c.; bags of
powder are also used for blowing down gates, palisades,
&c. All the operations must be carried on with the ut-
most dispatch. The time most favorable for a surprise is
an hour or two before day, as at this moment the sentinels
are generally less vigilant, and the garrison in a profound
sleep ; moreover, the subsequent operations, after the first
surprise, will be facilitated by the approach of day. Un-
der certain circumstances, it may be advisable to make
fafse ttacks at the same time with the true one, in order
to distract the attention of the garrison from the true point
of danger. ~But false attackrs have, in general, the objec-
tion of dividing the forces of the assailants as well as of
the assailed. In all attacks by surprise, secrecy is thre
soul of the enterprise.

In an open assault, if artillery be employed, the troops
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shoulOd be drawn up in a sheltered position, until the fire
of the works is silenced, and breaches effected in the par-
apet. But if the bayonet alone be resorted to, the troops
are immediately brought forward at. the beginning of the
assault. The attackr is begun by a. storming party of picked
men: they are preceded, as before, by a body of sappers,
provided with necessary means for removing obstacles,
and followed by a, second detachment of engineers, who
will widen the passages, and render them more accessi-
ble to the main body of troops who now advance to the
assistance of the storming party. If the assailants should
be arrested at the counterscarp, by obstacles which must
be removed before any farther progress can be made, the
infantry troops of the detachment display and open a fire,
upon the assailed, in order to divert their fire from the
sappers. A few p~ieces of light artillery, on the flankis of
the column, may sometimes be employed for this pnrpose
with great advanttage.

Trhe storming··partyr should always be provided with sca-
ling-ladders, planks, fascines, &c., for crossing the ditch,
and mountinig the scarp. If the counterscarp be revetted
with masonry, the troops must either descenid by ladders,
or fill up the ditch with fatscines, b~ales of straw, bundles of
wool, &c.: if not revetted, a passage for the troops into
the ditch will soon be formed by the shovels of the sap-

pers. ~When the ditch is gained, shelter is soughlt in a
dead angle till the means are prepared for mounting the
scarp, and storming the work. If the scarp be of earth
onyII, the sappers will soon prepare a passage for the es-
calade; but if revetted with masonry, the walls must be
breached with hollow shot, or scaled by means of ladders,

In the defence, the strictest vigilance should be at all

times exerted to guard against a surprise: sentinels are
posted on all the most commanding points of the -work;
all the avenues of approach are most thoroughly guarded;
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and patroles are constantly scouring the ground in all di:
rections. At night all these pr'ecautions are redoubled.
Light and fire-balls are throwvn out in front of the workr to
light up the ground, and discover the movements and ap-
proach. of the enemy. Each man should have his particu-
lair post; assigned to him, and be thoroughly instructed in
the duties he will have to perform. All auxiliary arrange-
ments, such as palisades, abattis, &c., should'be defended
with the utmost obstinacy; the longer the enemy is held
in checkt by these obstacles, the longer will he be exposed
to the grape and musketry of the main work. W~7hen he
assaults the parapet, he will be opposed by the bayonet in
front and a welt-aimed fire in flank. WVhile in the ditch,
or as he mounts the scarp, hollow projectiles, incendiary
preparations, stones, logs, &~c., will be rolled down upon
his head. But when the assaulting column has gained
the top of the scarp, the bayonet forms the most effnective
means of resistance.

The measures resorted to in th~e attack and defence of

the larger class of field-works, will necessarily partakre
much of the nature of the operations employed. inr the at-
tack and defence of permnanent fortifications.

II. The attackr and defence of a fortress may he car-
ried on either by a regular siege, or by irregular opera-
tions and an assault. The latter plan has sometimes been
adopted when the works of the place were weak and irh-
properly defended; where the time and means were want-
ing for conducting a regular siege; or where the assail-
anlts were ignorant of the means proper to be resorted to
for the reduction of thle fortress. Such operations, how-
ever, are usually attended by ain immense sacrifice of hu-
man life, and the general who neglects to employ all the
resources of -the engineer's art in carrying on a siege, is
justl~y chargeable with the lives, of his men. In the siege
of Camnbral, Louis XIV., on the solicitation of Du M/etz,
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btut contrary to the advice of Vauban, ordered the demi
mane to be taken by assault, instead of waiting for the re-
suit of a regular ·siege. The assault was made, bnt it was
unsuccessful, and the French sustained great losses. The
king now directed Vauban to take the demi-lune by reg~u-
lar approaches, which was done in a very short time, and
with a less of only five men! Again, at the siege of Ypres,
the generals advised an assault before~ the breaches were
ready. " You will gain a day by the assault," said Vauban,
"'but you will lose a thousand men." The king directed
the regular works to be continued, and the next day the
place was taken with but little loss to the besiegers.

But a work may be of such a character as to render it
unnecessary to resort to all the wvorks of attack which
would be reqluired for the reduction of a regular barstioned
fort, on a horizontal site. F~or example: the nature of the
ground may be such as to enable the troops to approach to
the foot of the glacis, without erecting any works whaht-
ever; of course, all the works up to the third parallel may
in this case be dispensed with without any violation of the
rules of a, siege. Again, the point of attack may be such
that the other parts of the place will not flank the works
of approach; here a sing~le line of boyaux and short par-
allels may be all-sufficient.

But for the purpose of discussion, we will here suppose
the place besieged to be a regular bastioned work on a
horizontal site, (Fig. 54.)

The operations of the siege may be divided into three
distinct p~eriods.

1st. The preliminary operations of the attack and die-
fence previous to the opening of the trenches.

2d. The operations of the two parties from the opening
of the trenches to the establishment of the third parallel.

3d. From the completion of the third parallel to the re-
duction of the place.
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F~irst period. The object of the investment of the plance ia
to cut off all communication between the work and the

exterior, thus preventing jt from receiving succors, pro·
visions, and milita±r mnunitions, and also to fa~cilitate a
close reconnoissance of the place by the eng~ineers, who

should' always accompany the investing corps, and pursue
their labors under its protection. This corps should be

composed chiefly of light troops-ceavalry, light infantry,
horse artillery, "brigades of engineers and mounted sap-
pers,"-who march in advance of the besieging army, and,
by a sudden movement, surround the work~, seize upon all
the avrenues of approach, and carry off every thing without
the worpk that can be of service either to thae garfrison or toa

the besieg~ers. To effect this object, the enterprise must
be conducted with secrecy and dispatch.

The investing corps is now distributed ar-ound the work
in the mrost favorable positions for cutting· off all access
to it, and also to prevent any communication with the ex-
tenior by detachments from the garrison, and even single in-
dividnals are sent out tor~give intelligence to a sutccoring ar~
my or to reconnoitre the operations of the besieging corps.
These posts and sentinels, called the danily cordon, are
placed some mile or mile and a half from the work, and
beyond the reach of the guns. But in the night-time
these posts are insufficient to accomplish their object, anda
consequently as soon as it is dark the troops move up as
close to the work as possible without being exposed to the
fire of musketry. This arrangement constitutes the nightly
cordon.

By the time the main army arrives the reconno~issance
will be sufficiently complete to enable the chief engineer
to lay before the general the outline of his plan of attack,
so as to establish the position of his d~p~ts and camp.

These will be placed some two miles from the work, ac-

cording to the nature of the ground. As they occupy a
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considerable extent of ground around the work, it will gene-
rally be necessary to form intrenchments strong enough to
prevent succors of troops, provisions, &~c., fr~om being
thrown into the place, and also to restrain the excursions
of the garrison. The works thrown up between the
camp and besieged place are termed the linze of counzterval-
lation, and those on the exterior side of the camp form the
line of circumvallation. These lines are generally about
six hundred yards apart. It is not unusual in modern
warfare to dispense with lines of circumvallation, (except
a few detached works for covering the parks of the eng-i-
neers and artillery,) and to hold the s~uccoring army in
checki by means of an opposing force, called the armny of
observation.

The measures of defence resorted to by the garrison
will, of course, be subordinate, in sone degree, to those
of attack. As soon as anly danger of an investment is ap-
prehended, the commanding general should collect into
the place all the necessary provisions,- forage, military
munitions, &c., to be found in the surrounding country;
all useless persons should be expelled from the garrison;
a supply of timber for the works of the engineers and a~r-
tillery, fascines, gabions, palisades, &c., prepared; all
ground* within cannon range around the work levelled;
hedges and trees cut down; holes filled up; temporary
buildings demolished or bjurnt; and all obstacles capable
of covering an enemy and interrupting the fire of the
work, removedi.

During this period the engineer troops and work~ing
parties detached from the other arms will be most activrely
emploayed. As soon as' the investing corps makes its ap-
pearance, bodies of ligh~t troops are thrown out to cut off
reconnoitring parties, and, if possible, to drnw the enemy
into ambush. To facilitate these exterior operations, and
to prevent a surprise, several guns of long range are
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placed on the salients of the bastions and demi-lunes, and
others, loaded with grape, in the einbrasures of the flanks,
so as to sweep the ditches. About one-third of the grar-
rison may be employed in exterior operations, and the
other two-thirds in arranging the means of defence in the
interior.

&econd period.--As soon as the engineers have com-
pleted their reconnaissances and determined on the front
of attack, and all the other preparations are made, the
general will direct the opening of the trenches. The
ground being previously marked out, battalions of light
troops, termed gucards of the trenches, as soon as it is dark,
are pl.aced about thirty yards in front of the first parallel,
(A. Fig. 54,) with smaller sections, and sentinels about
the same distance further in advance. These guards lie
down, or otherwise conceal themselves fr~om the fire of
the work. Thle engineer troops and detachments of wjlork-
men being first marched to the dfp~ts and supplied with
all the necessary tools for carrying on the work, now
commence their labors under the protection of these
guards. By daybreak the construction of the first parallel,
and the trenches connecting it with the d~pbts, will be
sufficiently advanced to cover the men from the fire of
the place; the guards will therefore be withdrawn, and
the workmen continue their labors during· the day to grive
the trenches the proper size and form.

The parallels are the long lines of trench which en-
velop the besieged work, and serve both as covered ways
for the circulation of the besiegers, and as means of de-
fence against sorties from the garrison; they are therefore
arranged with banquettes for musketry fire. rphe boyaux
are trenches run in a zig~zag direction along the capitals
of the front of attack, and are intended exclusively for the
circulation of the troops; they have no banquettes. Thle
first parallel. is about six hundred yards from the place,
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and consequlently beyond the reach of grape. It is cone
structed by the simzple sap. After the first nig-ht, the
guards, instead of ad-vancinag in front of the work, are
placed in the trenches.

The second parallel (B) is made some three hndniredl
or three hundred and fifty yards from the place, and being
much exp~osed to grape, the flying-sapn is employed in its
construction. Batteries (I-) are established betwseen the
first and second parallels to silence the fire of the demi-
lunes of the collateral bastions, and others (I) near the
second parallel, to' enfilade the faces of the front of at-
tack. rphese are armed in part with mortars and in part
with heavy siege-pieces.

The works are now gradually pushed forward to the
third parallel, (C,) which is constructed about sixty yards
from the salients of the place. As the operations of the
besiegers are here greatly exposed to m~us~etry fire, thne
trenches are constructed by the full1~-sap. The third palral-
lel, havings to contain the guards 'of the trenches, and being
of less development than the two preceding, is made much
wider. The second parallel now contains the reserve,
and the first parallel becomes the d~pi~t. of materials.
Demi-parallels (G) are fr~equently~establ~ished between the
second and third, to be occupied by dletachments of g~uards.

The operations of defence during this period are so
directed as to harass the work~men in the trenches and
retard the advance of the works o'f attack. Garrison
pieces of long range and large howitzers are brought for-
ward on the salients of the bastions and demi-lunes of at-
tack, so as to fire in ricochet along the capitals o~nwhich
the boyaux must be puoshed : light and, fire-balls are thrown
out as soon as it becomes dark, to light up the ground oc-
cupied by the besiegers, thlus exposing them to the fire of
the work arid to the attackrs of the sortie parties. These
parties are composed of light troops who charge the guards
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and comp~el the workmen to abandon their sapping toolh
and stand upon the defence. They are most effective
when the besiegers commence the second parallel, as the
guards in the first parallel are not so immediately at hand
to protect the workimen. When the sortie detachment, has
driven these workmlen from the trenches, instead of pur-
isum o them into the first parallel; it will display itself in
battle order to cover the engineer troops, (who should al-
ways accompany the detachment in th~is enterprise,) while
they fill, up the trenches and destroy the implements of
the besiegers. When the guards of the trenches appear
in force, the detachment will retire in such a way, if pos-
sible, as to draw the enemy within range of the grape and
mnusketry of the collateral workis. These sorties, if suc-
cessfutl, may be frequently repeated, for they tend very
much to prolong the siege. The best time for makiing
them is an hour or two before day, when the workmen and
guatrds are fatigued with the labors of the night. While
thbe besiegers are establishing their enfiladling batteries, a
strong fire of solid shot and shells will be concentra~ted on
the points selected for their construction. The garrison
will also labor during this period to put the work into a
complete state of defence : constructing all necessary pa-
lisadings, traverses, blindages; barriers ; and strengthening,
if necessary, the covering of the magazines.

Third per·iod.--After the completion of the third paral-
lel, the crowning of the covered waty may be effected by
storm, by regular approaches, or (if the w6orkr is secured by
defensive mines) by a subterranean warfare.

In thfe first case, stone mortar-batteries are established
in front of the third parallel, which, on a given signal, will
open their fire in concert with all the enfilading and mor-
tar batteries. W7ihe~n this fire has produced its eff'ect in
dlearing the outworks, picked troops will sally forth and
carry the covered way with the bayonet, sheltering them-·
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selvcs behind the traverses until the sappers t~hrow up a
trench some four or five yards from the crest of the glacis,
high enough to protect the troops from the fire of the be-
sieged. It may afteerwards be connected with the *third
parallel by boyaux.

When the covered way is to be crowned by regular ap-
proaches, a doucble sap~ is pushed forward from the third
parallel to within thirty yards of the salient of the covered
way; the trench is then extended some fifteen or twenty
yards to the right or left, and the earth thrown up high
enough to enable the besiegers to obtain a plunging fire
into the covered way, and thus prevent the enemy from
occupying it. This mound of earth is termed a trench ca-
valier, (0.) Boytaux are now pushed forward to the crown-
ing of the covered way and the estatblishing· of breach bat-
teries, (J.) Descents are then constructed into the ditches,
and as soon as these batteries have m-ade a breach into
the walls of the bastions and outworks, the boyaux are
pushed across the ditches and lodgments ef~fected in the
breaches. The demi-lune is first carried; next the demi-
lune redoubt and bastion ; and lastly, the interior retrench~
meats and citade'l. In some cases the breaches are car-
ried by assault, bat the same objection is applicable lere
as in the storming of the covered way; time is gained, but
at an immense expaense of human Zife.

If the place is defended by mines it will be necessary
for the besiegers to counteract the e~ffects of these works
by resorting to the slow and tedious operations of a sub-
terranean ·warfatre. In this case a fourth trench is, formed
in front of the third parallel; shafts are sunk in this,
about six yards apart, for establishing overcharged mines ;
as soon as the galleries of the besieged are destroyed by
the explosion of these mines, the covered way is attacked
by storm; other mines are established on the terre-platiu
of the covered way to destroy the entrance to the gal-
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icries, and thus deprive the besieged of the use of theit
eutire, system of mines.

The measures of defence during this period must em-
brace every thing calculated to retard the works of the be-
siegers. This may be most effectually accomplished by
maintaining a constant fire of grape and musketry on the
heads of the sap, and throwing grenades, shells, &c., into
the trenches, to harass and destroy the xvorkmeu. As
the musketry fire of the besiegers now becomes very de-
structive to the artillerists at the guns, strong musket-proof
blinds are arranged to mask the motiths of the embrasures
when the guns are not in battery, and also sloping blind-
ages to cover~the men when serving at the pieces. The
possession of the outworks should be disputed inch by
inch, and when the besiegers have reached the ditch of
the body of the place, sorties, and every species of pro-
jectile, shruld be employed to drive off the sappers, and
to retard the construction of their works. In find, all the
resounrces of the engineer's art should be put in reqluisition
for the defence of the breach, and the final assault should
be vigorously resisted by the bayonet, and by a well-sus-
tained fire from all the collateral works.

With respect to the relative strength of the opposing
forces it may be well to remark, that if the fortress is
properly constructed the garrison will be able to resist a
besieging army six times as numerous as itself. Such is
the estimate of the best engineers. *

*ce A good krnowledge of th~e several subjects discussed in this chapter

may be derived from the writings of Vauban, Cormontaigne, and Nol-
zet de St. Paul, onl the attack and defence of places and field fortifica-
tion; the several manv~els use~d in the French service on sapping, mi-
ning, and pontonieriug; Col. Pasley's experiments on the operations of
a siege, sapping, mining, &Lc.; Douglas's work on military bridges;
Rln cauley's work on field fortification; and Professor Mahan's Trieatise
on Fiecld Fortification. This last is undoubtedly th~e very best xvork;
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that has ever been written on field fortification, and every officer going

into the field should supply himself with a copy.

T'he following are recommended as hooks of reference on sub3jects

discussed in the three precediug chapters.

MirP~nor~ial pour ice fortification permanente et passagire. Cormon-

taigne.

DZafense des place~s. Cormontaigne.
Attaque des places. Cormontaigne.
A~ttoque des places. Vauhan.
TFrait~ des mines. Vauhan.

M~lemorial pour ice castrametaltion et ice for~tification pa~ssogijre.
L~afitte-Clav6.

L'xercice sur les fort~ifications. Duvignean.

Mirnzorial de l'oftcier du g~n~ie. A periodical of rare merit, con-

taining most valuable milit~ary and scientific matter. It is conducted

hy officers of the Frenchl corps of engineers. It has already reached

its fourteenth numher, each number forming a volume.

Tr·aiti complet de for1tifica~tion. Noizet de St. Paul.

Traite' d'art militair-e et de la fortification. Gay do Vernon~.

Art de la guerr1e. Rogniat.

Essai g'niral de fortificatizon, &c. Bousmard.

Aide-mimoire por~tatef d~ l'usarge des officiers dZu gknie. L~ain6.m~
A very valnahle and useful book.

Aide-mim?~oir1e de i'ingi'nieur militair~e. Griv~et.
Cours d'ar-t mili-taire. Lanrillard Fallot.

Cou'rs de forti~fication1, &c. Lavart.

Le havre de ice guer~re. Parrot.

Journauxr d~es siiges dons ice pe'ninsule. Belmas.

Journal of Sieges in Spain. John Jones.
]Both of the above are wolrks of great value.
Cours dl'art militaire et de fortification militaire. Franq1oia.
Arakhitettura mzilitare. Marchi.
Essai sur ice fortilfica~tion. Baltard.
La fortification. Bar-la-Due.
Ehimens de fortification. Bellaire.

La science des ingckuienrs. Bdlidor.

L'a~rt unzversel des fortifica~tions. ]Bitainvien.

Noievelle manurie de fortifi~er les places. Blondeil
Les sept siig~es de Lihle. Brun Lavaine.
Delfenzse des places fortes. Carnot.
Me~amoire sur ice fortification. Carnot~
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Difense de Saragosse. Cavallero.
MIemoi~es sur la fortification. Clioumara.
Nouve·lle fort iJica~tion. Coehorn.
Thiorie de la fortification. Cugnot.
D~es for·tificationzs, &c. &c. Darron.
Rilation de la difense de Da~ntzik. D'Artoisr.
Le~s fortifications. D4eville.
Pe'libologie. Dilich.
D3e la for~tification permnanente. Dufour. A workr of merit.
.E~ssai sor~ la di~fense des i'tats palr les fortificatio~ns. Duvivier.
Attaque et difense des placese du camp, de St. Omer.
L'd'cole de la fort~flcation. Fallois.
lIntroduction ii la Jforti/icatio~n. Do For.
Pricis de la: dif'ense de VCalenciennes. Ferrand.
T~raiti~ thi'oriquce, &c. Foissac-Latour.
EFxamen dita~illi, &c. Foissac-Latour.
Les ounrag~es militaires de0 Fioss

ITnstruction sur la fortification, &c. Gaillard.
Mi~moires pour l'attaque et d~fense d'u~ne place. Goulon
Si~ge of Pesciier~a. Henin.
JPournal du siige de P~hilisbousrg.
Fri cis dii sie~ge de Dantzick. K~irgener.
Deaxiime difense da Badatjos. Lamarb.
Fortification, et l'attaque et ddfense des places. JLebload.
c~unres de Lefebivre.
L'architecture des for~teresses. Mandar.
Traiti snr l'art des sii'ges. Mazeroy.
La si~reti' dles d'tats par le moyen des forteresses. M9/aigret
~Difense d'Anco~ne. Mangourit.
Fobrt ificatio~n. Maarolois.
Siige de Tarin. Mengia.
ReckercliLes su~r l'art difensif; &c. MZiichaloz
La fortification de campagne, &c. Miller.
L'art di~fensif, &c. M~ontalembert.
Journaux des siiges de F~landr·e.
Re'lations dles sieiges en Europe, &tc. Mvusset-Pathay. A vryq

valuable and interesting work.
Rilkation du siige de M2etz.
Rilati'on du siige d'Anvers.
Les siiges de Jaffa et de St. Jean d'Acre.
Le6 s~iiges de Sara~gosse et de Tor·tose. Rogniat.
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~iig~e de D~antzxick. Sainte-Susanne.
Mi moire sur in fortification permaanente. Sga.
L~e si~ge de Constantine.
Elc~nzens de fortlification. Trincano.
D~es places for~tes. Vnalaz6.
Essay on Miilitary Bridges. D~ouglas. A valuable work.
Guide du· pontonier·. Drien.
M8~moire sur la gu~er·re souterraine. Cout~le.
ZTrait~ des mines. Etienne.
Traiti de l'art du mzineur. Gaeuss.

Traitd de fortifcication souter~rainie. Gillot.
Trait~ pratique et tidori~qne des nsinzes. Lebrun
Nouvzeau trait~ des mines, &c. Prudhomme.

M9'anuel du sapeur. Used in the French se1rvice.
M~anuel du minenr·. "r "c "

.lc'anuel da pontonier. " 5 " 

EFssay on Field Fortificrations. ~Pleydell.
Elements of Field Fortifications. Lochee.
Rulation du siu'ge de Granve at M~ayence.
S'iiges de Gn~es. T~hidbault.
Trait6 de fortification souterr~aine. Mouze.

aMilitairisch7e M2~ittkeilungen. Xilander.
Die Befestigung der tatiiten. Hatuser.
Abhandlu~ng iiber die Befestigungsknunst, &c. H~auser
Versuch iiber die V~erschlsanzmngskmenst, M~uller.
Course of Elementa~ry For·tification. Pas~ley. This is a workf of

much detail--useful, no doubt, to an uneducated engineer soldier, but
to an officer at all acquainted with his profession, it must seem ridicu-
lously minute.

To the above list might be added a long list of books on that branch
of the engineer's art called con~str~uctions; but as this part of the pro-
fession is, in some degree, common both to the civil and military engi-
near, it is not deemed necessary to include wforks of this ch~aracte~r in a
list of books strictly military.
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CHIAPT~ER Xv.

MI~lLITAILY EDIJCATION--APPOINTMENT AND PROMOTION.

WhITH the Romans, six years' instruction was required
to make a soldier; and so great importance did these an-
cient conquerors of the world attach to military education
and discipline, that the very name of their army was de-
rived from the verb to practise.

Modern nations, learning from experience that military
success depends more upon skill. and discipline than upon
numbers, have generally adopted the same rule as the Ro-
mans; and nearly all of the European powers have estab-
lishied military schools for the education of their officers
and~ the instruction of their soldiers.

France, which has long taken the lead in military sci-
ence, has six military schools for the inst~ructio~n of offcers,
containing in all more than one thousand pupils, and nu-
merous division and regimental schools for thle sub-officers
and soldiers.

Prussia maintains some twelve general schools for mil-
itary education, which contain about three thousand pu-
pils, and also numerous division, brigade, garrison, and
company schools for practical instruction.

Austria, has some fifty mailitary schools, which contain
in all about four thousand pupils.

Russia, has thirty-five engineer and artille~ry technical
schools, with about two thousand pupils ; twenty-five mili-
dary schools for the noblesse, containing eight thousand
seven hundred pupils; corpas d'armie schools, with several
t'housand pupils; regimental schools, with eleven thou~
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sand pupils; and brigade-schools, with upwards of one
hundred and fifty-six thousand scholars ;-makiing in all
about two hundred thousand pupils in her military schools!i

England has five military schools of instruction for ofli
cers, numnber of pupils not known; a military orphan
sch~ool, with abottt twelve thousand pupils ; and numerous
d~p~t and regimental schools of practice.

The smaller European powers--Belgium, Sardinia, Na-
ples, Spain, Portugal, Denmark, S weden, Wurtemberg,
Bavaria, Baden, have each several military schools, with
a large number of pupils.

It is seeti fromn these statistics, that the European pow-
ers are not so itegligent in educatinig their oflicers, and in
instructing and disciplining their soldiers, as some in this
country would, have us believe.

Wiashington, Hamnilton, Knox, Pickering, and others,
learning, by th~eir own experience in the war of the Amer-
ican revolution, the great necessity of military education,
uirged upon our government, as early as 1783, the impor-.
tance of establishing a military academy in this counitry,
but the subject continued to be postponed from year to year
till 1802. In 1794, the subaltern grade of cadet was cre-
ated by an act of Congress, the officers of this grad ebeing
attached to their regiments, and " furnished at the public
expense with the necessary books, instrumenits, and appa-
ratus" for their instruction. But this' plan of educating
young officers at their posts was found impracticable, and
in his last annual message, Dec. 7th, 1796, Washington
urged again, in strong language,' the, establishment of a,
military academy, where a, regular course of mlilitary in-
struction could be given. " Whatever argument,'" said he,
"may be drawn from particular examples, superficially
viewed, a thorough examiination of the subject will evince
that the art of wvar is bot~h comprehensivre and complicated;
that it demands much previous study; and that the pos-
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session of it in its most improved and perfect state is al
ways of great moment to the security of a nation."'

The subject was however postponed from time to time,
till March, 1802, when a bill was passed establisbing the
MIilitary Academy. It was at first on a small scale, and its
course of instruction meager and deficient. It gradually
became enlarged, but lingered along, with no great ima-
provement, till 1817, when Capt. Patridlge was dismissed
from the superintendency, and Col. Thayer put in' charge.
From this period we date the commencement of the suc-
cess and reputation which the Military AcademyT has since
enjoyed.

This institution, as now organized, consists of one cadet
from each congressional district, and a few at large, making
an average of two hundred and thirty-seven. The course
of instruction is four years, after which time the cadet is
sent to his regiment or corps, with higher rank if there are
vacancies, but if there are no vacancies, he goes as a cadet,
with the brevet rank of the next higher grade.

TShe examination for adm~ission to the institution is a
very limited one, being confined to the elementary branches
of an English education.

The annual couxrse at the academy is divided into two
distinct periods, the first extending from June till Septem-
ber, and the second from September to the following June.
During the first period, the cadets leave their barracks and
encamp in tents, and are made subject to the police and
discipline of an army in time of war. In addition to the
thorough and severe course of practical exercises and
drills in the different arms during these three summer
months of each year, they are made to p~erforml the same
tours of guard-duty, night and day, as is reqyuired of the
common soldier in time of actual war, rrhis continues till
the first of September of each year, when the cadets re-
turn to their barracks, and for the remaining nine mronthst
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devote themselves to the prescribed course of scientific and
military studies, intermixed with military exercises and
practical operations in the laboratory andl on the field.

To test the progress of the cadets in their studies,
there are held semi-annual public examinations. These
examinations are strict and severe, and all who fail to
come up to the fixed standard are obliged to withdraw
from the institution, to allow some one else fromt the
same district to make the trial.

During their course of studies the cadets, as warrant-
officers of the army, draw pay barely sufficient to defray
their necessary expenses. The allowance to each is
twenty-six dollars per month, but none of this is paid to
the cadet, but is applied to the purchase of books, fuel,
lights, clothing, board, &c.

This institution furnishes each year to the army about
forty subaltern officers, thoroughly instructed in all the
theoretical and practical duties of their profession. After
completing this course, the cadet is usually promoted
from the grade of warrant-officer to that of a commis-
sioned officer, and is immediately put on duty wi~th his
regiment or corps.

This system of· appointment to the army has produced
the most satisfactory results, and has received the com-
mendation of our best military men, and the approbation
of all our presidents and most able statesmen. Never-
theless, it has occasionally met with strong opposition;
this opposition springing in part from a want of proper
information respecting the character and working of tire
system, and in part from the combined efforts of these
who from negligence or incapacity have failed to pass
th~eir examinations for promotion, and of those who, from
a conscious want of qiualifications or merit, feel assured
that they cannot obtain commissions in the army so long
as this system of merit, as fixed by examination, shall
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exist. Hence the effort to destroy the Military Academy
and to throw the army entirely open to political appoint·
ment.

Several legislative bodies, acting under these combined
influences, have passed resolutions, g~iving various objec-
tionls to the Military Academy, and recommending; that it
be abolished. 'Phe objections made by the legislatures
of Tennessee, Ohio, Connecticut, New Hampshire, and
Maline, are mostly founded on false information, and may
be readily answered by reference to the official records
of thre W7ar-office. But it is not the present object to en-
ler into a general discussion of the charges against that
institution, except so far as they are connected with the
importance of military education, and the rules of military
appointment and promotion.

It has been alleged by many of the opponents of the,
West Point Academy, that military instruction is of little
or no advantage to a general ;--that in the wars of Napo-
leon, and in the American Revolution, and the American
war of 1812, armies were generally led to victory by
men without a military education, and unacquainted with
military science ;--and that in the event of another war
in this country, wye must seekr our generals in the ranks
of civil life, rather than among the gradulates of our Mil-
itary Acatdemly.

The objection here made to military education will
hold with eqlual force against education in any other pro-
fession. W~e sometimes find men who have become emi-
nent in the pulpit and at the bar, or in medicine and the
sciences, without ever having enjoyed the advantagt s of
an education in academic or collegiate halls, and perhaps
even without that preliminary instruction usually deemled
necessary for professional p~ursuits. Sihall wye therefore
ab~olish all our colleges, theological seminaries, schools
of law and medicine, our academies and primary schools,
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and seek fo~r our professional men among the uneducated
and the ignrorant? If professional ignorance be a recom-
mendat~ion in our generals, why not also in our lawyers
and our surgeons ? If we deem professional instruction
requisite for the care of our individual property and
health, shall we require less for guarding thle honor and
safety of our country, the reputation of our arms, and the
lives of thousandis of our citizens?

IBut in reality, were not these men to whom we have
alluded eminent in their several professions inz spite of,

rather than by mzeans of `their want of a professional edu-
cation? And have not such men, feeling the disadvan-

tages under which they were forced to labor, been almost
without exception the advocates of education in others ?

But is it true that most of the generals of distinction
in the more recent wars were men destitute of military
education,-menl who rose from the ranks to the pinnacle

of military glory, through the combined influence of ig-
norance of military science and contempt for military in-
structionr.? Let us glance at the lives of the most distin-
guished of the generals of th~e French Revolution, for
these are th~e men to whom reference is continually made

to prove that the M~Jilitary Academy is an unnecessary
and u~eless institution, the best generals being invariably
found in the ranks of an army, and not in the ranks of

military schools. Facts may serve to convince, where
reasoning is of no avail.

Napoleon himself was a pupil of the military schools
of Brienne and Paris, and had all the advantages of the

best military and scientific instruction given in France.
Dessaix was a, pupil. of the military school of Effiat,

with all the advantages which wealth and nobility could

procure. Davoust was a, pupil of the nuilitary school of
Auxerre, and a fellow-pupil with Napoleon in the military
school of Paris. Kleber was educated at the military
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school of Bavaria. Eugene Beauharnais-was a pulpil of
St. Germain-en-Loyc, and had for his mrilita~ry instructor
the great captain of the age. His whole life was devoted
to the military art. Berthier and Marmont were both
sons of officers, andi, being early intended for th-e army,
they received military educations. Lecourbe had also
the advantages of a military education before~ entering the
army. P~ichegrn and ·Duroc were pupils of the military
sc'hool of Brienne. Drouet was a pupil of the artillery
school. Foy was first educated in the college of Sois-
sons, and afterwards in the military schools of La F~re
and Chalons. Carnot, called the " Organizer of French
victory," received a good early education, and was also a
pupil of the engineer school of MeIzieres.

Several of the distinguished French generals at first re-
ceived good scientific and literary educations in the col-
leges of France, and then acquired their military instruc-
tion in the subordinate grades of the army; and by this
means, before their promotion to responsible offices, ac-
quired a thorough practical instruction, founded on a basis
of a thlorough preliminary education. Such was Suchet,
a pupil of the college of Lisle-Barbe; Lannes, a pupil of
the college of Lectoure ; and M~ortier, who was most care-
fully educated at Catmbrai; Lefebvre and Murat were
both educated for the church, though the latter profited but

little by his instruction; Moreau and Joubsert were educa-
ted for the bar; Massena, was not a, college graduate, but

he received a good preliminary education, and for several
years before he entered the army as an officer, he had en-
joyed allthe advantages afford~ed by leisure and affluent
circumstances; Naey, though poor, received a good prelim-

inary education, and entered a notary's office to study a
profession. Hoche was destitute of the advantages of
early education, but, anxious to supply this deficiency, h~e
early distinguished himself by his efforts to procure books,
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atnd by his extralordinary devotion to mnilitary. studies. Bry
several ye~ars devoted in this way to professional studies
and the practical duties of a s~ubordinate grade: in the, army,
floche acqiuired a military knowledge which early distin-
guished him among the generals of the French Revolution.
Soult and Gouvion-Saint-Cyr, being of parents in limited
cir'cumrstances, had not the advantages of extensive educa-
tion, but close and diligent application, an ardent ambition~
and strong aind powerful intellect, combined with long
years of service in the practical operations of the field, at
length enabled th~ese men to overcome all obstacles, and
force their way to the higher walkis of their professions.
But both krnewv from experience the advantages of military
in~strurction, and the importance of professional education
in the army, and they have consequent~ly both been the
warmest friends and strongest advocates of the military
schools of France.

rrhe Polytechnic Schzool was estab~lished too late to fur-
nnish officers for any of the earlier wars of Ndapoleon; but
in his last campaigns hee began to reap the advantages of
an institution which had been under his fostering care, and
Bertratnd, Dode, Duponthon, H~axo, Rogniat, Fleury, Va-
laz~, Gouargand, ChamberryT, and a host of other distiri-
g-uished young- generals, fully justified the prazises which
the emperor lavished on hkis "'poulet auwx ceufs d'or,"--the
hen that laid him golden eggs!i

In our own revolutionary war, Generals W~ashington,
Hamilton, Gates, Schuyler, K(nox, Alexander, (Lord Stir-
ling,) the two Clintons, the Lees, and others, were men of
fine education, and a part of them of high literary and
scientific attainments ; - Washington, Gates, Charles Lee,
the Clintons, and some others, had considerable military
experience even before the war: nevertheless, so desti-
tule was the army, generally, of military science, that the
go~vernment was under the necessity of seeking it in
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~foreigners--in the La Fayettes, the Kosciuskos, thne Steun·
bens, the De Kaibs, the Pulaskis, the Duportails-who
wvere immediately promoted to the h~ighest rankis in our
army. In fact the officers of our scientific corps were
then nearly all foreigners.

But, say the opponents of the Academy, military know-
ledge and education are not the only requisites for military
success; youthful e terprise and efficiencyy are far more
important than a mere acquaintance with military science
and the military art: long service in grarrison, combined
with the indolent habits acquired by offcers of a peace-
establishment, so deadens the enterprise of the older ofl-
cers of the army, thlat it must inevitably result, in case of
war, that military energy and efficiency will be derived
fr~om. the ranks of civil life.

W~e are not disposed to question the importance of
youthful energy in the commander of an army, and we
readily admit th~at while seekiing to secure to our service
a due degree of military k~nowledge, we should also be
very careful not to destroy its influence by loading it down
with the dead weight~s of effetee seniority. Buat we do
question th~e wisdom of the means proposed for supplying
our army with this desired efficiency.. M~inds stored with
vast funds of professional knowledge, and the rich lore of
past history; judgments ripened by long study and expe-
rience; with passions extinguished, or at least softened
by thne mellowing influence of age--these may be best
suited for judges and statesmen, for here there is time for
deliberation, for the slow and mature judgnment of years.
B~ut for a general in the field, other qualities are also re-
quired. N~ot only is military knowvledge requisite for di-
r·ecting the blow, but he must also have the military ener-
gy necessary for striking that blow, and the military ac-
tivity necessary for parrying the attacks of the enemy. A
rapid coup d'csil, promp~t decision, active' movements, are
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as indispensable as sound judgment ; for the general must
see, and decide, and act, all in the same instant. Atccord-
ingly we find that most great generals of ancient and mod-
era times have gained their laurels while still young.

Philip of M/acedon ascended the throne at the age of
twenty-two, and soon disting~uished himself in his wars
with the neighboring states. At the age of forty-five he
had conquered all Greece. He died ~t forty-seven.

Alexander the Great had defeated the celebrated The-
ban banld at the battle of Cheronea, and grained a militaryr
reputation at the age of eighteen. He ascended the throne
of his father Philip before twenty, and at twenty-five had
reached the zenith of his military glory, having already
conquered the world. He died before the a oe of thirty-
a~WO.

Julius Cn~sar commanded the fleet sent to bl~ockade
Miitylene, whe:re he greatly distinguished himself before
~he age of twenty-two. He soon after held the important
offices of tribune, qlu~stor, and edile. He had completed
his first war in Spain, and was made consul at Rome be-
fore the age of forty. He twice crossed the Rhine, and
conquered all Gaul, anid had txvic~e passed over to ]Britain,
before the age of forty-five; at fifty-two he had won the
field' of Pharsalia, and attained the supreme power. He
died in the fifty-sixth year of his age, the victor of five
~hundred battles, and the conqueror of a thousand cities.

Hannibal joined the Carthaginian army in Spain at
twenty-two, and was made commander-in-chief at twenty-
six. Victorious in Spain and France, he crossed the Alps
and won th~e battle of Cannae before the age of thirty-one.

Scipio Africanus, (the elder,) at the age of sixteen dis~-
tinguished himself at the battle of Ticinus ; at twenty was
made edile, and soon after pro-consul in Spain; at
twenty-nine he won the great battle of Zama, and closed
his militar~y career. Scipio Africanus; (the younger) also
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distinguished himself in early life; at the age of thirty
six he had conquered the Carthaginian armies and com·
pleted the destruction of Catrthage.

Gengis-Khan succeeded to the domain of his father at
the age of thirteen, and almost immediately raised an army
of thirty thousand men, with which he defeated a numer-
ous force of rebels, who had thought to take advantage of
his extreme youth. to withdraw from his dominion. He
soon acquired a military reputation by numerous conquests,
and before the age of forty had made himself emperor of

Charlemagnle was crowned king at twenty-six, con-
qu~ered Aquitania at twenty-eight, made himself master of
France and the greater part of Germany at twenty-nine,
placed on his brows the iron· crown of Italy at thirty-two,
and conquered Spain at thirty-six.

Gonsalvo do Cordova, the " great captain," entered the
army at fifteen, add before the age of seventeen had ac-
quired a brilliant military reputation, and was knighted by
the king himself on the field of battle; at forty-one he
was promoted over the heads of older veterans and made
commander-in-chief of the army in Italy.

H-enry IV. of France was placed at the head of the Hu-
guenot army at the age of sixteen, at nineteen he became
king of Nlavarre ; at forty he had overthrown all his ene-
mies, placed himself on the throne of France, and become
the founder of a new dynasty.

Montecuculi, at the age of thirty-one, with two thousand
horse, attacked tenl thousand Swedes and captured all their
ba~ggag~e and artillery; at thirty-two he gained the victory
of Triebel, at forty-nine defeated the Swedes and saved
Denmarkr, and at fifty-three defeated the Turkis at the great
battle of St. Gothard. In his campaigns against the
French at a later age, he made it his chief merit, "not that
Lao conquzered, but that he wax not conquered."
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Saxe entered the army at the early age of twelve, and
soon obtained the command of a, reg~iment of horse; at
twenty-four he became rnar~ckal-dez-camp, at forty-fonr mar-
shal of France, and at forty-nine gained the celebrated
victory of Fontenoy. Hie died at the age of fifty-four.

Vauban entered the army of Condd as a cadet at the
age of seventeen, at twenty was made a lieutenant, at
twenty-four he commanded two companies, at forty-one
was a brigadier, at forty-three a margchal-de-camp, and at
forty-five commnissaire-g$~n~ral of all the fortifications of
France. At the ag~e of twenty-five he had3 himself con-
ducted several sieges, and had assisted at many others.

Turenne entered the army before the age of fourteen;
he served one year as a volunteer, four years as a captain,
four years as a, colonel, three years as a major-general,
five years as a lieutenant-general, and became a marshal
of France at thirty-two. He had won all his military re-
putation by the age of forty.

Prince Miaurice commanded an army at the age of six-
teen, and acquired his military reputation in very early
life. He died at fifty-eight.

The great Condd immortalized his name at the battle
of Rocroi, in which, at the age of twenty-two, he defeated
the Spaniards. H-e had won all his great military fame
before the age of twenty-five.

Prince Eugene of Savoy was a colonel at twenty-one,
* a lieutenant-field-marshal at twenty-four, and soon after, a
gen eral-field-m arshal. FlIe gained the battle of Zenta at
thirty-four, and of Blenheim at forty-one. At the opening
of the war of 1733, he again appeared at the head of the
army at the advanced age of sixtey-nine, but having lost
the vigor and fire of youth, he e-ffected nothing of i~n-
portance.

Peter the Great of Russia was proclaimed czar at ten
years of age; at twenty he organized a large army and
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built several ships; at twenty-four he foug-ht the Turks4
and captured Asoph; at twenty-eighnt hne made ~Var with
Sweden; at thirty he entered Moscow in triumph after
the victo~ry of Embach, and the capture of Noteburg and
Marienburg; at thirty-one he began the city of St. Pe-
tersburg·; at thirty-nine he was defeated by the Turkrs and
forced to ransom himself and army. His latter' years were
mostly devoted to civil and maritime affairs. He died at
the age of fifty-five.

Charles the XII. of Sweden ascended the throne at;
the age of fifteen, completed his first successful campaign
against Denmark~ at eighteen, overthrew eighty thousand
Russians at Narva before nineteen, conquered Poland and
Saxony at twenty-four, and died at thirty-six.

Frederick the Great of Prussia ascended the throne at
twenty-eight, and almost immediately entered on that ca-
reer of military glory which has immortalized his name.
He established his reputation in the first Silesian war,
which he terminated at the age of thirty. The second Si-
lesian war was terminated at thirty-three ; and at forty-
three, with a population of five millions, he successfully
opposed a league of miore than one hundred millions of
people.

Prince Henry of Prussia served his first campaign as
colonel of a, regiment at sixteen; at the age of thirty-one
he decided the victory of Praguie, and the same year was
promoted to the command of a separate army. The mili-
tary reputation he acquired in the Seven Years' W;ar was
second only to that of Frederick.

Cortes had effected the conquest of Mexico, and com-
pleted his military career, at the age of thirty-six.

Sandoval, the most eminent of his gireat captains, died
at the age of thirty-one. ie! had earned his great renown,
and closed his military achievements, before the age of
wenty-five.
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fPizarro completed the conquest of Peru at thirty-five,
and died about forty~.

Lord Clive began his military career at tw~entyT-two, and
had reached the zenith of his military fame at thirty-five;
he wvas raised to the peerage at thirty-six, anrd died at fifty.

Hastings began his military service at about twenty-five,
and became governor of Bengal at forty.

Napoleon was made ae lieutenant at seventeen, a captain
at twenty, clief-de-hatacillon at twenty-four, general of bri-
gade at twenty-five, and commander-ia-chief of the army
of Italy at twenty-six. All his most distintguished gener-
als were, like' him, young men, and they seconded him in
his several campaigns with all the energy and activity of
youthful valor and enthusiasm.

Dessaix entered the army at fifteen; at the opening of
the war he quickly passed through the lower grades, andl
became a general of brigade before th~e age of twenty-five,
and a general of division at twenty-six ; he died before the
age of thirty-two, with a reputation second only to that of
Napoleon.

K~leber did not enter the army till later in life, but he
quiickly passed through the subordinate grades, and was
·made a general of brigade at thirty-eight, a general of di-
vision at forty, and general-in-chief of an army at forty-

one: he died at forty-six. On his death, and in Napoleon's
absence, Minau, aged and inefficient, succeeded by right
of seniority to the command of the army of Egypt. Its
utter ruin was thle alimost immediate consequence.

Massena first entered the army at seventeen, but soon
mnarried a rich wife, and retired to civil life.- H~e returned
to the army at the opening of the revolution, and in two
years, before the age of thirty-fiv·e, was promoted to the
rank of general of division. H~e immediately acquired that
high reputation which he sustained through a long career:
of military glory.
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Soult became a sub-lieutenant at twenty-two, a cap·
tamr at twenty-four; the following year he passed through-
the several grades of chef-de-bataillon, colonel, anid gen~
eral of brigade, and became general of division at twenty-
nine.

Davoust was a sub-lieutenant at seventeen, a general of

brigade at twenty-three, and general' of division at twventy-
five.

Eugene Beauharnais entered the army at a very early
age. He becaime ch~ef de-bataillon at nineteen, colonel at
twenty-one, general of brigade at twenty-three, and Vice-
roy of Italy at twenty-five. He 500fl proved himself one
of Napoleon's ablest generals. At twenty-eight he coin-
manded the armiy of Italy, and at thirty-one gained great

glory in the Russian campaign, at the head of the f'ourtha
corps d'arme'e.

Gouvion-Saint-Cyr entered the army at the beginning
of the Revolution, and passing rapidly through the lo-wer
grades, became a general of brigade at twenty-nine, aiid a
general of division at thirty.

Suchet became a chef de-bataillon at twenty, general of
brigade at twenty-five, major-general of Brune's army at
twenty-seven, and general of division and of a corps d'armze'c
at twenty-eight.

Qudinot became a captain at twenty-three, chef-de-bet-

taillon at twenty-four, general of brigade at twenty-five,
and general of division at twenty-eight.

Ney was a captain at tweuty-three, ad~jutant-general at
twenty-six, general of brigade at twenty-sever, and gen-
eral of division at twenty-nine.

Lannes was a colonel at twenty-seven, geueral of bri-
gade at twenty-eight, and very soon after general of di-
vision .

Joubert became adjutant-general at twenty-five, general
ch? brigade at twenty-six, general of division at twenty.
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eight, and general-in-chief of the army of Italy at twenty-
nine. He died at thirty.

Victor was a chef-de-bataillon at twenty-seven, general
of brigade at twenty-nine, and general of division at thirty-
twyo.

Murat was a lieutenant at twenty, and passing rapidly
through the lower grades, he became a general of brigade
at twenty-five, and a general of division at twenty-seven.

Mortier was a captain at twenty-three, adjutant-general
at twenty-five, general of brigade at thirty, and general of
division at thirty-one.

Miacdonaldi was a colonel at twenty-seven, a general of
brigade at twenty-seven, and a general of division at thirty.

Marmont was a captain at twenty-one, chef-de-bataillon
at twenty-two, general of brigade at twenty-four, inspector
general at twenty-seven, and general-in-chief of an army
at thirty-two.

Bernadotte was a, colonel at twenty-eight, general of
brigade at twenty-nine, and general of division at thirty.

L~efebvre was made a, captain at the organization of the
army in 1793; he became a g-eneral of brigade at thirty-
eight, and general of division at thirty-nine.

Bessi~es entered the army at twenty-six, became a
colonel at thirty, general of brigade at thirty-two, and gezn-
eral of division at thirty-four. He died at forty-seven.

D~uroc was a captain at twenty-three, chef-de-bataillon
at twenty-six;, colonel and chef de-brigade at twenty-seven,
and general of division at thirty. He: died at forty-one.

This list might be still furthner extended with the same
results, but names enough have been given to show that
the generals who assisted Napoleon in his immortal cam-
paigns were all, with scarcely an exception, young· men,
still burning with the fires of youthful ardor and enthusi-
asm. The grade of marshal was not created till after Na-
poleon became emperor. On ascending the throne of the
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empire, he nominated to thlis rank eighteen of the mos,
distinguished generals of France. Some of these were
generals of the earlier wars of the Revolution, and had
never served, under him. Others were younger men, sev-
eral being only thirty-four, thirty-five, and thirty-six years
of age. The mean age of all was forty-four. He after-
wards made seven more marshals, whose mean age was
forty-three. These appointments, however, were regatrd-
ed as rewards forpast services, rather than as a grade from
which service was expected, for several of the older mar-
shlals were never called into the field after their promo-
tion.

Having noticed the ages of the principal generals who
commanded in the armies of Napoleon, let us look for a
moment at those who opposed him. In the campaign of
1'796 the enemy's forces were directed by Beaulien, then
nearly eighty years of age; Wur mser,' also an octogena-.
rian, and Alvinzi, then over seventy: these had all three
distinguished themselves in earlier life, but had now lost
that youthful energy anrd activity so essential for a mili-
tary commander.

In the campaign of 1800 the general-in-chief of the Aus-
tr-ian forces was MCelas, an old general, who had served
some fifty years in the army; he had distinguished him-
self so long ago as the Se~ven Years' WVar, but he had
now become timid. and inefficient, age having destroyed
his energy.

In the campaign of 1805 the French were opposed by
Kutusof, then sixty, and Macrk~, then fifty-three; the plan
of operations was drawn up by still more aged generals
of the Aulic council.

In the campaign of 1806 the French were opposed by
the Duke of Brunswick, then seventy-one, Hohenlohe,
then sixty, and Mollendorf, K~leist, and. Massenbach, old
generals, who had served under the great Frederick,--
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maen, says Jomlirni, "Lexhumed from the Seven Years' Wiar,"
-"~ whose faculties were frozen by age,"-" who had been
buried for the last ten years in a lethargic sleep."

In the campaign of 1807 the French were opposed by
Kamenski, then eighty years of age, Beuningsen, then six-
ty, and Buxhowden, then fifty-six. The Allies now be-
gan to profit by their exrperience, and in 1809 the Austrian
army was led by the young, active, skilful, and energetic
Archduke Charles; and this campaign, although the com-
mander-in-chief was somewhat fettered by the foolish
projects of the old generals of the Aulic council, and
thwarted by the disobedience of his brother, was never-i
theless the most glorious in the Austriatn annals of the
wars of the Rdevolution.

At the opening of the campaign of 1812 the Emperor
Alexander, young, (only thirty-five,) active, intellig~ent, and
ambitious, had remodelled his army, and infused into it his
own energy and. enthusiastic love of glory. He was him-
self a~t its head, and directed its operations. K~utusof was
for a short time the nominal commander-in-chief, and ex-
hibited an activity unusual at his age, but he was sur-
rounded by younger generals-B3arclay-de-Tolley, and
M/iloradowich, then forty-nine, Wiintzengerode, then forty-
th~ree, Schouvcalof, then thirty-five, and the Archnduke Con-
stantine, then thirty-three,-g~enerals who, at the heads of
their corps, and under the young emperor and his able
staff of young officers, in the two succe~eding campaigns,
rolled baAt the waves of French conquest, and finally
overthrew the French empire. W;ellington, who led the
English in these campaigns, was of the same age as Na-
pdlon, and had been educated at the same time with him
in the military schools of France. The Anstrians were
led by Schwartzenburg, then only about thirty, and the
Prussians by Yorck, Bulow, and Blflcher. The last of
these was then well advanced in life, buzt all his movements
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being directed by younger men,--Scharnhorst and Gneise.
nau,-hlis operations partook of the energy of' his able
chiefs; of sta~ff.

In the campaign of 1815, Napoleon was opposed by the
combinations of Wellington and Gneisenau,'both. younger
men than most of his own generals, who, it is well known,
exhibited, in this camnpaign, less than in former ones, the
ardent energy and restless activity which. had character-
ized their younger days. Never were Napoleon's plants
better conceived, never did his troops fight with greater
bravery; but the dilatory movements of his generals en-
abled his active enemies to parry the blow intended for
their destruction.

In the American war of 1812, wc pursued the same
course as Austria, Prussia, aznd Russia, in their earlier
contests with N~iapoleon, i. e., to supply our armies with
generals, we dug up the Beauliens, the Wurmsers, the
Alvinzis, thne jMelases, the MVacks, the Brunswickis, and the
]Kamenskis of our revolutionary war; but after we had
suffered sufficiently friom the 1-lulls, the Armstrongs, the
Winchesters, the Dearborns, the Wilkinsons, the Ilamp-
tons, and other veterans of the Revolution, xve also changed
our policy, and permitted younger men--the Jacksons, the
Harrisons, the Br-owns, the M~cReas, the Scotts,* the
Ripleys, the Woods, the M'Combs, the WCools, and the
M/illers--to lead our forces to victory and to glory. In

th-e event of another war, 'with any nation capitble of op.
posing to us any thing lik~e a powerful resistance, shall
we again exhume the veterans of former days, and again
place at the head of our armies respectable and aged in-
efficiency; or shall we seeki out youthful enterprise and
acti~vity combined with military science and insti c~tion?
The results of the W~ar, the honor of the country, tijo glory

"' Scott had acquired his military reputation, and attained th~o rank
.f major-general at twenty-eight.
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of our arms, depend, in a great measure, upon the answfer
that will be given to this question.

But it may be asked, how are we to secure this combi-
nation of military instruction and military energy; how
are we to fill the higher grades of our army with young
and active men possessing due military instruction andl
talent? T he question is not a difficult one, and our gov-
eminent can easily attain the, desired object, if it will only
set at work honestly, disregarding ~ll party prejudices
and the mercenary and selfish interests of its own mem-
bers and advisers. Other governments have po~inted out
to us the wa~y. It is this: let merit be the main test for
all appointments and promotions in the army. Let One or
more of the subordinate grades be thrown open to the
youth of the whole country, without distinction as to
birth, or wealth, or politics; let them be ke@pt on proba-
tion in this subordinate grade, and be thoroughly instructed
in all that relates to the military profession; after strict
examination let them be promoted to the vacancies in the
higher grades as rapidly as they shall show themselves
qualified for the duties of those grades, merit and services
being here as elsewhere the only tests.

The first part of this rule is already accomplished by
the M~ilitary Academy. One young man is selected from
each congressional district., on an average,, once in about
two years, the selection being made by the representative
of the district; these young men are made warrant offcers
in the army, and sent to a. military post for instruction;
frequent and strict examinations are instituted to deter-
mine their capacity and fitness for military service; after
a probation of a certain length of time, the best are select-
ed for commission in the army, relative rank and appoint-
ments to corps being mrade strictly with ref'erence to
merit; birth, wealth, influence of political friends--all ex~
traneous Circumstances being excluded from considera
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tion. What can be more truly and thoroughly democratie
than this ? What scheme can be better devised to supply
ourr army with good oflficers, and~to exclude from the mili-
tary establishment the corrupting influence of party poli-
tics, and to prevent commissions in the army from being
given to " the sons of wealthy and influential men, to the
almost total exclusion of the sons of the poor and less in-
fluential men, regardless alike of qualifications and of
merit ?"

Unfortunately for th~e army and for the country this sys-
tem ends here, and all further advancement is made by
mere seniority, or by executive favoritism, the claims of
merit having but little or no further influence. Indeed,
executive patronage is not unfrequently permitted to en-
croach even upon these salutary rules of appointment, and
to place relatives and political friends into the hig~her
ranks of commissioned officers directly fron' civil life,
"regardless alike of q~ualifications and of merit," while
numbers "Lof sons of the poor and less influential men,"
wvho have served a probation of four or five years in military
studies and exercises, and have proved themselves, in some
thirty examinations made by competent boards of military
officers, to be most eminently qjualified f~or commissions,
are passed by in utter neglect!i Our army is much more
open to this kind of favoritism and political partiality, than
that of almost any of the governments of Europe, which
we have been accustomed to regard as aristocratic and
wholly unfriendly to real merit.

In the Prussian service, in time of peace, the govern-
ment can appoint no one, even to the subordinate grade
of ensign, till he has followed the courses of instruction
of the; division or brigade-school of his arm, and ha~a
passed a satisfactory examination. And, " no ensign caii
be promoted to a higher grade till after his promotion hias
been agreed to by the superior board or commission of
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examiners at Berlin, and his name has been placed on th~e
list of those whose knowledge and acquirements (conncds-
sances) render them qualified (a~ptes) for the responsible
duties of their profession. The nomination to the grade
of second-lieutenant is not, even after all these conditions
are fulfilled, left to the choice of the government. Wuhen
a vacancy occurs in this grade, the subaltern officers pre-
sent to the commandant of the regiment a list of three
ensig~ns who have completed their course of study; the
commandant, after takring the advice of the superior offi-
cers of the regiment, nominates the most meritorious of
these three to the king, who makes the appointment."
The government can appoint to the engineers andl artillery
only those who have been instructed as e'l~ves in the
IBerlin school of cadets and the school of artill~ery and en-
g~ineers, and these appointments must be mlade in the
order in which the pupils have' passed their final exami-
nation. In these corps the lieutenants and second cap-
tains can be promoted to a higher grade only after they
have passed a satisfactory examination. No political in-
fluence, nor even royal partiality, can interfere with this
rule.

Even in the arbitrary monarchies of Austria and Rus-
sia it is deemed necessary to subject all military appoint-
ments and promotions, in the peace establishments, to
certain fixed rules. In tbe Austrian army all sub-lieuten-
ants must be taken from the military schools, or the spe-
cially-instructed corps of c~adets and imperial guards ; from
th~is grade to that of captain all promotions are mad~e by
the commandants of regiments and corps on the advice of
the other superior officers. Above the grade of captaia
all nomninations for promotion are made to the emperor by
the Aulic Council, in the order of seniority of rank, except
theKclaimns of superior merit interfere. "'In the Russian
armly," says Haillot,' "no one, not even a prince of the im·
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penral family, can reach the grade of officer till he has
satisfactorily passed his several examinations, or finished
the severe novitiate to wh~ich the cadets in the corps arel
subjected." Promotion beLow the grade of colonel is made
partly by seniority, and partly by merit; above that grade,
by selection alone.

In the British service, rank in the line of the army is
obtained by purchase, and the higher grades are in this
way filled with young men of energy and enterprise; but
this effciency is gained by injustice to the poor man, who
is without the mleanss of purchasing rank. In some re-
spects it is preferable to our ruinous system of exclusive
seniority and executive favoritism, but far more objection-
able than that based on merit. Wi~ellington has recenltly
said that the system of exclusive seniority would soon ut-
terly destroy the efficiency of the army, by preventing
young men from reaching the higher grades. ";At first,"
says an offcer of some distinction in the British navy, in
speakring of promotions in that arm of service, " it certain~
ly looks very hard to see old stagers grumbling axvay their
existence in disappointed hopes; yet there can be little
doubt that the navy, and, of course, the country at large,
are essentially better served by the present systemn of em-
ploying active, young, and cheerful-minded officers, than
they ever could be by any imaginable system by seniority.
It must not be forgotten, indeed, th~at at a certain stage of
the profession, the arrangement by which officers are pro-
moted in turn is already made the rule, and has long been
so: but, by a wise regulation, it does not comne into oper
ation before the rank; of post-captain be attained. Ante
cedent to this point, there must occur ample opportunities
of weeding out those persons, who, if the rule of mere se-
niority were adopted, would exceedingly embarrass the
navy list." W;e fully agree with this writer respecting the
evils of a system of exclusive seniority, but not respecting
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the best means of remnedying these evils. In England, where

the wealthy and aristocratic classes govern the state, they
may very well prefer a system of military appointment
and promotion based exclusively on wealth and political
influence; but in this country we are taught to consider
mnerit as a claim much higher than wealth, or rank, or
privilege.

T'he various changes in the rules of appointment and

promotion in the French service, anld the various results
of these changes, both on th~e character of the army and
the welfare of the state, are so instructive, that we regret
that our limits will not allow us to enter into a fu~ll dis-

cussion of them. Wte can give only a very brief outline.
Previous to the Revolution, military appointment and

promotion were wholly subject to the rules of nobility,
certain grades in the army belonging of right to certain
grades of the noblesse; merit and service being excluded
from consideration. JBut the c~onstituaent assembly changed

this order of things, and established the rule that th~ree-
fourths of the sub-lieutenants be appointed by selection,

after a conzcours, and th~e other qyuarter be appointed from
the sub-o~fficers, alternately by seniority and selection,
without concoucrs; the captains and lieutenants by se-

niority; the colonels and lieutenant-colonels two-thirds
by seniority and one-third by selection; marichzaux-de-
camp and lieutenant-generals one-half by seniority and
one-half by selection. In 1793 the grades were still fur-

ther opened to selection, and in the turbulent times that
followed, a part of them were even thrown open to elec-
tion by the soldiers. Buat in 1795 the combined system
of merit and seniority, with certain improvements, was
testored. In 1796 and the wars that followed, merit was

the only qualification required, and Bonaparte, M~orean,
and other young generals were actually placed in corn-
ma~cnd of their seniors in rank. Military talent and mu-b
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itary ser-vices, not rank, were the recog~nised claims foir
promotion, the baptisdm of blood, as it was called, having
equalized all grades. Bonaparte, in leaving Egypt, paid
no attention to seniority of ranki, but gave the command
to K~leber, who was then only a general of brigade, wvbile
Menou was a general of division. Everybody knows
that on the death of KEleber, General Menon succeeded
in the command; and that Egypt, saved by the selection
of Kleber, was lost by thze seniority of Mienou.

Napoleon formed rules for promotion, both for peace
and war, based on merit. His peace regulations were
much the same as the system of 1795; his field regula·-
tions, however, from the circumstances of the times, were
almost the only ones used: The following extract from
the Rnglement de Camp~agne of 1809, (title XX.,) gives
the spirit of this system :-" The next day after an action
the generals of brigade will present to the generals of
division the names of all such as have distinguished
themselves in a particular manner; the generals of di-
vision will immuediately report these to the commander-
in-chief, and also the names of the generals and superior
officers whose conduct has contributed most to secure
success, so that the general-in-chief may immediately in-
form his majesty."

On the restoration of the Bourbons there were also re-

stored many of the ancient privileges and claims of ranki
by the officers of the maison miitaire du roi, and court fa-
voritism was substituted for merit and service. But the
revolution of 1830 produced a different order of thinlgs.
" The laws now regulate military promotion ; the king can
appoint or promote only in conformity to legal prescrip-·
tions; and even in the exercise of this prerogative, he is
wise enough to restrain himself by certain fixed rules,
which protect him from intrigues, and from the obsessions
of persons of influence, and of party politicians." Would
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thkat the same could always be said of the executive of this
country in making appointments and promotions in the
army .

The existing laws and regulations of the French service
differ slightly for different corps, but the general rule is
as follow~is: No one can be appointed to the grade of ofl-
cer in the army who has not graduated at one of the mili-
tary schools, or has not served at least two years as a sub-
officer in a corps dl'ar~rnee. In time of peace, no one can be
promoted to the rank of lieutenant, captain, or major, (chef-
d'escadrort and chef-de-bataillon,) till he has served two
years in the next lower grade; no one can be made lieua-
tenant-colonel till he has served four years, nor be made
colonel till he has served three years, in the inext lower
grade ; no one can be made marreichal-de-carnp, lieutenant-
general, or marshal of France, till he has served two years
in the next lower grade. These numbers are all dimin-
ished one half in time of war. For the grades of first-
lieutenant and captain, two-thirds of the promotions are
by seniority, and one-third by selection; for the chef-de-
bataillon and chef-d'escadron, one-half by seniority and
one-half by selection ; for all the other grades bsy selection
only. In time of war, one-half of the promotions to the
grades of first-lieutenant and captain are filled by selec=-
tion, and all the promotions to other grades in this way.
For promotion by selection, a list of the authorized candi-
dates for each grade is made out every year by inspectors,
and boards of examiners appointed ad hoc, and the name,
qua"lifications, and particular claim are given of each offi-
cer admitted to the con~cours. The recommendations of

th~ese inspectors and examiners are almost invariably fol-
lowed by the government in its selections. This coin-
bined system~ of seniority and merit secures a gradual pro-
motion to all, and at the same time enables offcers of great
talents and acquirements to attain the higher grades while
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still young and efficient. Mierit need not, therefore, at
ways linger in the subaltern grades, and be held subordi 
nate to ignorance and stupidity, merely because they hap-
pen to be endowed with the privileges of seniority. More-
over, government is precluaded from thrusting its own fa-
vorites iato the higher grades, and placing them over the
heads of abler and better men.

If such a system of appointment were introduced into
our army, and fix~ed by legal enactments, and no one were
allowved to receive a commission till he had either distin-
guished himself in the field, or had passed an examination
before a board of competent of~ficers, we are confident that
better selections would be mnade in the appointments from
civil life than have been within the last ten years by the
present system of political influence. It would scarcely
be possible to makie worse selections.* And if the com-

* T'Po show the working of thlis system of political appointments, we
would call attention to a single fact. On the formation of an additioual
regiment of dragoons in 1836, th~irtm of its officers were appointed from
civil life, and only four from the graduates of the Military Academy.
Of those appointed to that regiment fr~om civil life, twenty-two have
already been dismissed or resigned, (most of the latter to save them-
selves from being dismissed,) and ouly eight of the whole thirty political
appointments are now left, their places having been mainly supplied hy
graduates of the ~Military Academy.

In case of anot~her increase of our military establishment, what course
will our government pursue ? W~ill it again pass by the meritorious young
offcers of our army,---graduates of thle Military Acadeiuy,--who halve
spent tenl or twelve of the hest years of their life: in qualifyring themselves
for the higher duties of their profe~sson, and place over their heads ci-
vilians of less education and inferior character-men totally ignorant of
military duties, mere pothouse politicians, and the base hirelings of party,
--those who screech the loudest in favor of party measures, and de-
grade themselves the most in order to serve party e~nds ?--and hy thus
devoting the army, like the custom-house and post-office, to political
purposes, will it seek to increase that vast patronage of the executive~
which is already debasing individual morality, and destroying the na-·
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bined system of seniority and examination were pursued
in prom'ot'ing the suiballerns already in service, it certainly
would produce less injust~ice, and give greater efficiency
to the army, than the present one of exclusive seniority
and brevet rank, obtained through intrigue and political
influlence, or high military appointments bestowed as a re-
ward for dirty and corrupt party services. As a military
maxim, secure efficiency, by limiting the privileges of ratn/;
exclu~de favoritism;a, by givuing the power of selection to boards
of competent officers, totally indepenldent of party politics.
Such a system has been for some time pursued in the med-
ical department of our army; it has produced the most
satisfactory results; stupidity, ignorance, and aged ineffi-
ciency have been overslaugkhed, and will soon entirely dis-
appear from that corps ; they have been replaced by young
men of activity, talent, character, intelligence, and great
professional skill. Is it less important to have competent
military officers to command where the lives of thousands,
the honor of our flag, the safety of the country depend upon
their judgment and conduct, than it is to have competent
surgeons to attend the sick and the w~unded?

We wish to call particular attention to this subject. It
deserves attention at all times, but at the prese~nt moment
it more especially demands a close and candid considera-
tion. The higher grades of our peace establishment are
now filled with men so far advanced in life that, in case
of an increase of the army, many of them must uzndoubt-
edly be either passed over, or put on a retired list. Soon-
er or later some change of this kind will undoubtedly be
made. It is demanded by the good of service, even in
Lime of peace ; and in time of war, it will be absolutely

tional character? Sho0uld any administration of the governlment be so
unmindful of the interests and honor of the country as to again pursue
such a course, it is to be hoped that th~e sword of political justice wifL
not. long slumber in its scabbard.
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necessary to the success of our arms.* But the great
danger is that the change may be made for the worse-.
that all the appointments andc promotions to the higher
grades will be made through political influe~nce, thus con-
verting the army and navy into political engines. Let
proper measures be taken to prevent so dangerous a re-
sult; let executive patronage in the army be limited by
wholesdme laws, like those in France and Prussia; and
let military merit and services, as determined by boa~rds
of competent military officers, be the only recognised
claims to appointment and promnotion, thus giving to the
poor and meritorious at least an eqjual chance with the
man of wealth and the base hireling of party. In actual
service the system of exclusive seniority cannot exist; it
would deaden and paralyze all our energies. Taking ad-
vantage of this, politicians will drive us to thle opposite
extreme, unless the executive authority be limited by
wholesome laws, based on the just principles of merit and
se~rmee.

But the importance of maintaining in our military or-
ganization a suitable system -of military instruction is not
confined to the exig~encies of our actual condition. It
mainly rests upon the absolute necessity of having in the
country a body of men who shall devote themselves to
the cultivation of military science, so as to be able to com-
pete with the military science of the tra~nsatlantic powers.
It is not to be expected that our citizen seldiery, however
intelligent, patriotic, and brave they may be, can make

* E~ven at the present moment, in ordering troops to Texas, where
immediate and active service is anticipated, it is fonud necessar~y to
breakr up regiments and send only the yonng and efficient officerB
into the field, leaving most of the higher officers behind with mere
nominal commands. Very many of the offcers now in Texas are
acting in capacities far above their nominal grades, but without receiv-
bige the rauk, pay, and emoluments duo to their services.
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amny very great progress in military studies. TPhey have
neither the time nor opportunities for such pursuits, and if
they cans acquire a practical acquaintance with elementary
tactics--the mere alphabet of the military art-it is as
much as can reasonably be expected of them. As a, gen-
eral rule, the militia are individually more capable and in~-
telligent than the men who compose a regular army. But
they must of necessity be inferior in. practical professional
knowle dge.

Technidal education is necessary in every pursuit of
life. It is possible that the lawyer may succeed in some
particular cases without a knowledge of law, but he will
probably have few clients if he remain igfnorant of the
laws and precedents that govern the courts. The un-
learned chemist may succeed in performing some single
experiment, but his progress will be slow and uncertain if
he neglect to makre himself familiar with the experiments
and discoveries of his predecessors.

Learning, when applied to agriculture, raises it from a
mere mechanical drudgery to the dignity of a science. By
analyzing the composition of the soil we cultivate, we learn
its capacity for improvement, and gain1 the power to stimu-
late the earth to the most bountiful production. I-low dif-
ferent the results attending the labors of the intelligent
agriculturist, guided by the lamp of learning, from those
of the ignorant drudge who follows the barren formula of
traditional precepts! A s applied to manufactures and the
mechanical arts, learning develops new powers of labor,
and new facilities for subsistence and enjoyment. Personal
comforts of every kiind are greatly increased, and placed
within the reach of the humbler classes; while at the same
time the "appliances of art ~are made to minister to the
demands of elegant taste, and a, higher moral culture."
As applied to commerce, it not only greatly increases thle
facilities for the more general diffusion of civilization and
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knowledge, but is also vastly influential in harmonizing
the conflicting interests of nations.

Nor is learning less humanizing and pacific in its in-
fluence when applied to the military art. " Durinr thle
dark ages which followed the wreck of the Roman power,
the military science by which that power had been reared,
was lost with other branches of learning. WVhen learning
revived, the military art revived with it, and contribuated
not a little to the restoration of the empire of mind over
that of brute force. Then, too, every great discovery in
thle art of war has a life-saving and peace-promoting in-
fluence. The effects of the invention of gunpowder are
a familiar proof of this remark; and the same principle
applies to the discoveries of modern times. By perfecting
ourselves inr military science, paradoxical as it may seem,
we are therefore assisting in the diffusion of peace, and
hastening on the approach of that period when swords
shall be beaten into ploughshares and spears into pruninlg
hooksi;."
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SINrCE the first edition of this work was published, two important
w~ars have been commenced and terminated-that between the United
States and the Republic of Mlexico, and that between Russia and the
WTestern Powers of Europe--and another is now being waged between
France and AustriaL, upon the old battle fields of Northern Italy. In
issuing a new edition of these Elements of Mlilitary Art and Science, it
is deemed proper to r~efer to these wars, and to apply the principles
here discussed to the military operations carried on -in Mexico and in
the Cr~imea. It is prdposed to do this in the form of N~otes to the sev-
eral Chapters. The war in Italy being still undetermined, and the de-
tails of th:e several battles which have already been fought being but
imperfectly known, it is obviously improper to attempt to criticize their
strategic character or tactical arrangement.

H. Wf. H.,
Naw YoRKZ, Ju~l, 1859.

NOTE TO0 CHAPTERt IL-STRABTEGY.

In the inv~asion of Mfexico, the United States formed four
separate armies, moving on Jfbur distinct lines of oper·atwn:12
1st. The "'Army of the West,"' under General I earny, mov-
ing from St. Louis on New M~exico and California; 2d. The
C'L Bmy of the Centre,"' under G;eneral Wool, moving from San
Antonio die Bexar on Chihuahua; 3d. The "A rmy of Occupa-

tin"on the Rio Grand&, under Gieneral Taylor, moving from
C~orpus Christi on M~atauibas, Miionterey, and Saltillo; and 4th.
The "M 7·ain Army," under Genleral Scott, moving fromn Vera
Cruz on the capital of M~exico.

The Armyr of the We~c~t, under General Kearny, moved
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uapon a separate andl distinct line of operationss, blaving noa

strategic relat~ions to the other three; its objects wrere the con
quest and occupation of Naew M~exico and U~pper California.
TFhe first was realdily· accomplished; hutL the gencra~l then de-
tached so large at force to operate on Chihu~ahua after the diver-
sion of Woosl's cohimn, that his expedition to Califor~nia must

halve utterly failed writhout the £ssietance of the naval forces in
t&he Patcific.

Thec li es of Tatylor aznd Tiool werer evridentlyr ill chosena,

being so distant as to a-fford the enemy an oppor~tunlity to takte
a central position be-tween thelm. Fortunately BWool. pr~oceeded
no fuTrthler than Mionc'lovar and then -turned off to occupy Prarratts,

thus cominig under -the immlediazte command of G~eneralZ Taylor.
The latter fought th~e ba~ttles of Palo Alto and Raesacaz do Ia

Pallma, and siustained2 thie siege of Fort Brow-~n; then cr~ossing
the ilo Grand~me at Ma~tainoras, he captur~cd M~onterey, and,
forming a juznctionm with Wifool, defeated the army of Santa

Anna at lBucna VBista. Trhis battle ended the camlpaign, w~hich,

however briliantlyr cond~ucted, wc7as entirely without strategic
results.

Scott landed his army near the Island of Sacrificios wit'hout

opposition, and inmmediat~ely invested Vera, Cruz, which sur-
rend~ered after a shor·t siege and bomnbardment. Ha~ving thus
secured his base! he urn iediately advtanced to the city of Puebl~a,
meetin~g and defe~atling the army of Santa Annai at Cerro Gordo.
Remanining somne -time at Puebla to0 reinforce his a~rmyr, he ad6-
vainced into the vkalley of Mexico, and after the brilliant v7ic-

tories of Contreras, Ch urubusco, M~olino dcl Rey, and Chamul-
tepeec, catptured the city and terminated the war.

W~ith respc~t to tbe double line of operations of Taylor anld

Scott~, it may be suffricient to remark, that Santat Anna, fr~om
his central position, foug~ht, with the samne troops, the ba~tt~les
of Buena Vista and Cerr~o Gordo. It should also he remarkledl,

that the line of operations of the army of the IRio G~rande wa·Ls

not approved by either Scott or Taylor, nor, it is be~lievedl, by

any other offcer of our army. Scott's line of operation~s, how-
ever, was8 truly strategic, and in turning the Mexrican flank by
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LakIe Ohalco and the Pedregal, he exhibited the skill of a great
general.

The war in the Crimea, from the limitedi extent of the.
theatre of operations, afIforded but little opportunity for the
display of strategic skill on either sidie. Nevertheless, the
movements of both parties, prior to the investment and siege

of Sebast~opol, are fair subjects for mnilitatryr criticism writh re-

spect to the plans of operation.
When the allies landed their troops at the Oldl Fort, three

plans wrere open for the 6onsideration of the Russian general:
1st. To destroy or· close the harbors of Balakiava, K~amiesch,

Kazatch and Strelitzka, and, garrisoning Sebastopol with a

strong force, to occupy writh the rest of his army the strong,
plateaux south of ·the city, and thus force the allies to besiege

the strong works on the north. 2"d. Hasving closed the harbors
on the south, and secured Sebastopol from being carried by the

assault of any detachment of the allies, to operate on their

left flank~, annoying and harassing them with his Cossacks,
and thus delay them many days in the diffiult andl precazrious

position w~hich they would have occulpied. 3d. To advance
with his whole force and offer them batt~le at the Alma. The

last and least advantageous of these plans was adopted. and as

the garrison of Sehastopol, during the battle, consisted of only
four battalions and the sailors of the ~fleet, it might, considering
the wveakness of its work~s, have been easily carried boy a de-
ta~chment of the allied forces.

For the allies at tlhe Alma two plans presented themselves:
1st;. To tnrn the Russian left, cut him off from SebastLopol, and

occupy that city in force. 2d. To turn the Russian right, and,
throwcing him back upon Sebastopol, cut him off from all exter-
nal succor. Neith~er platn was fully carried out. The column of

Genera~l Bosquet turned the Russian left and decided his re-
·tr-eat; but no strategic azdvantagSe was takenz of the victcory.
The battle was fought on th~e 20th~ of Septemnber, and9 by noon

of the 26th the allies had only advanced to the Btalbeck, a dtis-
tance of a little more than ten miles in six days!i On the 27th

they regained their communication with the ~fleet at Balaklsava
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without attempting to occupy Sebastopol, and having expos&1
the~mselves to des-truction by an ill-conducted ~flank march. For-
tunately for the allies, the Russians failed to avail themselves
of the advantages which th'e enemy had thus gratuitoulsly af-
forded. The fleet having entered the open harbor of Balaklava,
the allies now commenced the labor of lannding and movin~g up
their siege material and of opening their trenches, while the
Russians prepared their fortiftications on the south of Sebasto-
pol for resisting the operations of that g~igantic siege which
stands writhout a parallel in history.

NOTE TO CHIAPTER IJII-FonTIrIcATeoNs.

In the war betwieen the United·States and M~exico, the latter
had no fortifications on her land frontiers, and, with the single
exception of Vera Cr'uz, her harbors were entirely destitute of
defensive works. The Americans, therefore, had no ohstacles
of this ktind to overcome on three of their lines of operation;
and, when Scot~t had reduced Verat Cruz, his line of march was
open to the capital. M'oreover, nearly every seaport on the
Gulf and Pacific coast fell into our hands wvithout a blow.
H~ad the landing of Scott been pr~operly opposed, and Vera
Cruz been strongly~ fortified and well defended, it wrould have
been taken only after a long and di-fficul~t siege. Moreover, had
the invading armny encounater~ed strong and well-defended for~tifi-
cations on the line of march to Mi~exico, the war would. neces-
sarily, have been prolonged, and possihuly with a different result.

T'he Russiatn fortifica-tions in the Ba~tltic prevented the allies
from attcempting; any serious operations in that qluarter, and
those in the Black Sea, confined thle war to a single point of the
Ilferacleidan Chersonese. H~ad Russia relied exclusively upon
her fleet to prevent a mar~time descent, and left Sebastopol
entirely uandefendled by fortifications, how difihrent had been
thre resnit of t~he Cr~imean wtar.

This subject will he ailluded to again in the Notes on Sea.
coast Defences, and Permanent Fort~ifications.
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NAOTE TO C~HlAPTER IV.-Loeis~rcs.

The war in Mlexico exhibited, in a striking manner, our
superiorityl over the enemy in this branch of the military art.
N'o army was bebter supplied than ours in all matters of sub-
sistence, clothing, medical and hospital stores, and in means of
transportation. Two points, however, are worthy of remark in
this connection : 1st. The great waste of material, w-hich resulted

fromt the employment of raw troops undier short enlistmen-ts,
and comnmanded by officers appointedt from civil life, who were
without experience, and destitute of military instruction; and,

2d. The immense expense of transportation. which was due in
part to the aibove cause and in part to the employment, in the

adminis-trative departments, of civilians who were utterly ign~-
rant of the rules and routine of mrilitary service. TPhis war
was conducted on the system of magazines and provisions
car~riedl in the train of the army, or purchased of the inhabitants
and regularly paid for, forced requisitions being seld7om resorted
to, and then in very moderate quantities. The wrisdom of this
plan was proved by the general good order and discipline of
our troops, and the general good-will of the non-combatatzm
inhabitants of the country which was passed over or occupied
by the army.

The war in the Crimea proved most conclusively the vast

superior~ity of the French administrative system. over that of
the Enf~lish--of the military over a civil organization of the
administrative corps of an army. The French troops before
Sebatstopol were regularly, cheaply, and abundantly supplied
with every requisite of provisions, clothing;, munitions, medtical

stores, military utensils, and, hospitabl anld camp eqjuipag~es;
while the EnglIish army, notwithstanding an immense expendi-
ture of money, was often paralyzed in its operations by the
wannt of pr~oper military material, andi not unfrequently was
dest~itute of even thle necessaries of life.

Instead of profiting by this lessen, the recent tendency~ of

our own government has been (especially in supplying the
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army in Utah) to imitate the sad example of the Eng~is'h, and
to convert the supplyling of our armies into a system of political
patronage to he used for party purposes.. I f fuxlly carried out,
i~t must necessarily result in the ruin of the army, the robboery
of the treasury, and the utter corruption of the governm~ent.

NTOTEi TO CHAPTER YT.-TacTIcs.

The war in Mexico, from the small number of troops eng~aged,
and the peculiar character of the ground in most cases, afforded
but few opportunities for the display of that skrill in the tactics
of battle which has so often determined the victory upon the
great fields of Europe. Nevertheless, the historyT of that war
is not without useful lessons in the use which may be made of
the several arms in the attackr and defence of positions. The
limit assigned to these N~otes will admit of only a few brief
remarks upon these battles.

The affairs of Palo Al-to and Resaca de Ia Palma proper~ly
constitute only a single battle. In the first, which w~as vir~tually
a cannonade, the lines were nearly parallel, and Arista's change
of front to an obliqlue position during the engagement, was
followed by a corresponding movement on the part of General
Tatylor. Being made sensible of the superiority of the Arneri=
can artillery, the Mlexican general fell back upon the Ravine of
Resaca de lat Palma, drawing up his troops in a concave line to
suit the physical character of the ground. The Americans
attacked the whole line with skirmishers, and with dragoons
supported by light artilleryT, ~and the chatr~e of a heavy co~lumn
of infantry decided the victory. General Taylor'si operations
at M~ronterey partook more of the nature of an azttack upon an
intrenched position than of a regular battle upon the field.
Nuo doubt Worth's movement to the right had an important
influence in deciding the contest, buit the separation of his
column fr~om the main body, by a dlistance of some five miles,
was, to say the least, a most hazardous operation. The le. -
icanrs, however, took no advantage of th~e opening to operate
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betemecn the separate masses into wvhich the Aimericanl aLrmy
ass divided. T'he loss which ~the Mexicans in~ficted upon us

resulted more fr~om the strengt~h of ~their position than from
any' sklfXul use of their defensive w~orks. In the ba~ttle of
Buena Vista-, the efforts of Santa Alnna w~ere principallyT directed
to turningr the APmerican left, If he had concentrat~ed his mnmses 
more u on the centr~e at the plateatu, the success gained in
the early part of the contest wvould probably have been decisive.
'The Amuericana righ~t at L;a, A~ngostura wbas m-ade alm-iost inacces-
sible by the deep ravines in its frornt, and the J ilful use mazde
of the artiller~y from this point enabled Gener~al Tayz.Slor to gain
the victory, even after his left had boeen completely turned, and
a portion of thl~e volunteers had actually flied from~ the field.

The mzannesr in which Scott hanadled his troops in the various
battles on his line of march ~from Vera Cr~uz to the capital,
proved himr to be one of the best g~enerits of the age. At
Cerro Gordo he so completely turned Santa Anna's lefte as to
cut off his line of retreat, and nearly destroyed his army, the
general himself barelTy escaping capture. Thte turning of
Valenciat's position by the village of San Geronimo, at the
battle of Contreras, and the c ar~ge by Riley:'s columns of
infa~ntlry, were movements well planned and a~dmirably executed,
as were also the rapid pursuit of Saanta Anna to Ch!urubuIsco,
and the flalnk and rear attacks Iby the br~igades of P~ierce and
Shields. T'he victory of Moloino dcl R~ey was mostsly2 won with
the muskret, wcithout veryr material alssistance fr~om heavy 'rtil-.
lery, and was one of the most brilliant but dear~ly boug9ht
achievements of the war. The assalult; upon Chalpultep~ee was
preceded byr .a long and beavy catnnonazde, which produced a
decided mnoratl effect upon1 the enemy; and greatly fa~cilitated the
assault.

Wllith resp7ectt to the battles of the Crimmfn wa~rP only that
o-f the Alma, is subhject to tile tactical criticism of or~din~aryr ht-
·tlcs; th;~ose of lBalak!ava, In~kerman, an~d the Tehemnazyd, erveP
of the nazture of sortiies madte to prevent an asslault of the unfin-
ished wttorks of defence, and to prolong the operattions of the
siege. They must therefore be judged as such, and not nccord~
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ing to the ordinary rules applicable to contests in the open field.
A4t th~e battle of the Alma the Russians were attackied in
posif on, thle tw~o lines of battle being nearly parallel. Accor~d-
ing to the originatzl plan of attack, thle TIurk~s and Bosqunet's
divb-ion w'as to turn thle Ru!ssianr left, while th~e main atta~ck wa,2s
made upon the centre. But, on account of thle division of corm-
mandl in the allied armlly, th;1ere was no concert of a(ction. The
heavy c~olumn of Bosqluet probsably decided the victor~y, although
the batt'cle was general throughout the whole line. The English
army advanced in columns of brfigadles at deploying distances,
its right connected with the French, and its left protected by a
line of skiirmnishers, of cavalry and horse artillery. With
respect to the f~ormation and use of troops in the other battles,
it may be remarked that the chargSe of the English light cavalry
at B~alaklava was apparently without necessity or object, and
led to its inevitable destruction. In the battle of Jakterman
the Russians directed their· main attack upon the Eng~lish right
and centr~e, with false attacks upon the French left and towasrds
Balakiaava. But these false attacks, as is usual in such cases,
were not conducted with sufficient ener~gy an~d decision, and
Bosquet was thus enab~led to perceive the real in~tentions of
the enemy upon thle English por~tion of the line and move to
its assistance. hl\oreover, thle mains bodly of the Rtussians
moved in too heavy and unwieldyS masses, wrhich exposed
them to ter~rible losses, and rendered impossibole a rapid and
effective deployment of their numerical force. TPhe same
criticism is applicable to* their formation at the battle of
the Tchernaya.

NSOTE T3CO CHAPQTERC 'VI.-M~Ea~s or NTATIO~NAL DEFENOCE

On the inv~asion of Meilxico by the United States, the former
republic had a large army of tolerably g~oodl troops, though badly
otficered, still worse equipped, and almost (lestitute of proper
military stores; but she was entirely wanting in two important
elements of national defence-fortificationzs and a navy. HeIr
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weakness was shown by the rapid anld easy conquest of almost
the entire country.

W7e! have alrealdy remarked that the fortifications of Russia
confined the theatre of war to a single point of the Crimeai, and
imnited the military operations of the allies to the prolonged
and only partially successful siege of Sebastopol.

NTOTE TO CHAPTER VHI.-SEA-COAST DEFENCES.

Allusion has already been made to the weakness of M~exico,
resulting from her want of sea-coast defences, as shown by the
war between tha~t republic and the United States. This

wouldi have been still more manifest; had she possessed any thin~g
like a comnmer~cial marine, exposed to capture by our nava1

forces. As it was, the M~exicatn war afforded not a single con-
test between ships and forts, no opposition heing made to the
occitation of: Mexican ports by our naval force. The only
coast defence, thg'castle of San Juan d'Ulloa, wras not attacked,
hut after the homhardment and capture of Vera Cruz, it sur-·
rendered wTithout a blow.

The Crimean war, on the contrary, exhibited in a most
marked degree the importance of a well-fortified sea-coast.
Nuotw~ithstanding the immense ~force of the combined fl~eets of

England and FraLnce, no naval attack was made upon either
Cronstadt or Seh~astopol, and the large naval f~orce of R~ussia
proved utterly useless as a defence against a maritime descent;.
There was, indeed, a simulachre of a "Lnaval cannonade " on the
latter place on the 17th o~f October, 1854, intend~ed as a diiver-
sion of the attention and strength of the garrison from the

land side, wh~ere the real struggle for predominance was going
on between the besieged and the besiegers. The inutility of

this attempt wras so manifest that no serious naval attack was
undertak~en, notwithstanding that the allies were ready to bring
to bear upon thle ant~iquated and ill-armed Russian workts the
most powerful naval armaments the world had ever seen.

The results of this " simnulachre of a naval cannonade," as it
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has been called, is worthy of' note. The details are takren from
Major Barnard's able pamphlet on "'The Dangers and Defences
of N\ew Yorkr," and Commander Dah-lgren's interestingr and
yaluab~le work on %'~hells; and Shell Gruns."

" The'allied fleet consisted of 14 French, 10 British, and 2 Turkish
ships-of-the-line (some few of which had auxiliary steam power), and a
number of side-wheel steamers to tow these; and carried in all about
2,500 guns. It was opposed by about 280 guns from the works. The
fleet kept itself (in general) at a respectable distance (fr~om 1500 to 2000
yards); too far to inflict any material injury with its armament (32-
pounders, with a moderate proportion of 8-inch shell-guns) upon the
work]s ;-too far to receive much from the inefficient armament of the
Russian works.

The only exception to this remark applies to the detached English
sqjuadr~on nuder Sir Edmund L~yons, consisting of the nA'enzemnonz,
Senspereil, London, A1'ethusa, and Albion, the first-named of which
vessels took a position at 750 or 800 yards from For~t Constantine, while
the others stretched alon,,, at about the same distance from Fort Con.
stantine, the 'W~asp Tower,' and ' Telegraph Batteryr.' Dahlgren de-
scribes the result as follows:-

"' The Agvuneinno~n was very seriously maltreated, though ndt to
such an extent as to impair her power of battery or engiue. She was
on fire several times; was struckr by 240 shot or shells; and, singrular
to say, only lost 29, wvhile her second, just by, lost 70 men. The Albion
suffered still more, anid in an hour was towed out crippled, and on fire
in more than one place, with a loss of 81 men. The crews of the _lon~~-
d~on and Arelleusee fared rather better, but the ships nearly as ill; and
they too remained in station but a little time after the Aliiont. The
Q~ueen was driven off soon after she got into her new position, in great
danger; and the Rodney had the bare satisfaction of getting aground
and afloat after experiencing some damage.

"'The value of the small works on the catpe and bluffs,, was clearly
defined in these results; being above the, dense cloud of smoke that
enveloped the ships and the lower forts, their aim was not embarrassed,
while the seamen labored under the difficulty of firing, with an incon-
venlient elevation, at objects that they saw but seldom, and then hut
dimly and briefly. As a consequence, three line-of-hattle ships and a
frigate were driven off very shortly and in great peril, and a fourth
badly cut up; while the Agememnonz lay opposed to one of the heaviest
sea-forts with two tiers of casemates, and at the end of five hours came
*off wit~h comparatively little loss.'

" Whatever superiority of' effect the batteries on the, heights may
havpe had (and we have so few details about these works that we can
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draw no sure conclusion: from this mere naked statement of damages

received by the vessels), it evidently was not for want of being hit often

enoug~h (smoke or no smoke),, that the Agaernonon escaped with so

little injury. She ' was struck by 240 shot and shells;' aud it iy ouly

due to the inc ficiency of the projectiles by which she was struck, that
she wats not destroyed.

"WTcith respect to the dama~ges received by Fort Coustautiue, Dahi-
gren says:

"' LThe distance of the Agamzemnont and ~Sc~qperel~e: fr~om1 Fort Con-

stantiue (17th October, 1854l), was assumed to be about 800 yards ; Lord

Raglan states it to have been rather less. These two ships could bring

to bear about 87 guns, and the firing from them pr~obably lasted some
four hours. There can be no doubt that it luflicted much damage, for

the Russian Commander-in-chief admits it in his officiazl report; but not

snfflcieut to impair the strength of the masonry, and far short of effect-
ing a breaich in it.

"'At IBomarsund, the results were rather different -Trhr·ee 32-

pounders of 42 cwt. (guns of inferior weight), were landed from a ship's

spar deck, and placed in battery at 950 yards from the North Tower--

the masonry of good quadli-ty and 5h feet thick. In eight hours, the wall

between two emubrasures wats cut through from top to bottom, offer~ing

a practicable breach, to effect which 487 shot and 45 shells were fired,

being at the rate of one round from the battery in rather less than a

minute; or, from each gun, one in 2~ minutes. The Tower surren-
dered.

"'It seems almost incr~edible that three pieces should be able to

accomnplish fully that which eighty-seven pieces utterly failed to do, the

distances from the object being· alike-particularly when it is considered

that many of the latter were of greater calibre, and most of them

employed much heavier charges where the calibres were similar. The

guns of the ship, if fired at the same rate as those of the battery, which
was not unusually rapid (one round in two and thr~ee-fourth minuites),

would have discharged some seven thousand seven hundred shot and

shel~ls in the course of the four hours, supposing no ihterruption; a

numlber which, if properly applied, would appear, from the results of

three guns, to have been sufficient to breach the wall of the fort in four-

teen places; whereas they did not effect a single br~each, which is abun-

dant pr~oof of the lack of accuracy. They must either have been

dispersaed over the sprface of the fort, or else missed it altogether, and
this could have been due only to a want of the precicion w~hich was

attained by the battery. The const~antly preferred complaint of motion

in the ships was not to be urged, bJecanuse on the day of cannonadingr

Sebastopol, there was scarcely a breath of wind, and the ships were too

large to be easily moved by the swell; un~less ver~y considerable. Tb. t
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the fort did no greater damage to the ships than it received from them,
proves no more than that its fire was quite as illy directed, and ths
calibres too low. It is said that the Agaeorenno~n was struckr in the hull
by two hundred and forty shot and shells, which must have been hut a
small portion of what w~as fired, though sufficient to he decisive, if, as
already observed, the calibre had been heavier.' "

h~ere, then, a number of projectiles ·thrown from the ship~s,
which were sufficient, had they been thrown from a land bat-
tery, according to the result at Bomarsund, to produce fourteen
practicable breaches, failed not only to produce a single breach,
but even "to impair the strength of the malsonry."'

TPhe reason of this is obvious. Thatt de,.ree of precision of
fire by wYhich a breach is effected by a land battery is utterly
unattainable from a floating str~ucture, for the motion of the
water, even in the calmest days, is quite sufficient to prevent
accuracy of aim at an object; at a distance, as in this case, of
seven and eight hundred yards.

With respect to the action of the shot and shells upon the
Agamemnzon, it is to be remarkied that we havte as yet had no
fair trial of the power of the fire of modern shell-guns of large
calibre from land batteries against ships of wvar. The Russians
had some of them in their fleet;, and aIt Sinope, with their shell-
guns, they blew up two Turkish frigates i~n yfifteen mzinutes.
It does not appear that in the Crimein waer they had yet pro-
vided their fortifications with the moder~n armaments, for where
shells were thrown from their sea-coast batteries, they were in
every1 instance of inferior calibrfe.

With respect to the naval attack upon Kginburn, which has
been referred to as showing the importance of floating batteries
as an auxiliary to ships in reducing harbor dlefences, we have
no official reports of the Russians from which to derive atccur~ate
information of the str~ength of the works attacked. Dahigren,
drawing his information from the official accounlts of th~e "LEnglish
and Fr·ench admirals,"g descr~ibes the works and thei~r location
las followts -

"'The Bong and the Dnieper issue into a large basin, formed partly
by the projection of the main shore, partly by a long narr~ow strip ol
sand-beach, whiek contiuues froni it and takes a north-westerly direetion
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until it passes the promoutor~y of Otchakov, where it terminates, and
from which it is separated by the channel, whereby the waters of the
estuatry empty iuto t~he Blazck Sea.

"'The distance between the spit or extremity of this tongute and the
Point of O~chakov, or the main shore opposite, is about two miles; but
the water is too shoal to admit of the passage of large vessels of war,
except in the narrow chaunel that runs nearest to the spit and its ndr·th-
emn shore. Here, theref~ore, are placed~ the works designed to comma~nd
the entrance. They are three in number. Near the extreme point oft
the spit is a covered battery built of logs, which are filled in and ovr~r
laid with sand,--pierced for eighteen guns, but mounting only ten.

" 'Advancing further along the beach is a circular redoubt, connected
with the spit battery by a covered way. This work, built of stone,
and riveted with turf, is open, and said to be the most substantial
of the three; it has eleven cannon, and within is a funrace for heating
shot.

"'Further on, and where the beach has widened considerably, is
Fort Kinburn, a square bastioned work, extendin~ to the sea on the
south, and to the waters of the estuary on the north. It is casemated
in part, thon,,h but few of these embrasures were armed,-its chief force
being in the pieces en berlette, and some nine or tenl mor~tars. The
masonry, though solid, is represented by an eye-witness not to be bomb-
proof, and so dilapidated by age that the mortar was falling out from
the interstices, leaving the stone to disinte,,rate. The interior space
was occupied by ranges of wooden buildings, slightly constructed and
plastered over.

"'This fort is said to be armed with sixty pieces. The English
admiral states, that all three of the works mounted eighty-one guns and
mortars. The calibres are not given officially, but stated in pr~ivate
letters to be 18-pounders and 32-pounders.' "

" The above description will quite justify the further remarki as to
these works:-

"'They were infer~ior in every respect, and manifestly incapable ot
withstanding any serious operation by sea or land. The main fort was
particularly weak in desian, and dilatpidated; all of them were ludifler-
ently armed and garrisoned.'"

"So mluch for the works. As to the character of the armament
brought to the assault, the same authority~ sazys:

"'The allied f~orce was admirably adapted to the operation, em-~
bracing every description of vessel, from the largest to the smallest,
and all propelled by steam. There were screw-liners, and like vessels
of inferior class, side-wheel steamers, screw gunboats, floating-batteries;
mlortar-vesselss, etc., each armed in what was considered the? most ap.
proved manner.' Andt this truly formidable na~val force carried 6eside.
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'some thousand troops' on board, all designed to attack these 'dilapi.
dated' works of Kinhurn.

"W~Cithout going into the partionlars, we simply give Dahlgrren's ac-
count of the affair:

"('The French fioatingr-batteries (Devastationa, Love, and Tilotnneete)
steamed in to make their first essay, anchoring some six or seven hun-
dred yards off the S. E. bastion of Fort Kiuhburn, and at 93.20 opened
fire, sipported by the mortar-vessels, of which six were English, by
the gon-boats, five French and six English, and by the steamer Odim,
16.

"'The heavy metal of the floatin -batteries (said to be twelve 50-
pounders on the broadside of each) soon told on the walls of the for~t;
and the vertical -fire was so good that thle French adimiral attributed to
it, in great part, the speedy surrenlder of the place. The gun-boats also
made good ricochet practice, which was noticed to be severe on the
barbette batteries.

"'The Russian gunners, in nowise daunted by this varied fire, plied
their gunls rapidly in return, directings their attention chiefly to the
floating-batteries, which were nearest~.

"'Exactly at noon, the admirals steamed in with the Royeal Albert
121, Algier~s, 91, Agaemosesue, 90, and Pe-ineess Jl~oyel,90, with the four
French liners iu close order, taking position in line, raugin gN.W/. aud
S. E., about one mile from the fort, in twenty-eight feet water.

"'At the same time, a sqluadron of steam-frigattes, nuder Reatr-
Admir~als Stewart and Pellion, dashed in through the passage to the
basin, opening fire on the spit and central batteries in passing, and anu-
choring well inside of Fort Nicholaziev and Otchakov. The attack sea-
ward was completed by the Acre!, 100, Ceregoe, 30, TribuLne, 30, and
Spleynx, 6, opening on the central battery; while the Helnssibel, 91,
Daun·tle~ss, 24, and Terrible, 21, assailed that on the spit. To this storm
of shot and shells, the Russians could not reply long. In the spit bat-
tery, the sand falling through between the logs, displaced by shot and
shells, choked the emb~rasures, and blocked up the guns. In the fort,
the light wooden buildings were in flbmes at an early hour; then tnue
walls began to crumble before the balls which came from every quarter,
front, flankr, and rear; and as the guns were disabled successively, the
return became feeble, until few were in condition to be fired, the central
redoubt alone discharging single guns at long intervals. The Russian
commander, however, made no sign of surrender; but the admirals,
seeing that his fire had ceased, and further defence was unavailing,
hoisted the white flag at 1.35 r. 3s., upon wvchich the w~orks were given
up on h mnorable terrms.

"'The garrison consisted of about fourteen hundred men; their loss
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is differently stated,--the French admiral says eighty w~ounded,--
another, forty-three killed and one hundred and fonrteen wounded.

"'The English suffered the least, having hnt two men wounded;
besides two killed and two wounded in the Ar·row, hy the burstina of
her two 68-pounder Lancaster guns.

"'The superiority of the allied vessels in number and calibre of
ordnance was very decided; they must have had at least six hundred
and fifty pieces in play, chiefly 32-pounders, and 8-inch shell guns, with
a fair proportion of 68-pounders and mortars, besides the 30-pounders
of the French floating hatteries. To which the Russians could only
reply with eighty-one cannon and mortars, and no guns of heavier
calihre than 32-pounders, while many were lower. The great disparity
in olffensive power was not compensated to the works hy the advantage
of commanding position, the Russian fort and redoubt heing npou
nearly the same level with the ships' hatteries, and also very deficient
in proper str~ength. On the other hand, the depth of water did not
allow the liners to approach nearer than one mile; and thus their fire
was hy no means so intense as it would have heen at shorter range.

"'This was the sole occasion in which the floating hatteries had an
opportunity of proving their endurance; which was the qjuest~ion of
most importance, as no one could doubt the effect of long 30-pounders,
or 68-pounders, when brought within a few hundred yards of masonry,
and able to retrain the steadiness indispensable to a hreaching fire.

"'No siege operation had ever embraced batteries of such power,
for though the English had employed long 68-pounders at Sebastopol,
yet the distance from the objects exceeded a thousand yards; and the
concentration of fire, so far as any opinion canl be formed from the
published statements, was far inferior to that of the thirty-six 30-
pounders, in the broadsides of the three batteries anchored in close
order.

" 'They were hulled repeatedly by shot; one of them (the Devesle-
tiosn), it is said, sixty-seven times, without any other effect on the stout
iron plates than to dint them, at the most, one and a half inches,--still,
t~here were ten men killed and w~ounded- in this battery by shot and shell
which entered the ports,--and the majority of damage to the French
personnel (twenty-seven men) occurred in the three floatting-batteries.' "

Major Barnard, in commenting upon this affair, says that it "proves
nothing, unless it be, that dilapidated, and ill-designed, and ill-con-
structed works, armed with inferior calibres, cannot contend against
such an overwhelming~array of force as was here displayed. *A " -s The
Fort of Kinburn surrendered, not because it was breached--not because
the defenders were so far diminished by their losses as to be un-
able to protract the contest,--but simply because the guns and
gunners, exposed in all possible ways, were put horsa-du-combazt; and
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the calibres (of the gunls in K~inhburn) were incapable of doing any
great damage to the vessels, at the distance they were stationed."

TShe guns in the low open batteries wer~e exposed to a ri·

cochet and vertical fir~e, to which latter the French adimiral

attributed, in good part, the surrender of the place. The

buildings behind the batteries, built of wood, "slightly con~
structed and plastered over," were set on fire, and the hqat
andi smoke must have rendered the service of the guns almost

imprac~ticable. Nevertheless, out of a garrison of 1,400, only
157 were killed and wounded--a very small loss under all the
circumnstances. If the wtorks had been wrell- constructed case-

mates, covering the men fr~om the ricochet and vertical fires

and the sharpshooters of the troops who invested the land
fronts, the loss of the garrison would have been still less; and
if they had been armed with heavier projectiles, much g~reatex

damage would have been inflicted upon the attaccking force.
W~ith respect to the use of floating-batteries in this case,

Commander iDahlgren~ very judiciously remarks:

"The use that can he made of floating-batteries, as auxiliaries in
attackring shore-works, must depend on further confirmation of their
asserted invulnerability. It may be that the performance at K~inhurn
answered the expectation of the French emperor as regfards of~fensive
power, for that is a mere qjuestion of the battering capacity of the
heaviest calibres, which is undoubted; but the main issue, which con-
cerns their endurance, cannot he settled by the impact of 32-pounder
shot, fired at 600 and 700 yards. Far heavier projectiles will in' future
he found on all sea-board fortifications; and the ingenuity of the artil-
lerist may also he exerted more successfully than at K~inburn. Still, it
is not to be doubted that the floating-battery is a formidable element in
assailing forts, even if its endurance falls short of absolute invulner.
ability; and the defence will do well to provide against its employ-
ment."

The w~orks at Bomarsund were taken by means of land~-
1wttteri-es, which breached the exposed walls of thle towers and

main works. An auxziliary fire was openedi upon the water

front boy the -fleet;, but it produced very little effect. BIut after

the workr had been reduced, an experimental firing was made-

oy the Edinzburghi, armed with the largest and most powerful
guns in the British navy.
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I[n speaking of the effects of' the siege; batteries upon the
walls of Bomarsund, and the experimental fire of the Ed-in-
burg~r, Sir h~oward Douglas remarks:-

" This successfnl operation (of the land baltteries) is very generazlly,
but erroneously, stated to have been eff'ectedl hy the fire of the ships,
and it is even str~ongly held up as a proof of what ships can do, and
ooght to attempt elsewhere.

"But the results of the experim~ental firing at the remnannt of the
fort, which, unless the previous firing of the ships duringf the att~ack
was absolutely harmless, must have been somewhat damaged, and more-
over shaken by the blowing-up of the contiguous portions, do not war-
rant this conclusion, even should the attacking ships bre permitted, like
the Edinzburgch, to take up, quietly and coolly, positions with~in 500
yards, and then deliberately commence and continue their firing~r, with-
out being fired at!t The firing of the E~in2bargh, at 1,080 yards, was
unsatisfactory. 390 shot and shells were fired, from the lazrgrest and
most powerful g~uns in the British navy (viz., from the Latncaster g~un
of 95 cwt., with an elongrated shell of 1 00 lbs. ;-fromn 68-pounders of 95
cwt., and 32-pounzders of'56 cwt., solid shot guns ;-from 10-inch shell
guns of 84 cwt., with hollow shot of 84 lbs. ;-from 8-inch shell guns of
85 and GO cwt., with hollow shot of 56 lbs.), and did but little injury to
the work. At 480 yards, 250 shot, shells, and hollow shot were fired.
A small breach was formed in the facing of the outer wall, of extremely
bad masonry, and considerable damage done to the embrasures and
other portions of the wall; but no decisive result was obtained-no
practic~able breach formed, by which the work might be assaulted,
taken, and effectually destroyed, although 610 shot and shells (40,000
lbs. of metal) were fired into the place, first at 1,080), and then at 480
yar~ds."

Surely, this "naval sttcs, taken in connection with the
true ~faccts of the calpture of K~inburn, the abortive attemrpt of
the Britisha fleet in the Pacific upon the Russian workis of
Petropatu~oskri, is not cazlculated to a~ffect the well established
opinion of the ability of forts to resist maritime atltacks.

Few aire now dlisposedT to dispute the general superiority of
guns ashore over guns afloat; bitt some think that w~orks of
masonry are incapable of resisting the heavy andt continuous
fire which may now be brought ag~ains~t it by fleets and floa~ting-
batteries, and wroulid therefore ~extend the area of the works
and rely mainly upon earthen par~apets, with guns in barbette.
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T'his conclusion they form from the results of thle ~maritime
attacklr on KLIinburn, and of ethe land-battezries on Bomrnlsund.

Ma~jor Balrnard, in his valuable w~sork on "LThe Danger~s aznd
Defences of Newt York,"~ drazws a very different conclusion
fr·om these attackts, and contends that they Thu~nda~ntly prove
the capability of well-constructed stone masonlry to resist the
fire of ships and floaLting-batltereses if the latter ar~e opposed by
proper armaments in the forts ; moreover~ t~hat they proved the
superiority of casemated forts over low open batteries, writh
guns in barbett~e, in covering the garrisona from the e-ffects of a

vertical and ricochet fire. CUnques-tionalbly the malzsonry at
1Bomarsund was poorly constructed; nevertheless, the fire of
the shipping produced very little effect upon it. It, is also
equaLlly certain that Kinburn w7as taken, not by a breaching
~fire, but mainly by the effect~s of vertical and ricochet; fires.

WMith respect to our own system of sea-coast defences, it
ma~y be remarkred, that, since this chapter wTas wvritt~en, the
wvorks mentioned therein as having been commenced, have been
gradually advanced towvardts completion, and that the atcquisi-
tion of Texas and Catlifornia, and the settlement of Oregron and
Walshington T'erritory, by greatly extending; our line of mairi-
time defence, have rendered necessary the fortification of other
points. It should also be noted that w~hile the value and neces-
sity of these wrorks are generally ad~mitted, and while the gen-
eral outline of the system is almost universally approved, many
are of the opinion that the increased facilities for naval attacks,
and th~e immense power of modern maritime expeditions, like
that upon Sebastop~ol, render it necessary to more strongly
fortify7 the great naval and commercial ports of Newv York and
San FIrancisco-o~ne the key }oint of the Atlantic,. and the
.other of the Pacific coast. Perhaps the system adopted by
our B~oards of Engineers may be open to the ob-j'ection that
tl~ey have adopted too mzany points of defence, wicith!out giving
sufficient prominence to our gr~eat seaports, w~hich are neces-
sar'ily the strategic points of coast defence. h-owever this may
hayc heen at the time thie 8ystem weas adopted,; theret can be
rio question that the relative strengthi of the wror~ks designed
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for the different points of our coast does not correspond to the6
yresenrt relative importance of the places to be defended, and
the relative temptations they offer to an enemy capable of or-
ganizing the meanls of mnaritimne attackr. On thais subject we
qiuote from the wor~k of Major B3arnardi-

"W~hile the means of maritime attack have of late years assumed
a magnitude and formidableness not dreamed of when our defeusive
system was planned, and our country has so increased in population,
wealth and military resources, that no enemy can hope to make any
impression by an invasion of our territory,--our great maritime places
like Newv Yor~k, have, on the other hand, increased in even greater pro-
portion, in every thing that could make them objects of attack.

"'The works deemed adequalte in former years for the de~fence of
New York could not, theref~ore, in the nature of things, be adequate at
the present day.

" The recent war of England and France against Russia may illus-
trate my meaning; for it has taught us what to expect were either of
these nations to wage war against the U~nited States.

"No invasion of ter~ritory, no attempt at territorial conquest was
made, or thought of; for it was well foreseen that no decisive results
would flow from such means. The war consisted exclusively in attacks
upon maritime places-great seapor~ts--seats of commercial and naval
power. Such places, by their vast importance to the well-being and
prosperity of a nation--by the large populations and immense amount
of wealth concentrated in themr, and by their exposure to maritime at-
tack, offer themselves at once as points at which the most decisive re-
sults may be produced. Cronstaldt, Sebastopol, Sweahborg, K~inburn,
O9dessa, Kfertch, Petropauloski, and other places of less note, were in
succession or simultaneously obtjects of attack; while such as the first
named became, indeed, the true seats of xvar.

"Around Sebastopol assailed and assailant gathered their re-
sources, and on the result of the arduous stru g~le may be said to have
turned the issue of the wvar. h-ad it; not been so decided there, Cron-
stadt would have been the next field of combat,--for which, indeed, the
allies had made the most enormous preparations.

"'Is it not clr~aim, that in future all war of maritime powrers tygainst
the United States, will take a shnilar course? All territor~ial invasion
being out of the question, it is against our great seaports and strantegic
points of coast defence--such as New Y'ork, New Orleans, anda San
Francisco--pre eminently New York,--that an enemy will concentrate
his efforts. Against these he will pr~epare such immense armaments,--
against these he will call into existence special agencies of att~ack,--
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which (unless met by an inexpugnable defensive system), skvtll etnsurE
success.

" The mere defense of the city against ordi~nary flets, is no longer
the question; but thLrough the de~fenzsive work.s to be here erectedc, the 'na-
tion is to mneasur~e its strenzgth aganilst the most lavish uzse of the r~esour~ces
ofC a great maritime power, aided by arlt that snoder·n sciece~ and me-
chaniical ingenuity in creating or invuenting means of attack, can bringt
aga~inst them ; in short, in fortifying New York, we ar·e r·eallypr~epering
the battle-Jieldl on which the issue of fuctulre momentous conitests is to be
decidled."

A few, however, object to the system at present adopted,
on the ground that casemated wor~ks do not offer sufficient re-
sistance to ships an~d floating-batteries, and that earthen wvorkts,

covering a greater area, will accomplish that ob~ject mnuch more
effe~ctually, while their longer land fronts will be more difficult
of reduction by siege.,

It cannot be doubted that; earthen batteries, with guns in

barbette, can, as a general rule, be more eatsily t~aken by as-
sault, that they are more exposed to vertical and ricochet
firing, and more expose their gunners to be pickced o~ff by

sharpshooters. MKoreover, they give but a very limited fire
upon the most, desira~ble point, as thre entrance to a hlarbor,
On the other hand, it has not been proved that masonry-case-
mated works, wvhen properly constructed nnd proper~ly armedi,
will not effectually resist a naval cannonade, whether fr~om
ships or floating-batteries. The results of recent wars:, and of
the WTest Point experiments by Gteneral Totten, wvould seem
to prove them abunzdantly capable of doing this. Against such
proofs the mere adl ccetatrndssrn assertion of their incapacity can,
have but little wTeighf-certainly not enoug~h to justify tlhe
abandonment of a system approved by the best militasry
aulthorities of this country and Europe, and sanctioned byp
long experience.

MaI~jor Barnard, in speaking of the capacity of masonry
casemnated for-ts to resist tohe fire of a hostile armam~ent, and! of

the propriety of abandoning them for earthen batteries in oux

system of Coast Defences, uses the following forcible lan-·
guage~
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whatever d~escription, will themselves he exposed to the most formidable

projectiles that can be thr~own from shore batteries,-that when they
choose to come to 'close quarters,' to attempt to breach, their· 'emn-

brasures' present openings through which deluges of grape, canister,
and musket balls can be poured upon the gunners; and consider what
eperpliencep has1 so fa.r sihonl and reason has taug~rht1 us,~ wit~h repgard to

the casemate,--we need not be under azpprehen~sion that our casemated

works will be hattered down; nor doubt that they will, as they did in

1Russia, answer the important purposes for which they wer~e designed.
" It only remains to show the necessity of such works. It, in general,

costs much less to place a gun behind an earthen parapet, than to build

a masonry structure covered with homb-proof arches, in which to mount

it. All authorities agree that an open barbette batt~ery (G~rivel's very·

forcible admission has been quoted), on a low site, and to which vessels

can approach within 300 or 400 yards, is utterly inadmissible. It may

safely be said, that in nine cases out of ten, the sites which furnish the
efficient raking and cross fires upon the channels, are exactly of this
character; and indeed it very often happens that there are nzo others.

"(When such sites are f~oundi, it rarely happenzs thiat they afford room

fur sufficient number of guns in open batteries. Hence the necessity

of putting them tier above tier, which involves, of course, the cazse-
m~ated structure. Such works, furnishing from their lower tier a low,

rakling fire, and (if of several tiers) a plunging fire from their barbettes,
offer as favorable emplacements for guns as can be contrived, and afford

toa their gunners a degree of security quite as great as catn be given to
men thus engatged.

" On subjects which have a mere specuhltive importance, there is no

danger in giving rein to speculation; but on those of such real and in-
tense practical importance as the security against hostile aggression of

the great city and port of New York, it is not admissible to set aside

the experience of the past, or the opinions of the best minds who have

d'evoted thiemselves to such subjects. A means pf defence, sanctioned

by its being confided in to protect the great ports of Europe-which has

protected the great ports of Russia against the most formidable naval
armament that ever floaLted on the ocean, has- a claim upon our confi-

dience which mere criticism cannot diminish; and a claim to be adhered

to in place of all newv 'systemns,' until time and trial shall have neeeesi-
tatedl (not merely' justified) the change.

"(It then, we refer to the practice of other· nations, to find what h~as

been judged necessary for thle defence of important ports,-to expe-
rience, to find how such defensive systems have stood the test of actual

trsaf,-ivYe may draw useful conclusions with regard to what is now re·

quired to defend New York. W~e shall find at Sebastopol--a narr-ow
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harbor, which owed its importance to its being the great naval dbpbt
of Russia on the Black Sea--an array of 700O guns, about 500 of which
were placed in five 'masonry-casemated' w~orks (several of them of
great size), and the remainder in open batteries. These defensive
works fuxlfilled their object, and sustained the attack of the allied fleet,
on the 17th of October, 1854, without sensible damage.

" The facility with which seaports are attacked by fleets--the enor-
maous preparations required--the great risks encountered in landing a
besieging army on the coast of a formidable enemy (wvhile, for protec-
tion against the yforoser species of attack, costly works are necessary,
and against the latter, field works and men can, in emergency, afforda
protection), naturally caused the Russians to make these water defences
theirfr~lst object. Yet, thongh almost unprotected on the land side, Se-
hastopol resisted, for a whole year, an attack on that quarter; and illus-
trated how, with plenty of men and mater~ial, an energetic and effectual
lend defence may be improvised, w~here the sea defenzce is provided for,
as thoroughly as it was at that place.

"LLet Cr~onstazdt be another example. GIreat as was the importance
of its defence to Russia, it was not greater,-it was by no means as
gjreat, as that of New Yorkr to our own country. This port, and militar~y
and naval ddp~t, was defended (in its main approach) by upwards of
600 gunls, 500 of which were mounted in five 'masonry-casemated'
*works; the remainder in an open barbette battery, which enfiladed the
mrain channel. This number is formidable in itself; yet the same num-
ber mounted in New York harbor would not afford anything like such
a formidable defence as was found at Oronstadt, owing to its great area,
and long line of approach, compared with the latter.

" ThLese works fidf flled their object. They protected the great port
and dk~pdt of Oronstafit and the capital of the empire from invasion.
For two successive years -did the mighty armaments of France and
England threaten; but they were overawed by the frowning array of
'casemated castles' which presented itselg, and declined the contest.

"Let us turn our eyes now to the great naval dkp~t of France.
A~fter the almost incredible expenditure lavished here, in creating a
harbor facing the shores of her great rival, England, and an equally
profuse expenditure in providing all that constitutes a great naval
dip~t, we may suppose that the best means, without regard to cost,
which the science of man could devise, would be employed here to make
this great seat. of nasval power secure against the formidable means of
attack possessed by the great maritime power most likely to be the als-
saiilant. The means there employed are (so far as regards mere harbos

def uce) precisely the same (viz., casemated works in several tiers, com-
binled with open batteries where the locations are favorable); and the
application of means is the same as we have found so successful in
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Eussia,--the same which constitute the system of harbor defence of
New Y1Zork."

Captain M~cClellanld. in his official report to the W8ar De-

par tment, on, thle siege of Seboastopol, uses language equally

strong~ andi pertfinent :

" The permanent defences of Sebazstopol against an attack by water,

although inferior in material and the detatils of construction to our own
most recent works, proved fully equal to the purpose for which they
were intended. Indeed, the occurrences on the Pacific, the B3altic, and

the Blacki Sea, all seem to establish beyond controversy, the soundness
of the view so long entertained by all intelligent military men, that well

constructed fortifications must always prove more than a match for the
strongest fleet.,

" It is d~eemued that a calm consideration of the events so hastily and

imperfectly narrated in the preceding pages must lead all unprejudiced
per~sons among our countrymen to a firm conviction on two vital points:

"1Ist. That our system of permanent; coast defences is a wise and

proper one, which ought to be completed and armed with the least
possible delay.

"(2d. That mere individual courage cannot suffice to overcome the

forces that would be brought against us, were we involved in an Eu-

ropean war, but that it must be rendered manageable by discipline, and
directed by that consummate and mechanical skill which canl only be

acquired by at course of education, instituted for the special purpose,
and by long habit.

"In the day of sailing-vessels the successful siege of Sebast~opol
would have been impossible. It is evident that the Russians did not

appreciate the advantages afforded by steamers, and were unprepared
to sustain a siege.

" This same power of steam would enable European nations to dis-

embark upon our shores even a larger force than that which finally en-

camped around Sebastopol. To resist such an attack, should it ever he

made, our cities and harbors must be fortified, and those fortifications
must be provided with guns, ammunition, and instructed artillerists.

To repel the advance of such an army into the interior, it is not enough
to trust to the number of brave but undisciplined mlen that we can

bring to bear against it. An invading army of i5,OfiO or 2fi,fiO men
could easily be crushed by the unremitting attacks of superior num-

bars; but whE~en it comes to the case of more than' 100,000 disciplined
veterans, thle very multitude brought to bear against them works its

own destruction; because, if without discipline and instruction, they

cannot be handled, and are in their own way. We cannot afford a Mos.

cow campaignL.
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"Our regular army never can, and, perhaps, never oug~ht to be, larg~e
enough to provide for all the contingencies that may arise, but it should
he as large as its ordinary avocations in the defence of the frontier will
justifyr; the number of officers and non-commissioned officers should
be unusually large, to provide for a sudden increase;* and the greatest;
possible care should he hestowed upon the instruction of the special
arms of the atrtilllery tsnd engfineer troops. The militia and voluntees
systemn should he placed upon some tangible and effecctive hasis; in-
structors ~furnished themn fr~omi the regular army, nod all possible means
taken to spread sound military information among them. In the vicinity
of our sea-coast fortification~s, it would he well to provide a sufficient
numher of volunteer companies with the means of instruction in heavy
artillery, detailing officers of the regnlar artillery for instructors."

On this subject of instructin 0 ouxr voluznteers and militia ine
the use of aea-·-co' st batteries, we add the follow6ring quotation

f~-om Mi\ajor Barnard's ptamphlet:-

" One of the main causes of inefficiency in coast batteries, which
has given color to the idea that they may he passed, or even aftacked
with impunity, I conceive to he the want of skll atnd care in the use of
the guns. The result; is a prodigious smoke, and a prodigious throwing
away of halls, and very little damage done. This has been, however,

by no means apecucliarity of coast defences. The samve system of ran-
dom firing has hitherto prevailed, hoth inteueo malam nln
and of heavy ordnance in sea hattles; nor has it occurred apparently to
even the greatest masters of the art of war, to ask why, f'or one man
wounded, or for one effective shot in a vessel's hull, so many thonsands
of shzot should he thrown uselessly into the air.

"Bot this question is esow asked, both in the use of the soldier's
rifled musket, and in the manzagemenzt of ships' guns, as well as of ar-
tillery of all. kinds.

" It is at last discovered that it is of more importance to teach the
soldier to direct hiis piece with accuracy of aim, than to perform certain
motions on parade with the precision of an automaton. The same idea
is now infused intoi all the departments of military and naval science,
and is a necessaryr? result of the recent great improvements in the con3-
struction of arms. In short, the truth has at last hecome apparent that
the old-fashioned system of random firinbr, though perhaps like the
'charge of the six: hundredt' at Balak~lava, 'bien magniifiqclu, seest peas
la guer~re.'

" It is of the utmost importance that we should apply this principle
to the management of our sea-coast batteries, and give it a practical
effect. The volunteers of our cities will constitute ma aly, in time of
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war, the gunners of our forts and manipulattors ofP our sea-coast guns.
un time of war, they will probably be exercised in these duties. B3ut it
is most desirable that wye should have at elI t~imes a, body of gunners,
practisied in these exercises. The result would be, not only to give to
our cit~iaens, as well as citizen-soldiiers, confidence in the defences pr~o-
·vided f'or their security, but it would disseminate military knowledge,
and an intelligent idea of the bearing and objects of the different de-
fe~nsive works. To carry out this idea, it would be desirable that there
should be at each considerable seaport town, a sufficient garrison of
ar?·tillery troops to aid in the instruction of the volunteers. In the
present condition of the army thiis cannot be hoped; but -perhaps it
might, at least, be found practicable to detail an artillery officer or two
f~or the p~urpose."

NkLOTE TSO CHATPTER VIII.-·Oun NORTHERN FROPNTIER DEIFENCES.

Thle abuthor has seen nothing since this chapter waots wvritten
to0 induce him to change the views therein expressed wvith re-
spect; to the superior strategic importance of -the line of Lake
Champlain, both as a line of military operations, and as a line
of defence. TEhe mutual commlhercial interests of the Unitedl
Staltes and t~he Catnadas render a war between the twio countr~ies
less probable than formerly; nevertheless, such an event is by
no means impossible, and common prudence shouldi induce us
to prepare in the best possible manner for such a, contingency.

NOTE TO CHAkPTERS IX., X., XI. AND XII.--AR~IJ ORGANIZA-·
TION.

Since these chapters were wcritten, several important changzes
have been maLde in our army orgatnization. The rank of Lieu-

tenant-G-eneral (at least, by brevet) has been revived, the staii
admrinistra~tive corps, infantry and cavalry have been in-
creazsed, and a company of engineer troops organized. But
this company is mainly employed at W~est Point; for instruction
of thle cadets in the several branches of military eng~ineering,

837
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and thus serves to supply a deficiency long felt in t'he ~sys~temn
of education at the Mlilitary Acadlemy. The w7ant, however,
of tr·oops of this arm f~or the construction, care, and preservart-
tion of our per~manent fortificattions, atn'd, for the general duties
of ~field eng~ineering, still remains to be suppliedi. Of aill the
arms of military orgaznization, this one most reqluires instruc-
tion in time of peace; it cannot be supplied at the moment a
we~ar is declared.

Inl speaking of our present armny organization, as compared
with those of the different European powers which hre was sent
to exalmine and report upon, Catptain Me2~@lelland says:-

"O8ur force of ar~tillery is large in proportiou to the other arms of
service, while the number of our engineer troops is ridiculously aud
shamef~ully small; it isa, therefore, more than prohahle that iu anly
futcure siege it will hoe easy for the artillery to construct their own hoat-
teries, while the eugineers will hre su~fficiently burdened hy the con-
struction of the other works of attack; we have now, at 1last, the germ
of an1 artillery· school of psractie ; I would then suggest, for the consid-
eration of the Sgcretar~y, the propriety of causing the artillery to con-
struct their own batteries. The position and armament of siege baLt-
teries should be determined by consultation between the engineers and
the artillery, the former h~aving the preponderating voice, in ordaer to
secure the necessary harmony and connection between all parts oif the
waorkrs of attack, This change," he says, "w Rill require to he intro-
duced into the artillery manual and course of instruction everything in
relation to the preparation of the fascines, gabions, platforms, aud
magazines, th~e dimensions of batteries, manner of arrnnging, wor~king
parties, etc."

Withi~ regard to the sugg~estion of Cap~tain M~cClellasn, it is
sufficient to rema~rk, that it seeks to remedy one evil by intro-
ducing anloth~er equally as g~realt and equally as obj'ectionahle.
T'he dlefect in our present army orgaznization is that one of its
arms is too small for the duties which, from th'e very nature
of military service, naturally and properly belonag to it; and it
surely is no remediy for this defect to permaneu~tly transfer a
part of these duties to another arm. As wvell might it he said,
if our artillery force were "ridiculously and shamefully small "
in proportion to the infantry and cavalry, that the ~field hat-
terlies shouldi be permanently transferred to those arms, and
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that· lig~ht artillery t~actics should be comprised in our infatntry
and caval y manuals.

There are certain duties which the military experience of
ages has sh owvn to properly and azlmos~t necessar~ily belong to
each particular arm of an army organization, and every at-
tempt to make one branch perform the appropriate duties of
another has invariably destroyed its efficiency for either ser-
vice. Suppose our medical corps were ":ridiculously and
shamefully small" in proportion to our pay de-partament, shall
our paymasters perform the duties of surgery, and be instructed
in the use of the scalpel atnd atmputating· instruments!i This
is, perhaps, an extreme case, but it serves to illustrate the
principle.

The defect referred toa by Captain Mc~lelland, and wchich
has so often been piointed out by our best military men, cannot
be obviated by any transfer or assignment, wrhether temporary
or permanent, of the appropriate dluties of one corps to another.
Indeed, such a measure wouldl only tendl to make this defect
permanent, and to convert a temporary into a lastinzg evil. It
can readily be remledied by legislative action, but in no other
way. The executive action suggested w-ould be deprecated by
all. Moreover, the evil is now so obvious and so generally ad~-
mitted, that there can he little doubt that Congress will soon
perceive the importance of applying the only proper and
effective remedy.

nTOTE TO CHAPTER X~III.--PznuxzNuRr FonRIrIcBrIo)s.

Although the general principles of the plan and arrange-
ment of a permanent fortificat~ion, as established by the gr~eat
masters of this branch of military science, remain the same;
nevertheless, the vast improvcmentS w~hich have, withlin the
last few years, been made in projectiles, require some changes
in the dtetails of defensive wrorks Qf thfis charact~er. These
changes consist mainly in an increalsedl thickness of stone alnd
earthen parapets aind of the covering of magazines, in the
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arrangemnent of embrasures, and in protecting the g~arrison from
an enerny'5 sharpshooters. The introduction of heavier rsieg-e

guns, and of heavier ordnance on ships of war, aind espcciazlly·

on those propelled by steam, require much larger ordnaznce in
fo~rts designed for the defence of harbors. In the Rtussian war,

Sweaborg wras muade to suffer from a distant bombardment
which left her fortifications intact. These modificattions in th~e

arrangements and armaments of forts are abtsolutely necessary
in order to restore the relative power of defence against the

improvements made in thle means of Ittalck. They can very

easily be introduced without changring the form or general

ch~aracter of the workrs, and they are really so very essential

that, without them, a fort constructed 25 or 30 years ago, and

well suited to the then existing state of the military art, will be

likelyp to offer no very considerable resistance to modern siege

batteries or wTell organized maritim~e attacks.

Some have gone much further in their estimate of the e~ffect

produced by the increased size and force of military projectiles,
and boldly assert that masonry works of stronlgr Ielief can no

longer be used, and that the increased range of small ar~ms

reqluires an entire change of the bastioned fr~ont, with lines
mnore extended.

Wiith respect; to the effect of the increased range of small

aims, it is very natural that a superficial observer should adopt

the opinion that this improvement must be followed by an ex-
tension of the lines of a defensive military work; but a close

study of the subject will probably lead to a different conclusion.
Such at least is thle opinion of the ablest military engineers

of Europe. The lines of the bastioned front now generally

in use, were really too long for a good defence with the
arms in use at the time it was adoptedl, and, in theory, the

" rampart guxn " wass to be relied upon for the defence of certain

exposed points. But this weapon is no longer in use; its

place, however, is boetter supplied by the increazsed range of the
musket and rifle. The latter weapon is almost invaluable ~for
defending the approaches to a permanent work.

WVith respect to the breaching of stone masonry by siege
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batteries, it has long been an established principle that all
masonry exposed to the fire of land bat~teries shoucldbe masked
by' earthen w~iork~s. The neglect of this rule ca~used the fall of
Bomarsund. Those who so readily draw?, from the results of
that siege, the inference that the pr~esent mode of fortifyring
latnd fronts must be abandoned, exhibit their ignoranzce of mili-
tary engineering. TChe facts do not juxstify their conclusions.

W6~7ith respect to sea fronts, which can be reached only by
guns a-float, the case is very different. They are usually case-
mates of masonry, not matsked by earthen works. Whether
the increased e-fficiency of projectiles thrown by ships and
floatingr batteries now require a resort to this mode of protect-
ing masonry on the water fronts of fortificattions, is a question
well worthy of discussion. This subject has alreadly been
alluded to in the Note on Sea-coast Defences, and it is there
show~n that no facts have yet been developed which require or
authorize anly change in our present system.

NOTE TO CHAPTER XJV. -FIzan ENGINEERING.

As M~exico had no permanent fortifications to be besieged,
the war in that country afforded ver~y little practice in that
branch of engineering which is connected with the attack and
defence of permanent works, particularly sapping and mining.
The only operation resembling a siege was the investment and
bombatrdment of Vera Cruz, and it is worthy of remarkc that
if General Sco-tt had stormed that place, weakr as it was, he
mlust have lost a large numboer of his men, while from his
trenches and bat~teries he reduced it with scarcely the sacrifide
of a single life.

Nor did either party in this war make much~ use of field
wrorks in the acttack and defence of positions. Nevertheless,
,no one can read the ·history of the war without appreciating
the important influence which Fort Browfn had upon G~eneratl
TSaylor's defence of the left bank of the Rio Girandie. Again
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If we compare our loss in other M~exican battles with that which
the A~mericans sustained in their alttackrs upon Mon~terey, Chu-
rubusco, M4olino del Rey, and Chlapultepec,-places partially
secured boy field works--we shall be still more convinced of the
value of temporary fortifica-tions f~1r the dlefence of military
positions, although it was ma nifest that the Mexicans neither
knlew how ~to construct nor howv to de-fend them.

Nor was there much practice in tfhis war in the use of mili-
tary boridges, for, with the exception of the Rio G1rande, our
armies had no important rivers to cross. ~We must not, how;I-
ever, omit~ to note the important fact that Gieneral Taylor was
unable to takte advantage of the victories of Palo Alto and
iResaca de la Palma to pursue and destroy the army of Ar·ista,
leeause he had no pontoon equipage to enable him to follow
them across the Wlio Grande. It should also bje remarked thate
even a very small bridge equipage would have been of very
great; use in crossing other streams and ravines during the
operations of this war. One of our cavalry officers wr~ites:-

" On our march from Mlatamnoras to Victoria and Tampico, in 1846
and 184'7, we had infinite difficulty in bridging boggy streams (there
being no suitable timber), and in crossing ravines with vertical banks;
a few ways of the Birago trestles would have saved us many days and
a vast amount of laboqr. In the operations in the valley of Mexico, our
movements, checked as they so often were by impassable wet ditches
and sometimes by dry ravines, would have been rendered so much more
free and rapid by the use of the Birago trestles, that our successes
could have been gained at far less cost, and probably with more ra-
pidity than they were."'

With regard to military reconnoissance, the splendid achieve-
ments of Lee a~nd others connected with the operations of
G-eneral Scott, proved the value and importance of this parti-
cular branch of ~field ennineering

B3ut field engineering, as a b'ranch or arm of the military
service, received its greatest development; alnd most brilliant
application in the Crimean war, particularly in the siege of
Sebastopol, and tbe measures resorted to by Gfeneral Todtleben
to defend that place against the attascks of superior forces.
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A brief sketch of these defensive worTks may be of interest
to the reader:-

When the allies r~eached Ba~laklct-ava, Sebastopol was defended
on the south side only by a, loop-hole~d wall ablout four1 feet and
a half thickr, aud from eighteen to twenty feet highn, and a semi-
circular redoubt with two stories of loop-holes, and five gnus
in balrbette. These worrks would have afforded some protection
agrainst a coup_2-de--main· by infantry and cavalry, but could have
offered no very considerable obstacle to a coi bined attackr of
these arms with arrtillery.

The Russian engineer commenced his operations for
strengthening this positionl by occupying the most important
points in his line of defence with detached field workrs of su~ff-
cient relief to resist an assault, anrd generally closed at the
g~orge. These works were aifterwards connected by re-ent~ering
lines of a wieaker profile, which served to enfila~de the ravines
and to flank the advanced w~orkrs. The old wa~ll wats strength-
ened with earth, and rifle-pits for sharpshooters were con-
struct~eda at; a considerazble distanc~e in front.

The most important points of the main line obf defence were:
1st. The Flagstaff Basstion. 2d. The Central B~astion. 3d.
TIlhe Malako-ff 4th. The Rtedanz. 5th. The little inedan. The
command of the first was about ~fifteen f~eet, its ditch thirty
ffeet wide and from twelve to ~fifteen feet deep. A por~tion of
the scazrp was provided with palisades some ten feet high. The
constru~ction of the Central Bastion w~as similar to that of the
Flag-staff but weaker in profile. The relief of the other
works was still less. The command of the M1alakoff was atbout
fourteen feet, its ditch eig~hteen feet wide and twelve feet deep.
The thickness of parapet in these works was generally about
eighteen fe'et, and the bombproofs were covered with timber
eighteen inches thick andi six feet of earteh. The loop-holed
walls connecting thoese workrs were covered by a rampart and
parapet, or entirely replaced by a rsim-ple parapet. Ma~ny of
the embrasures were revetted with the common boiler ir~on
ships' wa~ter-ta~nkis filled with earth. The same material wras
somretlimnes used for ·traver~ses. Rope m1antelets were used to
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protect the artillerists at the pieces fr~om~ rifle balls and smuall
grape. Grealt attention w~as given to the construction of h;omb-
proofs to cover the men from vertical firing. These w-ere
sometimes under the rampart and the secoud line of diefe~nce
(where there was one), often under special traverses, or en-
tirely under ground, and occasionally excavated in the solida
rock. Some had -fireplaces and chimneys, and were well venti-
latecd. Int~erior slopes were revetted wit~h galbions, crowned by
f~ascines and sand bags. G~abions were also employ3ed to repair
the dazmage cau~sed by the enemy's artillery. Ahabttis, military
pits, caltrops and spikres, stuck through planks, anad expl~osive
machines were employed in front of different parts of the
diefences. Mlines were resortedl to in front of the Flag~-staff
B1astion to retard the French approaches. They were made in
rocky soil with craters from twelve to fifteen feet deep. ThPe
Russian counter-,approaches generallly consisted~ of fi~ches,
united by a simple trench.

Captain MlvcClellatnd, one of our officers sent to the Crimuea,
from wrhose valuable Report most of the foregoing details are
gathered, adds the following remrnaks upon these works of de-
fence:

From the preceding hasty and imperfect account of the defences
of Sebastopol, it xviii appear how little foundation there was for the g~en-
eratlly-received a counts of the stupendous dimensions of the works,
and of new systems of fortifications brought into play. The plain truth
is, that these defences were simple temporary fortifications of rather
greater dimenzsions than usual, and that not a single new principle of
eng~ineering wats developed. It is true, that there were several novel
minor details, such as the rope mantelets, the use of iron tanks, etc.,
hut the whole merit consisted in the admirazble adaptation of well-
known principles to the peculiar locatlity and circumstances of the case.
Neither can it he asserted that the pla~ns of the vatrious xvorks were
perfect. On the contrary, there is no impropriety in believing that if
Todtleben xvere called upon to do the same work over again, he would
prohahly introduce hatter close flanking arrangements.

" These remarks are not intended to, nor can they, detract from the
reputation of the Russian engineer. H~is labors and their results xvill
be handed down in history as the most triumphant and enduring menu.
inent of the value of fortifications, and his name must ever be placed
ine the first rank of military engineers. But, in our admiration of the
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talent and energy of the engineer, it must not be forgotten that the
inert masses which he raised would have been useless without the skil.
ful artiller~y and heroic infantry who defended them. M~uch stronger
places than Sebastopol have often fallen under far less obstinate anld
well-comlbined attacks than that to which it was subjected. There can
be no danger in expressing the couviction that th.' siege of Sehastupul
called forth the most magnificent defence of fortifications that has ever
yet occurred."

Wie will now pass to the works of attack. WC~hen the allies
decided that the wForkts of Sehastopol could not he carried by
a simple cannonade and assault, but must he reduced by a,
regular siege, the first thing to he considered was to secure the
forces covering the siege workis from lateral sor-ties aznd the
efforts of a relieving army. The field workrs planned for thnis
purpose were not of any great strength, and many of thlem
"Cwere.only undertaklen when a narrow escape from some immi-
nent danger had demonstrated their necessityI." TIlhe Fr·ench
line of defence consisted of eight pentagonal redoubts, con-
nected by an infantry parapet. The English seemed to attach
but little importance to field works for the defence of their
position; the terrible slaughter at Inkerman was the natural
consequence of this neglect.

I'n describoing the engineering operations of the alllies at this
siege, Captain MlC~lella~nd says:--

"'In regard to the detailed execution of the French attack~s, little or
nothing novel is to be observed. Even wvhen coolly examining the
direction of their trenches, after the close of the siege, it wvas very rare
that at faulty direction could be detected; they always afforded excellent
cover, and were well defiladed; in some cases the excavation of the
double direct sap was carriedl to the depth of six and a half feet in the
solid rock l The execution of many of the saps and batteries was
wort~hy of a school of patctice. In the parallels, bomb-proofs w~ere
provided as temporary hospitals, offices for the generals on duty, etc.
They did not use the sapper armor. The use of the sap-roller was
often attempted, but it could be employed only during the latter part of
the atttacki upon the Maslakoff, when the fire of the Russian artillery was
nearly extingruished by the mortars; before that, as soon as a sap-roller
wrBT placed in position--some thir~ty guns would be brought to bear
up an it, the result being its immediate destruction. It may justly be
sai~d of the French approaches, that they admirably carried into ·prac.
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tice their system of sapping. The technical skill and patient courage
evinced by their officers and men in pushing forward snch excellent ap-
proaches, under a most deadly ~fire, is worthy of all commendation, and
is such as might have been expected from the antecedents of their corps
of engineers.

"W vith regard to the English, the case was different; it seemed as
if they systematically abandoned the excellent system taught and per-
fected with so much care at Cha~tham. W~henever the ground was-diffi-
cnlt, their trenches generally ceased to afford shelter; at shallow exca-
vation in the rock, and a few stones thrownu up in fr'ont, appear~ed to be
aell that was considered necessary in such cases. They were often faulty
in direction as well as in profile, being not unfrequently badly defiladed,
or not gaining ground enough and entirely too cramped; nor were
they pushed as close to the Redan as they ought to have been before
giving the assault. In too many cases the expression 'tditonznememt'
of the French would seem to convey the best idea of their operations.
Their batteries, however, were very well constructed. The magazines,
platforms, etc., were usually similar to those adopted at Chatha~m, al-
though unnecessary deviations were sometimes complained of. They
employed neither armor nor the full sap, sometimes the half-full, but
generally the flying-sap were employed."'

It may also be added, that, at the time of the assault, the
Frenzch approaches had been pushed to the distance of thirty-
two paces of the connterscarp of the Malakroff, while the
English had scarcely reached within two hundred andi twenty-
-five yards of the ditch of the Re'dan.

This description of the operations of the English at the
siege of Sebastopol carries 'the professi~onal reader directly
hack to their sieges in the Spanish Peninsula. It certainly is
very strange that a great nation leading the van of civilizaltion
should, after such experience, have neglected to provide its
army w~ith a, proper number of engineer officers and engineer
troops, well instructed in the peculiar and di~fficult dnties
of ·that arm. W~hat excuse cant ever be offered for sub-
stituting human life for professional skill in the operations of
a siege, when that skill may so readily be acquired in time of
peace, and is always so necessary an elemnent of a good military
organ"ization!

While every one admits that the siege of Sebastopol proved
the immense importance of feiedworks agalinst; land attacks,
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some w~ould concludle -f~rom the operations of thatt siege that~
good earthen wcorks of a latrge development are better suited
for the defence of a large city than permanent for~tifications
with masonry revetments, and whieh will necessarily have a
less extended line of fire and less capacity for men and military
stores. W~e quote the remarkss of Captazin MeCle-lland on this
point, and also ·make a short extralct from the recently pub-

diJished Journal of the siege of Seba~stopol by Gieneral N~iel.
Captain MeClelland satys:--

" This would seem to he the proper place to notice a popular fallacy,
which, for a time at least, gained extensive credence. It was, that the
siege of Sebastopol proved the superiority of temporary (earthen) forti-
fications over those of a permanent nature. It is easy to show that it
proved nothing of the kind; hut that it only proved that temporary
works in the hands of a brave and skillful garrison are susceptible of a
longer defence than was generally supposed. They were attacked as
field works never were hefore, andl were defended as field works never
had heen defended. The main difference between properly constructed
permanent fortifications (intended to resist a siege) and temporary
works, is that the latter seldom present an insuperabsle obstacle against
assault, while~ the former always do. In addition, permanent works
have a better command over the adjacent country, and are more care-
fully and perfectly planned. Th~e masonry, walls, which render an- as.
sault impossible, cannot he seen from the distance, and can he de-
stroyed only hy estahlishing h~atteries on the crest of the glacis, or the
edge of the ditch; the earthen parapet alone being visihle heycud that
point, they may, until the hesiegers arrive there, he regarded in the
same light as field works, with the dif-ference that the garrison are not
harassed by the necessity of heing constantly prepared to repel an
assault.

"NIow, in the siege of Sebas~topol, the trenches of the besiegeres
never reached the edge of th~e ditch; so that, had the fortificaition heen
a permanent one, the most diifficult, slow, and dangerous part of the
siege remained to be undertak~en, viz., the crowning of the covered
way, the estahlishment of the hreach hatteries, the descent and passage
of the ditch, and the assault of the hreach; in other words, at the mo-
ment when the weakness of the temporary works hecame apparent and
fatal, the true strengt~h of the permanent defences would have comu-
menced coming into play.

"LAssuming the progress of the attack to hasve been as rapid as it was
under existing circumstances, the besiegers, on the 8th of September,
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would not yet have been in a condition to crown the covered' way, the
siege would certainly have extended into the winter ; and it may even
be doubted whethes the place would eventually have fallen, nutil the
allies were in sutfficient for~ce to invest the north as well as the south

side."'
General N'eil riemarks 
" Struck by the length of the siege of Sebastopol, certain foreign

officers have expressed the opinion that masonry-revettedt scazrps are not
of incontestable utility in fortified places.

"Sebastopol, at vast retrenehed camp, defended by field fortifica.
tions of strong profile, derived its principal strength from an armament
such as could only exist in an extensive maritime arsenal, and from a
large army which atlways preserved its free communications with the
interior of Russia.

"If the enceinte had been provided with good revetted scarps;
if it had been necessary to breach these, and subsequently have been
compelled to penetrate through diffcult passages, in rear of which the
heads of our columns would have met an army, Sebasutopol would have
been an impregnable fortress.

" When we compare, in effect, the wor~ks of attackr at Sebastopo]
with those of an ordinary siege, we will see that on the 8th of Septem-
ber, 1855, the day of the last assault, we had only executed, after the
greatest e~ffort, the besieging works which precede the crowvning of the
covered way; we had not then, as yet, entered upon that period of the
works of a siege which is the most diffticult and the most murderous;
and there was no occasion to engage ourselves in them, since the ditches
and parapets of the enceinte were not insurmountable, as the sequel
has proved.

" The diffliculty consisted in conquaering the Russian army upon n
position prepared long beforehand for its defence, quite as much ais in
surmounting the material obstacle of the for~tificaztion.

"'Our places of arms being established at thirty metres from theB
besieged works, we were able to choose our own time for action, and to
throw ourselves unexpectedly upon the enemy when the fire of our ar-
tillery had forced him to shelter himself, up to the last minute, behind
his numerous blindages; to have gone further would have been inviting
the initiative in the attack on the part of the Russian army.

" The absence of scarp walls, which would have secured the place,
fl-em escalade, did not exercise a less inf-luence upon the defence;
for the besieged were compelled to keep permanently at the gorges
of the works, strong reserves, in readiness to repulse the assault,
which they saw themselves menaced with from the commencement 01
the siege.
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" Finally, it canl be remarked, that these reserves, which were deci-
mated night and day by the concentric fire of oor batteries, were able
to issue out frdm the enceinte through wide debouches, without having
to pass through the narrowc defiles which are formed by the draw-
bridges of revetted places; they were, theu, a permanent threat for the
besiegers, who were exposed to seeing their trenches unexpectedly in-
valdedl by the greater part of the Russian army.

"N~either side, conseqiuently, was in a position analogous to that
which is presented in the siege of a fortified place, protected fr~om insult
by good masonry scarps.' (Note to page 443.)

And again, page 423, the same authority remarks:
" Now, it (the Russian army) is no longer able to escape from the

concentric fires of our batteries; for, nzot being pr·otectedc by masonr~y
scrpes, it is obliged constantly to keep united strong reserves, in order
to repulse the assault with which it is at every instant menaced "

NOTE TO CHAdPTER& XV.-M~ILITaRY EDncATION, &c.

With regar~d to the snbjects discussed in this chapter it will,
perhaps, be suff~icient; to remarkr that the Mexican wac~r incon-
testably proved the valne of the West Point Mlilitary Academy;
for the superior ef~ficiency of properly-educated officers over
those who had been appointed from civil life without any
knowledge of the profession they were called upon to practice,
fully satisfied the country of the importance of that institution,
and even silenced the clamors of the few who refused to he
convinced.

The recent' abortive attempt; to give elfficiency to our navy
by means of a retired list;, has, it is feared, destroyed for a
time all hopes of introducing this very necessary measure into
our military service; althoug~h it is very certain that writhout:
this we~can never have our system of promotion placed upon
an effective atnd satisfactory basis, which shall give effiiciency to
th~e army by rewarding merit, while it prevents injustice by
zilosing the avenues of political favoritism.

The M~exican war also most abundantly proved that our
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objections to the system of military appointment were wefl
founded, and it is hoped that the mlore recent abuses of that
system will call public attention to the necessity of a changfe;
for if military office continue to be* conferred for partisan ser-
vices, it will soon destroy the integ~rity as well as the efficiency
of our army.



EXPLANATION OF PLATES~

Figs. 1, 2, 3.-Used to illustrate the strategic relations of the
armaies Ah and B.

Fig. 4.--Line of operations directed against the extremity of the
enemy's line of defence, as was done by Napoleon in the
Marengo campaign.

Fig. 5i.--Napoleon's plan of campaign in 1800, for the army of thle
Rhine, and the army of reserve.

Fig. 6 shows the plan adopted by Napoleon in the campaign of
1800, to preserve his communications.

Fig. 7 illustrates the same thing in the campaign of 1806.
Fig. 8.--Interior and central line of operaltions.
Fig. 9 represents a camp of a grand division of an army. The

distance from the front row of tents to the line of camp-
guards should be from 350 to 400 feet;3 thence to the line
of posts, from 150O to 200 feet; thence to the line of sen-
tinels, from 100 to f200 feet. In many cases, the line of
posts between the camp-guards and sentinels may be dis-
pensed with. The distafnce between battalions will be
from 50 to 100 feet ; and the same between squadrons
and batteries.

Fig. 10.-Dletails of encampment for a battalion of infantry. The
width of company streets will depend upon the strength
of a company, and will be so arranged that the front of
the camp shall not exceed the length of the battalion,
when drawn up in line of battle. This width will be from
50 to 100 feet. The distance between the tents of each
row will be 2 or 3 feet; the distance between the tents of
one company and those of another, from 4· to 6 feet.

Fig. 11 is the camp of a squadron of cavalry. A single company
encamping alone, would be arranged in the same way as
an entire squadron. The horses are picketed in two liaes
parallel to the tents, and at -a distance from them of ahout
12 feet. The forage is placed between the tents. A squad-
ron of two companies will occupy a front of ahout 180
feet.- The fires, or company kitchens, should be 50 or 60
feet in rear of the non-commissioned officers' tents.
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Fig; 12 is the camp of two batteries of foot artillery, or two com··
panies of foot engineers.

[The plan of encampment for artillery, as given in the
"(Instruction of U. S. Field Artillery, horse and foot," may
be employed where a single battery encamps by itself, or
where only the skeleton of companies is maintained; but
it will be found exceedingly inconvenient, where a full
battery, with a large train, encamps on the same line with
other troops. The plan we have ~iven is that which is em-
ployed in most Eur~opean services.)

Fig. 13.--In this plan for mounted artillery and engineers, the fires
are so arranged as to expose the ammunition as little as
possible to the sparks from the kitchens.

Fig 14.--Simple parallel or~der of battle.
15.---Parallel order, with a crochet on the flankr.
16.-PBarallel order, reinforced on a wing.
17.--Parallel order, reinforced on the centre.
18.--Simple oblique order.
19.--Oblique order, reinforced on the assailing wing.
20.-Perpendicular order.
21.-Concave order.
22.-Convex order.
23.--Order by echelon on a wing.
~24.-O0rder by echelon on the centre.
25.-Combined order of attackr.
f26.--Formation of infantry by two deployed lines.
27, 28.--Arrangemnents corresponding to depth of column.
~29.--Formation by squares.
30.--Mixed formation of three battalions.
31.--Deep formation of heavy columns.
32.--Formation in columns by brigade.
33.--Formation of two brigades of cavalry, by th~e mixed

system.
34.--Passage of the Sound by the British fleet, in 1807.
85.-Attack on Copenhagen.
36.--Attack on Algiers.
37.--Attack on·8an Juan d'~llon.
38.-A ttackr on St. Jean d'Acre.
39.--Plan of a regular bSastioned front of a. fortification.
40.--Section of do. do.
41.-TIenaillons.
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Fig. 42.-Demi-tenallons, with a bonnet.
43.-A horn-work.
44.-A crown-work
45.--A radan.
46.-A~ lunette.
47.-A mitre ox- priest-cap.
48.-A bastioned fort.
49.--Vertical section of a field intreachment.
50.-Saimple sap.
51.--Flying sap.
52.--Full sap.
53.--Crater of a military mine.
5i4.-PRlan of the attack of a regular bastioneod or~~k.
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